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Preface

This volume contains a selection of papers presented at the 12th International
Conference on Membrane Computing (CMC12, http://cmc12.lacl.fr/) which
took place in Fontainebleau, France, during August 23–26, 2011.
The ﬁrst three workshops on membrane computing were organized in Curtea
de Argeş, Romania – they took place in August 2000 (with the proceedings
published in Lecture Notes in Computer Science, volume 2235), in August 2001
(with a selection of papers published as a special issue of Fundamenta Informaticae, volume 49, numbers 1–3, 2002), and in August 2002 (with the proceedings published in Lecture Notes in Computer Science, volume 2597). The next
six workshops were organized in Tarragona, Spain (in July 2003), Milan, Italy
(in June 2004), Vienna, Austria (in July 2005), Leiden, The Netherlands (in
July 2006), Thessaloniki, Greece (in June 2007), and Edinburgh, UK (in July
2008), with the proceedings published in Lecture Notes in Computer Science,
by Springer, as volumes 2933, 3365, 3850, 4361, 4860, and 5391, respectively.
The 10th workshop returned to Curtea de Argeş in August 2009 (LNCS volume
5957).
From then on, the workshop continued as the Conference on Membrane Computing, with the 2010 edition, CMC11, held in Jena, Germany (LNCS volume
6501). The 12th edition of the meeting, CMC12, was organized in Fontainebleau,
France, by the Laboratoire d’Algorithmique Complexité et Logique of the University of Paris Est – Créteil Val de Marne.
The invited speakers for CMC12 were: Artiom Alhazov (Chişinău, Moldova
and Milan, Italy), Jacob Beal (Cambridge, MA, USA), Peter Dittrich (Jena,
Germany), Jean-Louis Giavitto (Paris, France), Radu Nicolescu (Auckland, New
Zealand) and György Vaszil (Budapest, Hungary). Full papers or extended abstracts of these talks are included in this volume.
The volume also incorporates a selection of 19 accepted papers out of 27 papers and 5 posters presented at the conference. Each of them was subject to at
least three referee reports. The Program Committee consisted of 21 members: Artiom Alhazov (Chişinău, Moldova and Milan, Italy), Gabriel Ciobanu (Iasi, Romania), Erzsebet Csuhaj-Varju (Budapest, Hungary), Rudolf Freund (Vienna,
Austria), Pierluigi Frisco (Edinburgh, UK), Marian Gheorghe (Sheﬃeld, UK)
– Co-chair, Thomas Hinze (Jena, Germany), Oscar H. Ibarra (Santa Barbara,
USA), Kamala Krithivasan (Chennai, India), Alberto Leporati (Milan, Italy),
Vincenzo Manca (Verona, Italy), Maurice Margenstern (Metz, France), Radu
Nicolescu (Auckland, New Zealand), Marion Oswald (Budapest, Hungary), Linqiang Pan (Wuhan, China), Gheorghe Păun (Bucharest, Romania and Seville,
Spain), Mario J. Perez-Jimenez (Seville, Spain), Dario Pescini (Milan, Italy),
Francisco J. Romero-Campero (Seville, Spain), Petr Sosik (Opava, Czech Republic) and Sergey Verlan (Paris, France) – Co-chair. It was assisted in the selection
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process by nine additional reviewers: Oana Agrigoroaiei (Iasi, Romania), Bogdan
Aman (Iasi, Romania), Daniela Besozzi (Milan, Italy), Paolo Cazzaniga (Milan,
Italy), Gabi Escuela (Jena, Germany), Abderrahman Matoussi (Créteil, France),
Ionuţ-Mihai Niculescu (Piteşti, Romania), Liviu Ştefan(Piteşti, Romania), and
Cristina Tudose (Piteşti, Romania).
The Organizing Committee consisted of Patrick Cégielski (Co-chair), Cătălin
Dima, Frédéric Gervais, Pierre Konopacki, Olivir Michel, Antoine Spicher, Pierre
Valarcher, and Sergey Verlan (Co-chair).
Continuing the tradition started at the previous edition, the meeting was
accompanied by the 5th Workshop on Membrane Computing and Biologically
Inspired Process Calculi (MeCBIC). Additionally, a poster session took place,
providing an opportunity for young researchers and students, some of them newcomers to the ﬁeld, to make presentations on late-breaking or preliminary results.
A panel discussion about key research topics and open problems as well as the
future research directions in membrane computing was led by G. Păun, who invited the participants to contribute to a joint paper on further developments in
membrane computing. Finally, the Best Paper Award, identiﬁed by the vote of
all CMC12 participants, was given to the paper “P Systems Simulating Oracle
Computations” by Antonio E. Porreca, Alberto Leporati, Giancarlo Mauri, and
Claudio Zandron.
We gratefully acknowledge the ﬁnancial support of the University of Paris Est
Créteil – Val de Marne, IUT de Sénart-Fontainebleau, Laboratoire d’Algorithmique Complexité et Logique, Faculté des Sciences et Technologies of the University of Paris Est – Créteil Val de Marne and Agence Nationale de Recherche
(project SYNBIOTIC). We also thank the administration of IUT de Fontainebleau for the perfect infrastructure made available to CMC12. Finally, we would
like to thank our secretaries Nathalie Gillet and Flore Tsila for extensive assistance in organizing the event and for smoothly running the conference.
The editors warmly thank the Program Committee members for their prompt
and eﬃcient support in reviewing papers, the invited speakers for their inspiring
talks, the authors of the submitted papers for their interesting papers and presentations, the additional reviewers for their generosity in helping the conference,
and all the participants for their comments and suggestions.
Special thanks are due to Springer for the eﬃcient cooperation in the timely
production of this volume.
November 2011

Marian Gheorghe
Gheorghe Păun
Grzegorz Rozenberg
Arto Salomaa
Sergey Verlan
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Properties of Membrane Systems
Artiom Alhazov1,2
1

Institute of Mathematics and Computer Science,
Academy of Sciences of Moldova,
Academiei 5, Chişinău MD-2028 Moldova
artiom@math.md
2
Università degli Studi di Milano-Bicocca,
Dipartimento di Informatica Sistemistica e Comunicazione,
Viale Sarca 336, 20126 Milano, Italy
artiom.alhazov@unimib.it

Abstract. The goal of this survey is to overview some important properties of membrane systems that are referred to as “promising” or dynamic. It is sometimes quite desirable to achieve them, although they are
mostly undecidable. We summarize how some of these properties aﬀect
the computational power or the descriptional complexity of membrane
systems. A number of variants of the dynamic systems is also discussed.
Finally, a few self-stabilization properties are proposed.

1

Introduction

Membrane systems, also called P systems, are a framework of (bioinspired) computational models, see [39], [41] and [46]. In this paper we only consider the
models with symbol objects; in this case membrane computing is distributed
parallel multiset processing. Generally, a computation is a sequence of transitions between the conﬁgurations. Conﬁgurations are multisets distributed over
a structure (graph or tree), and the transitions are induced by rules, deﬁned
by reactants, products and control (additional applicability conditions, if any),
viewed as formal computational systems (generating/accepting numeric/vector
sets or languages, or computing functions).
Since 1998, a multitude of models and variants have been introduced. We now
attempt to give their brief taxonomy. We will not separate membrane systems
with symbol objects in diﬀerent models, since it is in principle possible to combine them: nearly all types of rules are described in terms of object rewriting
and communications, sometimes with modifying the underlying structure, see
also [32]. Specifying all the deﬁnitions is out of the scope of this overview; later
we focus on the dynamic properties. Note: this paper is targeted to researchers
familiar with membrane computing; it speaks about rather many concepts and
models, and deﬁning all of them would make the paper unreasonably large.
Derivation mode. By far the most studied derivation mode is maximal parallelism. Other modes have been considered, e.g., sequential mode, maximal
strategy, minimal parallelism, asynchronous mode, lookahead mode.
M. Gheorghe et al. (Eds.): CMC 2011, LNCS 7184, pp. 1–13, 2012.
c Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2012
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Much attention has been paid to syntactic properties; they are not only decidable, but whether they hold can be answered “just by looking at the system”.
We emphasize the properties describing cooperativeness and control of the systems (later we also look at other syntactic properties, e.g., strong determinism
and strong reversibility).
Cooperativeness. Objects can change by interacting with other objects, the following may be used: no cooperation, catalysts, multi-stable catalysts. Objects
can move by interacting by other objects, using, e.g., targets, uniport, symport/antiport, protons, conditional uniport. Objects can change and/or move
by interacting with membranes, using polarizations or not.
Control. The applicability of rules may be controlled on presence of objects
(promoters, inhibitors, activators) or structure conditions (permeability, polarizations). Alternatively, objects can be controlled by switching the context, by
membrane dissolution. A diﬀerent way of control is changing the set of applicable
rules (GP systems, inhibiting/de-inhibiting, polymorphism).
Descriptional complexity. is a common approach to further classiﬁcation of membrane system has been done by considering e.g., number of membranes/cells,
weight of rules, number of catalysts/protons, cardinality of the alphabet, and
even the number of rules (per membrane or in total).
Finally, a very important category is whether P systems satisfy diﬀerent properties, called “promising” or dynamic. We now look at them thoroughly.

2

Dynamic Properties

We would call a property dynamic if it depends on the behaviour of a system
and cannot be easily derived from its description (as opposed to the syntactic
properties). Given any ﬁnite computation, we assume that the property is easily
veriﬁable. The two usual sources of undecidability are a)that we do not always
know whether we deal with ﬁnite or inﬁnite computations, and b)that some properties are deﬁned on inﬁnite number of computations (due to non-determinism,
to the initial input or to some other parameter).
Of course, we are only interested here in such properties that yield meaningful
and motivated restrictions of the class of certain P systems (e.g., the property
“multiplicities of all objects are always diﬀerent” is well-deﬁned, but the corresponding subclass of P systems does not seem interesting). By far the most
important and the most studied dynamic property of P systems is determinism.
Definition 1. A P system is deterministic if for every (reachable) conﬁguration
there is at most one transition from it.
A slightly more relaxed version of this property is “conﬂuent after each step”,
i.e., the next conﬁguration must be unique, not the transition.
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Deterministic systems are often shown to be computationally complete acceptors, so it follows that determinism is undecidable for corresponding classes.
Recently in [10] one considered a stronger property, so-called strong determinism, which means that existence of at most one transition is required from each
conﬁguration (even from unreachable ones). This detail makes a great diﬀerence:
strong determinism is decidable and even syntactic, because every pair of rules
can be checked for conﬂict easily. Depending on the control used, strong determinism may be computationally very weak or still computationally complete.
Strong determinism (and strong reversibility, see below) has only been formally introduced for P systems with one working region. In general, the concept
might depend on how to understand “all conﬁgurations”. In case of a larger
static structure, a natural generalization of the one-region deﬁnitions is that a
conﬁguration is deﬁned by multisets in the nodes of the given structure, and
all the shown results would hold. In general, particularly if the structure is not
static, a conﬁguration may mean any structure with multisets in its nodes, but
it seems that such a property is too restricted.
Reversibility is, essentially, backwards determinism. It tells whether the previous
conﬁguration (reachable or not) is unique for every (reachable) conﬁguration. In
some cases, reversible systems are still universal, and reversibility is undecidable. (It is not diﬃcult to see that demanding the uniqueness of only reachable
previous conﬁgurations would lead to a degenerate property: any deterministic
system can be converted to an equivalent weakly reversible system.)
Another interesting restriction is the strong reversibility: the uniqueness of
the previous conﬁguration is required for all (even non-reachable) conﬁgurations.
Unlike reversibility, strong reversibility has been shown to be decidable [33].
Always halting is a notion that is sometimes quite desired, but seldom discussed
explicitly. For deterministic systems without input, this is simply the halting
property, which is a famous undecidable property. For non-deterministic systems,
particularly those solving some “practical” problems, one may wish that every
computation reaches halting, and thus can be interpreted as yielding some result.
Clearly, if a generative system has this property, then it only generates ﬁnite sets.
Accepting systems are not computationally complete, but the power of recursive
sets is clearly enough for the practical purposes.
For systems with input, deterministic or not, always halting would also mean
on-every-input. For instance, uniform solution of various (e.g., NP hard) problems by P systems with active membranes are speciﬁed by distinguishing the
input subalphabet and the input region; notice, however, that valid inputs may
be narrower than all multisets over the input subalphabet.
Conﬂuence is a relaxed variant of always halting determinism. Non-deterministic
branching is allowed, but all computations must halt with the same result. Conﬂuence may be related to a “practical” desire to obtain a meaningful answer to
some underlying problem from a single computation. A “stronger” conﬂuence is
when the halting conﬁgurations must be identical, not just the result.
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A less restricted property is ultimate confluence. It is even allowed for
the computations to never halt, but if a system may halt, then the halting
conﬁguration (it follows that it is unique) must be reachable from any reachable
conﬁguration. Ultimate conﬂuence may be related to halting with probability 1,
in the same conﬁguration.
Time freeness is a diﬀerent kind of dynamic properties. First, (even in maximal
parallelism) the times of rule execution (appearance of products of the rule) is
not necessarily one step, see also [24]. Second, it is required that the result of
(all computations of) a system does not depend on rule execution timings.
One also attempts to deﬁne clock freeness as a stronger variant of time freeness. Although not requiring that diﬀerent executions of the same rule take the
same time usually does not aﬀect the proofs, the notion becomes quite complicated. These may be intuitively related to asynchronous termination of reactions.
Compare time freeness with asynchronous P systems. Asynchronous mode can
be modeled by maximally parallel systems if for every object a in the alphabet
there is a rule a → a. In this way, objects enter reactions asynchronously.
Finally, one could speak about Petri-net like dynamic properties, and also
about probabilistic/stochastic systems, but we leave this out of our scope.

3

Eﬀect of Determinism

Determinism has been considered in P systems as early as 2003-2004, [31],
[23]. In particular, it has been shown that deterministic P systems with symport/antiport are still computationally complete. Deterministic systems are interesting only as acceptors or as input to output processors, not generators.
Intuitively, determinism should require more cooperation, e.g., for appearance
checking or zero test, instead of guessing and causing an inﬁnite computation if
the guess was wrong, fault-free decision must be used. Still, cooperative rewriting
of degree two suﬃces, e.g., it is easy to simulate register machines.
The most famous and not-easy-to-see separation of computational power due
to determinism is that catalytic P systems are computationally complete with
two catalysts, [30], while deterministic catalytic P systems are not, [34] and
[22]. It is via catalysts competing for objects that the objects exchange limited
information crucial for meaningful computation.
The history and results of research in symport/antiport are presented in survey
[29]. The size of a rule is the number of objects in its description. Rules of size two
suﬃce for the computational completeness1 , and in even with two membranes
under certain conventions2. In the same time, deterministic symport/antiport
systems are computationally complete with rules of size three, [23], but with
rules of size two they are not, [44], (except in the tissue case, [17]). Indeed,
1

2

Computational completeness is ﬁrst shown already in [40] using both forms of minimal cooperation, in [20] for minimal cooperation by antiport, and in [14] for minimal
cooperation by symport.
Either one superﬂuous symbol, [18], or the output in the skin, [16].
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deterministic systems with minimal communication cannot increase the total
number of objects inside the system and halt.
The best known results for evolution-communication P systems (having noncooperative evolution and symport/antiport rules of size at most two) are computational completeness with two membranes, [1], and with three membranes in
the deterministic case, [3]. Intuitively, deterministic zero-test checking has been
implemented by moving a control symbol from region 2 into the elementary
membrane or out to the skin.
Summarizing the above, determinism separates computational completeness
from non-completeness for catalytic P systems and for P systems with minimally cooperative symport/antiport. The best known bounds on the number
of membranes in computationally complete evolution-cooperation P systems are
diﬀerent in the deterministic and non-deterministic case. Still, one cannot underestimate the role of determinism for practical reasons like simplicity of analysis,
and, more importantly, the result from one computation, not all of them.
One of the approaches to only use limited non-determinism is the so-called kdeterminism, [36], [21]. In this way, we are only interested in one computation,
while all deviations from it are easily detected. A recent continuation of this
approach is to decrease or eliminate non-determinism by adding extra control to
the derivation mode, calling it look-ahead mode, [42].
We give another curious, but straightforward remark about minimal parallelism. In systems that are deterministic in this mode, for every membrane there
must always be at most one copy of rule applicable.
3.1

Other Models Where Non-determinism Seems Essential

We mention other cases where the construction seem to rely on non-determinism
in some important way.
The ﬁrst case is P systems with active membranes, where except membrane
separation, the rules are non-cooperative and the membrane structure is static.
In [15] and [38], authors give solutions to SAT problem. Naturally, diﬀerent
combinations of truth assignments are processed by diﬀerent sub-membranes,
each deciding whether the formula is satisﬁed, and sending some witness objects
out to the skin membrane in the positive case. The problem was that only
one answer object is needed. However, the skin membrane is not elementary,
so it cannot be separated. Any other rule for witness objects is sequential, and
it cannot be forced to stop until all witness objects undergo this rule, which
might take non-polynomial number of steps. The authors invented the following
(non-deterministic) solution: there is one target membrane in the skin, each of
s membranes with positive answer sends out two witness objects, that later
enter either the target membrane or again membranes with positive answers.
The “entering” of 2s objects in s + 1 membrane takes two steps, and the target
membrane receives one or two objects. Minor additional work is done to make the
system strongly conﬂuent, i.e., all computations halt in the same conﬁguration,
but this is a less restrictive property than determinism.
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The second case is non-cooperative P systems with promoters or inhibitors
(of weight not restricted to one). Subtracting an element from a multiset is
an essential detail of any non-trivial computation. However, if we have a supply of objects a, even if controlled by higher-weight promoters or inhibitors,
without non-determinism all of them will evolve in parallel, in the same way,
so their number is either preserved or increased, or they are all erased. With
non-determinism, such systems are shown to be computationally complete, [19].
Subtracting is done by non-deterministic rewriting of objects a by two rules. The
system then checks if the second rule has been applied, and only once, by using
promoters or inhibitors. Some additional work is done to ensure the ultimate
conﬂuence, which is less restrictive than conﬂuence.
The third case is when a bound is imposed on the size of the alphabet, e.g., 5
or less, see the results in [12], [11]. Clearly, if we want to simulate some computationally complete device, e.g., a register machine, we typically need to represent
its states by multiplicities. If we still have “enough” diﬀerent symbols, states
can be represented by incomparable multisets, e.g., {ai bj | i + j = s}. However,
lowering the bound seems only possible if the states are represented by multisets
like {ai | i ≤ s}, and ensuring that if aj is used instead of ai , j < i (due to
non-determinism), then the computation does not halt.
The fourth case is P systems without polarizations, where membranes can be
divided and dissolved. It has still been shown to be computationally complete,
[4], [13], by representing working registers of a register machine (or the sentential
form of a matrix grammar with appearance checking) by multiplicities of membranes, incrementing by dividing a membrane and decrementing by dissolving
one membrane (with an extra membrane of each type, because at least one is
always needed to be divided). The zero-test is performed by keeping one membrane busy and testing whether any other membrane is available. This seems
impossible to do deterministically, because there also exists an (unproductive,
i.e., non-halting) computation, where keeping an extra membrane busy fails, and
the single membrane is reported as available.
The ﬁfth case is P systems with conditional uniport. Here, the interaction between objects is even weaker than in minimal symport/antiport; this is probably
the most fragile model of P systems ever shown to be computationally complete,
[43], [27]. All elementary operations seem impossible under determinism.

4

Eﬀect of Other Variants of Determinism, Reversibility,
Conﬂuence and Similar Properties

Reversibility in P systems has ﬁrst been considered in [37], in an energy-based
model. We start this section by summarizing some results on determinism, reversibility and their strong variants presented in [8], [9], [7] and [10]. Rewriting
systems with full cooperation were considered, sometimes with (strong) priorities, promoters or inhibitors; we refer to these three features as “control”. Since
membrane structure is ﬁxed, the properties mentioned above are not aﬀected if
the structure is ﬂattened, yielding one-region system. Notice that these systems
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Table 1. Role of determinism, reversibility and their strong versions
Property
accepting
deterministic
strongly deterministic
generative
reversible
strongly reversible

pure Pri
B U
L U
L U
B U
N U
L ?

inh pure Pri inh pro,inh U - universal,
U
U U U
U
C - conjectured N,
U
U U U
U
B - characterized by
?
L U ?
U
partially blind
counter machines,
U
U U U
U
N - non-universal,
U
C U U
U
L - sublinear.
?
L C C
C

are also equivalent to one-membrane symport/antiport systems. Moreover, the
mentioned studies concern both maximally parallel and sequential systems.
Like determinism, reversibility is undecidable if either inhibitors or priorities
are used (in maximally parallel case, determinism is indecidable even without
control). However, strong determinism is a syntactic property (in sequential case,
this property only yields one-rule systems). Strong reversibility is syntactic in
the sequential case and decidable [33] in the maximally parallel case.
Table 1 summarizes the power of sequential (left) and maximally parallel
(right) P systems, depending on the control features3 and underlying restrictions.
So what conclusions we can make from this? Determinism does not restrict the
power of the systems, except in pure sequential case. Neither does reversibility,
except maybe in pure cases. Strong determinism does in pure case, maybe also
with inhibitors4 , but not in other cases. Strong reversibility might decrease the
power in all cases, but it has only been proved for pure systems.
We should mention the conjecture of non-universality of reversible P systems without control. Informally speaking, this is tied to the following facts: a)a
universal computation seems to need zero-test or a similar form of appearance
checking, b)the only known technique for that in systems without control is tryand-wait-and-then-check, c) if state change does not happen in the same step as
consulting the symbol checked, then reversibility no longer holds.
The limitations of strong reversibility compared to (not-strong) reversibility
are related to the fact that a similar simulation of a register machine would
need to satisfy the uniqueness of previous conﬁguration even in situations where
multiple state symbols are present.
This, strong versions of determinism and reversibility may be desired due to
their decidability and the motivation of reﬂecting certain microscopic physical
properties. However, the design of such systems is more complicated, and sometimes impossible. Out of 14 cases of property-mode-control combinations, the
separation is only proven for pure maximally parallel determinism VS strong determinism. Other 4 cases (pure sequential, priorities or priorities with inhibitor)
show no limitation in the computing power, and 9 cases are unanswered.
3
4

Pri, pro, inh mean priorities, promoters and inhibitors, respectively.
One can generalize inhibitors to check for the absence of multiple higher-weight sets
of objects, and the corresponding systems become at least as powerful as those with
priorities, see details in [10].
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Recall from the previous section that there exists models when even the (notstrong) determinism is too restrictive. In Subsection 3.1, case 1 mentions strong
conﬂuence, case 2 mentions ultimate conﬂuence, and one may wish to attack the
latter three cases with, e.g., lookahead mode [42].
In general, deterministic VS conﬂuent has been a very popular topic in paper
solving intractable problems by P systems in polynomial number of steps. This
has mainly been the framework of active membranes, and sometimes tissue systems with cell division or other models. In most cases conﬂuent solutions have
been improved to deterministic ones (case 1 of Subsection 3.1 is an example of an
exception). For instance, [5] presents a solution where a lot of “extra” computation is only carried out so that the computation is deterministic (when multiple
objects can use the same resource in either order, the approach was to replicate
this resource enough times so that diﬀerent copies are deterministically used in
parallel in one step). Notice also that diﬀerent copies of the same object in the
same region are indistinguishable, so, e.g., a(ba) ⇒ab→c ac and (ab)a ⇒ab→c ca
are not diﬀerent. Likewise, two membranes with the same contents located in
the same region are indistinguishable, so, e.g., the steps below are the same.
[ a [ ] 2 [ ] 2 ] 1 ⇒a

[ ]2 → [ b ]2

[ [ b ]2 [ ]2 ]1 ,

a [ ]2 → [ b ]2

[ [ ]2 [ b ]2 ]1 .

[ a [ ]2 [ ]2 ]1 ⇒

It deserves, however, some interest to investigate what penalty has determinism
in terms of descriptional or other complexity for diﬀerent solutions of intractable
problems in polynomial time. For instance, generating truth assignments for
variables in an arbitrary order yields slightly simpler rules, but generating them
in the prescribed order makes it easier to signal the end of the generation phase.

5

Eﬀect of Other Properties

We start with two properties relaxing the assumption of a global clock. The ﬁrst
one (time-free) implies that the reactions that started at the same time will not
necessarily ﬁnish at the same time (see also Section 2), and then requires that
the results do not depend on the rule times. The second one (asynchronous)
implies that the reactions do not need to start immediately when their applicability conditions are satisﬁed. Time-freeness has been proven undecidable, while
asynchronous systems are actually a derivation mode, but it can be viewed as a
syntactic restriction (with a modiﬁed halting condition).
Time-freeness has been introduced in [26], [25], with results improved in [6]
and then in [2]. For instance, it follows that evolution-communication P systems
are computationally universal with two membranes. However, consider a socalled proton pumping restriction (where the only cooperative rules are moving
an object with a special object called a “proton”, and the proton does not appear
in other types of rules). Evolution-communication P systems are computationally
complete already with one proton, but the best known result computational
completeness for time-free systems is with four protons. These results can be
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translated into the transitional P systems model: one bi-stable catalyst is enough
for universality, while four bi-stable catalysts suﬃce in the time-free case.
Asynchronous P systems have been considered in [28], and some results and
ideas belong to publications referenced there. We should also mention paper
[35], relating this property to the corresponding knowledge in Petri nets. It is
not diﬃcult to see that for uncontrolled multiset rewriting, asynchronous systems
lead to the same result as the sequential ones: their power is characterized by
partially blind counter machines. Adding control, e.g., promoters, inhibitors or
priorities, leads to universality, since it is easy to simulate of register machines
where the computation, even under maximal parallelism, is, de facto, sequential.

6

Self-stabilization

Self-stabilization is a known concept in conventional distributed computing, [45],
as well as in systems biology, but as far as we know, it has not yet been considered in the framework of membrane computing. It has been recalled by Jacob
Beal during CMC12. The underlying idea is tolerance of natural and engineered
systems to perturbations. The formulation from [45] says:
A system is self-stabilizing if and only if:
1. Starting from any state, it is guaranteed that the system will eventually reach a correct state (convergence).
2. Given that the system is in a correct state, it is guaranteed to stay
in a correct state, provided that no fault happens (closure).
In case of inherently non-deterministic systems, “with probability 1” should be
added. Based on this concept, we propose for the consideration a few following
formal properties, following a discussion below.
Clearly, “a correct state” should be rephrased as “a state in the set of correct
states”. Moreover, we would like to eliminate the set of correct states, let us
denote it by S, as a parameter. We say that our property holds if there exists
some ﬁnite set S satisfying the according conditions. Since membrane systems
are inherently non-deterministic, we additionally propose two weaker degrees
of such property: possible (there exists a computation satisfying the according
conditions), almost sure (the according conditions are satisﬁed with probability
1 with respect to non-determinism). Finally, if condition 2 is not required, we
call these properties (ﬁnite) set-convergence instead of self-stabilization. We now
give the formal deﬁnitions.
Definition 2. A P system Π is possibly converging to a ﬁnite set S of conﬁgurations such that for any conﬁguration C of Π there exists a conﬁguration
C  ∈ S such that C ⇒∗ C  .
Definition 3. A P system Π is (almost surely) converging to a ﬁnite set of
conﬁgurations such that for any conﬁguration C of Π the computations starting
in C reach some state in S (with probability 1, respectively).
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Definition 4. A P system Π is possibly closed with respect to a ﬁnite set S if
for any non-halting conﬁguration C ∈ S there exists a conﬁguration C  ∈ S such
that C ⇒ C  .
Definition 5. A P system Π is closed with respect to a ﬁnite set S if for any
non-halting conﬁguration C ∈ S C ⇒ C  implies C  ∈ S.
We say that a system is (possibly, almost surely) set-converging if it is
(possibly, almost surely, respectively) converging to some ﬁnite set.
We say that a system is possibly self-stabilizing if it is possibly converging
to some ﬁnite set S and if it is possibly closed with respect to S.
We say that a system is (almost surely) self-stabilizing if it is (almost
surely, respectively) converging to some ﬁnite set S and if it is closed with
respect to S.
It is an open research topic to consider how the 6 above mentioned selfstabilization properties aﬀect the computational power and other characteristics
of membrane systems, as well as to attack the decidability question for these
properties.

7

Conclusions

The topic of this survey is restrictions of P systems induced by dynamic properties like determinism, strong determinism, reversibility, strong reversibility,
conﬂuence, strong conﬂuence, always halting, time freeness, asynchrony. In particular, we try to answer the question what are limitations of such restricted
classes of P systems compared to the unrestricted ones; sometimes a gap in
computational power is known, sometimes it is conjectured, sometimes it is unknown, and and other times the power is the same. We note that, even in the
latter case, there may be other penalties for having the property satisﬁed, such
as descriptional complexity (number of membranes, weight of rules, the size of
total description of the corresponding constructions).
For instance, determinism induces a gap in power for catalytic P systems, it
requires diﬀerent minimal weight of symport/antiport rules, whereas the best
known number of bi-stable catalysts or number of membranes in evolutioncommunication P systems is diﬀerent. Five other cases are mentioned, where
one might expect the gap in power (membrane separation, non-cooperative conrolled multiset processing, small alphabets, polarizationless active membranes,
and conditional uniport); we give a number of informal comments to justify why.
Determinism and reversibility are compared with their strong versions and
with unrestricted cases, depending on the controls used; open problems are also
commented. The gap is only known in pure cases. Then determinism is compared
to conﬂuence. Finally, we speak about time freeness (the best known number of
bi-stable catalysts is diﬀerent) and asynchrony (with a gap for pure systems).
This survey does not pretend to completely cover all classes of P systems
corresponding to the restrictions associated to the dynamic properties. One of
its aims is to try to give a uniform perspective of the role of dynamic properties,
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and another aim is to encourage the membrane computing researchers to produce
formal proofs of separation of computational power by the dynamic properties,
e.g., in situations like those mentioned in Subsection 3.1. Other properties yet
to be characterized are proposed in Section 6.
Acknowledgements. The author gratefully acknowledges the project RetroNet
by the Lombardy Region of Italy under the ASTIL Program (regional decree
6119, 20100618).
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Abstract. Biological systems can often be viewed as spatial computers:
space-ﬁlling collections of computational devices with strongly localized
communication. Applying a continuous-space abstraction allows the behavior of such systems to be modeled or speciﬁed in terms of aggregate
geometry and information ﬂow. This can simplify both the engineering of biological systems and the application of biological models to the
engineering of non-biological systems, as illustrated by examples from
synthetic biology and morphogenetic engineering.
Keywords: spatial computing, synthetic biology, morphogenesis.

1

Motivation

Forging links between biological systems and engineering practice is often challenging. The complexities of the biological world and the architectural thinking
of current engineering practice are often simply at odds with one another. In
many cases, however, we can ﬁnd a useful intermediate point between these two
worlds in the notion of a spatial computer: any potentially large collection of
computational devices, distributed through space, in which the ability of devices
to communicate is strongly correlated with physical distance. There are many
examples of such systems in the engineering world, such as sensor networks,
ad-hoc mobile networks, pervasive systems, robotic swarms, and reconﬁgurable
computing architectures. There are also many examples in the natural world,
such as bioﬁlms, multicellular organisms, ﬂocking birds, and insect colonies.
Although the details of such systems are often radically diﬀerent, the constraints imposed by spatial locality frequently dictate similar solutions. For
example, gradients are a common organizing pattern in biological systems, guiding such phenomena as embryo development[8] and the movement of foraging
ants[9]. Gradients are also used in the engineering world in such diverse areas as distance vector routing (e.g., [11]), collective construction[12], and crowd
management[10]. There are a number of similar such “building block” patterns,
such as symmetry breaking and approximate consensus, that have either emerged
independently in both worlds or where models of natural phenomena have been
adapted for engineering use, and many of these patterns are spatial in nature.
We may thus hypothesize that further linkages between engineering and biology will be facilitated by adoption of spatial computing models, such as the
M. Gheorghe et al. (Eds.): CMC 2011, LNCS 7184, pp. 14–18, 2012.
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(a) Amorphous Medium

(b) Discrete Approximation

Fig. 1. The amorphous medium is an approximable continuous computing abstraction

amorphous medium abstraction[1]. Such models should allow engineers to abstract away many domain-speciﬁc implementation details, laying bare the essential spatio-temporal structure of a phenomenon, and making it easier to transport
from domain to domain.
The remainder of this paper expands on this hypothesis, ﬁrst by more closely
examining the amorphous medium abstraction, and its use in the Proto spatial computing language, then by discussing two examples where these have
been used in projects that link engineering and biology. In the case of synthetic
biology, the spatial computing view has allowed organism- or colony-level descriptions to be automatically transformed into genetic regulatory networks for
controlling the behavior of cells. In the case of morphogenetic engineering, the
manifold geometry of the amorphous medium abstraction has allowed ideas from
embryogenesis to be applied to the adaptation of robot designs. Finally, we will
conclude with suggestions of future research directions.

2

Space as a Unifying Abstraction

An amorphous medium[1] is a compact Riemannian manifold with a computational device at every point (Figure 1). Information ﬂows through this manifold
with a ﬁxed maximum velocity of c. Finally, every device has access to the recent
past state of all other devices in some local neighborhood around it: speciﬁcally,
all state in the intersection of the device’s past light cone with its neighborhood.
Obviously, we cannot actually build a system that contains an uncountably
inﬁnite number of devices. We can, however, view any system of locally communicating computing devices as a discrete approximation of an amorphous medium.
Each device then represents a small region of nearby space, and messages sent
from device to device (whether they be radio packets, chemical markers, or other)
implement the information ﬂow through neighborhoods.
The Proto spatial computing language[3] uses this abstraction to simplify the
construction of distributed algorithms by making many of the details implicit.
With Proto, the programmer writes a program that operates over regions of
space-time, manipulating ﬁelds that map each point in space-time to a value.
For example, a ﬁeld representing a chemical morphogen gradient in a developing
embryo would assign a chemical concentration to each location in the embryo
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(a) Compilation to GRN




















 














(b) Optimized GRN for two-bit adder

Fig. 2. Proto BioCompiler transforms programs to genetic regulatory network designs

and specify how that concentration evolves over time. A hox gene might then
be abstracted as a comparison function that is applied to this ﬁeld in order to
produce a Boolean ﬁeld that indicates choice of cell fate.
Proto has four families of operators for producing and manipulating ﬁelds:
pointwise operators do “normal” computing like logic and mathematics, restriction operators change where a program is run, feedback operators create and
evolve state over time, and neighborhood operators gather information from the
neighborhood (neighbor state and spatial metrics) and compute over it. Proto
is a functional language, so programs are formed by combining these operators
together using the rules of mathematical function composition. This functional
composition, combined with a careful choice of operators, makes it possible for
the Proto compiler to automatically transform these aggregate level spatial programs into programs for the individual devices of an amorphous medium. The
amorphous medium is then approximated by physical devices. The details of
communication and state management can thus be derived from a simpler description of aggregate behavior, and the manifold geometry and discrete approximation provide implicit scalability, robustness, and adaptability[7].
All then that must be determined for a given realization on physical devices,
whether biological or otherwise, is how those devices can be used to approximate
an amorphous medium. A biological model, written for an amorphous medium,
can thus be executed equivalently on a non-biological system, and vice versa.

3

Example Applications

Synthetic biology is the application of engineering design methods, particularly
from electrical engineering and computer science, to genetic engineering. A major
challenge in this ﬁeld has been eﬀective design of systems containing more than
a few engineered elements, partly due to the large variety of diﬀerent factors that
a design must take into account. A colony of cells, however, may be viewed as a
spatial computer, and the continuous-time dataﬂow model that lets Proto cope
with parallel and asynchronous execution in networks maps just as well onto the
a parallel and asynchronous dynamics of a genetic regulatory network (GRN)[4].
We have taken advantage of this to construct the Proto BioCompiler[6], which
uses a motif-based method to transform Proto programs into GRN designs by
associating each primitive with a motif (Figure 2). The resulting designs are
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(a) miniDroid

 



(b) Body plan

(c) Cube

(d) Cylinder

(e) Distorted

Fig. 3. MADV facilitates variation of designs like the iRobot miniDroid (a) with an
embryonic body plan (b, c) that automatically adapts to distortion (d, e)

then optimized, allowing automated creation of complex genetic regulatory networks. The compiler guarantees that, if appropriate DNA parts can be obtained,
the design GRN will correctly implement the high-level program. This also allows execution to be simulated on simple message-passing network models, so
programs can be debugged there before proceeding to veriﬁcation in computationally expensive chemical simulations.
Moving in the opposite direction, Morphogenetically-Assisted Design Variation (MADV) applies models of morphogenesis to adapt robot designs. Here the
challenge is the maintain the viability of a tightly integrated design as portions of
it are modiﬁed in response to the desires of a designer or the changing demands
of the external environment. The relationships between key parameters of the
design are set by functional blueprints[2], which specify a design in terms of how
it can be changed to maintain desired properties. Most parameters of the design,
however, are implicit in the relationships between key parameters, and these are
established instead by simulating development of a robot “embryo” [5]. Figure 3
shows an example robot, the iRobot miniDroid, the early embryo body plan used
to establish design relations, and examples of a partial body plan, simulated in
Proto and adapted in response to distortion of the embryo. This adaptation is
not explicitly designed, but is implied by the continuous space manifold model
of Proto, which also allows the embryo to be simulated with a much smaller
number of cells than in many natural embryos, albeit more coarsely.

4

Future Directions

We have thus seen that continuous space-time abstractions may be fruitful in
connecting biological systems and engineering models, whether to improve the
engineering of biology or to improve other ﬁelds of engineering by importing concepts from biology. There are many possible avenues in which these connections
might be broadened. For example, biological organisms use many morphological
operations that have not been well explored for use in engineered systems, and
the potential of swarming remains underutilized in the engineering of infrastructure and logistics. Likewise, spatial computing may focus engineers better on
the key issues in areas like ecology, helping to avoid some of the pitfalls frequently encountered. Ultimately, all of these domains and many more are deeply
entangled with space, and that fact must be recognized and used.
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Abstract. In the past century, several conceptual and technological
breakthroughs produced the digital computers and open the digital information age. At the very same time, the Watson – Crick model of the
digital coding of the genetic information was developed. Despite this
parallel development, biology as long focused in the understanding of
existing systems shaped by natural evolution whilst computer science
has built its own (hardware and software) objects from scratch.
This situation is no longer true: the emergence of synthetic biology
opens the doors to the systematic design and construction of biological
(ﬂuid) machines. However, even if ﬂuid machines can be based on a kind
of digital information processing, they diﬀer from the discrete dynamical systems we are used in computer science: they have a dynamical
structure.
In this paper, we stress the parallel between the development of digital information processing and genetic information processing. We sketch
some tools developed or appropriated in computer science that can be
used to model and specify such ﬂuid machines. We show through an example the use of MGS, a domain speciﬁc language, in the proof of concept
of a “multicellular bacterium” designed at the 2007 iGEM competition.
Keywords: ﬂuid machines, synthetic biology, computer modeling and
simulation, (DS)2 : dynamical systems with a dynamical structure, spatial
computing, topological rewriting, domain speciﬁc language (DSL), MGS.

1

Introduction

In the preface of [10], Tibor Gánti highlights the divergence of information
processing researches as they apply to biological systems (cells) or to artiﬁcial systems (computers). As early as 1944, Erwin Schrödinger speculates about
“programs” and “genetic code” [34]. Since, information processing has been a
constant source of fruitful analogies for genetics [25] and biology has provided
many motivations and algorithms to computer science (from evolutionary algorithms to artiﬁcial neurons). But, despite the parallel developments of computer
science and genetics, cf. Fig. 1, biology as focused in the understanding of existing systems shaped by natural evolution whilst computer science has designed
and studied its own hardware and software objects from scratch.
M. Gheorghe et al. (Eds.): CMC 2011, LNCS 7184, pp. 19–34, 2012.
c Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2012
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Computer Science
1928
The Turing Machine
The ﬁrst transistor
Self-reproducing automata

Arpanet
electronic mail

Commercial development
of the Internet

1936
1947
1951
1953
1967
1972
1975
1983
1990

Genetics
DNA as the support of the genetic
information

Structure of the DNA: the digital
coding of the genetic information
ARN sequencing
DNA sequencing
PCR

2000 ˜ 03 The Human Genome Project

Fig. 1. A parallel history: In the two domains, the storage, the replication, the communication and the modiﬁcation of (digital or genetic) information is studied

Considering biological entities, like cells or organisms, as “machine” has a long
history. For instance, in the 17th century, when René Descartes tried to convince
Queen Christina of Sweden that animals were just another form of machine, she
is said to have replied: show me a clock that reproduces [1]. Three centuries were
to pass before her question received an answer in 1951 with the publication of an
article by John Von Neumann [40]. A machine, in the abstract and ideal form of a
computation, could eﬀectively build a copy of itself. Therefore, the reproduction
argument cannot be used to distinguish in principle biological systems from
machines.
The idea that living matter, and speciﬁcally cells, can be used as computers is
appealing for several reasons: nanoscale devices, massive parallelism, low energy
consumption, possible change in computability and complexity classes. . . and
also the hope that computing with biological devices may give to the corresponding software properties usually attributed to living matter: autonomy, adaptability, self-repair, robustness, self-organization.
Tibor Gánti uses the term ﬂuid machineries to describe machines based on
chemical processes utilized in the living world. In [10] he introduces the chemoton
(chemical automaton), a minimal cell model composed of three stochiometrically
coupled autocatalytic subsystems: a metabolism, a template replication process,
and a membrane enclosing the other two. The qualiﬁer “ﬂuid” stresses the fact that,
in contrary to electrical machines, real geometrical directions cannot be assigned
to the energy exchanged between the components of the ﬂuid automaton. Nevertheless, they can be described as dynamical systems with a (chemical) state that
evolves in time. This is also the case for genetic process engineering [41,42], another example of chemical machines harnessing the cellular machinery. In this engineering discipline, existing genetic elements are modiﬁed to implement into cells
biochemical logic circuits and programmed intercellular communication. The objective is to achieve complex, predictable and reliable input/output cell behaviors.
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However, we advocate that the term “ﬂuid” also outlines another important
property of living systems: they have a dynamic structure. Biological processes
form highly structured and hierarchically organized dynamical systems, the spatial structure of which varies over time and must be calculated in conjunction
with the state of the system (this is specially obvious in developmental biology).
We call this type of system a dynamical system with dynamical structure [12,13],
which we shall abbreviate to (DS)2 .
The fact that the very structure of a biological system is dynamical1 has been
highlighted by several authors; we can cite: the concept of hyper-cycle introduced
by Manfred Eigen and Peter Schuster in the study of autocatalytic networks [6],
the theory of autopoietic systems formulated by Humberto Maturana and Francisco Varela [39] or the concept of biological organization introduced by Walter
Fontana and Leo Buss to formalize and study the emergence of self-maintaining
functional structures in a set of chemical reactions [9]. The objective of all of
these works has been to grasp and formalize the idea of change in the structure
of a system, change that is coupled with the evolution of the state of the system.
Coming back to the question of harnessing biological processes to compute,
it is interesting to follow the metaphor: if we want to use cells as computing
devices, what makes a population of idealized cell intrinsically diﬀerent from a
Turing machine? It may be that, from a technical point of view, there is no
diﬀerence, meaning that Turing computation and “cell computation” coincide in
term of computability. However, the computing devices diﬀer deﬁnitively, in the
same way that lambda expressions diﬀers from Turing machines.
A Turing machine has a ﬁxed structure. The tape is unbounded and only a
ﬁnite part of the tape is used during the computation; however, the structure of
the tape is ﬁxed a priori: a sequence of symbols. This means that the control
of the machine is also ﬁxed: the head can move only to the left or to the right.
The writing of a symbol on the tape is fully determined by the state of the
control automaton of the Turing machine and a symbol in its (left or right)
neighborhood. We can say that the control part of the Turing machine (control
automaton and neighborhood) is predeﬁned. At ﬁrst sight, the situation does not
seem too much diﬀerent for a population of cells. Obviously the cells in a tissue
share the same genetic program and two cells interact and change accordingly
their state2 because they are neighbors. And the dynamic organization of a set
of cells can be coded in someway into a linear tape. However this coding is not
straightforward at all. The structure of a living system is not predeﬁned: cells
growth, divide and their emerging organization as tissue or organisms exhibits
a great variety that must be computed with the system evolution and cannot
1

2

Biological systems are not the only ones that may exhibit a dynamic structure. For
example, in control theory, these questions have also been addressed for instance
with systems of variable structure [38].
The state of a cell is a complex value that changes due to internal processes. But
the state of a cell can also change because of the interactions with the cells in the
neighborhood through diﬀusion and active transport, by endo- and exocytosis, by
mechano-transduction, by propagation of an electric ﬁeld, etc.
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be predicted by the simple inspection of the genetic program. Moreover, this
neighborhood is dynamic. It means that the control part of a biological system
(genetic program and neighborhood) cannot be ﬁxed a priori.
The modeling, “the programming”, the simulation and the analysis of such
(DS)2 raise a diﬃcult problem: how to deﬁne an evolution function when its set
of arguments (the state variables) is not completely known at the speciﬁcation
time?
In the rest of this paper we sketch a formalism and an experimental programing language called MGS, which address this problem. MGS relies on a notion
of “spatial structures rewriting” to specify local interactions between the system
components. This approach enables the speciﬁcation of the components evolution as well as their dynamic organization.

2
2.1

A Brief Introduction to MGS
Lessons from L Systems and P Systems

Computer Science has developed many languages and tools to help model and
simulate dynamical systems. P systems (membrane computing) [30] and L systems [33] are examples of bio-inspired formalisms that have been successfully
used in the modeling of biological (DS)2 . We will motivate MGS concepts based
on relevant features of these two formalisms.
A Common Computational Mechanism. First, one can note that P and L
systems share the following three characteristics.
Discrete Space and Time. The structure of the state (the membranes hierarchy
in a P system, the parenthesized string in a L system) consists of a discrete
collection of values. This discrete collection of values evolves by discrete steps.
We call “spatial” the organization of the elements in the collection because this
structure does not unfold in time.
Temporally Local Transformation. The computation of a new value in the new
state depends only on values for a ﬁxed number of preceding steps (and as a
matter of fact, only one step).
Spatially Local Transformation. The computation of a new collection is done
by a “structural combination” of the results of more elementary computations
involving only a “small and static subset” of the initial collection. “Structural
combination”, means that the elementary results are combined into a new collection, irrespectively of their precise value. “Small and static subset” makes explicit
that only a ﬁxed subset of the initial elements are used to compute a new element value (this is measured for instance by the diameter of an evolution rule
in a P systems, or the context of a rule in a L system).
A Rewriting Mechanism. Considering these shared characteristics, the abstract
computational mechanism is always the same: (1) a subcollection A is selected in
a collection C; (2) a new subcollection B is computed from the collection A; (3)
the collection B is substituted for A in C. These three basic steps are reminiscent
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of the notion of rewriting and, indeed, P systems can be described as multiset
rewriting and L systems as a kind of string rewriting. However, we prefer to
call it a transformation because the notion of rewriting is mainly developed on
terms (strings are terms in an associative monoid and multisets are terms in an
associative and commutative monoid) and we want to be more general.
In addition to transformation speciﬁcation, there is a need to account for the
various constraints in the selection of the subcollection A (the pattern language)
and the replacement B, and in the rule application strategy. For example, for
L systems and P systems, the basic rule application strategy is the maximal
parallel one.
Locality and Interaction. From the perspective of the simulation of (DS)2 ,
several features are appealing in the L systems and in the P systems formalisms.
First, summing up the local evolutions triggered by the rules speciﬁes the
global evolution of the state. So there is no need to have a global picture of the
state to specify its evolution.
Secondly, elements referred in a rule are referred implicitly through pattern
matching. For instance, a pattern a refers to some occurrence of a in the collection: there is no need to use a global reference to a. A global reference (like a
coordinate) may be diﬃcult to maintain as the collection evolves (for instance
when new symbols are inserted elsewhere).
Third, element in a pattern are related through the relationships induced by
the organization of the collection. For example, in a string, the pattern ab denote
two symbols a and b that must be consecutive in the string. For multisets, each
element is neighbor to all the other elements of the multiset.
2.2

The Topological Organization of the State

After this presentation, the main diﬀerence between the two formalisms, for the
purpose of simulation, appears to be the organization of the collection: an imbrication of multisets of symbols or a parenthesized string of symbols. Thus, our
idea is to generalize the approach of P and L systems by developing a framework
where multiple organizations can be considered uniformly. This is the notion of
topological collections introduced in [19] to describe arbitrary complex spatial
structures that appear in biological systems [15] and other dynamical systems
with a time varying structure [16,20].
The deﬁnition of topological collection is based on a mathematical device
developed in algebraic topology: the notion of chain [23] that extends the notion
of labeled graph.
Incidence Structures. An abstract combinatorial complex K = (C, ≺, dim) is a
set C of abstract elements, called topological cells, provided with a partial order
≺, called the boundary relation, and with a dimension function dim : C → N
such that for each c and c in C, c ≺ c ⇒ dim(c) < dim(c ). The reader must pay
attention not to confuse biological and topological cells. We write c ∈ K when a
cell c is a cell of C. A cell of dimension p is called a p-cell. We say that a cell c
is a border of a cell c if c ≺ c. The boundary of a cell c is the set of borders of c.
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The faces of a p-cell c are the (p − 1)-cells c such that c ≺ c and we write c > c
or c < c; c is called a coface of c. Two cells c and c are q-neighbors either if
they share a common border of dimension q or if they are in the boundary of a
q-cell (of higher dimension).
A cell of dimension 0 corresponds to a point, a 1-dimensional cell corresponds
to a line (an edge), a cell of dimension 2 is a surface (e.g. a polygon), etc. For
example, a graph is an abstract combinatorial complex (ACC) built only with
0- and 1-cells. Another example is pictured in Fig. 2.
Topological Collections. The next step is to attach a value to the cells of a
complex. Algebraic topology takes this value in a commutative group since it
gives a natural group structure to the set of chains [23]. We relax this assumption
for topological collections: a topological collection C is a function that associates
a value from an arbitrary set V with cells in an ACC, see Fig. 2. Thus the notation
C(c) refers to the value of C at cell c; C(c) is called the label of the cell c. Labels
can be used to capture geometric properties or to represent the arbitrary state
of a subsystem (a mass, a concentration of chemicals, or a force acting on certain
cells).
We write |C| for the set 
of cells for which C is deﬁned. The collection C can
df
be written as a formal sum c∈|C| vc ·c where vc = C(c). With this notation, the
underlying ACC is left implicit but can usually be recovered from the context.
By convention, when we write a collection C as a sum
C = v1 · c1 + · · · + vp · cp
we insist that all ci are distinct. This notation is directly used in MGS to build
new topological collections on arbitrary ACC of any dimension. Notice that this
addition is associative and commutative: the order of operations used to build a
topological collection is irrelevant.
In the MGS programing language, topological collections correspond to aggregate data types. These data types diﬀer by the speciﬁcation of their underlying
f
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Fig. 2. On the left, the Hasse diagram of the boundary relationship of the ACC given
in the middle: it is composed of three 0-cells (c1 , c2 , c3 ), of three 1-cells (e1 , e2 , e3 ) and
of a single 2-cells (f ). The three edges are the faces of f , and therefore f is a common
coface of e1 , e2 and e3 . On the right, a topological collection associates data with the
cells: positions with vertexes, lengths with edges and area with f .
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cellular complex. In the current implementation of the MGS language, usual data
structures (records, sets, sequences, trees, arrays, etc.) are represented by special
kinds of one-dimensional topological collection, namely vertex-labeled graphs: elements of the data structure are attached to the vertexes and the edges represent
the relative accessibility from one element to another in the data structure. MGS
also handles more sophisticated spatial structures corresponding to arbitrary
ACC of any dimension.
2.3

Topological Rewriting

The next move is to deﬁne a suitable notion of topological collection transformation. As mentioned in the introduction, the transformation of a topological
collection must be able to express changes in the labels as well as changes in the
underlying spatial structure.
A dedicated deﬁnition has been developed in [19]. However, thanks to the
term structure of a topological collection, transformations can be deﬁned in the
framework of set rewriting, following an approach similar to that taken in [31]
for hyper-graphs: using the additive representation of topological collections,
topological rewriting can be simply deﬁned as an adapted version of conditional
ﬁrst-order associative-commutative term rewriting, see [36] for the details.
A transformation T is a function speciﬁed by a set of rewriting rules {p1 ⇒
e1 , . . . , pn ⇒ en } where each pi is a pattern and each ei is an expression. An
application of a rule matches a sub-collection with pk that is then substituted by
the result of expression ek . In rewriting rules, patterns match sub-expressions,
that is, partial sums of the whole sum representing the topological collection
that the rule is applied on. It is in this sense that the additive structure of
topological collections is preserved (but a transformation is not necessarily an
homomorphism).
Patterns. The formal deﬁnition of topological rewriting is less interesting than
the actual syntax of the pattern language used to specify the left hand side (lhs)
of a rewriting rule: as a matter of fact, the lhs of a rule must match a subcollection, that is a subset of C and a sub-relation of the incidence relation ≺ of
the complex K. This information can be diﬃcult to specify without the help of
a dedicated language. We have studied several pattern languages. We use here
a very small fragment of the MGS path pattern language. Path patterns can be
composed with respect to the neighborhood relationships but we don’t use this
feature in the example developed in this paper.
Pattern Variables. A pattern variable x matches a cell and its label. Patterns
are linear : two distinct pattern variables always refer to two distinct cells. The
identiﬁer x can be used elsewhere in the rule to refer to the label of the matched
cell; the cell itself can be referred through the special identiﬁer ˆx. This convention avoids the introduction of two identiﬁers to match a cell and its associated
value. Using the additive notation for topological collections, and without the
previous convention, this pattern is translated to x · ˆx where the variable x
ranges over the labels, and where the variable ˆx ranges over the cells.
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Conditional rules. A guard can be used to specify a condition that must be
satisﬁed by the matching. For instance, expression x/x > 5 matches a cell ˆx
labeled by an integer x greater than 5.
Strategies. Rule applications are controlled through a rule application strategy.
Several strategies are available in MGS like the maximal parallel application and
the Gillespie stochastic simulation algorithm used in the simulation of chemical
reactions [35]. These strategies control the advancement of time in the simulation
(synchronous, asynchronous, stochastic, etc.). They are often non-deterministic,
i.e., applied on a collection C, only one of the possible outcomes (randomly
chosen) is returned by the transformation.
Multisets as “Free” Collections. Let an ACC K = {⊥, c1 , c2 , . . .} where
the ci are incomparable and ⊥< ci . The corresponding topological collection is
a multiset and the associated notion of transformation corresponds to classical
multiset rewriting. In this sense, any topological collection can be obtained from
a multiset by putting additional constraints on ≺.
Note that the previous deﬁnitions of topological collections and transformations are useful for developing a uniﬁed simulation framework but have less interest if one is concerned by the derivation of properties speciﬁc to an underlying
topology.

3

The Modeling of a “Multicellular Bacteria”

In this section, we illustrate the use of the MGS framework for the modeling and
the simulation of a ﬂuid machine.
3.1

The international Genetically Engineered Machine (iGEM)
Competition

The emergence of synthetic biology [8,22,4,24] opens the doors to the systematic
design and construction of biological (ﬂuid) machines. After the construction
of the ﬁrst artiﬁcial genetic regulatory networks in E.coli around 2000 [11,7],
this domain mainly develops around the engineering of synthetic gene network [21,27,5]. It has been largely popularized through the iGEM competition,
a yearly competition launched by the MIT in 2003 [3]. The competition is aimed
at undergraduate students that are given the opportunity to design, model and
assemble BioBricks [26] to produce new biological functions integrated into living systems. More than 160 teams coming from all around the world participate
in the 2011 issue.
3.2

Objectives of the Synthetic Multicellular Bacterium Project

The 2007 French team supervised by Ariel Lindner and Samuel Bottani participated in the competition and was ranked ﬁrst in the “foundational research”
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category for their Synthetic Multicellular Bacterium project. Unlike most projects
involving a regulatory network functioning in a single cell following a straightforward sensing/transduction/actuation loop, the functioning of the Synthetic
Multicellular Bacterium is implemented at the population level. MGS was used
to produce most of the simulations needed to validate the design (one simulation
was done in MATLAB). To save room, we present here only the design idea of
the Synthetic Multicellular Bacterium and one of the supporting MGS models.
The interested reader may found additional information in [37] where several
simulations that are inspired or that extend the initial Synthetic Multicellular
Bacterium simulations are presented.
The project is aimed at the design of a synthetic multicellular bacterium.
This organism would allow the expression of a lethal or dangerous transgenic
gene in the Escherichia coli bacterium without disturbing the development of
its biomass. The main diﬃculty was to install a mechanism of irreversible bacterial diﬀerentiation that makes possible to express the transgene only in a part of
the population unable to reproduce. The two lines, germinal (not diﬀerentiated)
and somatic (diﬀerentiated and unable to reproduce), are interdependent and
then constitute a multicellular organization (hence the name “multicellular bacterium”). To ensure that the ratio between the two populations makes it possible
for the system to grow, the sterile somatic cells are designed to provide to the
germinal cells a molecule essential to their reproduction: DAP (diaminopimelate). Fig. 3 sketches the general principle of the project. This design asked for
the development of two distinct biological functionalities, one for the cellular
diﬀerentiation and the other for the feeding of DAP to the germinal cells.
This design is an example of a ﬂuid machine: it is the dynamic organization of
the whole population (into two diﬀerentiated subpopulations) that is viable and
functional. A single cell cannot survive: it is either sterile or unable to reproduce
alone. The Paris team provided experimental evidences and theoretical proofs
that the Synthetic Multicellular Bacterium organism is viable.
differentiates into
reproduces
the organism

Germline

Soma

cannot reproduce
the organism

is required for

Fig. 3. The Synthetic Multicellular Bacterium is composed of two cell types: germ cells
(G) and somatic (S) cells. G cells are able to live by producing two diﬀerent types of
cells: G cells and S cells. S cells are derived from G cells by an irreversible diﬀerentiation
step, exhibiting a new function required for the survival of the G cells. S cells cannot
reproduce. This dependency between G and S cells deﬁnes the organism. Additional
informations is available at [2,37].
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Fig. 4. Gene regulatory networks of the germinal and somatic cells describing the
feeding device (light gray) and diﬀerentiation device (dotted box). Cre, dapA and
ftsK are genes, LOX is a recombination site and T are terminators. Figure reprinted
from [37] and adapted from [2].

3.3

The Paris Team Proposal

The Paris team has proposed an original construction to implement this functionality into the E.coli bacterium. The gene regulatory network of the proposal
is described in Fig. 4. Two functions are described: a feeding device based on the
production of DAP molecules (light gray) and a diﬀerentiation device based on
a classical Cre/LOX recombination scheme (dotted box).
In the germline G, the natural promoter controls the expression of fstK, a
gene essential for replication. On the contrary, the dapA gene is not active since
it lacks a promoter to initiate its transcription and G is auxotrophic in DAP
(the corresponding protein product of the gene dapA). DAP diﬀuses in the environment and is rapidly degraded.
A dapAp promoter is sensitive to DAP concentration and it is located before
the gene Cre. The production of Cre, in presence of DAP in the environment,
initiate the recombination/diﬀerentiation process.
After recombination, the genomic reassembly leads, by the excision of the
parts between the two LOX genes, to the soma cell type S (and a plasmid that
is rapidly degraded). In the feeding device S, DAP is under the control of its
constitutive promoter and can be expressed. The synthesized DAP diﬀuses in
the environment allowing to reach G cells. Lacking ftsK genes, S cells are sterile
and eventually die.
3.4

One MGS Model of the Synthetic Multicellular Bacterium

Several models of the Synthetic Multicellular Bacterium have been developed
to study, through simulation, various questions. We present here a model that
integrates a simple mechanical and a biological behavior.
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In this example, we abstract individual biological cells by disks localized in
a 2D Euclidean space (the third dimension is not considered as the Synthetic
Multicellular Bacterium is supposed to grow in the plane of a petri dish). Cells
push away each other and consequently change their positions in space and
their immediate neighborhood. Thus, this neighborhood must be dynamically
computed according to the position of the disks in the plane. The state of a cell
is described by a record:
record bact = { x, y, vx, vy, fx, fy, size, radius, dap, soma }

which includes the position, velocity and force exercised on the cell, its radius,
the local DAP concentration, and the diﬀerentiation state (germinal or somatic).
Our approach is based on the speciﬁcation of cell-cell dynamical interactions
and the computation of the neighborhood of the cells using an implicit Delaunay
triangulation. This approach has already been used in systems biology for the
modeling of cell population [32]. The MGS declaration
delaunay D(c:bact) = [c.x, c.y]

deﬁnes Delaunay collection called D: a graph where nodes are cells and edges are
computed implicitly by the run-time using the vector of coordinates extracted
from the cells using the function D.
Description of the Model. The modeling of Synthetic Multicellular Bacterium is organized into two coupled models: a mechanical model and a biological
model.
The Mechanical Model. The mechanical model consists of a mass/spring system. Bacteria are considered as punctual masses localized at the center of their
associated circle; the presence of a spring between two masses depends on the
neighborhood computed by the Delaunay triangulation. The elongation of the
springs rest lengths captures the mechanical eﬀect of the growth of the bacteria.
Each cell computes its acceleration by summing all mechanical forces induced by its incident springs, and consequently moves in space. This is done
by the transformation Meca. Meca sums the forces applied on each cell using a
neighborsfold expression. A naive Euler schema is used twice to integrate during
the time step, acceleration into velocity and velocity into new positions.
fun interaction(ref, src) =
let x = ref.x - src.x and y = ref.y - src.y in
let dist = sqrt(x*x+y*y) in
let spring = 0.0-K*(dist-(ref.radius+src.radius))/dist
in fx=x*spring - ref.vx*MU, fy = y*spring - ref.vy*MU
fun addVect(u, v) = fx = u.fx + v.fx, fy = u.fy + v.fy
fun sum(x, u, acc) = addVect(acc, interaction(x,u))
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trans Meca[Dt] = {
e => let f = neighborsfold(sum(e), fx=0,fy=0, ˆe)
in e + { x = e.x + Dt*e.vx, y = e.y + Dt*e.vy,
vx = e.vx + Dt*f.fx, vy = e.vy + Dt*f.fy,
fx = f.fx, fy = f.fy } * ˆe
}

The overall form of the unique rule of the Meca transformation is e => v * ˆe
which means that this rule only update the value associated to the cell matched
by e.
The computation of the value v requires some explanation. Variables in capital
represent parameters of the model (constant deﬁned elsewhere). The deﬁnitions
interaction, addVect and sum specify auxiliary functions. All functions are curried in MGS: so, sum(e) is a function awaiting the remaining arguments u and acc.
The + operator between records denotes the asymmetric merge. The expression
r1 + r2 computes a new record r having the ﬁelds of both r1 and r2 : r.a has the
value of r2 .a if the ﬁeld a is present in r2 , otherwise it has the value of r1 .a.
The expression neighborsfold (f, init, c) iterates a binary reduction function f
over the labels of the neighbors of c to build up a return value. The argument
init is used to initialize the accumulator. Note that the neighborsfold operator
rely on the ACC structure underlying the topological collection to determine the
neighbors of c.
The Biological Model. The DAP diﬀusion dap_diff is modeled by a classical continuous model (numerical integration of the diﬀusion equation is done using a
simple Euler explicit schema). New rules are added to deal with cellular growth,
division and death: in presence of DAP, G cells grow by increasing their radius.
When the G cell radius reaches a threshold, the cell divides. S cells keep on
growing then die when another threshold is reached. The corresponding transformation is called Cell and computes the evolution during a time step Dt:
fun divide(b) =
(b + { size = (b.size / 2.0), ...}) * newcell(D),
(b + { ..., x = noise(b.x), y = noise(b.y) }) * newcell(D)
trans Cell[Dt] = {
x / x.soma & x.size > 4
=> if random(1.0) < 0.01 then <undef> else x * ˆx
x / x.soma
=> (x + { size = x.size + Dt*GRate }) * ˆx
x / x.size < 2
=> let dap_diff =
neighborsfold(\y,acc.acc + Dt*DIFF*(y.dap-x.dap), 0, x) in
let dap = dap_diff.dap / neighborcount(x) - Dt*CONS
in if (dap <= Mdap) then if (random(1.0) < DProb)
then (x + { soma = true }) * ˆx
else (x + { dap = dap }) * ˆx
else (x + { dap = x.dap + dap, size = ...}) * ˆx
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x / x.size >= 2
=> let dap_diff = ...
in if (dap >= Mdap) then divide(x) else ...
}

The ﬁrst rule gives the fate of a somatic cell of size greater than 4: it goes to
apoptosis (cell death) with a probability of 1% per Dt period. The second rule
gives the fate of a somatic cell with a size less or equal to 4 (rules are tried in
the order of their speciﬁcation). Such cells increase in size. Third rule apply to
germinal cell of size less than 2. Such cells acquire DAP from the environment.
If the amount of DAP in the environment is below a given threshold Mdap, the
cell can spontaneously turn to a somatic cell, with some probability.
The fourth rule is interesting: it speciﬁes the division of a bacterium if some
conditions are meet. The function divide returns two new labeled cells (new cells
for collection of type D are build by the expression newcell(D)). The ﬁrst has the
same coordinates as the argument. The second cell has the same coordinates
perturbed by some small noise. The mechanical evolution will separate quickly
the two cells and will reorganize the whole structure. This reorganization will
impact the diﬀusion of DAP. So there is a feedback loop between the spatial
organization of the system and the process inhabiting this organization.
Integration of the Two Models. As classical functions, transformations can
be arbitrarily composed. This is the key to the coupling of the two models. The
iteration of a function can be speciﬁed by the MGS option iter. It allows to
deal with diﬀerent time scales: assuming that the mechanical process is faster
than the cellular process the whole model is captured by the following evolution
function:
fun SMB(state) = Cell[Dt=Δ2 t](Meca[Dt=Δ1 t, iter=Δ2 t/Δ1 t](state))

where the named argument Dt corresponds to the time step used in transforma2t
tions Meca and Cell. Here transformation Meca is applied Δ
Δ1 t times for only one
application of Cell.

4

Conclusions

The example above remains simple: there is no need for sophisticated patternmatching, yet it is a (DS)2 and it exhibits clearly a feedback loop between the
spatial structure and the processes inhabiting the structure. The conclusions
that are drawn below are also supported by other applications.
The MGS description is concise thanks to the notion of collection and the notion of transformation, which unify (for the purpose of the simulation) the handling of a wide family of dedicated data structures [14]. The MGS speciﬁcation
follows the natural structure of the model: there is generally one evolution rule
for each type of evolution. Evolution rules can express simultaneously structural
as well as state changes. They can be grouped into transformation associated to
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some kind of physical laws (mechanics, chemistry, etc.) making manifest multiphysics simulation (i.e., involving multiple physical domains). The coupling
between transformations is easily controlled because the functional nature of a
transformation. This enables multiscale models. Although transformations are
associated to discrete step evolution, the example shows that numerical integration of continuous processes can be integrated smoothly with discrete evolutions
(such as cell division in the rule 4 of the transformation Cell). The alternative
models developed for the Synthetic Multicellular Bacterium (each model focuses
on a speciﬁc time scale using a dedicated theoretical framework) outline the versatility of the approach. For instance, stochastic model can be expressed simply
through the choice of a dedicated rule application strategy [35].
Past work on MGS have focused on the development of a framework relevant
for simulation and the validation of MGS concepts through numerous examples, including application in system and synthetic biology; see the MGS home
page: http://mgs.spatial-computing.org. The theoretical investigation of
the topological framework (e.g., can we develop a natural complexity notion on
patterns and on topological operations? Can we develop a dedicated static analysis framework for MGS programs? Is there a relevant notion of model-checking?
Etc.) is underway.
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Abstract. Our group’s recent quest has been to use P systems to model
parallel and distributed algorithms. Several framework extensions are
recalled or detailed, in particular, modular composition with information
hiding, complex symbols, generic rules, reiﬁed cell IDs, asynchronous
operational modes, asynchronous complexity. We motivate our proposals
via P system models of several well-known distributed algorithms, such
as leader election and distributed echo. As another type of application, we
mention a dynamic programming algorithm for stereo matching in image
processing. We suggest criteria to assess the merits of this modelling
approach and oﬀer preliminary evaluations of our proposed additional
ingredients, which have been useful in refactoring existing systems and
could be useful to the larger P systems community.
Keywords: P systems, P modules, complex symbols, generic rules, cell
IDs, distributed algorithms, parallel algorithms, synchronous networks,
asynchronous networks, leader election, distributed echo, stereo matching.

1

Introduction

A P system is a parallel and distributed computational model, inspired by the
structure and interactions of cell membranes. This model was introduced by
Păun in 1998–2000 [29]. An in-depth overview of this model can be found in
Păun et al. [31].
Broadly speaking, typical P system research falls into one of the following
three areas, which could be labelled: (1) theory, such as computational completeness (universality), complexity classes (e.g., polynomial solutions to NP-hard
problems) or relationships with other models (e.g., automata, grammar systems
and formal languages); (2) tools, including designers, simulators and veriﬁers;
and (3) applications, most of these are in computational biology, but also in a
large variety of other areas, such as biomedicine, economics or linguistics. For a
more comprehensive list, refer the to Păun et al.’s survey [31].
This talk discusses our group’s recent use of P systems to model parallel and
distributed algorithms, a complementary application area which, except for a
few notable exceptions, such as the pioneering work of Ciobanu et al. [8, 9],
has not been addressed by other research. We intentionally use a maximalist
M. Gheorghe et al. (Eds.): CMC 2011, LNCS 7184, pp. 35–50, 2012.
c Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2012
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approach, by selecting the most adequate ingredients for our quest and propose
several extensions, which seem to “naturally” ﬁt into the existing P systems
framework and are useful or even required for modelling fundamental distributed
and parallel algorithms.
To interest us, a distributed problem should score high on the following criteria:
• The problem must be “self-referential”, i.e. the problem should be given by
the P system itself, more speciﬁcally, by its topology, and not as externally
encoded data, which is then fed into a diﬀerent P system.
• The problem must be a fundamental or very challenging distributed problem.
• The P solution (the P rules which solve the problem) must be short and
crisp, comparable to the best existing pseudo-code, which further implies
that the number of rules must be ﬁxed, regardless of the scale of the problem
instance.
• The P solution must be comparable in eﬃciency to the best known algorithms, i.e. the number of P steps (a P step is a single time unit in P systems)
must be comparable to the number of steps or rounds.
In this spirit, we have studied a variety of topics:
• Hyperdag P systems (hP): DAG or hypergraph based models, which seem
more adequate for well structured scenarios where the tree model is inadequate, such as computer networks or phylogenetic trees enhanced with horizontal gene transfers. Interestingly, hP systems are in general not planar,
but admit a Moebius-like graphical representation.
• Network discovery: algorithms to discover and search the neighbourhood
and the whole digraph—in particular, several algorithms to establish disjoint
paths.
• FSSP : several variants of the ﬁring squad synchronization problem (which
should probably be called simultaneous neuron ﬁring).
• Fault tolerant distributed computing: Byzantine agreement (the “crown jewel”
of distributed algorithms).
• P modules: a model which favours recursive composition with information
hiding.
• Asynchronous P systems: a recent proposal for asynchronous P systems,
more closely related to the mainstream concepts in distributed algorithms,
extended with a validation suite consisting of several eﬃcient asynchronous
distributed DFS and BFS algorithms.
• Parallel stereo matching: a recent design of a massively parallel image processing task.
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Here, I report our design choices which have proved most useful and have been
reﬁned in the process. We hope that, by looking back at parallel and distributing
systems (which were one the inspiration sources for the P systems framework),
our experience will be useful to the global P systems community, for developing
complex modelling applications.

2

Preliminaries—Basic Model

While we use our own version of P systems, our core results should remain valid
and meaningful for other versions of these systems. As in most of our recent
papers [1, 10–16, 21, 25–27], our preferred membrane structure is a directed graph
(digraph) or one of its subclasses, such as a directed acyclic graph (DAG) or,
occasionally, a (rooted) tree, or a more complex structure, such as a hypergraph
or a multigraph; (undirected) graph structures can be emulated by symmetric
digraphs. Arcs represent duplex channels, so parents (arc tails) can send messages
to children (arc heads) and children can send messages to parents, i.e. messages
can travel along both forward or reverse arcs’ directions.
Each arc has two labels—one at its tail and another at its head: note that this
is an extension of the usual graph convention, where an arc has just one label.
Arc labels can be used for directing messages over a speciﬁc arc. Labels can be
explicitly indicated: otherwise, we assume a default labelling convention. A not
explicitly labelled arc, α = (σi , σj ), is implicitly labelled with the indices of its
two adjacent cells: j—on its tail and i—on its head. Figure 4 shows an explicitly
labelled arc, (σ1 , σ2 ), labelled as in the default case.
In the basic model, all cells evolve synchronously. Rules are prioritized (i.e. linearly ordered) and applied in weak priority order [31]. The general form of a
rule [15, 27], which transforms state S to state S  , is
S x →α S  x (y)β . . . |z ,
where:
• S, S  are states, S, S  ∈ Qi ;
• x, x , y, z are strings which represent multisets of symbols, z being a promoter, x, x , y, z ∈ O∗ ;
• α is a rewriting operator, α ∈ {min, max};
• β is a transfer operator, β ∈ {↑γ , ↓γ , γ | γ ∈ {∀, ∃} ∪ Λ}, where γ = ∀ is the
default and Λ is the set of (implicit or explicit) arc labels.
The transfer operator β’s arrow points in the direction of transfer: ↑—towards
parents; ↓—towards children; —in both directions. Note that:
• By default, we consider duplex (bidirectional) communications.
• If all rules exclusively use ↓, then our system use simplex (unidirectional)
communications, from structural parents to structural children.
• If all rules exclusively use  arrows, then arc directions do not matter: this
oﬀers one way to consider (undirected) graphs, at the rule level (another way,
at the structural level, is to consider symmetric digraphs).
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The transfer operator β’s qualiﬁer, γ, indicates the distribution form: ∀—a
broadcast (the default); ∃—an anycast (nondeterministic); or an arc label—a
unicast over a speciﬁc arc (i.e. to a speciﬁc target).
Although the deﬁnition does not enforce this, we typically ask that all cells
start with identical state and rule sets (as being mass-produced by a virtual
cell factory); cells should only diﬀer in their initial contents and their relative
position in the structural digraph [25]. This is a strong requirement; it precludes
custom rule sets for each cell, but, as we will see later, enables the design of
complex algorithms with ﬁxed size state and rule sets, independent of how many
cells are included in the system.

3

Extensions—P Modules

The above deﬁnition corresponds to what we called a simple P module [11].
Figuratively, if we allow half-arcs (i.e. arc “stumps” or disconnected arc heads
and tails), we obtain more general P modules [12]. The open ends deﬁne ports,
through which P modules transfer messages. P modules deﬁne a controlled way
ro recursively compose P systems, where internal features of one P module are
hidden and inaccessible to other P modules.
Without going into detail (available in [12]), I illustrate these concepts by
a series of ﬁgures, where dotted lines delimit P modules. Figure 1 illustrates
this idea in a very simplistic scenario. Figure 2 illustrates the recursive modular
composition of a P module which solves the greatest common divisor (GCD)
problem. Figure 3 illustrates the use of P modules to systematicaly build proper
connections in a Byzantine agreement scenario.

τ1
Π1
θ1
(a)

Z2
Z1

τ1

θ2

θ2

Π2
τ2
(b)

Π3
τ2

θ1
(c)

Fig. 1. A simple composition of two P modules

4

Extension—Complex Symbols

While atomic symbols are suﬃcient for many theoretical studies (such as computational completeness), complex algorithms need appropriate data structures.
Previous studies have proposed complex symbols in the form of strings. While
string symbols are enough in some scenarios, they are not adequate for complex
algorithms, because strings require complex and costly encoding and decoding
(parsing), which would adversely clutter the algorithm’s description and aﬀect
its runtime performance. We proposed a simple form of complex symbols, similar
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Fig. 2. Left: A ﬂowchart for computing the GCD. Right: A corresponding P module
built by recursive modular composition.

to Prolog terms and Lips tuples, with a crisp and fast encoding and decoding
and simpliﬁed “uniﬁcation” semantics [27]. Such complex symbols can be viewed
as complex molecules, consisting of elementary atoms or other molecules.
We thus enhance our initial vocabulary, by recursive composition of elementary
symbols from O into complex symbols, which are compound terms of the form:
t(i, . . . ),
where
• t is an elementary symbol representing the functor;
• i can be
◦ an elementary symbol,
◦ another complex symbol,
◦ a free variable (open to be bound, according to the cell’s current conﬁguration), or
◦ (in more complex scenarios) a multiset of elementary and complex symbols and free variables.
Also, we often abbreviate complex symbols (i) by using subscripts for term arguments and (ii) by using superscripts for runs of repeated occurrences of the same
functor. The following are examples of such complex symbols, where a, b, c, d, e, f
are elementary symbols and i, j are free variables (assuming that these are not
listed among elementary symbols):
•
•
•
•
•
•

b(2) = b2 ,
c(i) = ci ,
d(i, j) = di,j ,
c(a2 b3 ),
d(e, i, f (j)),
c(), c(c()) = c2 (), c(c(c())) = c3 (), . . . ,
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Π2

ψ2
γ21
γ21

γ22

Γ21

γ21

γ12

γ22

γ22

γ23

γ23

Γ31

γ32

γ32
γ32

γ33
γ33

ψ3

γ24

γ33
γ33

Γ32

γ24

Γ24

γ42

γ23

γ31

γ24

Γ23

γ32

γ13

γ31

γ23

Γ22

γ22

γ31

Ψ2

Γ33

γ43
γ34

γ34
γ34

Γ34

Ψ3
Π3

Fig. 3. Modular design a Byzantine agreement scenario

Note that the sequence items c(), c2 (), c3 (), . . . can be interpreted as integers,
0, 1, 2, . . . (with an excess functor, to smooth the treatment of 0).
We use complex symbols as required: (i) for cell contents (including promoters), (ii) for cell IDs (described in the next section), (iii) for states (which can
be viewed as symbols with speciﬁc semantics) and (iv) for arc labels.

5

Extension—Generic Rules

Further, we process our multisets of complex symbols with high-level generic
rules, using free variable matching. This approach is a practical necessity, because:
1. It enables reasonably fast parsing and processing of subcomponents (practically impossible with string symbols) and
2. It allows us to describe an algorithm with a ﬁxed size elementary alphabet
and a ﬁxed sized rule set, independent of the number of cells in the system
(sometimes impossible with only atomic symbols).
A generic rule is identiﬁed by using complex symbols and an extended version of
the classical rewriting mode, in fact, a combined instantiation.rewriting mode,
which is one of min.min, min.max, max.min, max.max, i.e. we consider all possible
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combinations between (1) an instantiation mode in min, max and (2) a rewriting
mode in min, max.
To explain generics, consider a cell, σ, containing three counters, c2 (), c2 (),
3
c (), (respectively interpreted as numbers 1, 1, 2), and all four possible instantiation.rewriting modes of the following “decrementing” rule:
(ρα ) S1 c2 (i) →α S2 c(i).
where α ∈ {min.min, min.max, max.min, max.max}.
1. If α = min.min, rule ρmin.min nondeterministically generates one of the following rule instances:
(ρ1 ) S1 c2 () →min S2 c() or
(ρ1 ) S1 c3 () →min S2 c2 ().
In the ﬁrst case, using (ρ1 ), cell σ ends with counters c(), c2 (), c3 (), i.e. numbers 0, 1, 2. In the second case, using (ρ1 ), cell σ ends with counters c2 (),
c2 (), c2 (), i.e. numbers 1, 1, 1.
2. If α = max.min, rule ρmax.min generates both following rule instances:
(ρ2 ) S1 c2 () →min S2 c()
(ρ2 )

and

S1 c () →min S2 c ().
3

2

(ρ2 )

In this case, using
and (ρ2 ), cell σ ends with counters c(), c2 (), c2 (),
i.e. numbers 0, 1, 1.
3. If α = min.max, rule ρmin.max nondeterministically generates one of the following rule instances:
(ρ3 ) S1 c2 () →max S2 c() or
(ρ3 ) S1 c3 () →max S2 c2 ().
In the ﬁrst case, using (ρ3 ), cell σ ends with counters c(), c(), c3 (), i.e. numbers 0, 0, 2. In the second case, using (ρ3 ), cell σ ends with counters c2 (),
c2 (), c2 (), i.e. numbers 1, 1, 1.
4. If α = max.max, rule ρmin.max generates both following rule instances:
(ρ4 ) S1 c2 () →max S2 c()

and

(ρ4 ) S1 c3 () →max S2 c2 ().
In this case, using (ρ4 ) and (ρ4 ), cell σ ends with counters c(), c(), c2 (),
i.e. numbers 0, 0, 1.
The interpretation of min.min, min.max and max.max modes is straightforward.
While other interpretations could be considered, the mode max.min indicates that
the generic rule is instantiated as many times as possible, without superﬂuous
instances (i.e. without duplicates or instances which are not applicable) and each
one of the instantiated rules is applied once, if possible.
For all modes, the instantiations are ephemeral, created when rules are tested
for applicability and disappearing at the end of the step. Further examples appear in the next section.
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Extension—Cell IDs

The well-known distributed leader election problem and its famous impossibility
result, as presented by Lynch [23] and Tel [32], highlights the need for reiﬁed cell
IDs 1 . Leader election is a fundamental problem in distributed algorithms and can
be viewed as a highly abstract and simpliﬁed version of cellular diﬀerentiation
in developmental biology. Imagine a network of cells which must elect a leader.
A celebrated result shows that this is impossible, in the deterministic case, if
the system is totally symmetric, e.g., if the network is a circular ring and all
cells are totally identical. This might be our case, if all our cells start with the
same rule set, same state and same contents. While we have decided to keep
the same rule set for all cells, we can still solve the problem by letting each cell,
σi , start with its own unique cell ID symbol, ιi , where ι is a dedicated cell ID
functor. We thus reify the external cell index i into an internal complex symbol,
which is accessible to the rules; in fact, we will use it exclusively as an immutable
promoter [27].
Figure 4 shows a ring structured system, where cells contain cell ID symbols,
ιi ; this breaks the symmetry and enables the leader election process.

σ1

ι1

2
1

σ6

ι6

ι2

σ2

σ5

ι5

ι3

σ3

σ4

ι4

Fig. 4. A ring structured system, where cells contains cell ID symbols (σ1 contains
ι1 , . . . ); note also that arc (σ1 , σ2 ) is explicitly labelled with its default labels

Note that, as suggested by the counters discussed in the previous section, cell
IDs do not need to increase the alphabet size— we can encode any number of
cell IDs with a ﬁxed number of elementary symbols, e.g., as unary or binary
strings.
To explain cell IDs, consider this generic rule:
S3 a nj →min.min S4 b (ci )j |ιi .
This generic rule uses the min.min instantiation.rewriting mode and complex
symbols, ci and nj , where i and j are free variables (recall that ci and nj are
shorthands for c(i) and n(j)).
1

To reify = to consider or make (an abstract idea or concept) real or concrete; cf. republic = res publica (Lat.) = public object.
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Generally, a free variable could match anything, including another complex
symbol. However, in this rule, i and j are constrained to match cell ID indices
only:
1. i—because it also appears as the cell ID of the current cell, ιi ;
2. j—because it also indicates the target of the transfer mode, j , if we assume
that arcs are implicitly labelled by cell indices.
Brieﬂy:
1. according to the ﬁrst min, this rule is instantiated once, for one of the existing
nj symbols (if any), while promoter, ιi , constrains i to the cell ID index of
the current cell, σi ;
2. according to the second min, the instantiated rule is applicable once, i.e. if
applied, it consumes one a and one nj , produces one b and sends one ci to
neighbour j (if this neighbour exists, as parent or child).
As a more elaborate example, consider a system with N cells, σ1 , σ2 , . . . , σN ,
where cell σ1 has two structural neighbours, σ2 and σ3 , is in state S3 and contains
multiset a2 n22 n3 . Consider also all four possible instantiations of the following
rule, ρα , where α is one of the four extended rewriting modes:
(ρα ) S3 a nj →α S4 b (ci )j |ιi .
• Rule ρmin.min generates one of the two low-level instances:
either S3 a n2 →min S4 b (c1 )2 or S3 a n3 →min S4 b (c1 )3 .
• Rule ρmin.max generates one of the two low-level instances:
either S3 a n2 →max S4 b (c1 )2 or S3 a n3 →max S4 b (c1 )3 .
• Rule ρmax.min generates the two low-level instances:
S3 a n2 →min S4 b (c1 )2 and S3 a n3 →min S4 b (c1 )3 .
• Rule ρmax.max generates the two low-level instances:
S3 a n2 →max S4 b (c1 )2 and S3 a n3 →max S4 b (c1 )3 .
These generated instances are then considered for application, as in the basic
model. Without our new ingredients, each cell would need a much larger logically
equivalent custom rule set. For example, instead of ρmax.max , cell σ1 would need
its own custom rule set, consisting of N low-level rules:
{S3 a nj →max S4 b (c1 )j | 1 ≤ j ≤ N }.
We argue that our approach has positive consequences, both at the conceptual
and practical (implementation) level. In fact, this was critical to achieve our goal
of solving complex distributed problems with ﬁxed size rule sets (independent of
the problem size).
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Asynchronous P Systems

The traditional P system model is synchronous, i.e. all cells evolve controlled
by a single global clock. P systems with various asynchronous features have
been recent investigated [3–7, 17, 18, 22, 28, 33]. We are looking for similar
but simpler deﬁnitions, closer to the standard deﬁnitions used in distributed
algorithms [23, 32]. We are interested to model fundamental and challenging
asynchronous distributed algorithms and to assess the merits of such modelling
exercise.
Here, we further elaborate the ideas ﬁrst proposed in our previous paper [1]. In
contrast to the synchronous case, fully asynchronous P systems are characterized
by the absence of any system clock, let alone a global one. However, an outside
observer may very well use a clock to time the evolution.
Our approach, based on classical notions in distributed algorithms [32], does
not require any change in the static descriptions of P systems and only their
evolutions diﬀer (i.e. just the underlying “P engine” works diﬀerently):
• For each cell, each step starts after a random step delay, t, after the preceding
step.
• For each cell, its rules application step, once started, takes zero time (it
occurs instantaneously).
◦ Note that a small execution delay might look more realistic, but could
needlessly complicate the arguments.
• For each message, its delivery delay, t, is random:
◦ either from its origin;
◦ or, more realistically, after the previous message sent over the same channel (arc).
• We typically assume that messages sent over the same arc arrive in strict
queue order (FIFO)—but one could also consider arrival in arbitrary order
(bag, instead of queue).
• The message granularity is still an open question. Should a message contain:
(a) A single symbol (elementary or complex)? (b) All symbols sent by the
same rule? (c) All symbols sent from a cell, during an application step?
Note that classical synchronous P systems can be considered as a special case of
asynchronous P systems, where all step and delivery delays are one, i.e. t = 1.
For the purpose of time complexity, the time unit is chosen to be greater than
any step or delivery delay, i.e. all such delays are real numbers in the closed unit
interval, i.e. t ∈ [0, 1]. The runtime complexity of an asynchronous system is the
supremum over all possible executions.
This proposal suggests further directions of study of fundamental notions and
properties related to asynchronous systems [23, 32], such as causality, liveness,
safety, fairness and speciﬁc proof and veriﬁcation techniques.
We next present two more elaborate examples, described in more detail elsewhere [1]: an algorithm for neighbours discovery and a version of the well-known
Echo algorithm [32].
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Discovering Neighbours (Async)

Many distributed P algorithms require that cells are aware of their local topology,
i.e. each cells knows its neighbours’ IDs.
In this algorithm, all cells start in the same initial state, S0 , with the same
set of rules. Each cell, σi , contains a cell ID symbol, ιi , which is immutable and
used as a promoter. Additionally, the source cell, σs , is marked with one symbol,
a. All cells end in the same state, S3 . On completion, each cell contains its cell
ID symbol, ιi , and neighbour pointers, nj . The source cell, σs , is still marked
with symbol a.
Figure 5 illustrates a sample graph and the discovered neighbourhoods. Listing 6 presents the solution, i.e. the rule set which solves this problem. Note
that rule 1.1 is generic and uses a cell ID promoter, which was instrumental in
ensuring a ﬁxed size rule set. For more details, refer to [1].
Although the algorithm terminates, cells involved in this algorithm have no
way of knowing when the algorithm terminates. This problem is shared by other
asynchronous algorithms and highlights some of the diﬃculties faced by the
asynchronous model: for details and possible solutions refer to [32].

2

3

1

6

4

5

Cell Neighbour pointer symbols
σ1
n2 , n4
σ2
n1 , n3 , n4
σ3
n2 , n4 , n5 , n6
σ4
n1 , n2 , n3 , n5
σ5
n3 , n4 , n6
σ6
n3 , n5

Fig. 5. A sample graph and the discovered neighbourhoods

9

Echo Algorithm (Async)

The Echo algorithm is a wave algorithm [32]. It starts from a source cell, which
broadcasts forward messages. These forward messages transitively reach all cells
and, at the end, are reﬂected back to the initial source. The forward phase
establishes a virtual spanning tree and the return phase is supposed to follow
up its branches. The tree is virtual, because it does not involve any structural
change: instead, virtual child-parent links are established by pointer symbols.
The algorithm terminates when the source cell receives the reﬂected messages
from all its neighbours.
This algorithm requires that each cell “knows” all its neighbours (structural
heads and tails). This could be realised by a preliminary phase which builds this
knowledge, such as presented in Section 8. Therefore, we assume that each cell
already knows all neighbours’ IDs.
Scenario 1 in Figure 7 assumes that all messages arrive in one time unit, i.e. in
synchronous mode. The forward and return phases take the same time, i.e. D
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0. Rules for state S0 :
1 S0 a →min S1 ay (z) ∀
2 S0 z →min S1 y (z) ∀
3 S0 z →max S1

1. Rules for state S1 :
1 S1 y →min.min S2 (ni )  |ιi
2 S1 z →max S2
2. Rules for state S2 :
1 S2 →min S3
2 S2 z →max S3

Fig. 6. Rules for discovering neighbourhoods

time units each, where D is the diameter of the underlying graph, G. Scenario 2
in Figure 8 assumes that some messages travel much faster than others, which
is possible in asynchronous mode: t = , where 0 <  1. In this case, the
forward and return phases take very diﬀerent times: D and N − 1 time units,
respectively, where N is the number of nodes of graph G. At ﬁrst sight, this seems
paradoxical and highlights some of the subtleties involving runtime estimates for
asynchronous algorithms. For more details, including the rule set (omitted here),
refer to our paper [1].
1

1
4

2
(a)

3

4

2
(b)

1

1
4

2

3

(c)

4

2

3

3

(d)

Fig. 7. The Echo algorithm in synchronous mode. Edges with arrows indicate childparent arcs in the virtual spanning tree built by the algorithm. Thick arrows near edges
indicate messages. Steps (b), (c), (d) take one time unit each.
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1

1

4

2
3

3
Time units = 3

Time units = 2

Time units = 4
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(b)

(c)

(d)

1

1

1

1

4

2
3

Time units = 1

(e)

4

2
3

Time units = 2

(f)

4

2
3

Time units = 3

(g)

4

2
3

Time units = 4

(h)

Fig. 8. One possible evolution of the Echo algorithm in asynchronous mode, with
diﬀerent forward and return times. Dotted thick arrows near edges indicate messages
still in transit. Steps (a), (b), (c), (d) take  time units each; steps (e), (f), (g), (h) take
one time unit each.
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Parallel Stereo Matching

Image processing oﬀers many opportunities for parallel modelling, but, with
a few notable exceptions, mostly from the Seville group [2, 30], has not yet
attracted much attention from the P systems community.
To ﬁnalize, we brieﬂy present an image processing application, detailed in our
forthcoming paper [21]. We designed a massively parallel synchronous P model
for implementing a critical part of the dynamic programming stereo matching
algorithm proposed by Gimel’farb [20]. Our model processes in parallel all potentially optimal similarity scores that trace candidate decisions, for all the disparities associated with each current x-coordinate. The theoretical performance of
our P model is conceptually comparable to that of a physical parallel processor
with an unlimited number of processing elements.
This modelling exercise has enabled us to generalise and refactor our matching
algorithm, following our cell structure. The result is a more robust and ﬂexible
version, which allows us to ﬁne tune its parameters and enhance its capabilities, without rewriting it from scratch. We think that our modelling exercise
would have been practically impossible without some of the additional ingredients mentioned in this paper, such as labelled multigraph structures and generic
rules with complex symbols.
Figure 9 shows, in order, a monocular left image, a monocular right image and
their true disparity map (the ground truth). This is the well-known Tsukuba

Fig. 9. In order: monocular left image, monocular right image, true disparity map

Fig. 10. Computed disparity maps: left—old program; right—refactored program
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head-and-lamp stereo pair, ﬁrst proposed by Nakamura et al. [24]. Figure 10
shows our computed disparity maps: left—by the old program; right—by our
refactored and better tuned program.

11

Conclusions

We suggested a few simple criteria for assessing the merits of using P systems
for modelling complex parallel and distributed algorithms, such as a ﬁxed set of
short and crisp rules and a runtime performance similar to state-of-art pseudocode. We discussed a few P system ingredients which are useful or even required
to achieve these goals, such as complex symbols, generic rules, cell IDs, provisions
for modular development and asynchronous processing. We note that some of
these speciﬁc details need further study. We believe that our proposed additional
ingredients have proved their usefulness in refactoring existing realistic systems
and could be interesting to the larger P systems community.
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and the Eﬃcient Parallelizability of Languages
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Abstract. We give an overview of P automata and distributed P automata and the parallelizability of their accepted languages by focusing
on those features of these systems which inﬂuence the eﬃciency of the
parallelization.

1

Introduction

Although P systems are distributed parallel computing devices themselves, their
high computational capacity is mostly due to their ability to work with an exponential amount of workspace in polynomial time, see [9] for an overview.
A diﬀerent approach to computing with P systems in a distributed way was
proposed in [6] where the notion of a distributed P automaton, or dP automaton
in short, was introduced. Such a dP automaton consists of components which
process diﬀerent parts of the input that is split into several pieces, the diﬀerent pieces being simultaneously operated on by the diﬀerent components of the
system which might also communicate with the others in order to provide the
result of the computation.
A language is parallelizable if its words can be recognized by a distributed
P automaton in such a way, that the parts processed by the diﬀerent components
are of roughly the same size. Such a parallelization of a language is eﬃcient, if the
computation of the distributed P automaton uses less computational resources
than any non-distributed variant.
In [6], the formal notion of the eﬃciency of parallelization was introduced
in a way which essentially says that eﬃciency is implied by the existence of a
distributed computation which is k times faster than any non-distributed one
(for some k > 1) while the amount of communication between the components
is constant.
As P automata read multiset sequences from the environment, to recognize
string languages, that is, to be able to speak of accepted or rejected words (which
are strings of symbols of some alphabet), P automata need to employ mappings
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which map the sequences of input multisets to symbol sequences (strings) over
the alphabet of the language in question. This mapping, which we call input
mapping in the sequel, can be chosen in several diﬀerent ways.
In the following we give an overview of the diﬀerent variants of non-distributed
and distributed P automata from the point of view the eﬃcient parallelizability
of P automata languages.

2

Preliminaries and Deﬁnitions

Let V be an alphabet, let V ∗ be the set of all words over V where ε denotes the
empty word, let |w| denote the length, the number of symbols of V in w ∈ V ∗ ,
and let |w|a denote the number of occurrences of the letter a ∈ V in w. The set
of non-negative integers is denoted by N.
The classes of recursively enumerable, context-sensitive, context-free, linear,
and regular languages are denoted by RE, CS, CF, LIN, and REG, respectively.
A multiset is a mapping M : V → N where V is a set of objects and M
assigns to each object its multiplicity. The empty multiset is denoted by ∅. A
multiset over V can be represented as any string w ∈ V ∗ where |w|a = M (a)
for all a ∈ V . Note that all permutations of a given string represent the same
multiset. In the following we use this string representation for multisets, but
to avoid confusion, and to distinguish between strings of objects and sequences
(strings) of multisets, we designate the set of ﬁnite multisets over a set V by
V (∗) , and the set of their sequences by (V (∗) )∗ .
An antiport rule describes the transport of multisets between two neighboring
regions of a membrane system, it is of the form (u, out; v, in) for multisets u, v ∈
V (∗) over some alphabet V . If such a rule is applied in a region, then objects of
the multiset u pass through the bordering membrane into the parent region and
they are exchanged to the objects of v which enter from the parent region at the
same time. Antiport rules can also be of the form (u, out; v, in)|z for z ∈ V (∗) ,
in this case the rule can only be applied in a region if the objects of the multiset
z are present.
A P automaton, introduced in [3], is a system Π = (V, μ, P1 , . . . , Pn , c0 , F )
where V is an object alphabet, μ is a membrane structure, Pi , 1 ≤ i ≤ n are sets
of antiport rules, c0 = (w1 , . . . , wn ) is the initial conﬁguration with wi ∈ V (∗) ,
1 ≤ i ≤ n being the initial contents of the ith region, and F is a set of accepting
conﬁgurations of the form (v1 , . . . , vn ), vi ∈ V (∗) , 1 ≤ i ≤ n where F is given as
E1 × . . . × En , Ei ⊆ V (∗) , such that Ei is either ﬁnite, or Ei = V (∗) , 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
The conﬁgurations of the P automaton are changed by applying the rules in
the maximal parallel manner. This means that a (locally) maximal collection
w ∈V (∗) of objects is moved according to the rules, that is, there is no rule
n
r ∈ i=1 Pi , such that r could be applied to objects which are not in w.
For two conﬁgurations c, c ∈ (V (∗) )n , we say that c ∈ δΠ (u, c) if Π enters
conﬁguration c from conﬁguration c by applying its rules while reading the
input u ∈ V (∗) , that is, if u is the multiset that enters the system through the
skin membrane from the environment while the conﬁguration c changes to c .
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The sequence of conﬁgurations obtained this way is called a computation. If it
ends in a ﬁnal conﬁguration from F , then the sequence of multisets entering
the system from the environment in each step of the computation is called an
accepted multiset sequence. Thus, v1 , . . . , vs , vi ∈ V (∗) , 1 ≤ i ≤ s, is a multiset
sequence accepted by Π if there are c0 , c1 , . . . , cs ∈ (V (∗) )n , such that ci ∈
δΠ (vi , ci−1 ), 1 ≤ i ≤ s, and cs ∈ F .
Example 1. Let G = (N, T, S, P ) be a regular grammar with nonterminal and
terminal alphabets N and T , start symbol S ∈ N , and set of rewriting rules P
of the form A → bC or A → b with A, C ∈ N , b ∈ T .
Let Π1 = (V, μ, P1 , P2 , c0 , F ) where V = N ∪ T ∪ {F }, μ = [ [ ]2 ]1 , c0 = (S, ε),
and the set of ﬁnal conﬁgurations is F = (V (∗) ×F ) where F denotes the singleton
multiset of the symbol F , that is, a conﬁguration is ﬁnal if the second region
contains a single symbol F . The communication rules are given as
P1 = {A, out; bC, in) | A → bC ∈ P } ∪ {(A, out; bF, in) | A → b ∈ P },
P2 = {(F, in)}.
It is not diﬃcult to see that the set of sequences of multisets accepted by Π1
can be given as
{a1 A1 , a2 A2 , . . . , as F | a1 a2 . . . as ∈ L(G)}
because Π1 simulates the derivations of G starting with the application of S →
a1 A1 , continuing with Ai → ai+1 Ai+1 , 1 ≤ i ≤ s−2, and ending with As−1 → as .
Now we give two more examples of accepted multiset sequences without actually
presenting the P automaton.
Example 2. Let M be a ﬁnite automaton over the alphabet T = {a1 , a2 , . . . , ak }.
According to Lemma 2 of [4], there is a P automaton Π2 with two membranes
accepting the set of multiset sequences
. . a, . . . , a .
. . a | ai1 ai2 . . . ais ∈ L(M ), 1 ≤ ij ≤ k, 1 ≤ j ≤ s}.
{a
. . a, a .
 .
i1

i2

is

Example 3. According to Theorem 5.1 of [5], given a ﬁnite automaton M , it is
also possible to construct a P automaton Π3 with four membranes which accepts
the set of sequences of singleton multisets
{a1 , a2 , . . . , as | a1 a2 . . . as ∈ L(M )}
corresponding to the words of the regular language accepted by M .
Now we establish the correspondence between the accepted multiset sequences
and the accepted languages of P automata.
Let Π be a P automaton over the object alphabet V , and let f be a mapping
∗
f : V (∗) → 2T for some ﬁnite alphabet T . We call f the input mapping of Π.
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Let us assume that f is nonerasing, that is, f (u) = {ε} for some u ∈ V (∗) , if and
only if u = ∅.
The language over T accepted by Π with respect to f is deﬁned as
L(Π, f ) = {f (v1 ) . . . f (vs ) | v1 , . . . , vs is an accepted multiset sequence of Π}.
Note the inﬂuence of the choice of f in the deﬁnition above on the language
accepted by the P automaton. It should be chosen in such a way that the power
of the model lies in the underlying P system and not in the mapping f .
Remark 1. If input mappings with erasing, that is, with f (u) = {ε} for some
u ∈ V (∗) , u = ∅ are used, then we obtain so called extended P automata which
are able to characterize RE with systems of a relatively simple structure (see
Chapter 6.4 in [2] for more details).

3

The Power of P Automata and the Inﬂuence of the
Input Mapping

In order to study the eﬀect that the diﬀerent types of input mappings have
on the properties of (distributed) P automata, we recall the two basic types of
∗
mappings studied in [10]. Let f : V (∗) → 2T , for some alphabets V and T , and
let the mapping fperm and the class of mappings TRANS be deﬁned as follows:
– f = fperm if and only if V = T and for all v ∈ V (∗) , we have f (v) =
{a1 a2 . . . as | |v| = s, and a1 a2 . . . as is a permutation of the elements of v};
– f ∈ TRANS if and only if for any v ∈ V (∗) , we have f (v) = {w} for some
w ∈ T ∗ which is obtained by applying a ﬁnite transducer to the string
representation of the multiset v, (as w is unique, the transducer must be
constructed in such a way that all string representations of the multiset v
as input result in the same w ∈ T ∗ as output, and moreover, as f should be
nonerasing, the transducer produces a result with w = ε for any nonempty
input).
Example 4. Consider the grammar G and the P automaton Π1 from Example 1.
∗
Let us deﬁne the input mapping f1 : (N ∪ T )(∗) → 2T as f1 (aA) = {a} for
any multiset aA with A ∈ N , a ∈ T . Note that f1 ∈ TRANS. Then we have
L(Π1 , f1 ) = L(G).
Consider the ﬁnite automaton M over the alphabet T = {a1 , a2 , . . . , ak },
and the P automaton Π2 from Example 2. Let us deﬁne the input mapping
∗
f2 ∈ TRANS as f2 : {a}(∗) → 2T with f (ai ) = ai , 1 ≤ i ≤ k. Now we have
L(Π2 , f2 ) = L(M ).
Consider now the ﬁnite automaton M again, and the P automaton Π3 from
Example 3. As the accepted multiset sequences consist of multisets containing
∗
just one symbol, if we take the permutation mapping fperm : T (∗) → 2T as
input mapping, we get L(Π3 , fperm ) = L(M ).
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Let the class of languages accepted by P automata with fperm or with an
input mapping from the class TRANS be denoted by LX (PA) where X ∈
{PERM, TRANS}, respectively.
As already mentioned above, the type of mappings used to map the sequence
of input multisets to a sequence of terminal letters has great inﬂuence on the
properties of languages accepted by P automata. It is shown, for example, in [7]
that there are simple linear languages which cannot be accepted by P automata
with fperm . Namely
L1 = {(ab)n (ac)n | n ≥ 1} ∈ LP ERM (PA).
On the other hand, it is also shown in [7] that
L2 = {(aac)n (bbd)n | n ≥ 1} ∈ LP ERM (PA).
As LP ERM (PA) also contains non-context-free context-sensitive languages
({an bn cn | n ≥ 1} for example), this means that it is incomparable with LIN
and CF. (Although it contains all regular languages, [5].)
Consider now the following example.
Example 5. Let Π = (V, [ ]1 , P1 , c0 , F ) with object alphabet V = {A, B, C, D},
set of rules
P1 = {(C, out; AC, in), (AC, out; BD, in), (AD, out; BD, in), (B, out)},
initial conﬁguration c0 = (C), and set of ﬁnal conﬁgurations F = {(D)}. It is
not diﬃcult to see that the set of accepted multiset sequences of Π is
{AC, . . . , AC , BD, . . . , BD | n ≥ 1}.


 


n

n
∗

Thus, if we have T = {a, b, c, d} and mappings f, f  : V (∗) → 2T with f (AC) =
{ab}, f (BD) = {ac} and with f  (AC) = {aac}, f  (BD) = {bbd}, then
L(Π, f ) = {(ab)n (ac)n | n ≥ 1} = L1 , and
L(Π, f  ) = {(aac)n (bbd)n | n ≥ 1} = L2 .
Since f, f  ∈ TRANS, we have that both L1 and L2 are in LT RAN S (PA).
As we can see from the example above, there are languages in LT RAN S (PA)
which cannot be accepted by P automata with the input mapping fperm . It is
in fact shown in [1] (see also [2]), that any context-sensitive language can be
accepted with P automata using a very simple input mapping from the class
TRANS, more precisely, it was shown that
LT RAN S (PA) = CS.
Remark 2. Consider a P automaton Π with objects from V , and any nonerasing
∗
mapping f : V (∗) → 2T for some alphabet T . The results from [1,2] imply that
the input mapping f can be of any kind, as long as it is not more complex than
linear space computable (in the Turing machine model), the accepted language
can be characterized by a linear space bounded Turing machine, that is, the
accepted language is context sensitive, L(Π, f ) ∈ CS.
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Distributed P Automata and the Parallelizability of
Languages

A distributed P automaton, or dP automaton, introduced in [6] is a construct
dΠ = (V, Π1 , . . . , Πk , R) where V is a ﬁnite set of objects, Πi , 1 ≤ i ≤ k are
the components of the system with
Πi = (V, μi , Pi,1 , . . . , Pi,mi , ci,0 , Fi ), 1 ≤ mi ,
being P automata as deﬁned above having the skin membranes labeled by
(i, 1), and R is a ﬁnite set of inter-component communication rules of the form
((i, 1), u/v, (j, 1)) with u, v ∈ V (∗) , 1 ≤ i, j ≤ k, i = j. The initial conﬁguration
of the dP automaton is c0 = (c1,0 , . . . , ck,0 ).
The language L ⊆ T ∗ accepted by a dP automaton consists of words of
the form w1 w2 . . . wk where wi ∈ T ∗ are strings accepted by the component
Πi , 1 ≤ i ≤ k, during a successful computation, that is, one that starts in ci,0
and ends in one of the ﬁnal conﬁgurations of Fi from F = (F1 , . . . , Fk ).
∗
More formally, let f = (f1 , . . . , fk ) be a mapping f : (V (∗) )k → (2T )k with
∗
fi : V (∗) → 2T , 1 ≤ i ≤ k, being nonerasing (see Remark 1 above), and let
L(dΠ, f ) = {w1 . . . wk ∈ T ∗ | wi ∈ fi (vi,1 ) . . . fi (vi,si ), 1 ≤ i ≤ k,
where vi,1 , . . . , vi,si is an accepted multiset sequence
of the component Πi }.
Let the class of languages accepted by distributed P automata having k components with fperm or with an input mapping from the class TRANS be denoted
by LX (dPAk ) where X ∈ {PERM, TRANS}, respectively. If we do not wish to
emphasize the number of components of dP automata, we might omit the subscript k from dPAk .
The notion of the parallelizability of languages was introduced and ﬁrst studied for languages of LP ERM (PA) in [6]. In [10] also the class LT RAN S (PA) was
considered. In the following, we present these notions following [10].
A computation accepting a string w ∈ T ∗ by a dP automaton as above with
components Πi , 1 ≤ i ≤ k, is balanced, if w = w1 . . . wk for wi ∈ L(Πi , fi ), such
that −1 ≤ |wj | − |wl | ≤ 1 for any 1 ≤ j, l ≤ k, where L(Πi , fi ) denotes the
set of words read by the component Πi during a successful computation of the
dP automaton dΠ.
A language L is (k, l) parallelizable with respect to a class of mappings F , for
some k > 1, l ≥ 1, if L can be accepted with balanced computations of a dP
automaton dΠ with k components, such that L = L(dΠ, f ) for some f ∈ F with
Com(dΠ) ≤ l where Com is a communication measure denoting the maximal
amount of communication between the components of a dP automaton during
an accepting computation (measured in some reasonable way, for example, as the
number of communication steps, the number of applied communication rules, or
the number of communicated symbols).
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Thus, a language is parallelizable if there is a dP automaton which accepts
its words with balanced computations and a constant bounded amount of communication between the components.
A language L is (k, l, m)-eﬃciently parallelizable with respect to a class of
mappings F , for some k, m > 1, l ≥ 1, if L can be accepted with balanced
computations of a dP automaton dΠ with k components, such that L = L(dΠ, f )
for some f ∈ F with Com(dΠ) ≤ l, and moreover, for all P automata Π and
f  ∈ F such that L = L(Π, f  ),
limx∈L,|x|→∞

timeΠ (x)
≥m
timedΠ (x)

where timeX (x) denotes the number of computational steps that a device X
needs to accept the string x, and where Com is a communication measure denoting the maximal amount of communication (see above) between the components
of a dP automaton during an accepting computation.
Thus, the above deﬁned notion of eﬃcient parallelizability of L expresses the
fact that L can be accepted by a dP automaton which uses a ﬁnite amount of
communication (Com(dΠ) ≤ l) while working about m times faster than any
(non-distributed) P automaton which accepts L. In other words, the parallelization is eﬃcient, if the dP automaton achieves a linear speedup in computational
time compared to any instance of the sequential variant.
There are P automata, however, which (similarly to the linear speedup property of Turing machines) can be modiﬁed to operate faster with any constant
factor while accepting the same language, and unfortunately, this speedup property might also depend on the type of input mapping used.

5

The Linear Speedup of P Automata and the Eﬃciency
of Parallelization

Obviously, there are languages with the property that the order of no two adjacent symbols can be exchanged, thus, a P automaton which accepts such a
language and uses the input mapping fperm has to read all input letters in a
diﬀerent computational step. (Languages of this type are called “frozen” in [8].)
This means that the number of steps of a (non-distributed) P automaton accepting a word of this language cannot be less than the length of the word which
is being read. With dP automata, however, where each component reads just
a portion of the input, the number of computational steps might be less than
the input length. Therefore, if we can construct a dP automaton to accept such
a frozen language L with components reading the portions of the input in less
computational steps than the non-distributed variant needs to read the complete
input word, and moreover, if the components of the dP automaton communicate
a constant amount of information in any computation, then we have eﬃciently
parallelized L.
Let us consider the case of regular languages. Using the above reasoning
(which is based on [6]), we can state the following theorem.
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Theorem 1 ([6]). There are (k, l, m)-eﬃciently parallelizable regular languages
with respect to the mapping fperm for some k, m > 1, l ≥ 1.
To prove this statement it is suﬃcient to show that there is a regular language
where no two adjacent symbols of any word can be exchanged (take for example
L = {(ab)n | n ≥ 1}), and that this language can be accepted by a dP automaton
with k components where each component reads an input symbol in each computational step, while the amount of communication between the components
is less than l for any computation (measured in a chosen communication measure, see above). Such a dP automaton construction is presented in [6] for any
regular language, thus, we can say that any frozen regular language is eﬃciently
parallelizable.
Let us consider now P and dP automata with input mappings from the class
TRANS. It is not diﬃcult to see that any regular language is parallelizable also
with respect to this class of mappings.
Proposition 1. All regular languages are (k, l)-parallelizable for some k > 1,
l ≥ 1, with respect to the class of input mappings TRANS..
Proof idea. We show how to accept the words generated by the regular grammar G = (N, T, S, P ) with balanced computations of a dP automaton having
two components and one communication step during any computation. We may
assume that S does not appear on the righthand side of any production of G.
Let dΠ = (V, μ, Π1 , Π2 , R) where V = N ∪T ∪{[X, Y ] | X ∈ N, Y ∈ N ∪{ε}},
Πi = (V, μi , Pi,1 , ci,0 , Fi ), 1 ≤ i ≤ 2, where μi = [ ]i,1 , ci,0 = (S), F1 = {([X, ε]) |
X ∈ N }, F2 = {(X) | X ∈ N }, and R = {((1, 1), X/[X, ε], (2, 1)) | X ∈ N }. The
rules of the components are given as
P1,1 = {A, out; bC, in) | A → bC ∈ P },
P2,1 = {(S, out; a[X, b], in) | X → aB ∈ P } ∪
{([X, B], out; c[X, D], in) | B → cD ∈ P, X ∈ N } ∪
{([X, B], out; c[X, ε], in) | B → c ∈ P, X ∈ N }.
The system dΠ works similarly to the P automaton from Example 1. The ﬁrst
component starts to simulate a derivation of G from the start symbol S, the
second component starts to simulate a derivation from some symbol X ∈ N ,
and also “remembers” X. If the derivation in the ﬁrst component arrives to the
same symbol from which the second component started its work, then an intercomponent communication rule from R can be applied and dΠ enters a ﬁnal
conﬁguration.
If we now have f = (f1 , f2 ) ∈ TRANS deﬁned as f1 (aX) = f2 (a[X, Y ]) = a
for a ∈ T , X ∈ N , Y ∈ N ∪ {ε}, then we have L(dΠ, f ) = L(G). Thus, we have
shown that all regular languages are parallelizable also with respect to the class
of input mappings TRANS.
Now, in order to ﬁnd an eﬃciently parallelizable regular language (with respect
to the class of input mappings TRANS), we should ﬁnd one which is accepted
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by dP automata faster then with any non-distributed variant. This, however, is
not possible, as we have the following.
Theorem 2 ([10]). For any language L ∈ REG and constant c > 0, there
exists a P automaton Π such that L = L(Π, f ) for some f ∈ T RAN S, and for
any w ∈ L with |w| = n it holds that timeΠ (w) ≤ c · n.
This means that no distributed P automaton can be faster than all the nondistributed variants, thus the following statement holds.
Corollary 3 ([10]) There are no (k, l, m)-eﬃciently parallelizable regular languages with respect to the class of mappings T RAN S for any k, m > 1, l ≥ 1.

6

Eﬃcient Parallelizability with More Than a Constant
Amount of Inter-component Communication

In this section we consider the case when a dP automaton accepts a language
faster than the non-distributed variant, but the amount of inter-component communication between the components does not remain under a constant bound
for all words of the accepted language. Such computations might also be eﬃcient, if the amount of communication is “not too much”, or the cost of the
communication does not exceed signiﬁcantly the cost of local computation.
Consider the following example.
Example 6. Let L = {ww | w ∈ {a, b, c}∗ , |w| = 3t for some t ∈ N}. As there
are words in L in which no two adjacent symbols can be exchanged in such a
way that the result is still in L (the language is frozen, as this property is called
[8]), any non-distributed P automaton with input mapping fperm needs at least
n = 6t steps to recognize the words of length n.
Let dΠ = (V, Π1 , Π2 , R) be a distributed P automaton with
V = {S1 , S2 , a, b, c} ∪ {[x, y, z; i]j , [x, y, z; F ]j | 1 ≤ i ≤ 3, 1 ≤ j ≤ 2},
and Πi , 1 ≤ i ≤ 2 are deﬁned as Πi = (V, [ [ ]i,2 ]i,1 , Pi,1 , Pi,2 , ci,0 , Fi ), where
the initial conﬁgurations are ci,0 = (S1 S2 , wi,0 ) for

([x, y, z; 1]i [x, y, z; 2]i [x, y, z; 2]i [x, y, z; 3]i [x, y, z; F ]i ).
wi,0 =
x,y,z∈{a,b,c}

Let the sets of rules be
Pi,1 = {(S1 , out; x, in) | x ∈ {a, b, c}} ∪ {(x, out; y, in)|[x,y,z;1]i ,

(y, out; z, in)|[x,y,z;2]i[x,y,z;2]i , (z, out; x , in)|[x,y,z;3]i [x,y,z;2]¬i ,
(x , out; y  , in)|[x ,y ,z ;1]i | x, y, z, x , y  , z  ∈ {a, b, c}} ∪

{(x, out)|[x ,y,z;1]i | x, y, z, x ∈ {a, b, c}, x = x },
where ¬i is deﬁned as 2 for i = 1, and 1 for i = 2, and
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Pi,2 = {([x, y, z; 1]i , out; S2 , in), ([x, y, z; 2]i [x, y, z; 2]i , out; [x, y, z; 1]i, in),
([x, y, z; 3]i , out; [x, y, z; 2]i , in), ([x , y  , z  ; 1]i , out; [x, y, z; 3]i , in),
([x, y, z; F ]i , out; [x, y, z; 1]i , in), ([x, y, z; 2]i , in)|[x,y,z;2]i | x, y, z,
x , y  , z  ∈ {a, b, c}}

for 1 ≤ i ≤ 2. The sets of ﬁnal conﬁgurations are Fi = {x [x, y, z; F ]¬i |
x, y, z, x ∈ {a, b, c}} (where ¬i, 1 ≤ i ≤ 2, is deﬁned as above).
Finally, the inter-component communication rules are as follows.
R = {((1, 1), [x, y, z; 2]1/[x, y, z; 2]2, (2, 1)), ((1, 1), [x, y, z; 2]2 /[x, y, z; 2]1 , (2, 1)),
((1, 1), [x, y, z; F ]1 /[x, y, z; F ]2 , (2, 1))}.
Without going into the details of the construction, the components of the dP automaton above work by reading the ﬁrst and second half of the input simultaneously, and sending messages to each other after each triple of symbols which
they read in order to make sure that the read triples are the same. There are two
messages sent after each triple, thus, if we measure timedΠ (w) as the number of
computational steps of each individual component and ComdΠ (w) as the number of inter-component communication steps needed to accept a string w, then
we have that dΠ needs timedΠ (w)+ComdΠ (w) = 12 n + 2t = 3t + 2t = 5t steps
altogether. As 5t < 6t, the above described parallelization of L might be considered eﬃcient, although the amount of communication between the components
is not bounded by any constant.
Based on these considerations, we propose the following, extended version of the
notion of eﬃcient parallelizability.
A language L is (k, m)-eﬃciently parallelizable with respect to the class of
mappings F , for some k, m > 1, if there is a dP automaton dΠ with k components and L(dΠ, f ) = L for some f ∈ F , and an n0 ∈ N, such that for any
w ∈ L, |w| = n, n > n0 , we have
timeΠ (w)
≥m
timedΠ (w) + ComdΠ (w)
for any non-distributed P automaton Π with L(Π, f  ) = L, f  ∈ F , where
ComdΠ (w) denotes the amount of communication realized by dΠ during the
computation on w.

7

Conclusions and Further Suggestions for Research

As we have seen above, there are cases when the computations of P automata can
be made faster by any constant factor, thus, if we can only gain a linear speedup
by the parallelization of languages, then these can never be eﬃcient in the sense
the term eﬃciency is used above. Unfortunately, if we use input mappings which
map ﬁnite multisets to ﬁnite sets of strings, then it does not seem to be possible
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to obtain more than a linear speedup with parallelization. The case is diﬀerent,
however, if we use input mappings where where ﬁnite multisets are mapped to
inﬁnite sets of strings. Thus, if we allow input mappings with inﬁnite languages
as images of ﬁnite multisets, we might open up a whole new world of possibilities
for the investigations of eﬃcient parallelization.
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Abstract. We deﬁne and study specific and general causality in terms
of multisets of objects and of multisets of rules. We relate the two notions
of causality, and provide characterizations for each of them. We give an
inductive method of obtaining the general causes of a multiset of objects,
and use the general causes of a multiset v to ﬁnd all the multisets u from
which v can be obtained in a single evolution step.

1

Introduction

The notion of causality for complex systems involving parallelism and nondeterminism is described in the existing literature in various modes, ranging from
that given by temporal ordering to placing certain “markers” on events [4]. For
membrane systems, the main existing approaches are provided by translating
them into other formalisms such as Petri nets [7], event structures [5] or event
automata [10]. Besides lacking a direct deﬁnition in terms of membrane systems [8,9], such approaches neglect quantitative aspects involved in membranes
evolution. An event or a Petri net transition is generally considered to be the
application of a single rule, and cannot provide causal information with respect
to a requested quantity of resources. We have initiated a quantitative approach
to causality in [1] by deﬁning both rule-based and object-based event structures.
The causality inherent in object-based structure was deﬁned for speciﬁc multisets of objects. In this paper we deﬁne causality for any multiset of objects
directly, without reducing membranes to a second formalism. We start with a
speciﬁc deﬁnition which is related to a certain evolution step. We also give a
general deﬁnition for any multiset, which we prove to be in direct correspondence with the speciﬁc one. We work at both speciﬁc and general level since
some results can only be obtained at a speciﬁc level (Proposition 13) and have
no correspondent at a general level, while others (Theorem 11) take place only
at a general level.
F
→
We use general causality to characterize multisets u which, after a step u −


u , evolve to a multiset containing a given multiset v (v ≤ u ). This characterization is static and does not actually require the execution of the evolution
steps; it only requires computing the general causes of v. As far as we know,
no other above mentioned approach to causality can solve such a problem (see
Example 17).
M. Gheorghe et al. (Eds.): CMC 2011, LNCS 7184, pp. 62–72, 2012.
c Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2012
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Multisets in Membrane Systems

We work with transition P systems with only one membrane, which are equivalent to transition P systems with multiple membranes and without dissolution [3,6]. Generally, a transition P system consists of a hierarchy of nested
membranes, placed inside a distinguishable membrane called skin. Each membrane can contain multisets of objects, evolution rules and other membranes. We
restrict ourselves to the case of systems with only one membrane, which are
deﬁned as follows.
A membrane system with only one membrane is a tuple Π = (O, R), where
– O is an alphabet of objects;
– R is a ﬁnite set of rules, each rule having the form x → y, where x, y are
multisets of objects and x is non-empty.
We use multisets of objects to represent resources available or being produced
in the membrane. A multiset of objects (i.e., over O) u0 found initially in the
membrane evolves by having rules from R applied to it; by rule application we
understand that the left hand side x = lhs(r) of a rule r : x → y is being
subtracted from u0 , if possible, and after this the right hand side y = rhs(r) of
the rule is added. In this way, rule application models chemical reactions. An
evolution step consists of several rule applications done concurrently, in such a
manner that objects obtained from rule application are not consumed by other
rules, but are instead left in the membrane.
One of the central notions of the membrane systems framework is that of ﬁnite
multiset, which we recall here, before giving a formal description of membrane
evolution. All multisets we use in this paper are considered ﬁnite. A ﬁnite multiset over a set S can be deﬁned either as an equivalence class of a ﬁnite word over
S or as a function from S to the set of natural numbers N . In this paper we use
the function deﬁnition of a multiset. When describing a multiset characterized
by, for example, w(s) = 4, w(t) = 2 and w(s ) = 0 for s ∈ S\{s, t}, we use the
representation 4s + 2t. To each multiset w we associate its support, denoted by
supp(w), which contains those elements of S which have a non-zero image. A
multiset is called non-empty if it has non-empty support. We denote the empty
multiset by 0. We sometimes overload the set notation to multisets by using
s ∈ w instead of w(s) ≥ 1.
The sum of two multisets w, w over S is the multiset w + w : S → N, deﬁned
by (w + w )(s) = w(s) + w (s). For two multisets w, w over S we say that w is
contained in w if w(s) ≤ w (s) for all s ∈ S, and we denote this by w ≤ w . If
w ≤ w , we can deﬁne w − w by (w − w)(s) = w (s) − w(s).
We also employ other operations over multisets, derived from set operations.
Definition 1. For multisets x, y over a set S we deﬁne the multisets x ∩ y, x ∪ y
and x\y over S by:
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– (x ∩ y)(a) = min{x(a), y(a)};
– (x ∪ y)(a) = max{x(a), y(a)};
– (x\y)(a) = max{x(a) − y(a), 0}.
We present some useful properties of operations over multisets, which we use
throughout the paper.
Proposition 2. Let x, y, z be multisets over a set S. Then:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

x\y = x − x ∩ y and x ∪ y = x + y − x ∩ y;
(x ∪ y) ∩ z = (x ∩ z) ∪ (y ∩ z) and (x ∩ y) ∪ z = (x ∪ z) ∩ (x ∪ z);
if x ≤ y then x ∩ z ≤ y ∩ z, x ∪ z ≤ y ∪ z and z\x ≥ z\y;
(x ∪ y)\z = (x\z) ∪ (y\z);
x ≤ y + z iﬀ x ≤ x ∩ y + x ∩ z;
x ≤ y + z iﬀ x\z ≤ y;
(x\y)\z = x\(y + z);
(x + y) ∩ z − x ∩ z = y ∩ (z\x);

The following deﬁnition gives the operational semantics of a system with one
membrane.
Definition 3. Let F be a multiset of rules (i.e., over R). We denote by lhs(F )
the multiset of objects obtained by adding the left
hand sides of all the rules in F ,
considered with their multiplicities: lhs(F ) = r∈R F (r) · lhs(r). The multiset
rhs(F ) is deﬁned similarly.
Let u, u be multisets of objects. Then:
– u is called stable if there is no rule r ∈ R which can be applied to u:  ∃r ∈ R
such that lhs(r) ≤ u;
– F is called maximally parallel with respect to u if lhs(F ) ≤ u and u − lhs(F )
is stable;
F
– u is said to evolve to u through F (denoted by u → u ) whenever F is

maximally parallel with respect to u and u = u − lhs(F ) + rhs(F ).

3

Specific and General Causality

We start not by deﬁning a notion of causality directly, but by deﬁning covers
for multisets of objects which have been produced during the evolution of the
system. We reﬁne the notion of cover to produce the cause of such a multiset.
A cover (G, w) for a multiset v is deﬁned with respect to a certain evolution
F
→ u in which v is obtained: v ≤ u . It is formed from a multiset of rules
step u −
G and a multiset of objects w such that they both contribute to the apparition of
v. The main idea is that G ≤ F is a part of the rules used in the evolution step
and w ≤ u − lhs(F ) is a part of the objects which are not consumed by rules, such
that v ≤ w + rhs(G). In other words, v = w + (v − w) is obtained from u in one
F

evolution step u → u = u − lhs(F ) + rhs(F ), such that w are objects which are
not consumed by any rule and v − w are objects produced by rules in G.
The following deﬁnition formalizes the notion of (speciﬁc) cover.
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Definition 4. Consider multisets F, G of rules and multisets u, v, w of objects.
A pair (G, w) is called a cover of v with respect to u and F whenever the following
hold:
– F is maximally parallel with respect to u;
– w ≤ v and w ≤ u − lhs(F );
– v − w ≤ rhs(G).
We let Coveru,F (v) denote the set of covers of v with respect to u and F . We
also use the term speciﬁc cover when we refer to such a cover.
F

The set Coveru,F (v) of covers is non-empty if and only if u → u − lhs(F ) +
rhs(F ) ≥ v. When this condition holds, we say that v is obtainable from u
through F .
Example 5. Consider the membrane system with alphabet O = {x, y, a, b} and
rules r1 : x → a + b, r2 : y → b. Let u = 2x + y + a + b; F can only be
2r1 + r2 . Examples of covers of 2a are (2r1 , a), (2r1 + r2 , a). Intuitively, such
covers contain more information than needed to produce those 2a (they each
produce 3a). Another cover for 2a is (2r1 , 0), which is smaller than (2r1 , a). We
see that we cannot ﬁnd a cover smaller than (2r1 , 0); trying to remove a r1 from
it leads to no longer having cover properties. The idea we promote is that the
cause of a multiset of objects v (2a in our example) is given by a multiset of
rules G and a multiset of objects w which are minimal (for a certain minimality
condition) and still make v appear.
Proposition 6. Consider u, v such that v is obtainable from u through F . If
(G, w) is a cover of v with respect to u and F , then so is (G, v\rhs(G)). Consequently, if a pair (G, w) is a minimal element of Coveru,F (v) with respect to
the product order then w = v\rhs(G).
Proof. Let (G, w) be an element of Coveru,F (v). Since v ≤ w +rhs(G), it follows
(by using Proposition 2) that v\rhs(G) ≤ w. We prove that (G, v\rhs(G)) is
also a cover for v with respect to u and F . First, v\rhs(G) ≤ w ≤ u − rhs(F );
second, v − v\rhs(G) = rhs(G) ∩ v ≤ rhs(G).
If (G, w) is a minimal cover, it follows that w = v\rhs(G) since (G, v\rhs(G))
is a cover which is smaller or equal to (G, w).
Proposition 6 states that a minimal cover (G, w) of a multiset depends only on
the multiset G of rules. Let Causeu,F (v) denote the set of rules multisets G for
which (G, v\rhs(G)) is a minimal element of Causeu,F (v) with respect to the
product order on this set.
Example 7. In Example 5, for v = 2a and u = 2x + y + a + b, we have minimal
covers (2r1 , 0) and (r1 , a), so Causeu,F (v) = {r1 , 2r1 }. Indeed, in the evolution
2r +r

2
3a + 4b, the multiset v = 2a is produced either by a rule r1
step u −−1−−→
and the multiset a = v\rhs(r1 ) which is not consumed by any rule or it is
produced by two rules r1 and by the empty multiset of not consumed objects
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(0 = v\rhs(2r1 )). If we consider u = 2x + y, the only possible evolution step is
2r +r2
2x + y −−1−−→
2a + 3b and there is only one minimal cover for v, namely (2r1 , 0)
which yields Causeu ,F (v) = {2r1 }. We see thus how the possible causes vary
when the multiset u is changed. To see how the causes change in the event that
the multiset of rules F changes, consider the membrane system with alphabet
O = {x, y, a, b, c} and rules r1 : x → a + 2b, r2 : x + y → b + c. Let u = x + y,
v = b and F = r1 , F  = r2 . Then Causeu,F (v) = {r1 } and Causeu,F  (v) = {r2 }.
In this example we see that the same resource v obtained from two diﬀerent
evolution steps starting from the same u can have diﬀerent causes with respect
to each evolution step.
We can also deﬁne covers and causes at a general level, without restricting ourselves to a particular u and F through which v is obtained. We show that deﬁnitions at the general level are, as expected, generalizations of those at the speciﬁc
level.
Definition 8. Let Cover(v) be the set of pairs (G, w) of rules multisets G and
stable multiset w of objects such that
w ≤ v ≤ w + rhs(G).
Let Cause(v) be the set of rules multisets G for which there exists w such that
(G, w) is a minimal element of Cover(v) with respect to the product order.
We refer to the covers and causes deﬁned now as general covers and causes. We
prove that each general cover or cause of v is also a speciﬁc cover or cause of
v with respect to certain u and F . Reversely, each speciﬁc cover or cause of v
with respect to some u and F is also a general cover or cause. This statement is
summarized in the following proposition.
Proposition 9. Let v be a multiset of objects and let F denote the family of
pairs (u, F ) for which v is obtainable from u through F . Then


Coveru,F (v) and Cause(v) =
Causeu,F (v).
Cover(v) =
(u,F )∈F

(u,F )∈F

Proof. We start by proving the ﬁrst equality. Consider (G, w) in Cover(v), and
let u = w + lhs(G), F = G. Then (G, w) ∈ Coveru,F (v). Reversely, if (G, w) ∈
Coveru,F (v) for some (u, F ) ∈ F, then w is stable and w ≤ v ≤ w + rhs(G).
For the second equality, let G ∈ Cause(v). Then there exists a stable w such
that (G, w) is a minimal cover of v. As we just proved, (G, w) ∈ Coveru,F (v) for
u = w + lhs(G) and F = G. We prove that G ∈ Causeu,F (v). We assume there
exists (H, z) ∈ Coveru,F (v) such that (H, z) ≤ (G, w). Then (H, z) ∈ Cover(v),
thus H = G from the minimality of (G, w). Reversely, let G ∈ Causeu,F (v) for
some (u, F ) ∈ F. Then there exists w such that (G, w) minimal in Coveru,F (v).
To prove that (G, w) is also minimal in Cover(v), consider (H, k) ≤ (G, w) in
Cover(v). Since k ≤ w ≤ u−lhs(F ) we get (H, k) ∈ Coveru,F (v), and so H = G.
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Theorem 10. Consider v obtainable from u through F and G ≤ F . Then G ∈
Causeu,F (v) if and only if the following conditions hold:
– v\rhs(G) ≤ u − lhs(F );
– rhs(G) ∩ v > rhs(G − r) ∩ v for any r ∈ G.
Consequently, G ∈ Cause(v) if and only if the following conditions hold:
– v\rhs(G) is stable;
– rhs(G) ∩ v > rhs(G − r) ∩ v for any r ∈ G.
Proof. Consider G ∈ Causeu,F (v). Then (G, v\rhs(G)) ∈ Coveru,F (v), and so
the ﬁrst condition holds. Suppose the second condition does not hold. Since
rhs(G) ∩ v ≥ rhs(G − r) ∩ v holds for any G, r, we obtain that there exists
a rule s ∈ G such that rhs(G) ∩ v = rhs(G − s) ∩ v. Let G = G − s, then
v\rhs(G ) = v\rhs(G). We observe that (G , v\rhs(G )) is also a cover for v
with respect to u and F . Since G < G, this contradicts the minimality of
(G, v\rhs(G)).
Now consider G such that the two conditions hold. We prove that (G, v\rhs(G))
is a minimal cover. Clearly, (G, v\rhs(G)) is a cover. Suppose that there is
some other cover (G , w ) ≤ (G, v\rhs(G)). Since v − w ≤ rhs(G ), it follows that v\rhs(G ) ≤ w . If G < G, then there exists s ∈ G such that
G ≤ G − s. Using the second condition, we obtain rhs(G ) ∩ v < rhs(G) ∩ v,
and so v\rhs(G) < v\rhs(G ) ≤ w . This contradicts w ≤ v\rhs(G). Therefore
G = G.
If G ∈ Cause(v), then G ∈ Causeu,F (v) for some u, F ; thus the conclusion.
Reversely, if v\rhs(G) stable, we have (G, v\rhs(G)) ∈ Coveru,F (v) for u =
lhs(G) + v\rhs(G), F = G and G fulﬁlls the two characterization conditions.
Hence G ∈ Causeu,F (v) ⊂ Cause(v).
Note that the second condition can be rewritten as rhs(r) ∩ (v\rhs(G − r)) > 0
for all r ∈ G (using Proposition 2).
These results allow us to obtain the causes of a multiset directly, without
looking for the set of covers. More precisely, they allow an inductive construction
for the set of causes.
Consider a multiset v of objects. Let C(v) be the smallest set with the properties:
– (0, v) ∈ C(v);
– If (G, w) ∈ C(v) and there exists a rule r such that rhs(r) ∩ w > 0, then
(G + r, w\rhs(r)) ∈ C(v).
¯
It is easy to see that (G, w) ∈ C(v) implies w = v\rhs(G). Now let C(v)
be the
set of elements (G, w) of C(v) for which w is stable.
Theorem 11.
¯
Cause(v) = G | ∃w such that (G, w) is a minimal element of C(v)
.
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Proof. Let G ∈ Cause(v). We prove by induction on the size of H that for all
H ≤ G we have (H, v\rhs(H)) ∈ C(v). For H = 0 we have (0, v) ∈ C(v). Let
H  = H +r ≤ G. Since r ∈ G we have rhs(r)∩(v\rhs(G−r)) > 0 from Theorem
10. Using Proposition 2 together with H ≤ G−r we obtain rhs(r)∩(v\rhs(H)) >
0, and so (H  , v\rhs(H  )) = (H + r, (v\rhs(H))\rhs(r)) ∈ C(v); this proves
¯
the inductive hypothesis. Hence (G, v\rhs(G)) ∈ C(v). It is also in C(v)
since
v\rhs(G) is stable. To prove minimality, it is suﬃcient to note that any element
¯
of C(v)
is also a cover for v.
Reversely, consider G for which there exists a stable w such that (G, w) is
¯
minimal in C(v);
then w = v\rhs(G) is stable. Suppose there exists a rule s such
that rhs(G) ∩ v = rhs(G − s) ∩ v and let H denote G − s. Then v\rhs(H) =
v\rhs(G) is stable and (H, v\rhs(H)) ≤ (G, v\rhs(G)). Let r1 , . . . , rn be rules
(not necessarily distinct) such that G = r1 + . . . + rn and rhs(r1 ) ∩ v, rhs(r2 ) ∩
(v\rhs(r1 )),. . . , (rhs(rn ) ∩ (v\rhs(r1 + . . . + rn−1 )) > 0. Such a decomposition
exists for G from the inductive construction of C(v). We let Gi denote r1 +. . .+ri .
There exists k such that s = rk . Let Hi denote Gi − rk , for k + 1 ≤ i ≤ n. We
have (Gk−1 , v\rhs(Gk−1 )) ∈ C(v) and rhs(ri+1 )) ∩ (v\rhs(Gk−1 )) ≥ rhs(ri+1 ) ∩
(v\rhs(Gk )) > 0. Thus (Hk+1 , v\rhs(Hk+1 )) ∈ C(v). Continuing this line of
reasoning we obtain that, for Hn = H, we have (H, v\rhs(H)) ∈ C(v) and thus
¯
is in C(v),
which contradicts the minimality of (G, v\rhs(G)).
Example 12. Consider the membrane system of Example 5 with alphabet O =
{x, y, a, b} and rules r1 : x → a + b, r2 : y → b. Let v = 2a. Then C(v) =
{(0, 2a), (r1 , a), (2r1 , 0)}; 0, a and 2a are stable thus Cause(v) = {0, r1 , 2r1 }. Let
¯  ) = {(0, a + b), (r1 , 0), (r2 , a), (r1 + r2 , 0)} thus
v  = a + b. Then C(v  ) = C(v

Cause(v ) = {0, r1 , r2 }. We see that r1 + r2 does not come from a minimal pair
and is excluded from the set of causes; indeed, when r1 is applied, it produces
both a and b, so r2 is not needed to produce the b from a + b.
To see how the stability requirement is involved in ﬁnding the causes of a
multiset, consider the previous membrane system to which we add a third rule
r3 : a+b → y. Then, for v  = a+b, we have C(v  ) = {(0, a+b), (r1 , 0), (r2 , a), (r1 +
¯  ) = {(r1 , 0), (r2 , a), (r1 + r2 , 0)}. This leads to Cause(v  ) =
r2 , 0)} but C(v
{r1 , r2 }. We see that 0 is no longer a cause for v  since having it as a cause
would mean that v  can be entirely obtained from objects a, b which are not
evolved in an evolution step. This does not take place since if a and b were both
in a multiset u, when u evolved a + b would be consumed by rule r3 .
The characterization provided by Theorem 10 allows us to present a result concerning the way that speciﬁc causes of resources produced in the same evolution
step interact. We prove that common speciﬁc causes of two multisets are also
speciﬁc causes of their reunion. However, this result cannot be extended at a
general level since at this level we cannot express the fact that x and y should
be obtained from the same source u. More precisely, if x and y have a common general cause G, it does not follow that G is a general cause for x ∪ y
(Example 14).
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Proposition 13. Consider x, y obtainable from u through F . If G ∈ Causeu,F (x)
and y\rhs(G) ≤ u − lhs(F ), then G ∈ Causeu,F (x ∪ y). As a consequence,
Causeu,F (x) ∩ Causeu,F (y) ⊆ Causeu,F (x ∪ y).
Proof. We prove that G fulﬁlls the conditions of Theorem 10.
First, (x ∪ y)\rhs(G) = (x\rhs(G)) ∪ (y\rhs(G)) ≤ u − lhs(F ).
Second, suppose there exists a rule s ∈ G such that rhs(G) ∩ (x ∪ y) =
rhs(G − s) ∩ (x ∪ y). Let gx and gy denote rhs(G) ∩ x and rhs(G) ∩ y, while gx
and gy denote rhs(G−s)∩x and rhs(G−s)∩y, respectively. The previous equality
translates to gx ∪ gy = gx ∪ gy , which we prove that leads to a contradiction.
Since G ∈ Causeu,F (x), we know that gx > gx , thus there exists a such that
gx (a) > gx (a). We have two options for the values of gx and gy in a: either
gx (a) ≥ gy (a) or gx (a) < gy (a).
First option: if gx (a) ≥ gy (a) then gx ∪ gy (a) = gx ∪ gy (a) = gx (a). Since
gx (a) = gx (a), it follows that gx (a) = gy (a) and that gy (a) ≤ gx (a), leading to a
contradiction.
Second option: if gx (a) < gy (a) we obtain gx ∪ gy (a) = gy (a). Note that
gx (a) > gx (a) implies rhs(G − s)(a) < x(a) and rhs(s)(a) > 0 (otherwise we
would have gx (a) = gx (a)).
First case: Suppose gx (a) < gy (a); then we obtain gy (a) = gy (a). Suppose
rhs(G)(a) ≤ y(a); then we obtain rhs(s)(a) = 0 which contradicts gx (a) > gx (a).
Thus rhs(G)(a) > y(a) and so we also obtain rhs(G − s)(a) ≥ y(a), which leads
to x(a) > y(a). Returning to gx (a) < gy (a), it implies that rhs(G − s) ∩ x(a) <
y(a), which leads to a contradiction.
Second case: Suppose gx (a) ≥ gy (a); then we obtain gx (a) = gy (a). However, gx (a) = rhs(G − s)(a) < rhs(G)(a) and gy (a) = (rhs(G) ∩ y)(a). We
obtain gy (a) = y(a) = rhs(G − s)(a). Recall that we are under the assumption that gx (a) < gy (a), which can be rewritten to rhs(G) ∩ x(a) < y(a). Since
y(a) = rhs(G − s)(a), it means that y(a) < x(a) and y(a) > rhs(G)(a), which
contradicts gx (a) < gy (a).
Example 14. Consider a membrane system with alphabet O = {a, b, c, d} and
rules r1 : d → c, r2 : a + b → d. Let x = a + c and y = b + c. Then G = r1 ∈
Cause(x) ∩ Cause(y) but G ∈ Cause(x ∪ y) = ∅. Note that there is no u such
that x and y can be both obtained from it, which leads to Cause(x ∪ y) being
empty.
Theorem 15. Let u, v be multisets of objects. Then v can be obtained from u
(through some F ) if and only if there exist G ∈ Cause(v), H a multiset of rules
and w a stable multiset of objects such that w ≥ v\rhs(G) and u = lhs(G) +
lhs(H) + w.
Proof. If there exists F such that v can be obtained from u through F then
Causeu,F (v) is not empty, thus ∃G ∈ Causeu,F (v) ⊂ Cause(v). Let H = F − G
and w = u − lhs(F ); they fulﬁll the requested conditions. Reversely, let F =
G + H; since w is stable, F is maximally parallel with respect to u. Moreover,
u − lhs(F ) + rhs(F ) ≥ w + rhs(G) ≥ v.
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This result provides a static causal characterization for the multisets of objects
u from which v can be obtained, without actually performing all the possible
evolution steps starting from u.
Example 16. Consider the membrane system of Example 5 with alphabet O =
{x, y, a, b} and rules r1 : x → a + b, r2 : y → b. Let v = 2a. We previously saw
that Cause(v) = {0, r1 , 2r1 }. Theorem 15 states that 2a can be obtained from u
if and only if either u = lhs(H)+w for stable w ≥ 2a, or u = lhs(r1 )+lhs(H)+w
for stable w ≥ a, or u = lhs(2r1 ) + lhs(H) + w for any w stable. This can be
rewritten as either u(a) ≥ 2 or u(x) ≥ 1, u(a) ≥ 1 or u(x) ≥ 2.
Example 17. For a more complicated example, consider the system with O =
{x, y, a, b} and rules r1 : x → a + b, r2 : y → b, r3 : a + b → y. Let v = a + b.
We saw in the second part of Example 12 that Cause(v) = {r1 , r2 }. We apply
Theorem 15, for G = r1 . Let H(r1 ) = α, H(r2 ) = β and H(r3 ) = γ. Since w is
stable and larger than v\rhs(r1 ) = 0, it follows that w can be of form δ · a or
ω · b, with δ, ω ≥ 0. We obtain that either u = x + α · x + β · y + γ · (a + b) + δ · a
or u = x + α · x + β · y + γ · (a + b) + ω · b, thus u is characterized by u(x) ≥ 1.
If we consider G = r2 then w is stable and greater than a, thus w = δ · a, with
δ ≥ 1. With similar notations, we obtain u = y + α · x + β · y + γ · (a + b) + δ · a,
which translates to u(y) ≥ 1 and u(a) ≥ u(b) + 1.
Finally, we can state that a + b can be obtained from u if and only if either
u(x) ≥ 1 or u(y) ≥ 1, u(a) ≥ u(b) + 1.

5

Conclusion and Related Work

In this paper we have deﬁned causality at both speciﬁc and general level; speciﬁc
causality depends on a certain evolution step, while general causality takes into
consideration all possible evolution steps. For speciﬁc causality we proved that
a common speciﬁc cause for two multisets is also a speciﬁc cause for their union.
Similar properties for the other multiset operations remain to be found (at both
speciﬁc and general level). Several technical results concern the correspondence
between speciﬁc and general causality, as well as equivalent representations for
causes. The general deﬁnition leads to an inductive procedure for ﬁnding the
causes of a multiset (Theorem 11). The main result of the paper is a characterization in terms of causes for multisets u from which a ﬁxed multiset v can be
obtained (Theorem 15).
An earlier attempt to deﬁne a notion of causality over objects in membrane
systems was made in [1]. The deﬁnition was given in terms of relating multisets
of objects of form k · a. Moreover, the multiplicity k of a could only be taken to
F
→ u . The deﬁnition in this paper is
be u(a) or u (a) from an evolution step u −
more general, allowing to relate (speciﬁcally) any multiset v ≤ u with a multiset
of rules G, and implicitly with a multiset of objects lhs(G) + v\rhs(G) ≤ u.
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In paper [4], rules and objects (not multisets of objects) are causally related
one by one, with respect to the order of rule application, without oﬀering a formal
approach. Instead, the paper focuses on giving a semantics for the membrane
system in which causal information is deﬁned by the labels of a transition system.
A formal approach for a causal semantics was introduced in [5], where the
authors introduce an event structure semantics based on sequential rule application, without a clear link to multisets of objects.
Paper [7] discusses causality in terms of two Petri net representations of a
membrane system. The notion of causality is also based only on rule applications and is obtained by unfolding each Petri net representation. In the same
research line, paper [10] proposes an event based view of membrane evolution
by translating membrane systems into zero safe nets and associating an event
automaton to the resulting nets.
All these papers propose a notion of causality based on the temporal order
of single rule application. Such approaches cannot tackle a quantitative view of
causality like we introduce in this paper, which oﬀers solutions of quantitative
problems such as the characterization provided by Theorem 15.
A related problem to that solved by Theorem 15 is presented in [2], where we
investigated how to ﬁnd all the multisets u which evolve to a given multiset u
in a single evolution step. If u evolves to u , then a necessary condition is that
v = u is obtainable from u, thus u is characterized by the causes of v in terms
of Theorem 15. Note that we solved this problem in [2] in a dynamic manner,
by reversing the evolution of the P system in question. The results of this paper
suggest a static solution of the problem.
Acknowledgements. We thank the anonymous reviewers for their helpful comments. This work was supported by a grant of the Romanian National Authority
for Scientiﬁc Research, CNCS-UEFISCDI, project number PN-II-ID-PCE-20113-0919.
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Abstract. This paper focuses on P systems with one-symbol insertion
and deletion without contexts. The main aim of this paper is to consider
the operations applied at the ends of the string, and prove the computational completeness in case of priority of deletion over insertion. This
result presents interest since the strings are controlled by a tree structure
only, and because insertion and deletion of one symbol are the simplest
string operations.
To obtain a simple proof, we introduce here a new variant (CPM5) of
circular Post machines (Turing machines moving one-way on a circular
tape): those with instructions changing a state and either reading one
symbol or writing one symbol. We believe CPM5 deserves attention as
a simple, yet useful tool.
In the last part of the paper, we return to the case without priorities.
We give a lower bound on the power of such systems, which holds even
for one-sided operations only.

1

Introduction

Insertion and deletion are fundamental string operations, introduced in the formal language theory mainly with linguistic motivation. The biological motivation
is that these operations correspond to mismatched annealing of DNA sequences.
They are also present in the evolution processes as point mutations as well as in
RNA editing, see [4], [28] and [25].
In general, insertion/deletion means adding/removing a substring to/from a
given string in a speciﬁed (left and right) context. A language-generating device
can be deﬁned by a ﬁnite set of insertion-deletion rules together with a set
of axioms: the language is obtained by iterating the operations, as the set of
terminal strings from the closure of the axioms under the operations.
M. Gheorghe et al. (Eds.): CMC 2011, LNCS 7184, pp. 73–86, 2012.
c Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2012
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We mention some sources concerning the topic of this paper; see [8] for insertion systems, [19] for the idea of context adjoining, [12] for insertion and deletion.
Related formal language theoretic research can be found in e.g., [10], [21] and [23],
and the biologically motivated studies can be found in e.g., [5], [11], [25] and [29].
As expected, insertion-deletion systems characterize recursively enumerable
languages, which is not surprising since the systems the context dependency
and the erasing ability. However, the contexts may be replaced by insertion and
deletion of strings of suﬃcient length, in a context-free manner, [20]. If the length
is not suﬃcient (at most two symbols), then such systems are decidable and their
characterization was shown in [30].
Similar research continued in [22] and [16] on insertion-deletion systems with
one-sided contexts, i.e., where the context dependency is present only from the
left (right) side of all insertion and deletion rules. The behavior of such variants is
between those of context-free and context-dependent insertion-deletion systems.
Indeed, like in the context-free systems, an insertion or deletion may be performed any number of times, but like in the contextual variant, their application
site is not arbitrary. The above papers give several computational completeness
results depending on the size of parameters of insertion or deletion rules, i.e.,
the bounds on the lengths of strings in the description of rules, (inserted string,
its left context, its right context; deleted string, its left context, its right context);
some combinations do not lead to computational completeness and there are
languages that cannot be generated by such devices.
In [14] one-sided insertion-deletion systems with insertion and deletion rules
of at most two symbols were considered. This corresponds to systems of size
(1, 1, 0; 1, 1, 0), (1, 1, 0; 1, 0, 1), (1, 1, 0; 2, 0, 0) and (2, 0, 0; 1, 1, 0), where the ﬁrst
three numbers represent the maximal length of the inserted string and the maximal length of the left and right contexts, while the last three numbers represent
the same information for deletion rules. A characterization in terms of contextfree grammars of the class of insertion-deletion systems of size (1, 1, 0; 1, 1, 0)
was presented. It was also shown that such systems generate some non-regular
context-free languages even without deletion. The remaining classes are not computationally complete; the language (ba)+ cannot be generated by such systems.
In [14] one also considered insertion-deletion operations in P systems framework, which is a maximally parallel distributed computing device inspired by the
structure and the functioning of a living cell. We refer to [24], [26], [7] and [31]
for more details about P systems. It was shown that such additional control permits to increase the computational power up to computationally completeness
results for all four cases, improving the results from [17] and [15]. However, the
framework of P systems cannot increase the computational power to such extent
in all cases, namely it was shown that if context-free insertion and deletion rules
using at most two symbols are considered, i.e. systems of size (2, 0, 0; 2, 0, 0), then
the corresponding P systems are still not computationally complete [14,30]. It is
thus interesting to consider conditions that would allow such systems to reach
computational completeness.
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In [1] one considers insertion-deletion P systems with insertion and deletion
operations applied at the ends of the string (called exo-operations). Such systems
with insertion of one symbol and deletion of up to two symbols and systems with
insertion of up to two symbols and deletion of one symbol are computationally
complete. The question about the computational power of insertion-deletion P
systems with one-symbol insertion and one-symbol deletion at the ends of string
has been left open (except the computational completeness holds in tissue case).
We should also mention the research in [9]: one considers insertion at one end
of a string coupled with deletion at the other end. Even when the pairing is not
prescribed, the universality is still achieved. However, the size of the inserted
and deleted substrings is not bounded.
In this paper we deal with one-symbol exo-insertion and one-symbol exodeletion with priority of the latter. We also introduce a new variant (CPM5)
of circular Post machines and use it for constructing a simpler proof; we believe CPM5 presents interest in itself, as a convenient tool for similar proofs.
Finally, we give a lower bound on the power of systems without priorities, by a
construction with one-sided operations.

2

Preliminaries

We recall some notions we shall use throughout the paper. An alphabet is a
non-empty ﬁnite set of symbols. The cardinality of a ﬁnite set A is written as
card(A). A sequence of symbols from an alphabet V is called a word over V .
The set of all words over V is denoted by V ∗ , and the empty word is denoted
by λ; we use V + = V ∗ \ {λ}. The length of a word x is denoted by |x|, while we
denote the number of occurrences of a symbol a in a word x by |x|a . For each
non-empty word x, alph(x) is the minimal alphabet W such that x ∈ W ∗ .
We do not present here deﬁnitions concerning standard concepts of the theory
of formal languages and we refer the reader to [27] for more details. We denote
the families of regular and recursively enumerable languages by REG and RE,
respectively.
2.1

Circular Post Machines

The following model (CPMs) has been introduced in [18], where it was shown
that all introduced variants of CPMs (CPM0-CPM4, see Table 1) are computationally complete; we ﬁrst recall the deterministic CPM0s (Circular Post machines of type 0).
Deﬁnition 1. A circular Post machine (of type 0) is a tuple (Σ, Q, q1 , qf , R)
with a ﬁnite alphabet Σ where 0 ∈ Σ is the blank, a ﬁnite set of states Q, the
initial state q1 ∈ Q, the ﬁnal state qf ∈ Q, and a ﬁnite set of instructions R
with all instructions having one of the forms px → q (erasing the symbol read by
deleting a symbol), px → yq (overwriting and moving to the right), p0 → yq0
(overwriting and inserting a blank symbol), where x, y ∈ Σ and p, q ∈ Q, p = qf .
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Table 1. Variants of circular Post machines
CPM0
CPM1
CPM2
CPM3
CPM4 CPM5
px → q px → q px → q px → q px → q px → q
px → yq px → yq px → yq px → yq px → yq
p0 → yq0 px → xq0 px → yq0 px → yzq px → yxq p → yq

We also refer to all instructions with qf in the right hand side as halt instructions.
The storage of this machine is a circular tape, the read and write head moves
only in one direction (to the right), and with the possibility to delete a cell or
to create and insert a new cell with a blank.
Notice that a circular tape can be thought of as a ﬁnite string of symbols
(from the one following the state to the one preceding the state in the circular
representation). In this way, CPM0 is a ﬁnite-state machine, which reads the
leftmost symbol of the string, possibly consuming it, and uses the symbol+state
information to change the state, possibly writing a symbol on the right.
Table 1 summarizes the diﬀerence between the variants of CPMs, [18] (we
also include CPM5 deﬁned in subsection 3.1). The diﬀerence between CPMk,
0 ≤ k ≤ 4, is only in the way the lengthening instruction works: whether it
applies to any symbol or only to the blank, whether it introduces one of the two
new symbols after the state, and whether one of the new symbols equals the one
read. Although all variants are computationally equivalent, these distinctions
can aﬀect the size of the smallest universal machines.
2.2

Insertion and Deletion

Insertion and deletion rules (grouped in sets I and D, respectively) are triples
of the form (u, α, v), α = λ, where u, α, v are strings over V , the alphabet of the
system. We denote by =⇒ins the relation deﬁned by an insertion rule; formally,
x =⇒ins y iﬀ for some (u, α, v) ∈ I and x1 , x2 ∈ V ∗
x = x1 uvx2 , y = x1 uαvx2 ,

(1)

and by =⇒del the relation deﬁned by a deletion rule; formally, x =⇒del y iﬀ for
some (u, α, v) ∈ D and x1 , x2 ∈ V ∗
x = x1 uαvx2 , y = x1 uvx2 .

(2)

We say that insertion or deletion is applied at the left (right) end of the string
if x1 = λ (x2 = λ) in (1, 2). In particular, for the rules without context, the
operations can be written as
x =⇒insl (α) αx, x =⇒insr (α) xα, αx =⇒dell (α) x, xα =⇒delr (α) x.
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Deﬁnition 2. (See also [24]). An insertion-deletion P system (IDP) of degree n
is the following construct:
Π = (V, T, μ, M1 , . . . , Mn , R1 , . . . , Rn ), where
– V is a ﬁnite set called the alphabet,
– T ⊆ V is the terminal alphabet,
– μ is the membrane (tree) structure of the system of n regions (nodes). It is
represented by a word containing correctly nested marked parentheses. Note:
we use notation i∈I (μi ) to denote concatenation of strings μi for all i ∈ I;
the tree does not depend on the order of concatenation.
– Mi , for each 1 ≤ i ≤ n, is a ﬁnite language associated to the membrane i.
– Ri , for each 1 ≤ i ≤ n, is a set of insertion and deletion rules with target indicators associated to membrane i and which have the following form:
(u, x, v; tar)a , where (u, x, v) is an insertion rule, and (u, x, v; tar)e , where
(u, x, v) is an deletion rule, and tar, called the target indicator, is from the
set {here, inj , out | 1 ≤ j ≤ n}.
In case of tissue systems, a graph is given instead of a tree, the environment is a
distinguished node, other nodes are called cells, and targets are the node labels.
A P system (of degree n) with insertion and deletion exo-operations (eIDP) is
an insertion-deletion P system (of degree n) with insertion and deletion rules
applied at the ends of string and with target indicators associated to membrane.
We denote by eIDtP a tissue P system with insertion-deletion exo-operations. In
this paper we use insertion and deletion exo-operations in context-free manner,
so we can write these operations as follows: insα (x, tar) and delα (x, tar), where
insα (x, tar) is an insertion rule applying at the left (right) end of string, and
delα (x, tar) is a deletion rule applying at the left (right) end of string (if α = l
or α = r accordingly). For example, if rule insl (x, out) is applied to string w
then the string xw will be sent to the outer region.
Let us illustrate the diﬀerence between IDPs and eIDPs by a simple example. A system Π = ({a, b}, {a, b}, [ ] 1 , {babbab}, {del(b), ins(a)}) generates language L(Π) = {w ∈ {a, b}∗ | |w|b ≤ 4}. However, a system Π  =
({a, b}, {a, b}, [ ] 1 , {babbab}, {dell(b), insr (a)}) generates language L(Π  ) =
({λ} ∪ {b}){abbab}{a}∗.
Any n-tuple (N1 , . . . , Nn ) of languages over V is called a conﬁguration of Π.
For two conﬁgurations (N1 , . . . , Nn ) and (N1 , . . . , Nn ) of Π we write (N1 , . . . ,
Nn ) =⇒ (N1 , . . . , Nn ) if one can pass from (N1 , . . . , Nn ) to (N1 , . . . , Nn ) by
applying the insertion and deletion rules from each region of μ, in maximally
parallel way, i.e., in parallel to all possible strings from the corresponding regions,
and following the target indications associated with the rules. We assume that
every string represented in the region has arbitrary many copies. Hence, all rules
applicable to a string are applied in the same step, the original string remains,
and the multiplicities are not tracked.
More speciﬁcally, if w ∈ Ni and r = (u, x, v; tar)a ∈ Ri , respectively r =
(u, x, v; tar)e ∈ Ri , such that w =⇒rins w , respectively w =⇒rdel w , then w
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will go to the region indicated by tar. If tar = here, then the string remains in
Ni , if tar = out, then the string is moved to the region immediately outside the
membrane i (maybe, in this way the string leaves the system), if tar = inj , j =
1, ..., n, then the string is moved to the immediately below j-th region.
A sequence of transitions between conﬁgurations of a given insertion-deletion
P system Π, starting from the initial conﬁguration (M1 , . . . , Mn ), is called a
computation with respect to Π. The result of a computation consists of all
strings over T which are sent out of the system or are sent to special “output”
region at any time during the computation. We denote by L(Π) the language of
all strings of this type. We say that L(Π) is generated by Π.



,m
As in [24] we denote by ELSPk (insm
, delnn ,n ) the family of languages
m
generated by insertion-deletion P systems of degree at most k ≥ 1 having the
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exo-operations having the size (m, m , m ; n, n , n ). If we only consider insertion/deletion at the right (left) end, we replace e − ins/e − del with r − ins
(l − ins)/r − del (l − del) in the notation, respectively.
We also consider insertion-deletion P systems with insertion and deletion exooperations where deletion rules have a priority over insertion rules; the corre
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m

3

Results

It has been shown in [18] that any Turing machine can be simulated by a
CPM0. To obtain, e.g., a language generating device, it suﬃces to introduce nondeterminism and perform minor post-processing (such as removing the blanks
at the ends of the halting conﬁguration; doing this by a CPM is an easy exercise
for the reader).
We now deﬁne another string-processing system that is computationally complete, is suitable for easy simulation by P systems with exo-insertion and exodeletion, and has a low descriptional complexity of the rule types.
3.1

A New Variant of Circular Post Machines

We introduce a new variant of Circular Post Machines.
Deﬁnition 3. A CPM5 is a tuple (Σ, Q, q1 , qf , R) with instructions of the following types (we use the notation Q = Q \ {qf }):
– px → q, p ∈ Q , q ∈ Q, x ∈ Σ, the same type as in CPM0.
px→q
The corresponding computational step is pxW =⇒ qW, W ∈ Σ ∗ .

– p → yq, p ∈ Q , q ∈ Q, y ∈ Σ. This is the new type of rule. Notice it does
p→yq
not consume a symbol. The corresponding computational step is pW =⇒
qW y, W ∈ Σ ∗ .
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Theorem 1. Any CPM0 P can be simulated by CPM5 P  .
Proof. Consider a CPM0 P = (Σ, Q, q1 , qf , R) with 0 ∈ Σ, and Q = Q \ {qf }.
We construct CPM5 P  = (Σ, Q, q1 , qf , R) simulating of CPM0 P :
Σ = Σ ∪ {aq | q ∈ Σ},
Q = Q ∪ {px | (px → qy) ∈ Q} ∪ {p0 , p0 | (p0 → yq0) ∈ R} ∪ {r , r},
R = {px → q | (px → q) ∈ R} ∪ {px → px , px → yq | (px → yq) ∈ R}
∪ {p0 → p0 , p0 → yp0 , p0 → aq r , raq → q | (p0 → yq0) ∈ R}
∪ {r → 0r} ∪ {rx → rx , rx → xr | x ∈ Σ}.
px→yq

We claim P  is equivalent to P (it produces the same result). Let pxW =⇒
qW y be a computational step in P . The corresponding derivation in P  is
px→px
px →yq
pxW =⇒ px W =⇒ qW y.
p0→yq0
Consider the second case. Let p0xW =⇒ q0xW y be a computational step
in P . The corresponding derivation in P  is
p0→p0

p0 →yp

p →aq r 

r  →0r

p0xW =⇒ p0 xW =⇒ 0 p 0xW y 0=⇒ r xW yaq =⇒ rxW yaq 0
rx→rx
r →xr
=⇒ rx W yaq 0 x=⇒ rW yaq 0x =⇒ · · · =⇒ ryaq 0xW
ry→ry
ry →yr
raq →q
=⇒ ry aq 0xW =⇒ raq 0xW y =⇒ q0xW y.
It remains to notice that P  does not do anything more than the simulation
of P . Indeed, even in the non-deterministic case, within the simulation of some
computation step of P , P  is in some state Q \ Q, whose behavior is bound to
such simulation by construction.


Remark 1. If we do not require the simulation to go through all conﬁgurations
of the computation, then a faster simulation of any CPM0 P by a CPM5 P  is
possible. Instructions px → q are performed in one step, and instructions px →
yq are performed in two steps, so it suﬃces to consider instructions p0 → yq0.
Like in the proof above we may start with p0 → p0 , p0 → yp0 . Informally

p0 corresponds to the state q, except symbol 0 has not been introduced, i.e., to
the situation where it has “already been read” in state q. Hence, depending on
the next instruction of P we sometimes replace p0 with an appropriate state, as
follows. If P has q0 → s, then it suﬃces to set p0 = s. If P has q0 → zs, then it
suﬃces to have a rule p0 → zs. Finally, if P has q0 → zs0, then it suﬃces to set
p0 = q0 , so the simulation of the ﬁrst instruction continues by simulation of the
next one without the ﬁrst step.
Consider the non-deterministic case. In fact, the following restriction of nondeterminism suﬃces:
Deﬁnition 4. An NCPM5 is a tuple (Σ, Q, q1 , qf , R), where
– Q \ {qf } = Q1 ∪ Q2 , where Q1 ∩ Q2 = ∅,
– For every p ∈ Q1 and every x ∈ Σ, there is exactly one instruction of the
form px → q,
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– For every p ∈ Q2 , there are two instructions of the form p → yq1 , p → yq2
(and the machine is deterministic if q1 = q2 for every pair of instructions
p → yq1 , p → yq2 ).
Corollary 1. The class of (N)CPM5 is computationally complete.
Proof. The statement is a trivial consequence of the theorem above in the sense
of completeness as simulating Turing machines or as computing partial recursive
functions. Let us prove the claim of the corollary also in the sense of generating
languages.
We claim that NCPM5 generates all recursively enumerable languages. Indeed,
for every L ∈ RE there exists a deterministic Turing machine M that, starting
with conﬁgurations q2 1+ generates exactly L. It is enough to consider an NCPM5
with rules q1 → 1q1 , q1 → 1q2 , where the rest of the machine starts with q2 and
is a deterministic CPM5 that simulates a CPM0 simulating M .


3.2

P Systems with Priority of Exo-deletion

We now proceed to the main result of the paper.
Theorem 2. Any NCPM5 P can be simulated by an eIDP Π of size (1, 0, 0;
1, 0, 0) with priority of deletion rules over insertion rules.
Proof. Consider an NCPM5 P = (Σ, Q, q1 , qf , R) with symbols Σ = {aj | 0 ≤
j ≤ n}, where a0 = 0 is the blank symbol, and states Q = {qi | 1 ≤ i ≤ f }, where
q1 is the initial state and the only terminal state is qf ∈ Q; let Q = Q \ {qf }.
A conﬁguration v = qi aj W of CPM5 P describes that P in state qi ∈ Q
considers symbol aj ∈ Σ to the left of W ∈ Σ ∗ . This conﬁguration corresponds
to the string v in the skin is of eIDP Π. The ﬁnal conﬁguration qf aj W of P
corresponds to the string aj W in the output membrane if of Π.
We now construct eIDP Π = (V, Σ, μ, Mis , . . . , Mif , Ris , . . . , Rif ):
V = Σ ∪ Q ∪ {mi , m#i , zi | qi ∈ Q} ∪ {ni | qi ∈ Q }
∪ {nij | qi aj → ql ∈ R} ∪ {S},


[ [ ] # i ] mi
[ μi ] ni
[ ] if ] is ,
μ= [
qi ∈Q

μi =
qi aj →ql ∈R

qi ∈Q


[ ] nij

,

Mis = {v} (the input),
Mi = ∅, i = is , and the rules are given and explained below.
The membrane structure of Π consists of the skin membrane is , output membrane mf , inner membranes mi , 1 ≤ i ≤ f , “trap” membranes m#i , inner
membranes ni , 1 ≤ k ≤ f , depended on rules of P to be simulated; the parts
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...
...

?

6

ni

?

6

nij

...
...

Fig. 1. Membrane structure for an erasing rule

of the tree structure corresponding to μ relevant the cases considered below are
also graphically shown in Figures 1 and 2 (we also indicate the associated rules).
Ris = {1i : dell (qi , mi ) | qi ∈ Q} ∪ {2 : dell (S, here), 3 : dell (zf , if )}
∪ {4i : dell (zi , ni ) | qi ∈ Q },
Rmi = {1 : dell (qj , m#i ) | qj ∈ Q} ∪ {2 : insl (zi , out)}, qi ∈ Q,
NCPM5 P starts a computation from a conﬁguration q1 aj W and eIDP Π starts
computation from a string q1 aj W in the skin is accordingly (other regions of Π
are empty). Further we continue to construct Π and describe two cases how Π
simulates all types of rules of NCPM5 P .
(A) Rule qi aj → ql ∈ R, qi ∈ Q , ql ∈ Q, aj ∈ Σ is simulated as follows.
qi aj →ql
Let qi aj W =⇒ ql W be a computation step in P , i.e., rule qi aj → ql
is applied to conﬁguration qi aj W yielding ql W (W ∈ Σ ∗ ). The membrane
substructure of Π used for simulating this rule is illustrated in Figure 1.
Rni = {1j : dell (aj , nij )} ∪ {2 : insl (S, out)}, (qi aj → ql ) ∈ R,
Rnij = {1 : insl (ql , out)}, (qi aj → ql ) ∈ R,
In Π in region is rule 1i : dell (qi , mi ) is applied to string qi aj W , and the
resulting string aj W moves to region mi . We denote this action as follows:
((is ,1i ),mi )

qi aj W
=⇒
aj W .
In region mi system Π again checks the leftmost symbol of string: is it
some qj ∈ Q or not. Recall that we consider systems with priority of deletion
operations over insertion operations, and therefore rule 1 : dell (qj , m#i )
must be applied if it is possible. In this case the string enters the “trap”
membrane m#i and will stay there forever. If it is not a case, then string
zi aj W comes back to the skin is by rule 2 : insl (zi , out).
Next, in the skin rule 4i : dell (zi , ni ) is applied, and string aj W appears
in region ni . In region ni rule 1j : dell (aj , nij ) must be applied, and string W
enters membrane nij , where rule 1 : insl (ql , out) is applied and string ql W
returns to region ni . In this region only rule 2 : insl (S, out) may be applied,
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Fig. 2. The structure for an inserting rule

and the resulting string Sql W appears in the skin is . In is , symbol S will
be removed by rule 2 : dell (S, here), and string ql W is ready to continue
the evolution.
We describe the evolution of string qi aj W from the skin as follows:
qi aj W

((is ,1i ),mi )

=⇒

((mi ,2),is )

aj W

=⇒

((nij ,1),ni )

z i aj W

((is ,4i ),ni )

=⇒

((ni ,2),is )

aj W

((ni ,1j ),nij )

=⇒

W

((is ,2),is )

=⇒
ql W =⇒ Sql W =⇒ ql W
Thus eIDP Π correctly simulates rule qi aj → ql of NCPM5 P .
(B) Rule qi → ak ql , qi ∈ Q , ql ∈ Q, ak ∈ Σ is simulated as follows.
qi →ak ql

Let qi W =⇒ ql W ak be a computation step in P , i.e., rule qi → ak ql is
applied to conﬁguration qi W yielding ql W ak (W ∈ Σ ∗ ). A structure of Π
used in simulation of this rule of P is presented in Figure 2.
Rni = {1 : insl (ql , here), 2 : insl (ak , out) | qi → ak ql ∈ R}.
The beginning of the simulation of string qi W starting from the skin is the
same as in Case (A):
qi W

((is ,1i ),mi )

=⇒

W

((mi ,2),is )

=⇒

zi W

((is ,4i ),ni )

=⇒

W.

Notice that in region ni rule 1 : insl (ql , here) must be applied ﬁrst (otherwise string W ak comes to the skin by rule 2 : insr (ak , out) and will stay
there forever). Moreover, this rule 1 must be applied exactly once, after
that rule 2 is applied and string ql W ak moves to the skin. Now this string
is ready to continue the evolution. We continue describing the evolution of
the string from region ni :
W

((ni ,1),ni )

=⇒

ql W

((ni ,2),is )

=⇒

ql W ak .

If rule 1 is applied more than once, string ql ql W  , W  ∈ {Σ ∪ Q}∗ appears
in the skin (l may be diﬀerent from l because P  might apply two diﬀerent
rules in group 1 of Rni if NCPM5 P has two rules starting in qi ), and two
symbols ql ql at the left end of the string causes system Π to send the string
to the “trap” membrane m#l , and thus to block the computation:
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ql ql W 

((is ,1l ),ml )

=⇒

ql W 

((ml ,1),m#l )

=⇒
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W .

Thus eIDP Π correctly simulates rule qi → ak ql of CPM5 P .
Notice that string W can only appear in the output membrane if after
applying rule 3 : dell (zf , if ) in the skin, and string zf W can appear in
the skin only after correctly simulated derivation of NCPM5 P . Thus Π
correctly simulates P .


Corollary 2. Notice also that the proof does not use deletion at the right.
0,0
0,0
0,0
LSP∗ (e − ins0,0
1 < e − del1 ) = LSP∗ (e − ins1 < l − del1 ) = RE.
The power of the systems with deletion only at the left and insertion only at the
right is an interesting open question.
3.3

One-Sided Insertion/Deletion without Priorities

We emphasize the main open problem we try to attack:
P: Find a characterization of P systems with exo-insertion of weight one
and exo-deletion of weight one without contexts?
A number of related results is known (the references are given in the introduction,
we repeat them here in a compact formulation for easy comparison):
– Not computationally complete if operations (even both with weight two) are
performed anywhere in the string.
– Computationally complete if insertion has weight two.
– Computationally complete if deletion has weight two.
– Computationally complete for tissue P systems.
– Computationally complete if deletion has priority over insertion (even without deletion on the right).
In this subsection we start show a lower bound, by a construction that only uses
one-sided operations.
Lemma 1. Any deterministic ﬁnite automaton P can be simulated by an eIDP
Π of size (1, 0, 0; 1, 0, 0) (without priorities) and with insertions and deletions at
the right only.
Proof. Consider a deterministic ﬁnite automaton P = (Σ, Q, q1 , F, σ) with symbols Σ, states Q transition function σ, initial state q1 and ﬁnal states F ⊆ Q.
We now construct an eIDP Π = (V, Σ, μ, Mis , . . . , Mif , Ris , . . . , Rif ):
V = Σ ∪ Q ∪ {mi | qi ∈ Q}
∪ {nij | σ(qi , aj ) = ql } ∪ {S},
⎛
⎝[

μ= [
qi ∈Q

⎞

[ ] nij ] mi ⎠ [ ] if ] is ,
σ(qi ,aj )=ql

Mis = {q1 },
Mi = ∅, i = is , and the rules are given and explained below.
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The membrane structure of Π consists of the skin membrane is , output membrane if , inner membranes mi and nij , where qi ∈ Q, σ(qi , aj ) = ql .
Ris = {1i : delr (qi , mi ) | qi ∈ Q} ∪ {2 : delr (S, here)}
∪ {3k : delr (qk , if ) | qk ∈ F },
Rmi = {1j : insr (aj , nij )} ∪ {2 : insr (S, out)}, σ(qi , aj ) = ql ,
Rnij = {1 : insr (ql , out)}, σ(qi , aj ) = ql .
We claim that L(P ) = L(Π): Π generates exactly the language accepted by P .
Indeed, eIDP Π starts the computation from a string q1 in the skin is (other
regions of Π are empty).
A transition rule of P σ(qi , aj ) = ql , qi , ql ∈ Q, aj ∈ Σ is simulated as follows:
((is ,1i ),mi )

((mi ,1j ),nij )

((nij ,1),mi )

((mi ,2i ),is )

((is ,2),is )

qi W
=⇒
W
=⇒
aj W
=⇒
ql aj W
=⇒
Sql aj W =⇒
ql aj W. At the end of computation, qk ∈ F is removed by rule 3k : delr (qk , if )
((is ,3k ),if )

and the resulted string appears in the output membrane if : qk W
=⇒ W.
Notice, that in region mi rule 1j : insr (aj , nij ) must be applied (otherwise
string SW appears in the skin by rule 2 : insr (S, out) and will stay there forever).
Moreover, this rule 1j must be applied exactly once, after that rule 2 applies and
string Sql ak W is sent to the skin. At this point rule 2 : delr (S, is ) deletes S. Now
this string is ready to continue the evolution. Notice that if rule 1j were applied
more than once, a string of the form Sql ak ql ak W  appears in the skin and the
symbols ql at the right cannot be further deleted. By the given construction, the
system Π generates exactly the words accepted by P . Moreover, if a derivation
of Π diﬀers from the pattern shown above, then it will contain nonterminals
/ Σ that cannot be removed and, hence, such word is not in L(Π). Therefore,
qi ∈
L(P ) = L(Π).


Corollary 3. Since the family of regular languages is closed with respect to taking the mirror image, the following relations hold:
0,0
0,0
0,0
ELSP (e − ins0,0
1 , e − del1 ) ⊇ ELSP (r − ins1 , r − del1 ) ⊇ REG.
0,0
0,0
0,0
0,0
ELSP (e − ins1 , e − del1 ) ⊇ ELSP (l − ins1 , l − del1 ) ⊇ REG.

4

Conclusions

In this paper we ﬁrst introduced a tool — a simple computationally complete
string rewriting model, NCPM5 (non-deterministic circular Post machines), for
a purpose of allowing as simple simulation as possible by systems with insertion
and deletion of preﬁxes and suﬃxes. Then we focus on distributed systems inserting and deleting substrings at the ends of the string, called P systems with
exo-insertion and exo-deletion without contexts (eIDPs).
The focus of study is the maximal size of inserted and deleted substrings.
It is known from [1] that eIDPs are computationally complete with either 1symbol insertion and 2-symbol deletion, or with 2-symbol insertion and 1-symbol
deletion, or even with 1-symbol insertion and 1-symbol deletion in the tissue
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case. The general problem about 1-symbol insertion and 1-symbol deletion has
been left open. In this paper, we have partially answered it, by showing that
the computational completeness holds if we impose the priority of deletion rules
over insertion rules.
We also gave a number of remarks related to the variants of CPMs and to
the interpretations of computational completeness. With respect to the general
problem above, in the ﬁnal part of the paper we showed that the family of regular
languages is the lower bound, by a construction with one-sided operations.
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Abstract. In this paper we present a Spiking Neural P system (SNP
system) simulator based on graphics processing units (GPUs). In particular we implement the simulator using NVIDIA CUDA enabled GPUs.
The massively parallel architecture of current GPUs is very suitable for
the maximally parallel computations of SNP systems. We simulate a
wider variety of SNP systems, after presenting a previous work on SNP
system matrix representation which led to their simulation in GPUs, and
the simulation algorithm included here. Finally, we compare and present
the performance speedups of the CPU-GPU based simulator over the
CPU only simulator.
Keywords: Membrane Computing, Spiking Neural P systems, Parallel
Computing, GPU Computing, CUDA.

1

Introduction

Inspiration taken from nature can help us deﬁne new computing models, with the
aim of providing eﬃcient solutions to the limitations of conventional models of
computation. In this respect Membrane Computing, a research area initiated by
Gheorghe Păun in 1998 [14], provides distributed, parallel, and nondeterministic
computing models known as P systems. These models are basically abstractions
of the compartmentalized structure and parallel processing of biochemical information in biological cells.
Many P system variants have been deﬁned in literature, and many of them
have been proven to be computationally complete. Moreover, several general classiﬁcations of P systems are considered depending on the level of abstraction:
cell-like (a rooted tree where the skin or outermost cell membrane is the root,
M. Gheorghe et al. (Eds.): CMC 2011, LNCS 7184, pp. 87–103, 2012.
c Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2012
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and its inner membranes are the children or leaf nodes in the tree), tissue-like (a
graph connecting the cell membranes) and neural-like (a directed graph, inspired
by neurons interconnected by their axons and synapses). The last type refers to
Spiking Neural P systems (in short, SNP systems), where the time diﬀerence
(when neurons ﬁre and/or spike) plays an essential role in the computations
[11].
One key reason of interest for P systems is that they are able to solve computationally hard problems (e.g. NP-complete problems) usually in polynomial
to linear time only, but requiring exponential space as trade oﬀ. These solutions are inspired by the capability of cells to produce an exponential number
of new membranes via methods like mitosis (membrane division) or autopoiesis
(membrane creation). However, because of this massively parallel, distributed
and nondeterministic nature of P systems, they are yet to be fully implemented
in vivo, in vitro, or even in silico. Thus, practical computations of P systems are
driven by silicon-based simulators.
Since P systems were introduced, many simulators have been produced by
using diﬀerent software and hardware technologies [7]. In practice, P system
simulations are limited by the physical laws of silicon architectures, which are
often ineﬃcient or not suitable when dealing with P system features, such as
the exponential workspace creation and massive parallelism. However, in order
to improve the eﬃciency of the simulators, it is necessary to exploit current
technologies, leading to solutions in the area of High Performance Computing.
In this way, many simulators have been developed over highly parallel platforms,
including reconﬁgurable hardware as in FPGAs [15], CPU-based clusters [6], as
well as the Graphical Processing Units (GPUs) [3,4]. These eﬀorts show that
parallel devices are very suitable in simulating P systems, at least for the ﬁrst
few P system variants to have been introduced (transition and active membrane
P systems). Eﬃciently simulating SNP systems would thus require new attempts
in parallel computing.
GPUs are the leading exemplars of modern high throughput-oriented architectures [9]. Nowadays, these kinds of processors are used for tackling problems where parallelism is prevalent. Indeed, GPUs have been successfully used
to speedup many parallel applications. Modern GPUs are not limited only to
graphics processing, as the ﬁrst graphic cards were, since current GPUs can
now be used for general purpose computations [10]; they are now multi-core and
data-parallel processors [12]. By using GPU computing, also known as GPGPU
(General Purpose computing on the GPU), a programmer can achieve with a
single GPU, a throughput similar to that of a CPU based cluster [10,17]. Thus,
the main advantages of using GPUs are their low-cost, low-maintenance and low
power consumption relative to conventional parallel clusters and setups, while
providing comparable or improved computational power. Moreover, parallel computing concepts such as hardware abstraction, scaling, and so on are handled
eﬃciently by current GPUs.
Given that SNP systems have already been represented as matrices due to
their graph-like properties [16], simulating them in parallel devices such as GPUs
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is the next natural step. Matrix algorithms are well known in parallel computing
literature, including GPUs [8], due to the highly parallelizable nature of linear
algebra computations mapping directly to the data-parallel GPU architecture.
Previously, SNP systems have been faithfully simulated in GPUs using their
matrix representation [1]. This simulator combined both the object oriented programming language (OOPL) Python (CPU part) and CUDA/C (GPU part)
codes, and so it has been improved [2], in performance, by using the PyCUDA
[13] library. In this paper we present an extension of [2] in order to simulate
SNP systems with more general regular expressions associated to their ﬁring
rules. This extension allows us to simulate larger and wider varieties of SNP
systems in order to test the speedup achieved by the GPU and CPU based
simulators.
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces SNP systems formally,
as well as their matrix representation. Section 3 provides background for GPU
computing with CUDA. The design of the simulator and simulation results are
given in Section 4 and Section 5, respectively. Finally, conclusions, future work,
acknowledgements, and references end this paper.

2

Spiking Neural P Systems

In this section the SNP system model is introduced, together with a matrix
representation of the model. This representation is the basis for the simulation
algorithm in this paper. Additionally, the two examples used to test and analyse
the simulator are also described.
2.1

The SNP System Model

Many variants of SNP systems have been introduced in recent works, such as
those with delays, weights, extended ﬁring rules, deterministic systems, division,
budding, and so on. Each one has speciﬁc features in complexity, but the majority
of them have been shown to be computationally complete [11,5]. This paper is
focused on a restricted variant of SNP systems, with no delays associated to the
rules (i.e. neurons ﬁre immediately once they are able to do so), which are of the
following form:
Deﬁnition 1. An SNP system without delay, of degree m ≥ 1, is a construct of
the form
Π = (O, σ1 , . . . , σm , syn, in, out),
where:
1. O = {a} is the alphabet made up of only one object a, called spike;
2. σ1 , . . . , σm are m neurons of the form
σi = (ni , Ri ), 1 ≤ i ≤ m,
where:
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(a) ni ≥ 0 gives the initial number of spikes (a) contained in neuron σi ;
(b) Ri is a ﬁnite set of rules of the following forms:
(b-1) E/ac → ap , are known as Spiking rules, where E is a regular expression over a, and c ≥ 1, for p ≥ 1 number of spikes are produced (with
the restriction c ≥ p), transmitted to each adjacent neuron with σi
as the originating neuron, and ac ∈ L(E);
(b-2) as → λ, are known as Forgetting rules, for s ≥ 1, such that for each
rule E/ac → ap of type (b-1) from Ri , as ∈
/ L(E);
3. syn = {(i, j) | 1 ≤ i, j ≤ m, i = j } are the synapses i.e. connections between
neurons;
4. in, out ∈ {1, 2, . . . , m} are the input and output neurons, respectively.
A spiking rule (type (b-1)) rs ∈ Ri , where 1 ≤ i ≤ m, is applied if the corresponding σi contains k spikes, ak ∈ L(E) and k ≥ c. This means that consuming
(removing) c spikes (thus only k − c spikes remain in σi ), the neuron is ﬁred,
producing p spikes that reach all σj neurons immediately (no delays) such that
(i, j) ∈ syn. An SNP system whose spiking rules have p = 1 (they produce only
one spike) is said to be of the standard type (non-extended ). Forgetting rules
(type (b-2)) are selected if σi contains s spikes. Thus, s spikes are ‘forgotten’ or
removed from the neuron once the rule is applied. Finally, a special case of (b-1)
are rules of type (b-3) where ac → a, L(E) = {ac }, k = c, p = 1.
It is noteworthy that the neurons in an SNP system operate in parallel and in
unison, under a global clock [11]. Similar to the usual way of using rules in other
P system variants, there is maximal parallelism at the level of the system, in the
sense that in each step all neurons which can spike (i.e. ﬁre a rule) have to do
it. However, only one rule can be applied at a given time in each neuron [11,16].
The nondeterminism of SNP systems comes with this fact: L(E) ∩ L(E  ) = ∅ for
two diﬀerent spiking rules with regular expressions E and E  , i.e. exactly one
rule among several other applicable rules is chosen nondeterministically.
2.2

Examples of SNP Systems

Next, two speciﬁc SNP systems are described to show their formal description
based on Deﬁnition 1. The examples are from [16] and [11], and they are called
Π1 and Π2 respectively. These examples are used in Section 5 to analyse the
performance of the simulator.
The SNP system Π1 shown in Figure 1 generates all numbers in the set N {1} (so it doesn’t halt) and the outputs of the computation are derived from the
time diﬀerence between the ﬁrst spike of the output neuron (to the environment)
and its succeeding spikes. It can be seen that a total system ordering is given to
neurons (from σ1 to σ3 ) and rules (from R1 to R5 ). This SNP system is of the
form Π1 = ({a}, σ1 , σ2 , σ3 , syn, out) where the ﬁrst neuron σ1 = (2, {R1 , R2 }),
n1 = 2, R1 = {a2 /a → a}, R2 = {a2 → a}, (σ2 to σ3 and their ni s and Ri s can
be similarly shown), syn = {(1, 2), (1, 3), (2, 1), (2, 3)} are the synapses for Π1 ,
and the output neuron out = σ3 , as can be seen by the arrow not pointing to
any neuron. Π1 has no input neuron.
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Fig. 1. Π1 , an SNP system generating all numbers in the set N - {1}, from [16].

A second SNP system Π2 , adapted from Figure 8 of [11], is shown in Figure
2. Π2 is larger (in terms of the number of neurons and rules) than Π1 (from
Figure 1) and is formally deﬁned as follows:
Π2 = ({a}, σ1 , σf1 , σf2 , σf3 , σf4 , σf5 , σf6 , σlh , σout , syn, out)
where the σ (neuron) labelling are taken from [11]. Including the total ordering
of the rules in Π2 , we have the following:
σ1 = (0, {R1 , R2 }), n1 = 0 (σ1 in this case initially has no spikes), R1 =
a3 (aa)+ /a2 → a, R2 = a3 → a,
σf1 = (0, {R3 }), nf1 = 0, R3 = {a → a},
σf2 = (0, {R4 }), nf2 = 0, R4 = {a → a},
σf3 = (0, {R5 , R6 }), nf3 = 0, R5 = {a2 → a}, R6 = {a → λ},
σf4 = (0, {R7 , R8 }), nf4 = 0, R7 = {a2 → a}, R8 = {a → λ},
σf5 = (0, {R9 }), nf5 = 0, R9 = {a → a},
σf6 = (0, {R10 , R11 }), nf6 = 0, R10 = {a3 → λ}, R11 = {a2 → 2},
σlh = (0, {R12 , R13 }), nlh = 0, R12 = {a2 → a}, R13 = {a → λ},
σout = (0, {R14 }), nout = 0, R14 = {a → a}
As with Π1 , it is evident that for Π2 we have 17 synapses connecting the neurons
(σs). Π2 doesn’t have an input σ but it has out = σout .
2.3

Matrix Representation of SNP Systems

In [16], a matrix representation of SNP systems without delays was introduced.
By using this algebraic representation, it is easy to describe a simulation algorithm for computing conﬁgurations in SNP systems without delays by only
using vector-matrix operations. The matrix representation inherently and conveniently involves another SNP system variant, the variant with extended ﬁring rules where neurons can ﬁre more than one spike at a given time [5].
Another convenient use for this algebraic representation is the possibility of
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performing backwards computation, from the current conﬁguration to an earlier
conﬁguration. This representation makes use of the following vectors and matrix
deﬁnitions:
Conﬁguration vector Ck is the vector containing all spikes in every neuron
on the kth computation step/time, where C0 is the initial vector containing all
spikes in the system at the beginning of the computation. For Π1 (the example
in Figure 1) C0 =< 2, 1, 1 >. For Π2 we don’t have a default C0 so we will assign
several later, for the purpose of simulation. For this work, since we are not simulating SNP systems with delays, the steps focused on are purely computational
and not time steps.
Spiking vector Sk shows, at a given conﬁguration Ck , if a rule is applicable
(having value 1 ) or not (having value 0 instead). For Π1 we have a spiking
vector Sk =< 1, 0, 1, 1, 0 > given C0 . Note that a second spiking vector, Sk =<
0, 1, 1, 1, 0 >, is possible and valid if we use rule (2) over rule (1) instead (but
not both at the same time). V alidity in this case means that only one among
several applicable rules is used and thus represented in the spiking vector. We
recall the applicability of rules from the deﬁnitions of (b-1) and (b-3). It is
worth mentioning that there are several Sk s for every possible rule selection in
the system. We cannot have an Sk =< 1, 1, 1, 1, 0 > because we cannot use rule
(1) and rule (2) at the same time, hence this Sk is invalid.

Fig. 2. Π2 , a larger SNP system with 9 neurons and 14 rules, adapted from [11]
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Spiking transition matrix MSN P is a matrix comprised of aij elements where
aij is given as
Deﬁnition 2
⎧
−c, rule ri is in σj and is applied consuming c spikes;
⎪
⎪
⎨
p, rule ri is in σs (s = j and (s, j) ∈ syn)
aij =
and is applied producing p spikes in total;
⎪
⎪
⎩
/ syn).
0, rule ri is in σs (s = j and (s, j) ∈
In such a scheme, rows represent rules and columns represent neurons. As mentioned earlier, SNP systems with extended ﬁring rules can be also represented
by the spiking transition matrix.
A negative entry in the spiking transition matrix corresponds to the consumption of spikes. Thus, it is easy to observe that each row has exactly one negative
entry, and each column has at least one negative entry [16]. For Π1 and Π2 , the
spiking transition matrices MΠ1 and MΠ2 are shown in the equations (1) and
(2), respectively.
⎛

⎞
−1 1 1
⎜ −2 1 1 ⎟
⎜
⎟
⎟
=⎜
⎜ 1 −1 1 ⎟
⎝ 0 0 −1 ⎠
0 0 −2

(1)

⎞
−2 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0
⎜ −3 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 ⎟
⎜
⎟
⎜ 0 −1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 ⎟
⎜
⎟
⎜ 0 0 −1 0 0 0 0 0 1 ⎟
⎜
⎟
⎜ 0 0 0 −2 1 0 1 0 0 ⎟
⎜
⎟
⎜ 0 0 0 −1 0 0 0 0 0 ⎟
⎜
⎟
⎜ 0 0 0 1 −2 0 1 0 0 ⎟
⎟
=⎜
⎜ 0 0 0 0 −1 0 0 0 0 ⎟
⎜
⎟
⎜ 0 0 0 0 0 −1 1 0 0 ⎟
⎜
⎟
⎜ 0 0 0 0 0 0 −3 0 0 ⎟
⎜
⎟
⎜ 0 0 0 0 0 0 −2 0 1 ⎟
⎜
⎟
⎜ 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 −2 0 ⎟
⎜
⎟
⎝ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 −1 0 ⎠
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 −1

(2)

MΠ1

⎛

MΠ2

Finally, the following equation provides the conﬁguration vector at the (k + 1)th
step, given the conﬁguration vector (Ck ) and spiking vector (Sk ) at the kth step,
and MΠ :
Ck+1 = Ck + Sk · MΠ

(3)
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GPU Computing

High Performance Computing provides solutions for improving the performance
of software applications by using accelerators or many-core processors. In this
respect, Graphics Processing Units (GPUs) have been consolidated as accelerators thanks to their throughput-oriented highly-parallel architecture [9], as well
as their low-power consumption and low-cost compared to other parallel clusters and setups. At the moment, for around $500, the latest GPUs of NVIDIA
with 512 cores and with a performance comparable to a cluster of multi-core
CPUs, is readily available at consumer electronics stores. The programming and
architectural aspects of GPUs are described in this section.
3.1

Compute Uniﬁed Device Architecture (CUDA)

As many-core based platforms, GPUs are massively parallel processors which
have high chip scalability in terms of processing units (core), and high bandwidth with internal GPU memories. The common CPU architectures are composed of transistors associated with diﬀerent computing tasks: control, caching,
DRAM, and ALU (arithmetic and logic). In contrast, only a fraction of the
CPU’s transistors allocated for control and caching are used by GPUs, since far
more transistors are devoted for ALU [12]. This architectural diﬀerence is a very
distinct and signiﬁcant reason why GPUs oﬀer larger performance increase over
CPU only implementation of parallel code working on large amounts of input
data.
The programmability of GPUs has been focused on graphics, but using a
type of parallel computing technique called GPGPU (General Purpose computation on GPUs), the large amount of internal cores can be used in parallel
for accelerating the execution of data-parallel algorithms. In order to provide a
straightforward, easy-to-learn, and scalable programming framework for GPUs,
NVIDIA corporation (a well known manufacturer of graphics processors) introduced the Compute Uniﬁed Device Architecture (CUDA) in 2007 [12]. CUDA is
a programming model and hardware architecture for general purpose computations in NVIDIA’s GPUs (G80 and newer family of GPUs)[12]. By extending
popular languages such as C, CUDA allows programmers to easily create software that will be executed in parallel, avoiding low-level graphics and hardware
primitives[17]. Among the other beneﬁts of CUDA are abstracted and automated
scaling: GPUs with more cores will make the parallelized code run faster than
GPUs with fewer cores [17].
As seen in Figure 3, CUDA implements a heterogeneous computing architecture, where two diﬀerent parts are often considered: the host (CPU side) and the
device (GPU side). The host/CPU part of the code is responsible for controlling
the program execution ﬂow, allocating memory in the host or device/GPU, and
obtaining results from the device by executing speciﬁc codes. The device (or
devices if there are several GPUs in the setup) acts as a parallel co-processor
to the host. The host outsources the parallel part of the program as well as the
data to the device, since it is more suited to parallel computations than the host.
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Fig. 3. Structure of the CUDA programming model, from [4]

The code to be executed in a GPU is written in CUDA C (CUDA extended
ANSI C programming language). The parallel distribution of the execution units
(threads) in CUDA can be split up into multiple threads within multiple thread
blocks, each contained within a grid of (thread) blocks (see Figure 3). These
grids belong to a single device/single GPU. Each device has multiple cores, each
capable of running its own block of threads [12,17]. A function known as a kernel
function is one that is called from the host but executed in the device. Using
kernel functions, the programmer can specify the GPU resources: the layout of
the threads (from one to three dimensions) and the blocks (from one to two
dimensions). GPUs with the same architecture as the one used in this work has
a maximum number of threads per block equal to 512. The maximum size of
each dimension of a thread block is (512 × 512 × 64), pertaining to the x,y, and z
dimensions of a block respectively. Lastly, the maximum size of each dimension of
a grid of thread block is (65535 × 65535 × 1) for the grid’s x,y, and z dimensions.
3.2

SNP System GPU Simulation Considerations

To successfully simulate SNP systems, the input ﬁles are ﬁle versions of Ck , Sk ,
MSN P , and a ﬁle r containing the list of rules Ri . Since SNP systems involve
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regular expressions (similar to other P system variants), string manipulation of
the number of spikes in a neuron satisfying the regular expression E is involved.
An OOPL such as Python is very well suited for string manipulation. For the
computations involving linear algebra, since Ck , Sk and MSN P only have integral
values, the C programming language (which NVIDIA extended for their purposes
as CUDA C) is well suited. Another reason for using C is because of this C
language extension of CUDA. In actuality, only the kernel functions are written
in C, and those functions are embedded within the Python code. A row-major
ordering, a well known linear array input format where rows are placed one after
another from top to bottom, was used to input the elements of MSN P . As an
example, row-major ordering of MΠ1 is: 1, 1, 1, 2, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 2.
The current dichotomy of the CUDA programming model is that the data
or inputs are loaded and ‘prepared’ in the host part, then they are moved to
the device part and the parallel part of the process is executed on the data.
Finally, the results of the parallel processing are moved back to the host for
further processing. As seen from Figure 3 kernel functions are called from the
host sequentially but once executed in the device, their blocks and the threads
within these blocks are executed in parallel.
PyCUDA was chosen in order to fully utilize the speedup of CUDA as well as
minimize development time, and is a Python programming interface to CUDA
[13]. PyCUDA was developed by mathematician Andreas Klöckner for his dissertation for a more eﬃcient parallel computing on CUDA using Python: safer in
terms of memory handling, object cleanup (among others), and faster in terms
of development time via abstractions [13].

4

Simulating SNP Systems in CUDA

In this paper we designate as snpgpu-sim3 our improved simulator, as compared
to snpgpu-sim2 from [2]. The simulation algorithm for snpgpu-sim3, as with
snpgpu-sim2, is shown in Algorithm 1. Algorithm 1 shows which part of the
algorithm (and hence the simulation) is run: whether in the host part or the
device part, or both.
Firstly, the simulation inputs are loaded as mentioned in Subsection 3.2, as
white space separated ﬁles (for Ck , Sk , and M ) and using delimiters ‘@’ and
‘&’ in r to delineate one rule from another in the same neuron, and from one
neuron to another, respectively. For example, the ﬁle r pertaining to the rules
of Π1 contains: aa 1 1@aa 2 1&a 1 1&a 1 1@aa 1 0. R1 of Π1 pertains to aa
1 1. In this encoding, the ﬁrst part is the regular expression E (in this case, a2
or aa), the middle part is the number of spikes consumed (one spike) and lastly,
the number of spikes produced (again, one spike).
In part II, the number of spikes in a neuron are checked if they satisfy the
regular expression E. In snpgpu-sim2 only rules of the form (b-3), and not (b-1),
were simulated, thus snpgpu-sim3 can simulate more general SNP systems. A
function created in Python, chkRegExp( regexp, spikNum ) returns a boolean
value of True if and only if the number of spikes given by spikNum (and hence
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the number of spikes in a σ) are in the language generated by the regular expression regexp. Otherwise, function chkRegExp returns a boolean False. Part II
is responsible for generating all possible and valid Sk s out of the current Ck s
and the rule ﬁle r. Note that not all possible Sk s (strings of 1s and 0s) are valid,
since exactly one rule only, chosen nondeterministically, is applied per neuron
per time step. The simulation ‘implements’ the nondeterminism (as nondeterminism is yet to be fully realized in hardware) by producing all the possible
and valid Sk s for the given Ck s, and proceeds to compute each of the Ck+1
from these.
The process by which all possible and valid Sk s are produced is as follows:
Once all the rules in the system are identiﬁed, given the current ni s (number
of spikes present in each of the σi s), the {1,0} strings (at the moment they are
treated as strings, and then as integral values later on) are produced on a per
neuron level. As an example, given that n1 = 2 for Π1 , and its two rules R1
and R2 , we have the neuron-level strings ‘10’ (we choose to use R1 instead of
R2 ) and ‘01’ (use R2 instead of R1 ). For σ2 we only have ‘1’ (R3 of σ2 has the
needed single spike, and it has only one rule) while σ3 gives us ‘10’ since its
single spike enables R4 only and not R5 . After producing the neuron-level {1,0}
strings, the strings are exhaustively paired up, from left to right (since there is
a need for ordering), until ﬁnally all the valid and possible Sk s from the current
Ck s are produced. For Π1 , given C0 =< 2, 1, 1 > we have Sk s (1,0,1,1,0) and
(0,1,1,1,0).
Part III performs Equation 3, which is done in parallel in the device. The
previously loaded values of Ck , Sk , r, and M which were treated as strings (for
the purposes of concatenation, regular expression checking, among others) are
now treated as integral values. Each thread in the device contains either a matrix
element from M or a vector element from Sk or Ck , and Equation 3 is performed
in parallel. The newly produced Ck+1 are then moved back from the device to
the host. Part IV then checks whether to proceed or to stop based on 2 stopping
criteria for the simulation: (I) if a zero vector (vector of zeros) is encountered,
(II) if the succeeding Ck s have all been produced in previous computations. Both
(I) and (II) make sure that the simulation halts and does not enter an inﬁnite
loop.
Algorithm 1. Overview of SNP system simulation algorithm
Require: Input ﬁles: Ck, M, r (ﬁle counterparts of Ck , M , Ri ).
I. (HOST) Load input ﬁles. M , r are loaded once only. C0 is also loaded once, then
Cks, 1 ≤ k ≤ m, afterwards.
II. (HOST) Determine if a rule in r is applicable based on the numbers of spikes
present in each neuron/σ seen in Ck. Then generate all valid and possible spiking
vectors in a list of lists Sk given the 3 inputs.
III. (DEVICE) Run kernel function on all valid and possible Sks from the current
Ck. Produce the next conﬁgurations, Ck +1 and their corresponding Sks.
IV. (HOST+DEVICE) Repeat steps I to IV, till at least one of the two Stopping
criteria is encountered.
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In Figure 4 we see a graphical illustration of the simulation process, emphasizing the parts executed in the host/CPU and in the device/GPU. In the ﬁgure,
it is assumed that there are n number of Ck+1 s produced from the current
Ck . The CPU executes the simulation from top to bottom, calling the kernel
function, and hence the GPU, in the third box. The smaller, multiple boxes in
the device/GPU part illustrate the parallel computations of all the Ck+1 s using
Equation 3. Afterwards, the computed Ck+1 s are sent back to the CPU which
then decides what to do next, based on Algorithm 1, part IV.

Fig. 4. Diagram showing the simulation ﬂow, with the host and device emphasized

5

Simulation Results and Observations

Similar to the setup of snpgpu-sim2, snpgpu-sim3 simulated Π1 and Π2 using an
Apple iMac running Mac OS X 10.5.8, with an Intel Core2Duo CPU with 2 cores
at 2.66GHz (maximum clock speed) per core, and with a 6MB L2 cache having
4GB of RAM. The GPU of the iMac is an NVIDIA GeForce 9400 graphics card
at 1.15 GHz, with 256 MB Video RAM (or around 266 × 106 bytes), 16 cores,
running CUDA version 3.1.
In order to compare the CPU-only SNP system simulator (we designate this
as snpcpu-sim) the parallel parts of snpgpu-sim3 were executed in a sequential
manner. Hence, snpcpu-sim runs entirely on the CPU only, while snpgpu-sim3
uses both the CPU and the GPU of the iMac. Both simulators use Python and C,
however only snpgpu-sim3 use the CUDA enabled GPU. The simulations were
done such that both snpcpu-sim and snpgpu-sim3 have the same C0 or starting
conﬁguration as inputs. The simulations are run three times and the average
of the three trial runs is taken. The simulation comparison for Π1 run in both
simulators is shown in Figure 5.
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Fig. 5. Runtime graph of snpcpu-sim versus snpgpu-sim3 for Π1

From Figure 5, the ﬁve C0 values used in the simulation comparison are:
(2,1,2), (3,1,3), (4,1,4), (6,1,6), and (9,1,9). The horizontal axis in Figure 5 are
the C0 values, while the vertical axis is the running time (in seconds) of the
simulation on a given C0 . We see in Figure 5 that snpgpu-sim3 performs faster
than snpcpu-sim given increasing values of C0 . A speedup of up to 1.4 times is
achieved if Π1 is run in snpgpu-sim3 instead of snpcpu-sim.
For Π2 , we introduce a variable CkCnt in both simulators to limit the number of Ck s produced to a certain integer value so the simulation will not run
indeﬁnitely. Figure 6 shows the simulation of Π2 for diﬀerent values of n (the
number of spikes in σ1 of Π2 is 2n) and CkCnt. In particular, the (n, CkCnt)
pairs used are (5, 20), (10, 25), (15, 30), (20, 35), (50, 45), (70, 50), (100, 55),
and (200, 60).
From Figure 6 we see that, for increasing values of n and CkCnt, the simulation time of Π2 in snpcpu-sim increases dramatically, unlike in snpgpu-sim3.
The lack of a dramatic increase in simulation time in snpgpu-sim3 is because of
the fact that Π2 has more rules and neurons, and hence, exploits the parallel
nature of the CUDA GPU all the more. A speedup of up to 6.8 times is achieved
from the simulation on snpgpu-sim3 over snpcpu-sim.
We can calculate the maximum number of neurons snpgpu-sim3 can simulate
using the 266 × 106 bytes of the NVIDIA GeForce 9400 GPU. Global memory
used is GbM em = 4 × sizeof (Ck) + sizeof (M ). Here we speak in terms of the
sizeof operator in the standard C language since we use the data type int which
is of size 4 bytes or 32 bits. The length of Ck is the number of neurons, and M is of
size R (rows are the number of rules) × Ck (columns are number of neurons). We
multiply Ck to 4 because we also alocate memory for Sk, Ck+1, and M Sk which
temporarily holds the product of M and Sk, all of which are of the same size
as Ck. We therefore have the following, substituting the real value of GbM em:
266 × 106(bytes) = 16(bytes) × Ck + 4(bytes) × R × Ck. Simplifying this equation
and isolating Ck we have Ck = 266 × 106 (bytes)/(16(bytes) + 4(bytes) × R) i.e.
the number of neurons that can be simulated is a function of the number of rules
in the system.
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Fig. 6. Runtime graph of snpcpu-sim versus snpgpu-sim3 for Π2

Additionally, aside from the iMac setup mentioned above (setup 1), a second
setup was used to provide further insights of the current simulator implementation. Setup 2 consisted of two Intel Xeon E5504 processors, each having 4 cores
(2 GHz max per core), an L2 cache of 1MB and an additional L3 cache of 4MB.
The GPU is an NVIDIA Tesla C1060 running at 1.3 GHz with 4GB of Video
RAM and having 240 cores. Setup 2 has 64bit Ubuntu 10.04.1 Linux OS, and
eﬀectively has 8 cores: 2 × 4 core Intel Xeon processor. The ﬁrst 4 cores of processor 1 are labeled core 0 to 3, and the next 4 cores of processor 2 are labeled
core 4 to 7.
Using the Linux command taskset, snpgpu-sim3 and snpcpu-sim were run for
both Π1 and Π2 in setup 2. The taskset command allows the setting of the
CPU aﬃnity of a process, thus “bonding” the process to a speciﬁed number of
processor cores alone. For both snpcpu-sim and snpgpu-sim3, tests were done to
set the simulation aﬃnity to 2, 4, 8 cores, and a natural aﬃnity setting (this is
the default in the Linux OS). For simulations with 2 and 4-core aﬃnities, the
cores chosen are from the same processor i.e. either between cores 0 to 3, or 4
to 7, but not cores 3 and 4 together (for 2-core aﬃnity) or 2,3,4, and 5 together
(for 4-core aﬃnity), since these core selections come from diﬀerent processors
and simulations will incur performance penalties. From the setup 2 tests (and
for both snpcpu-sim and snpgpu-sim3 ), simulations done with a 2-core aﬃnity
executed in less time than with 4-core aﬃnity simulations. Similarly, and again
for both snpcpu-sim and snpgpu-sim3, 4-core aﬃnity simulations executed in
less time than 8-core aﬃnity simulations. The 8-core aﬃnity simulations were
practically indistinguishable from the default (natural) aﬃnity by the Linux OS.

6

Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper we have simulated a wider variety of SNP systems using snpgpusim3, while maintaining the eﬃciency of the previous simulator snpgpu-sim2.
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The extension of the previous simulator snpgpu-sim2, presented here as snpgpusim3, can now simulate larger and wider varities of SNP systems by way of more
general regular expressions (those of the form (b-1)). Two SNP systems were
simulated: a basic one, Π1 (primarily for illustration purposes of the simulator)
and a larger one (in terms of rules and neurons), Π2 , to exemplify the speedup
when using GPUs over CPU-only simulators. The speedup of snpgpu-sim3 over
snpcpu-sim for Π1 went up to 1.4 times, while it was 6.8 for Π2 . These results
show that SNP system simulation on GPUs can greatly beneﬁt from the parallel
architecture of GPUs, and that increasing the parameters (in this case neurons
and rules) oﬀer even larger speedups. This beneﬁt in speedup is coupled with
the fact that the CUDA enabled graphics cards are readily available in consumer
electronic stores. These cards oﬀer boosts in general purpose computations as
co-processors of commonly used CPUs, at a fraction of the power consumption
of CPU clusters.
From setup 2 which is a “larger” setup compared to setup 1, we see that for
“small” systems e.g. Π1 , the CPU can outperform the GPU for snpgpu-sim3.
Setup 2 helped validate and support the performance results from setup 1 using
snpgpu-sim3. The current simulation in Algorithm 1 is thus recommended for up
to 4 cores on a single processor only, as the CPU part is not multi-threaded (only
the GPU part is). Using more than 4 cores on a single processor, or more than one
core from more than one processor in a multiprocessor setup will not yield better
performance. Alternatively, simulating “larger” SNP systems can capitalize on
the massively parallel architecture of GPUs compared to multi-core CPUs, and
thus increase the speedup even further.
For future work, a generic P system parser based using P-lingua would be
able to provide a more standardized input parser and formatting for the GPU
based SNP system simulator. P-lingua is programming environment for Membrane computing which takes in as input a certain P system variant, and outputs
a standardized XML ﬁle format for the simulator to use. This standardized simulator input format would then be carried on to other simualtors when simulating
other P system variants.
Further understanding of the CUDA architecture as well as adapting the
simulator to GPUs with more cores and their newer parallel technologies, as
well as their subtleties, are also for future work. Increasing the level of simulation
parallelism is also part of this work, to gain even higher performance speedups
over CPU only simulations.
More SNP system variants can be simulated by extending the current GPU
simulator (with neuron budding, with delays et al). Lastly, the use of the simulator to empirically test the models of problems solved with SNP systems is also
a future work.
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Abstract. P colony, which was introduced in [9], is an abstract computing device composed of independent agents, acting and evolving in a
shared environment. In this paper we bring a new view to investigation of
the behavior of the P colonies. The ﬁrst part of the paper focuses on the
modularity of the P colonies with checking rules. We group the agents
into modules with speciﬁc function. In the second part of the paper we
introduce improved results concerning the computational power of the
P colonies with capacity one.

1

Introduction

P colonies were introduced in the paper [9] as formal models of a computing
device inspired by membrane systems and formal grammars called colonies. This
model results from structure and function of a community of living organisms
in a shared environment.
The independent organisms are placed in a P colony are called agents or cells.
Each agent is represented by a collection of objects embedded in a membrane
and it is provided with a set of programs.
The number of objects inside each agent is the same and constant during
the computation.
The environment contains several copies of the basic environmental object
denoted by e. The environmental object e appears in arbitrary large number
of copies in the environment.
A set of programs is associated with each agent. The program which determines the activity of the agent is very simple and depends on the objects
contained inside the agent (content of the agent) and on the multiset of objects
placed in the environment. An agent can change the content of the environment
by programs and it can aﬀect the behaviour of other agents through the environment.
This interaction between agents is a key factor in functioning of the P colony.
In each moment each object inside the agent is aﬀected by executing the program.
For more information about P systems see [13] or [14].
M. Gheorghe et al. (Eds.): CMC 2011, LNCS 7184, pp. 104–119, 2012.
c Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2012
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Deﬁnitions

Throughout the paper we assume that the reader is familiar with the basics
of the formal language theory.
We use N RE to denote the family of the recursively enumerable sets of natural
numbers. Let Σ be the alphabet. Let Σ ∗ be the set of all words over Σ (including
the empty word ε). We denote the length of the word w ∈ Σ ∗ by |w| and
the number of occurrences of the symbol a ∈ Σ in w by |w|a .
A multiset of objects M is a pair M = (V, f ) where V is an arbitrary (not
necessarily ﬁnite) set of objects and f is a mapping f : V → N ; f assigns
to each object in V its multiplicity in M . The set of all multisets with the set
of objects V is denoted by V ◦ . The set V  is called the support of M and it

is denoted by supp(M ) if for all x ∈ V
f (x) = 0 holds. The cardinality of M ,
denoted by |M |, is deﬁned by |M | = a∈V f (a). Each multiset of objects M
with the set of objects V  = {a1 , . . . an } can be represented as a string w over
alphabet V  , where |w|ai = f (ai ); 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Obviously, all words obtained
from w by permuting the letters represent the same multiset M . ε represents
the empty multiset.
2.1

P Colonies

We brieﬂy recall the notion of P colonies. A P colony consists of agents and
an environment. Both the agents and the environment contain objects. A set
of programs is associated with each agent. There are two types of rules in the programs. The ﬁrst type of rules, called the evolution rules, are of the form a → b.
It means that the object a inside the agent is rewritten (evolved) to the object
b. The second type of rules, called the communication rules, are of the form
c ↔ d. If the communication rule is performed, the object c inside the agent and
the object d outside the agent swap their places. Thus after executing the rule,
the object d appears inside the agent and the object c is placed outside the agent.
In [8], the set of programs was extended by the checking rules. These rules
give the agents an opportunity to opt between two possibilities. The rules are
in the form r1 /r2 . If the checking rule is performed, then the rule r1 has higher
priority to be executed over the rule r2 . It means that the agent checks whether
the rule r1 is applicable. If the rule can be executed, then the agent is compulsory
to use it. If the rule r1 cannot be applied, then the agent uses the rule r2 .
Deﬁnition 1. The P colony of capacity k is a construct
Π = (A, e, f, VE , B1 , . . . , Bn ), where
–
–
–
–
–

A is an alphabet of the colony, its elements are called objects,
e ∈ A is the basic object of the colony,
f ∈ A is the ﬁnal object of the colony,
VE is a multiset over A − {e},
Bi , 1 ≤ i ≤ n, are agents, each agent is a construct Bi = (Oi , Pi ), where
• Oi is a multiset over A, it determines the initial state (content) of
the agent, |Oi | = k,
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• Pi = {pi,1 , . . . , pi,ki } is a ﬁnite multiset of programs, where each program
contains exactly k rules, which are in one of the following forms each:
∗ a → b, called the evolution rule,
∗ c ↔ d, called the communication rule,
∗ r1 /r2 , called the checking rule; r1 , r2 are the evolution rules or the
communication rules.
An initial conﬁguration of the P colony is an (n + 1)-tuple of strings of objects
present in the P colony at the beginning of the computation. It is given by
the multiset Oi for 1 ≤ i ≤ n and by the set VE . Formally, the conﬁguration
of the P colony Π is given by (w1 , . . . , wn , wE ), where |wi | = k, 1 ≤ i ≤ n,
wi represents all the objects placed inside the i-th agent, and wE ∈ (A − {e})◦
represents all the objects in the environment diﬀerent from the object e.
In the paper parallel model of P colonies will be studied. That means that each
agent tries to ﬁnd one usable program at each step of the parallel computation.
If the number of applicable programs is higher than one, then the agent nondeterministically chooses one of the programs. At every step of the computation
the maximal possible number of agents is active. The program can be applied
only if all the conditions are met; i.e. there are appropriate objects within the
environment and/or inside the agent.
The conﬁguration is called halting if the set of program labels P satisfying
the mentioned conditions above is empty. A set of all possible halting conﬁgurations is denoted by H. A halting computation can be associated with the result
of the computation. It is given by the number of copies of the special symbol f
present in the environment. The set of numbers computed by a P colony Π is
deﬁned as


N (Π) = |vE |f | (w1 , . . . , wn , VE ) ⇒∗ (v1 , . . . , vn , vE ) ∈ H ,
where (w1 , . . . , wn , VE ) is the initial conﬁguration, (v1 , . . . , vn , vE ) is the halting
conﬁguration, and ⇒∗ denotes the reﬂexive and transitive closure of ⇒.
Consider a P colony Π = (A, e, f, VE , B1 , . . . , Bn ). The ﬁrst parameter
characterizing the P colony is its capacity describing the number of the objects
inside each agent. The degree of the P colony Π is the number of agents in it
and the maximal number of programs associated with the agents in the P colony
Π is called the height of the P colony Π.
Let us use the following notations:
N P COLpar (k, n, h) for the family of all sets of numbers computed by the P
colonies working in a parallel, using no checking rules and with:
- The capacity at most k,
- The degree at most n and
- The height at most h.
If we allow the checking rules, then the family of all sets of numbers computed
by the P colonies is denoted by N P COLpar K.
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Register Machines

The aim of the paper is to characterize the size of the families N P COLpar (k, n, h)
comparing them with the recursively enumerable sets of numbers. To meet
the target, we use the notion of a register machine.
Deﬁnition 2. [10] A register machine is the construct M = (m, H, l0 , lh , P )
where: - m is the number of registers,
- H is the set of instruction labels,
- l0 is the start label, lh is the ﬁnal label,
- P is a ﬁnite set of instructions injectively labelled with the elements
from the set H.
The instructions of the register machine are of the following forms:
l1 : (ADD(r), l2 , l3 ) Add 1 to the content of the register r and proceed to
the instruction (labeled with) l2 or l3 .
l1 : (SU B(r), l2 , l3 ) If the register r stores the value diﬀerent from zero, then
subtract 1 from its content and go to instruction l2 , otherwise proceed to instruction l3 .
Stop the machine. The ﬁnal label lh is only assigned to
lh : HALT
this instruction.
Without loss of generality, it can be assumed that in each ADD instruction l1 :
(ADD(r), l2 , l3 ) and in each conditional SU B instruction l1 : (SU B(r), l2 , l3 ),
the labels l1 , l2 , l3 are mutually distinct.
The register machine M computes a set N (M ) of numbers in the following
way: the computation starts with all registers empty (hence storing the number
zero) and with the instruction labeled l0 . The computation proceeds by applying
the instructions indicated by the labels, which are allowed by the content of
registers. If it reaches the halt instruction, then the number stored at that time
in the register 1 is said to be computed by M and hence it is introduced in N (M ).
(Because of the nondeterminism in choosing the continuation of the computation
in the case of ADD-instructions, N (M ) can be an inﬁnite set.) It is known (see
e.g.[10]) that in this way we can compute all sets of numbers which are Turing
computable.
Moreover, we call a register machine partially blind [7] if we interpret a subtract instruction in the following way: l1 : (SU B(r), l2 , l3 ) - if there is a value
diﬀerent from zero in the register r, then subtract one from its contents and go
to instruction l2 or to instruction l3 ; if there is stored zero in the register r when
attempting to decrement the register r, then the program ends without yielding
a result.
When the partially blind register machine reaches the ﬁnal state, the result
obtained in the ﬁrst register is only taken into account if the remaining registers
store value zero. The family of sets of non-negative integers generated by partially blind register machines is denoted by N RMpb . The partially blind register
machines accept a proper subset of N RE.
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Modularity in the Terms of P Colonies

During the evolution unicellular organisms have evolved into multicellular. Some
cells specialized their activities for the particular function and have to cooperate
with other specialized cells in order to be alive. In that way organs have evolved
and living organisms have become more complex. Therefore the cooperating
organs and more complex living organisms are more sophisticated, live longer
and their life is improving.
During the investigation of the P colonies we observed that some agents were
providing the same function during the computation. This inspired us to introduce the modules in the P colonies. We have deﬁned ﬁve modules where each
of them is providing one speciﬁc function. These modules are the module for
the duplication, the module for the addition, the module for the subtraction,
the balance-wheel module, the control module (see Fig. 1). Deﬁnition of each
module’s function is given in the proof of the following theorem. Introducing
modules in the P colonies brings new approach to the computation algorithm,
which allows us to improve already known results.

Control module
Duplication module

Watch balance
Subtraction module

Addition module

registers

Fig. 1. Modular P colony

Theorem 1. [1]N P COLpar (1, 8, ∗) = N RE.
Theorem 2. N P COLpar K(1, 7, ∗) = N RE.
Proof. Let us consider a register machine M with m registers. We construct
the P colony Π = (A, e, f, VE , B1 , B2 ) simulating a computation of the register
machine M with:
- A = {e, d, d, d , n, y}∪{li, i, i , i , i | li ∈ H} ∪ {ar , Ar , Sr , Br | 1 ≤ r ≤ m},
- f = a1 ,
- Bi = (Oi , Pi ), Oi = {e}, i = 1, 2
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We can group the agents of the P colony into ﬁve modules. Each module needs
for its work an input and requires some objects. The result of its computation
is an output:
(1) The module for the duplication (uses 2 agents):
P1 :
P1 :
P2 :


1 : e ↔ Di  ,
6 : d → i ,
 10 : e ↔ i  ,



2 : Di → i  ,
7 : i ↔ i / i → d , 11 : i → i  ,

↔
d
,
8
: i → i ,
12 : i ↔ e ;
3 : i


9 : i ↔ e ,
4 : d → d ,
5 : d → d ,
The duplicating module is activated when the object Di appears in the environment. This object carries a message “Duplicate object i.”.
input:
one object Di
output:
one object i after 9 steps and one object
requirements: one object d

i

after 7 steps

conﬁguration of Π

B1
e
Di
i
d
d
d

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

i

i
i
e

B2
e
e
e
e
i
i
e
e
e
e

Env
dDi
d
d
i
i
i
i

i

i

P1
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
−

P2
−
−
−
10
11
12
−
−
−
−

The duplicating module duplicates requested object.
(2) The module for the addition (uses 1 agent):
P1
1:
2:
3:

:

input:
one object Ar
output:
one object ar after 4 steps
requirements: ∅

e ↔ Ar  ,
Ar → ar  ,
ar ↔ e ;
conﬁguration of Π

1.
2.
3.
4.

B1
e
Ar
ar
e

Env
Ar

ar

P1
1
2
3
−

The module for the addition adds one symbol into the environment.
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(3) The module for the subtraction (uses 1 agent):
P1
1:
2:
3:

:

P1
e ↔ Sr  ,
4:
Sr → Br  ,
5:
Br ↔ ar /Br → n , 6 :

:
ar → y ,
n ↔ e .
y ↔ e ;

input:
one object Sr
output:
one object y after 5 steps or one object n after 4 steps
requirements: object ar (if there is at least one in the environment)
The part of computation when
there is at least one ar in the environment
conﬁguration of Π

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

B1
e
Sr
Br
ar
y
e

Env
Sr a r
ar
ar
Br
Br
Br y

The part of computation when
there is no copy of ar in the environment
conﬁguration of Π

P1
1
2
3
4
6
−

B1
1. e
2. Sr
3. Br
4. n
5. e

Env
Sr

n

P1
1
2
3
5
−

The module for the subtraction removes requested object from the environment.
(4) The balance-wheel module (uses 1 agent):
P1 :
1 : e → d ,
2 : d ↔ lh /d ↔ e ;
The balance-wheel module “keeps the computation alive”. It inserts the objects
f from the envid into the environment until it consumes a special symbol 
f
ronment. This action makes it stop working. The object  gets into the environment from the duplicating module which is activated by the simulation of
the halt instruction by the control module.
(5) The control module (uses 2 agents):
a) initialization:
P1 :
1 : e → l0  ;
First agent in this module generates label of the ﬁrst instruction of the register
machine.
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b) adding instruction l1 : (ADD(r), l2 , l3 ):
P1
1:
2:
3:
4:

:

notes
l1 → D1  ,
D1 ↔ d ,
d ↔ 1 ,
1 → Ar ,

5 : Ar ↔ 1 ,

−→ duplication module
←− duplication module
←− duplication module
−→ addition module

6 : 1 → l2  ,
7 : 1 → l3  ;
The control module asks for duplication of the objects corresponding to the actual instruction. The ﬁrst symbol is used for the activation of the Adding module
and the second one is used to generate the object which corresponds to the label
of the next instruction.
conﬁguration of Π

B1
B2
Env
P1
P2
1.
l1
e
d
1
−
2. D1
e
d
2
−
3.
d
e
D1
−
−
waiting for response of duplication unit
12.
d
e
1 1
3
−
13.
1
e
d1
4
−
14. Ar
e
d1
5
−
15.
1
e
Ar
6 or 7 −
16. l2
e
d
−
−
c) subtracting instruction l1 : (SU B(r), l2 , l3 ):
notes
P2 :
P1 :
1 : l1 → D1  ,
15 : e ↔ L1  ,
2 : D
−→ duplication module
16 : e ↔ L1  ,
,
 1 ↔ d
←− duplication module
17 : L1 → l2  ,
3 : d ↔ 1 ,
4 : 1 → Sr ,
18 : L1 → l3  ,
−→ subtraction module
19 :  l2 ↔ e ,
5 : Sr ↔ d ,
6 : d ↔ y ,
←− subtraction module
20 : l3 ↔ e ,
7 : d ↔ n ,
←− subtraction module
8 : y → L1  ,
9 : n → L1  ,
10 : L1 ↔ 1/L1 → y , ←− duplication module
11 : L1 ↔ 1/L1 → n , ←− duplication module
12 : 1 → d ,
13 : d ↔ l2  ,
14 : d ↔ l3  ;
The control module asks for duplication of the objects corresponding to the
actual instruction again. The ﬁrst symbol is used for the activation of the
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subtracting module and the second one is used to check the generated object
which was created according to the answer from the subtracting module. Finally
it generates object corresponding to the label of the instruction executed by
register machine in the corresponding conﬁguration.
conﬁguration of Π

1.
2.
3.

B1
l1
D1
d

B2
e
e
e

Env
d
d
D1

P1
1
2
−

P2
−
−
−

waiting for response of duplication module

10. d
11. 1
12. Sr
13. d

e
e
e
e

1 1
d1
d1
Sr 1

−
−
−
−

3
4
5
−

waiting for response of subtraction module
If the subtraction module generates y
conﬁguration of Π

B1
19. d
20. y
21. L1
22. 1
23. d
24. d
25. d
26. l2

B2
e
e
e
e
L1
l2
e
e

Env
y1
1d
1d
L1 d
d
d
dl2
d

P1
6
8
10
12
−
−
13
−

P2
−
−
−
15
17
19
−
−

If the subtraction module generates n
conﬁguration of Π

B1
18. d
19. n
20. L1
21. 1
22. d
23. d
24. d
25. l3

B2
e
e
e
e
L1
l3
e
e

Env
n1
d1
d1
L1 d
d
d
l3 d
d

P1
7
9
11
12
−
−
14
−

P2
−
−
−
16
18
20
−
−

d) halting instruction lh :
P1 :
1 : lh ↔ d ; −→ balance-wheel module
The control module controls all the computation. In order to support other
modules’ work, it sends necessary objects into the environment.
The computation of Π starts with no object ar in the environment as well as
the computation of M starts with zeros in all registers. One of the ﬁrst executed
programs generates object l0 corresponding to the ﬁrst instruction of the register
machine M . The control unit simulates execution of all the instructions. The order
of applied instruction is the same the order of the instruction of the register machine
during the computation. When the object lh (reporting the end of computation of
the register machine M ) appears in the environment the ﬁrst part of program 2 in
the balance-wheel module becomes applicable. After consuming the object lh by
the agent in the balance-wheel module the whole P colony stops working.
The P colony Π correctly simulates any computation of the register machine
M.
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P Colonies with One Object Inside the Agent

In this section we analyze the behaviour of P colonies with only one object inside
each agent of P colonies. It means that each program is formed by only one rule,
either the evolution rule or the communication rule or the checking rule. If all
agents have their programs with the evolution rules, the agents “live only for
themselves” and do not communicate with the environment.
Following results were proved:
– N P COLpar K(1, 4, ∗) = N RE in [3],
– N P COLpar (1, 4, ∗) = N RE in [1],
– N P COLpar (1, 2, ∗) ⊇ N RMpb in [3].
Theorem 3. N P COLpar K(1, 3, ∗) = N RE
Proof. We construct a P colony simulating the computation of the register machine. Because there are only copies of e in the environment and inside the agents,
we have to initialize a computation by generating the initial label l0 . After generating the symbol l0 , the agent stops. It can continue its activity only by using
a program with the communication rule. Two agents will cooperate in order to
simulate the ADD and SUB instructions. Let us consider an m-register machine
M = (m, H, l0 , lh , P ) and present the content of the register i by the number
of copies of a speciﬁc object ai in the environment. We construct the P colony
Π = (A, e, f, ∅, B1 , . . . , B4 ) with:
i , i , Di , Si , Si , Si , yi , ni , | 0 ≤ i ≤ |H|}∪
– alphabet A = {li , Li , Li , 
∪ {ai |1 ≤ i ≤ m} ∪ {e, d, d , d },
– f = a1 ,
– Bi = (e, Pi ), 1 ≤ i ≤ 4.

(1) To initialize simulation of computation of M we deﬁne the agent B1 = (e, P1 )
with a set of programs:
P1 :
1 : e → l0  ;
(2) We need an additional agent to generate a special object d. This agent
will be working during the whole computation. In each pair of steps the agent
B2 places a copy of d to the environment. This agent stops working when it
consumes the symbol which is generated by the simulation of the instruction lh
from the environment.
P2 :
2 : e → d , 3 : d ↔ lh /d ↔ e ;
The P colony Π starts its computation in the initial conﬁguration (e, e, e, ε).
In the ﬁrst subsequence of steps of the P colony Π only agents B1 , B2 can apply
their programs.
step
1.
2.
3.

B1
e
l0
l0

conﬁguration of Π
B2
B3
Env
e
e
d
e
e
e
d

P1
1

P2
2
3
2

P3
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(3) To simulate the ADD-instruction l1 : (ADD(r), l2 , l3 ), we use two agents
B1 and B3 in the P colony Π. These agents help each other to add a copy of
the object ar and the object l2 or l3 into the environment.
P1
4 : l1 → D1  ,
5 : D1 ↔ d ,
1 ,
6 : d ↔ 
1 → L1  ,
7 : 
8 : L1 ↔ d ,

P1 

9 : d ↔ 1 ,
10 : 1 → ar ,
11 : ar ↔ L1  ,
12 : L1 → l2  ,
13 : L1 → l3  ,

P3
14 : e ↔ D1  ,
1 ,
15 : D1 → 
1 ↔ d ,
16 : 
17 : d → d  ,
18 : d → d  ,

P3 
19 : d
20 : 1
21 : L1
22 : L1


→ 1 ,
↔ L1 ,
→ L1  ,
↔ e ;

This pair of agents generates two objects. One object increases value of the particular register and the second one deﬁnes the instruction from which simulation
will continue. One agent is not able to generate both objects corresponding to
the simulation of one instruction, because at the moment of placing all of its
content into the environment via the communication rules, it does not know
which instruction it simulates. It nondeterministically chooses one of the possible instructions. Now it is necessary to check whether the agent has chosen
the right instruction. For this purpose the second agent slightly changes ﬁrst
generated object. The ﬁrst agent swaps this changed object for the new one
generated only if it belongs to the same instruction. If this is not done successfully, the computation never stops because of absence of the halting object for
the agent B2 .
An instruction l1 : (ADD(r), l2 , l3 ) is simulated by the following sequence
of steps. Let the content of the agent B2 be d.
step
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

B1
l1
D1
d
d
d
d

1


L1
d
d
1

ar
L1
l2

conﬁguration of Π
B2
B3
Env
P1
d
e
aur dv
4
e
e
aur dv+1
5
d
e
D1 aur dv
−
e
D1
aur dv+1
−
1
d

aur dv+1
−
v+1
1 au
e
d

6
rd
d
d
aur dv+2
7
e
d
aur dv+3
8
d
1
L1 aur dv+3
−
e
L1
aur dv+4
9
d
L1
aur dv+4
10
e
e
L1 aur dv+5
11
d
e
au+1
dv+5 12 or 13
r
e
e
au+1
dv+6
r

P2
3
2
3
2
3
2
3
2
3
2
3
2
3

P3
−
−
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
−
−

(4) For each SUB-instruction l1 : (SU B(r), l2 , l3 ) , the following programs are
introduced in the sets P1 and P3 :
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P1
P1
P3
P3
23 : l1 → S1  ,
26 : S1 → l2  , 28 : e ↔ S1  ,
31 : S1 ↔ e ,


24 : S1 ↔ d ,
27 : S1 ↔ l3  , 29 : S1 → S1  ,
32 : ar → e ;
30 : S1 ↔ ar /S1 → S1  ,
25 : d ↔ S1 /d ↔ S1  ,
Agents B1 and B3 collectively check the state of particular register and generate label of following instruction.
The instruction l1 : (SU B(r), l2 , l3 ) is simulated by the following sequence of
steps.
If the value in counter r is zero:
conﬁguration of Π

step B1
1.
l1
2.
S1
3.
d
4.
d
5.
d
6.
d
7.
d
8. S1
9.
l3

B2 B3 Env
d
e
dv
e
e
dv+1
d
e
S1 dv
e S1 dv+1
d S1 dv+1
e S1 dv+2
d
e S1 dv+2
e
e
dv+3
d
e
dv+3

applicable programs

P1 P2
23 3
24 2
− 3
− 2
− 3
− 2
25 3
27 2
− 3

P3
−
−
28
29
30
31
−
−
−

If the register r stores a value diﬀerent from zero:
conﬁguration of Π

step
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

B1 B2 B3
Env
l1
d
e
aur dv
S1 e
e
aur dv+1
d
d
e
S1 aur dv
d
e S1
aur dv+1

d
d S1
aur dv+1
 u−1 v+2
d
e a r S1 a r d
S1
d
e
au−1
dv+2
r
v+3
l2
e
e
d

applicable programs

P1
23
24
−
−
−
25
26
−

P2
3
2
3
2
3
2
3
2

P3
−
−
28
29
30
33
−
−

(5) The halting instruction lh is simulated by the agent B1 with a subset of programs:
P1
34 : lh ↔ d .
The agent places the object lh into the environment, from where it can be consumed by the agent B2 and by this the agent B2 stops its activity.
step B1
1.
lh
2.
d
3.
d

conﬁguration of Π
B2
B3
Env
e
e
dv
e
d
lh dv
lh
e
dv+1

P1
34
−
−

P2
2
3
−

P3
−
−
−
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The P colony Π correctly simulates computation of the register machine M .
The computation of Π starts with no object ar placed in the environment
in the same way as the computation of M starts with zeros in all registers.
The computation of Π stops if the symbol lh is placed inside the agent B2
in the same way as M stops by executing the halting instruction labelled lh .
Consequently, N (M ) = N (Π) and because the number of agents equals four,
the proof is done.


In the following theorem we improve previous results, we decrease number of
the programs in the agent. Also the following results were proved:
– N P COLpar K(1, ∗, 7) = N RE in [2],
– N P COLpar (1, ∗, 8) = N RE in [1]
We improve here the ﬁrst of these results.
Theorem 4. N P COLpar K(1, ∗, 5) = N RE
Proof. We construct a P colony simulating the computation of the register machine. Because there are only copies of e in the environment and inside the agents,
we have to initialize a computation by generating the initial label l0 . After generating the symbol l0 this agent stops and it can start its activity only by using
a program with the communication rule. Two agents will cooperate in order to
simulate the ADD and SUB instructions.
Let us consider an m-register machine M = (m, H, l0 , lh , P ) and present
the content of the register i by the number of copies of a speciﬁc object ai
in the environment. We construct the P colony
Π = (A, e, f, ∅, B1 , . . . , Bn ), n = |H| + 2 where:
i , i , Di , li |0 ≤ i ≤ |H|}∪
– alphabet A = {li , li , i , i , 
∪ {ai |1 ≤ i ≤ m} ∪ {e, d},
– f = a1 ,
– Bi = (e, Pi ), 1 ≤ i ≤ 4.

(1) To initialize simulation of computation of M , we deﬁne the agent B1 = (e, P1 )
with a set of programs:
P1 :
1 : e → l0  , 2 : l0 ↔ d ;
(2) We need an additional agent to generate a special object d. This agent will
be working during the whole computation. In each pair of steps the agent B2
places a copy of d to the environment.
P2 :
3 : e → d , 4 : d ↔ lh /d ↔ e ;
The P colony Π starts its computation in the initial conﬁguration (e, e, e, e, ε).
In the ﬁrst subsequence of steps of the P colony Π, only the agents B1 and B2
can apply their programs.
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step
1.
2.
3.
4.

conﬁguration of part of Π
B1
B2
Env
e
e
l0
d
l0
e
d
d
d
l0

P1
1
−
2
−
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P2
3
4
3
4

(3) To simulate the ADD-instruction l1 : (ADD(r), l2 , l3 ), there are two agents
Bl11 and Bl21 in the P colony Π. These agents help each other to add one copy
of the object ar and the object l2 or l3 to the environment.
Pl11
Pl21
Pl31
Pl41
12 : e ↔ L1  , 15 : e ↔ L1  ,
13 : L1 → ar  , 16 : L1 → l2  ,
14 : ar ↔ e ,
17 : L1 → l3  ,
18 : l2 ↔ e ,
19 : l3 ↔ e ;
The instruction l1 : (ADD(r), l2 , l3 ) is simulated by the following sequence
of steps. Let the content of the agent B2 be d.
5 : e ↔ l1  ,
6 : l1 → L1  ,
7 : L1 ↔ e ,

step Bl11
1.
e
2. l1
3. L1
4.
e
5.
e
6.
e
7.
e
8.
e
9.
e
10. e

8 : e → L1  ,
9 : L1 ↔ L1  ,
10 : L1 → L1  ,
11 : L1 ↔ e ,

conﬁguration of Π
Bl21 Bl31 Bl41 Env Pl11
e
e
e
5
L1
e
e
6
L1
e
e
7
L1
e
e
L1
−
L1
e
e
L1
−

L1 L1
e
−
e
ar
e
L1
−
e
e
L1
ar
−
e
e
l2
ar
−
e
e
e
l 2 ar −

Pl21
8
−
−
9
10
11
−
−
−
−

Pl31
Pl41
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
12
−
13
−
14
15
− 16 or 17
−
18
−
−

(4) For each SUB-instruction l1 : (SU B(r), l2 , l3 ) , the below mentioned programs are introduced in the sets Pl11 , Pl21 and in the set Pl31 :
Pl11
20 : e ↔ l1  ,
21 : l1 → S1  ,
22 : S1 ↔ e ,

Pl21
23 : e ↔ S1  ,
24 : S1 ↔ ar /S1 → S1  ,
25 : ar → l2  ,
26 : l2 ↔ e ,
27 : S1 ↔ e ,

Pl31
28 : e ↔ S1  ,
29 : S1 → l3  ,
30 : l3 ↔ e ;

The instruction l1 : (SU B(r), l2 , l3 ) is simulated by the following sequence of
steps.
The following computation proceeds as follows (we do not consider the number
of copies of the object d in the environment):
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conﬁguration of Π

step Bl11
1. e
2. l1
3. S1
4. e
5. e
6. e
7. e
8. e

Bl21
e
e
e
e
S1
ar
l2
e

Bl31 Env
e
l1 aur
e
aur
e
aur
e
S1 aur
e
aur
e S1 au−1
r
e S1 au−1
r
e l2 S1 au−1
r

conﬁguration of Π

Pl11
20
21
22
−
−
−
−
−

Pl21
−
−
−
23
24
25
26
−

Pl31
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−

step Bl11
1. e
2. l1
3. S1
4. e
5. e
6. e
7. e
8. e
9. e
10. e

Bl21
e
e
e
e
S1
S1
e
e
e
e

Bl31 Env Pl11 Pl21 Pl31
e
l1 20 − −
e
21 − −
e
22 − −
e S1 − 23 −
e
− 24 −
e
− 27 −
e S1 − − 28
S1
− − 29
l3
− − 30
e
l3 − − −

(5) The halting instruction lh is simulated by agent B2 which consumes the object lh and that stops the computation.
The P colony Π correctly simulates the computation of the register machine M .
The computation of the Π starts with no object ar , which indicates the content of
the register r, placed in the environment, in the same way as the computation in
the register machine M starts with zeros in all registers. Then the agents simulate
the computation by simulating ADD and SUB instructions. The computation of
the P colony Π stops if the symbol lh is placed inside the corresponding agent
as well as the register machine M stops by executing the halting instruction
labelled lh . Consequently, N (M ) = N (Π) and because the number of agents
equals four, the proof is done.



5

Conclusion

In this paper we have proved that the P colonies with capacity k = 1 and degree
n = 3 with checking/evolution programs are computationally complete. In Section 3 we have shown that the P colonies with capacity k = 1 and degree n = 7
with checking/evolution programs are computationally complete. Although this
result is weaker than the previous one, the main contribution of this section is
grouping the agents into the modules. We have also shown that the P colonies
with capacity k = 1 and height h = 5 with checking/evolution programs are computationally complete. The generative power of N P COLpar K(1, n, 2) remains
open.
Remark 1. Article has been made in connection with project IT4Innovations
Centre of Excellence, reg. no. CZ.1.05/1.1.00/02.0070 supported by Research
and Development for Innovations Operational Programme ﬁnanced by Structural
Founds of Europe Union and from the means of state budget of the Czech Republic. This work has been partially supported by the Grant Agency of the Czech
Republic grants No. 201/06/0567, SGS/5/2010 and SGS/7/2011.
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Finite dP Automata versus Multi-head Finite
Automata
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Abstract. We describe a connection between dP automata (distributed
P automata) and non-deterministic multi-head ﬁnite automata. We introduce the concepts of agreement languages of dP automata, and the
notion of a two-way dP automaton. We demonstrate how the languages
of non-deterministic one-way and two-way multi-head ﬁnite automata
can be obtained as the agreement languages of one-way and two-way
ﬁnite dP automata.

1

Introduction

Multi-head ﬁnite automata were introduced in the middle of the sixties of the
last century [13], [14], so these natural extensions of the concept of a ﬁnite
automaton have been studied for a long time. Unlike standard ﬁnite automaton,
a multi-head ﬁnite automaton may have more than one head reading the same
input word; the heads may scan the input symbol and move when the state of
the automaton changes. Acceptance is deﬁned as in the one-head case: an input
string is accepted if starting from the beginning of the word with all heads (that
never leave the input word), the automaton enters an accepting state. We note
that analogously to the one-head case, deterministic and non-deterministic, oneway and two-way variants are considered. (If the heads are allowed to move in
both directions, the automaton is called two-way, if only from left to right, then
one-way.)
Several restrictions and generalizations of multi-head ﬁnite automata have
been investigated [16], leading to descriptions of important language and complexity classes. With one-head ﬁnite automata, irrespectively of being one-way or
two-way, deterministic or non-deterministic, only the class of regular languages
can be obtained. Increasing the number of the heads, the situation changes:
The class of languages accepted by two-way deterministic and two-way nondeterministic multi-head automata are the complexity classes of deterministic
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and non-deterministic logarithmic space. Moreover, the computational power of
one-way ﬁnite automata with k + 1 heads is larger than that of one-way ﬁnite
automata with k heads for both the deterministic and the non-deterministic
variants. A similar result holds for multi-head two-way automata: for each k ≥ 1
there exists a language which can be accepted by some deterministic (nondeterministic) ﬁnite automaton with k + 1 heads but cannot be accepted by
any deterministic (non-deterministic) automaton with k heads. For a survey on
the history and results in the area, the reader is referred to [7].
An important direction of research is to ﬁnd counterparts of multi-head ﬁnite automata in other areas of computer science. In this paper we demonstrate
a connection between constructs called dP automata (distributed P automata)
and multi-head ﬁnite automata. The importance of these results lies in building
a further bridge between a highly elaborated ﬁeld of classical automata theory
and a research ﬁeld in membrane computing dealing with automata-like unconventional computing devices.
P automata are variants of antiport P systems accepting strings in an automaton-like fashion. They were introduced in [3] (for a summary on P automata,
see Chapter 6, [12]). Strings in the language (over some alphabet) of a P automaton are obtained as mappings of the multiset sequences which enter the
system through the skin membrane during an accepting computation. The case
of simple, non-erasing mappings was studied in [2]. It was shown that if the
rules of the P automaton are applied sequentially, then the accepted language
class is strictly included in the class of languages accepted by one-way Turing
machines with a logarithmically bounded workspace, or if the rules are applied
in the maximally parallel manner, then the class of context-sensitive languages
is obtained.
The notion of a distributed P automaton (dP automaton in short) was introduced in [9]. Such a system consists of a ﬁnite number of component P automata
which have their separate inputs and which may communicate with each other
by means of special antiport-like rules. A string accepted by a dP automaton
is deﬁned in [9] as the concatenation of the strings accepted by the individual
components during a computation performed by the system.
Since a multiset of objects can be represented as the set of all permutations of
its elements (a set of strings of objects), there are variants of P automata which
deﬁne their accepted languages by the mapping which maps any multiset to the
set of permutations of its objects. The generic variant of dP automata in [9]
also uses this mapping, that is, a string accepted by a component P automaton
is the concatenation of strings which are permutations of the objects of the
multisets imported by the skin membrane during an accepting computation; all
combinations are considered.
The computational power of dP automata was studied in [9], [5], [10], and [11].
It was shown that if we use the above described permutation mapping, then dP
automata are strictly more powerful than P automata, but the language family
accepted by them is strictly included in the family of context-sensitive languages.
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This paper is based on the observation that the way of functioning of dP automata is similar to that of multi-head automata: the components may represent
heads, the strings obtained from the multisets entering the components from the
environment may correspond to the strings scanned by the heads, and the states
of the multi-head ﬁnite automata can be represented by conﬁgurations of the
dP automaton. Since the heads of the multi-head ﬁnite automaton read the
same input word, we should require that the components of the dP automaton
recognize the same strings. For this reason, we introduce the notion of the agreement language, i.e., the set of strings which can be accepted by every component
simultaneously with the same accepting computation of the system.
Two-way movement can also be interpreted in terms of dP automata, similarly
to the approach of [1], if we consider a so-called double alphabet of objects
consisting of barred and non-barred letters with a bijection between the two
subalphabets. When a multiset over non-barred letters enters a component from
the environment, it represents a move to the right of the corresponding head after
reading the symbol, if a multiset over barred letters enters the system, then a
move to the left of the corresponding head is assumed. Any two-way movement
of the heads of a multi-head ﬁnite automaton can be described by strings over
double alphabets, so based on these considerations, we may introduce the concept
of a two-way dP automaton.
In the following sections we describe the connections between languages of
non-deterministic one-way and two-way multi-head ﬁnite automata and agreement languages of ﬁnite dP automata. Thus, we build a further bridge between
classical and unconventional automata theory. We also discuss the concepts and
the results, and propose further problems and research directions for future
study.

2

Preliminaries

Throughout the paper we assume that the reader is familiar with the basics of
formal language theory and membrane computing; for details we refer to [15],
[8], and [12].
An alphabet is a ﬁnite non-empty set of symbols. Given an alphabet V , we
denote by V ∗ the set of all strings over V . If the empty string, λ, is not included,
then we use notation V + . The length of a string x ∈ V ∗ is denoted by |x|,
the number of occurrences of symbols from a set A ⊆ V in x is denoted by
|x|A , where if A is a singleton set, A = {a}, then we use the notation |x|a
instead of |x|{a} . The reverse (or the mirror image) xR of a nonempty string
x = x1 x2 . . . xn , xi ∈ V, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, is deﬁned as xR = xn xn−1 . . . x1 , and
λR = λ.
A ﬁnite multiset over an alphabet V is a mapping M : V → N where N is the
set of non-negative integers; M (a) is said to be the multiplicity of a in M . A
ﬁnite multiset M can also be represented by a string x ∈ V ∗ where |x|a = M (a)
for all a ∈ M (clearly, all permutations of x represent the same multiset). The
set of all ﬁnite multisets over an alphabet V is denoted by V (∗) , and we use the
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notation V (+) to denote the set of nonempty (ﬁnite) multisets. If no confusion
arises, the empty multiset is denoted by λ as in the case of the empty string;
otherwise we use Λ. We note that the above notations slightly diﬀer from the
customary notations in P systems theory, we use them to avoid confusion when
both V ∗ and V (∗) appear in the same context, that is, when we explicitly need
to distinguish between strings and multisets.
We ﬁrst recall some basic notions concerning multi-head ﬁnite automata, our
presentation is based on [7]. A non-deterministic two-way k-head ﬁnite automaton (a 2NFA(k), for short) is a construct M = (Q, Σ, k, δ, , , q0, F ), where Q
is the ﬁnite set of states, Σ is the set of input symbols, k ≥ 1 is the number
of heads,  ∈
/ Σ and  ∈
/ Σ are the left and the right endmarkers, respectively,
q0 ∈ Q is the initial state, F ⊆ Q is the set of accepting states, and δ is the partial
transition function which maps Q × (Σ ∪ {, })k into subsets of Q × {−1, 0, 1}k,
where 1 means that the head moves one tape cell to the right, −1 means that it
moves one tape cell to the left and 0 means that it remains at the same position.
Whenever (q  , (d1 , . . . , dk )) ∈ δ(s, a1 , . . . , ak ) is deﬁned, then di ∈ {0, 1} if ai = 
and di ∈ {−1, 0} if ai = , 1 ≤ i ≤ k, i.e., the heads can never move to the left
of the left endmarker and to the right of the right endmarker.
A conﬁguration of a 2NFA(k) M = (Q, Σ, k, δ, , , q0, F ) is a triplet c =
(w, q, p), where w ∈ Σ ∗ is the input, q ∈ Q is the current state, and p =
(p1 , . . . , pk ) ∈ {0, 1, . . . , |w| + 1}k gives the head positions. If a position pi is 0,
then head i is scanning the symbol , if 1 ≤ pi ≤ |w|, then head i scans the pi th
letter of w, and if pi = |w| + 1, then the ith head is scanning the symbol .
The initial conﬁguration for an input w ∈ Σ ∗ is (w, q0 , (1, . . . , 1)), that is, a
2NFA(k) starts processing a nonempty input word with all of its heads positioned
on the ﬁrst symbol of w.
In the course of the computation, M performs direct changes of its conﬁgurations. Let w = a1 . . . an , be the input, a0 = , an+1 = . For two conﬁgurations,
c1 = (w, q, (p1 , . . . , pk )) and c2 = (w, q  , (p1 , . . . , pk )), we say that c2 directly
follows c1 , denoted by c1  c2 , if (q  , (d1 , . . . , dk )) ∈ δ(q, (ap1 , . . . , apk )) and
pi = pi + di , 1 ≤ i ≤ k. The reﬂexive transitive closure of  is denoted by ∗ .
Note that due to the restriction of the transition function, the heads cannot
move beyond the endmarkers.
The language L(M ) accepted by a 2NFA(k) M = (Q, Σ, k, δ, , , q0, F ) is the
set of words w such that there is a computation which starts with w on the
input tape and ends when M reaches an accepting state, i.e.,
L(M ) = {w ∈ Σ ∗ | (w, q0 , (1, . . . , 1)) ∗ (w, qf , (p1 , . . . , pk )), qf ∈ F }.
If δ is a partial transition function which maps Q × (Σ ∪ {, })k into subsets
of Q × {0, 1}k , i.e., if the heads never move to the left, then M is said to be a
non-deterministic one-way k-head ﬁnite automaton, a 1NFA(k), for short. The
class of languages accepted by 1NFA(k) and 2NFA(k), for k ≥ 1, is denoted by
L(1NFA(k)) and L(2NFA(k)), respectively.
Remark 1. Due to the above deﬁnition of a 2NFA(k) M = (Q, Σ, k, δ, , , q0, F ),
the heads do not need to move away from the scanned tape cell after reading
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the input symbol. For technical reasons, we will modify this deﬁnition in such a
way that the automaton reads the input symbols only in the case when the head
moves away from the tape cell containing the symbol. (Otherwise it “reads” the
empty word λ, that is, the symbol does not have any role in the determination
of the next conﬁguration of the machine.)
To this aim, we modify the domain of the transition function as Q × (Σ ∪
{λ, , })k , and moreover, we deﬁne δ in such a way that (q  , (d1 , . . . , dk )) ∈
δ(q, a1 , . . . , ak ) implies
dj = 0 for some j, 1 ≤ j ≤ k, if and only if, aj = λ.

(1)

To see that the two deﬁnitions are equivalent, we show how to construct for
any M = (Q, Σ, k, δ, , , q0, F ) an equivalent M  = (Q , Σ, k, δ  , , , q0 , F ) such
that δ  satisﬁes property (1) above. Let ∗ be a new symbol, and let Q =
{q, α1 , . . . , αk  | for all q ∈ Q and (α1 , . . . , αk ) ∈ (Σ ∪ {, , ∗})k } with q0 =
q0 , ∗, . . . , ∗ being the initial state of M  .
We deﬁne δ  as follows. For any (q  , (d1 , . . . , dk )) ∈ δ(q, a1 , . . . , ak ) we have
(q  , β1 , . . . , βk , (d1 , . . . , dk )) ∈ δ  (q, α1 , . . . , αk , a1 , . . . , ak ) such that if for some
j, 1 ≤ j ≤ k,
1.
2.
3.
4.

dj
dj
dj
dj

= 0
=0
=0
= 0

and
and
and
and

αj
αj
αj
αj

= ∗,
= ∗,
= ∗,
= ∗,

then
then
then
then

aj
aj
aj
aj

= aj and βj = ∗;
= λ and βj = aj ;
= λ and βj = αj ;
= αj and βj = ∗.

To see that M and M  are equivalent, note how M  postpones the reading of
those symbols which are read by M without moving its reading head. Instead
of reading these symbols as M does, M  “stores” them in its ﬁnite control, and
reads them later when the corresponding reading head starts to move.
Remark 2. Based on Remark 1, we can simplify the notation for the elements of
the transition relation of one-way k-head ﬁnite automata, since we can assume
that if (q  , (d1 , . . . , dk )) ∈ δ(q, a1 , . . . , ak ), then dj = 0 if and only if aj = λ,
1 ≤ j ≤ k. As (d1 , . . . , dk ) ∈ {0, 1}k , we can simply denote the above transition
as q  ∈ δ(q, a1 , . . . , ak ): If aj = λ for some j, 1 ≤ j ≤ k, then the jth reading
head is moved to the right, otherwise, if aj = λ it remains in its current position.
In the following we brieﬂy recall some notions from the theory of P systems we
will use in the sequel; for further information consult the monograph [8] or the
handbook [12].
A P automaton (of degree k) (introduced in [3], for details see [4]) is a membrane system Π = (O, μ, P1 , . . . , Pk , c0 , F ) with object alphabet O, membrane
structure μ, sets of antiport rules (possibly with promoters) Pi , 1 ≤ i ≤ k, initial conﬁguration c0 = (μ, w1 , . . . , wk ) where wi ∈ O(∗) , 1 ≤ i ≤ k, is the initial
contents of the ith region, and set of accepting conﬁgurations F of the form
(μ, v1 , . . . , vk ), vi ∈ O(∗) , 1 ≤ i ≤ k.
The conﬁgurations of the P automaton are changed by applying the rules
in the non-deterministic maximally parallel manner. This means that in every
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region a multiset of rules is applied, these rules are applied simultaneously in
all the regions, and there is no more applicable rule which can be added to
any of these multisets. This way, there is a sequence of multisets which enter
the system from the environment during the steps of its computations. If the
computation is accepting, that is, if it ends in an accepting conﬁguration from
F , then this multiset sequence is called an accepted multiset sequence. If the P
automaton accepts by ﬁnal states, then F is given as E1 × . . . × Ek , Ei ⊆ O(∗) ,
such that Ei is either a ﬁnite set of ﬁnite multisets, or Ei = O(∗) , 1 ≤ i ≤ k. If
Π accepts by halting, then F consists of all halting conﬁgurations of Π, that is,
of all conﬁgurations in which no rule can be applied in any of the regions.
The language L(Π, f, Σ) accepted by the P automaton Π with respect to a
mapping f which maps the multisets from O(∗) to ﬁnite subsets of Σ ∗ , is the
f -image of the set of multiset sequences accepted by Π.
Throughout the paper, we will denote by M APO,Σ the family of mappings f
which map the multisets from O(∗) to ﬁnite subsets of Σ ∗ such that the empty
multiset is mapped to the empty word.
A collection of P automata forms a distributed P automaton, a dP automaton,
for short. Here we present the notion of a dP automaton in a slightly modiﬁed
form as it was introduced in [9], in order to make it conform with the notations
used for P automata in [4].
A dP automaton (of degree n ≥ 1) is a construct Δ = (O, Π1 , . . . , Πn , R, F ),
where O is the alphabet of objects; Πi = (O, μi , Pi,1 , . . . , Pi,ki , ci,0 , Fi ) is a P automaton of degree ki ≥ 1, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, called the ith component of the system; R
is a ﬁnite set of rules of the form (si , u/v, sj ), 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n, i = j, uv ∈ O(+) ,
called the set of inter-component communication (shortly, communication) rules
of Δ; sk , 1 ≤ k ≤ n denotes the skin membrane of Πk ; F ⊆ F1 × · · · × Fn , is
called the set of accepting conﬁgurations of Δ.
An inter-component communication rule (si , u/v, sj ), 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n, i = j,
realizes a direct communication between components Πi and Πj : a multiset u
in the skin region of Πi is exchanged with a multiset v in the skin region of Πj .
A conﬁguration of Δ is ((μ1 , u1,1 , . . . , u1,k1 ), . . . , (μn , un,1 , . . . , un,kn )), where
ui,j , 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ ki , is a multiset over O. The initial conﬁguration of Δ
is the n-tuple ((μ1 , w1,1 , . . . , w1,k1 ), . . . , (μn , wn,1 , . . . , wn,kn )) = (c1,0 , . . . , cn,0 )
where ci,0 , 1 ≤ i ≤ n, is the initial conﬁguration of component Πi .
The dP automaton functions by changing its conﬁgurations. The components
work synchronously, governed by a global clock, using the rules from their own
rule sets and the set of communication rules R in the non-deterministic maximally parallel manner. Each component Πi , 1 ≤ i ≤ n, takes an input (may
be the empty multiset) from the environment, works on it by using the rules in
sets Pi,1 , . . . , Pi,ki and possibly communicates with the other components. The
communication is done by means of rules in R.
A conﬁguration C changes to conﬁguration C  by importing the n-tuple of
multisets (u1 , . . . , un ) from the environment, denoted by (u1 , . . . , un , C) =⇒ C  ,
if C  can be obtained from C by applying the rule sets of Δ (including R) such
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that the skin membrane of component Πi takes multiset ui from the environment,
i.e., ui enters Πi from the environment, 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
A computation in Δ is a sequence of conﬁgurations following each other,
starting from the initial conﬁguration. It is successful if it enters one of the
accepting conﬁgurations of F ⊆ F1 × . . . × Fn . If the components accept by ﬁnal
states, then F = F1 ×· · ·×Fn , or if Δ accepts by halting, then F ⊆ F1 ×· · ·×Fn ,
it contains the direct product of those halting conﬁgurations of the components
which are also halting conﬁgurations of Δ.
We say that Δ accepts the n-tuple (α1 , . . . , αn ), where αi , 1 ≤ i ≤ n, is
a sequence of multisets over O, if the component Πi , starting from its initial
conﬁguration, using the symport/antiport rules as well as the inter-component
communication rules in the non-deterministic maximally parallel way, takes from
the environment the multiset sequence αi , 1 ≤ i ≤ n, and Δ eventually enters
an accepting conﬁguration.
We may associate languages to the dP automaton Δ = (O, Π1 , . . . , Πn , R, F ),
n ≥ 1, in several ways. The (concatenated) language of Δ (introduced in [9]) over
an alphabet Σ with respect to the mapping f = (f1 , . . . , fn ) for fi ∈ M APO,Σ ,
1 ≤ i ≤ n, is deﬁned as
Lconcat (Δ, f, Σ) = {w1 . . . wn ∈ Σ ∗ | wi = fi (vi,1 ) . . . fi (vi,si ) and
αi = vi,1 . . . vi,si , 1 ≤ i ≤ n, for an n-tuple of
accepted multiset sequences (α1 , . . . , αn )}.
Now we introduce two variants of languages based on agreement of the components. The weak agreement language of Δ over an alphabet Σ with respect to a
mapping f = (f1 , . . . , fn ) for fi ∈ M APO,Σ , 1 ≤ i ≤ n, is deﬁned as
Lw,agree (Δ, f, Σ) = {w ∈ Σ ∗ | w = fi (vi,1 ) . . . fi (vi,si ) = fj (vj,1 ) . . . fj (vj,sj )
for all 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n, where αi = vi,1 . . . vi,si , 1 ≤ i ≤ n,
and (α1 , . . . , αn ) is an n-tuple of accepted multiset
sequences of Δ}.
The strong agreement language of Δ over an alphabet Σ with respect to a mapping f = (g, . . . , g) for g ∈ M APO,Σ , is deﬁned as
Ls,agree (Δ, f, Σ) = {w ∈ Σ ∗ | w = g(v1 ) . . . g(vs ) and α = v1 . . . vs , for an
n-tuple of accepted multiset sequences (α, . . . , α) of Δ}.
In the case of Lconcat (Δ, f, Σ), the words accepted by the components are concatenated to obtain the words of the language accepted by the dP automata.
The strong agreement language consists of all words which can be accepted in
such a way that all components accept the same sequence of multisets and their
languages are deﬁned with the same mapping. In weak agreement languages,
however, it is not necessary that αi = αj for all 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n (thus, the accepted
multiset sequences can be diﬀerent), only the equality of fi (αi ) = fj (αj ) (that
is, the equality of the images of αi and αj ), are required for all 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n.
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The choice of f essentially inﬂuences the power of the components, and thus,
the power of the whole dP automaton. In [9] the authors consider dP automata
with f = (f  , . . . , f  ) where f  ∈ M APO,Σ is deﬁned in such a way that a multiset
over O is mapped by f  to the set of strings which consists of all permutations
of the elements of the multiset. In the following, we will denote this mapping by
fperm .
Finally, we distinguish a particular variant of dP automata. A dP automaton Δ is called ﬁnite, if the number of conﬁgurations reachable from its initial
conﬁguration is ﬁnite [9].
Example 1. Consider the ﬁnite dP automaton Δ = (O, Π1 , Π2 , ∅, F ) where for
i ∈ {1, 2} we have Πi = (O, [ ]si , Psi , c0,i , Fi ) with O = {S, a, b, c, d, e, f, g},
initial conﬁguration c0,i = ([ ]si , S) and with sets of ﬁnal states Fi deﬁned by
halting. The antiport rules of the components are
Ps1 = {(S, out; a, in), (a, out; bcd, in), (S, out; e, in), (e, out; f g, in)},
Ps2 = {(S, out; ab, in), (ab, out; cd, in), (S, out; e, in), (e, out; f g, in)}.
The work of Δ starts with the initial conﬁguration ( ([ ]s1 , S), ([ ]s2 , S) ). There
are four possible computations, each consisting of two steps. As the ﬁrst possibility, we have ( a, ab, ( ([ ]s1 , S), ([ ]s2 , S) ) ) =⇒ ( ([ ]s1 , a), ([ ]s2 , ab) ), and
then ( bcd, cd, ( ([ ]s1 , a), ([ ]s2 , ab) ) ) =⇒ ( ([ ]s1 , bcd), ([ ]s2 , cd) ). During this
computation, Δ accepts a pair of multiset sequences (v1,1 v1,2 , v2,1 v2,2 ) where
v1,1 = a, v1,2 = bcd and v2,1 = ab, v2,2 = cd.
Another possibility is ( e, e, ( ([ ]s1 , S), ([ ]s2 , S) ) ) =⇒ ( ([ ]s1 , e), ([ ]s2 , e) ),
and ( f g, f g, ( ([ ]s1 , e), ([ ]s2 , e) ) ) =⇒ ( ([ ]s1 , f g), ([ ]s2 , f g) ). Now Δ accepts
the pair of multiset sequences (v1,1 v1,2 , v2,1 v2,2 ) where v1,1 = v2,1 = e and
v1,2 = v2,2 = f g.
There are two more possibilities by “mixing” the above computations which
accept the pairs of multiset sequences (a · bcd, e · f g) and (e · f g, ab · cd).
Now, if Σ = O, then
L(Π1 , fperm , Σ) = {abcd, abdc, acbd, acdb, adbc, adcb, ef g, egf }, and
L(Π2 , fperm , Σ) = {abcd, abdc, bacd, badc, ef g, egf }.
Thus, Lconcat (Δ, fperm , Σ) = L(Π1 , fperm , Σ) · L(Π2 , fperm , Σ), the weak agreement language is Lw,agree (Δ, fperm , Σ) = {abcd, abdc, ef g, egf }, and the strong
agreement language is Ls,agree (Δ, fperm , Σ) = {ef g, egf }.

3

One-Way Multi-head Finite Automata versus Finite
dP Automata

In this section we describe the correspondence between the language family of
one-way multi-head ﬁnite automata and that of ﬁnite dP automata. We show
that the weak agreement language of any ﬁnite dP automaton is equal to the
language of a one-way multi-head automaton, and furthermore, the language of
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any one-way ﬁnite multi-head automaton can be obtained as the strong or weak
agreement language of a ﬁnite dP automaton.
Theorem 1. For any ﬁnite dP automaton Δ = (O, Π1 , . . . , Πk , R, F ), k ≥ 2,
and for any f ∈ M APO,Σ a non-deterministic one-way k-head ﬁnite automaton
M = (Q, Σ, k, δ, , , q0, F ) can be constructed such that Lw,agree (Δ, f, Σ) =
L(M ).
Proof. To prove the statement, we construct the non-deterministic one-way khead ﬁnite automaton M = (Q, Σ, k, δ, , , q0, F ) satisfying the conditions of
the theorem such that the ith head of M , 1 ≤ i ≤ k, will simulate the work of
component Πi of Δ in the sense that the strings scanned by the ith head of M
are the strings accepted by component Πi of Δ with respect to f . The equality
of the two languages, i.e., Lw,agree (Δ, f, Σ) = L(M ), comes from the fact that
the heads of M read the same word and the strings accepted by Δ are the strings
which are accepted by all components of Δ. The proof is based on the following
considerations:
Let C = {C0 , . . . , Cs } be the (ﬁnite) set of conﬁgurations of Δ, where C0 is
the initial conﬁguration. As we mentioned above, since C is ﬁnite, the number of
k-tuples of multisets (u1 , . . . , uk ) which can be imported from the environment
by the skin membranes of the components in conﬁguration Ci to directly enter
conﬁguration Cj , that is, where (u1 , . . . , uk , Ci ) =⇒ Cj holds, is also ﬁnite.
Suppose that w ∈ Lw,agree (Δ, f, Σ). Then there exists a computation cw
(w)
(w)
(w)
in Δ where cw = C0 , C1 , . . . , Ch , h ≥ 0, with Ch ∈ F such that w =
(i,w)
(i,w)
(i,w)
(i,w)
(i,w)
x1
. . . xh , where xj
∈ fi (uj ), 1 ≤ i ≤ k, 1 ≤ j ≤ h, and uj
is the
multiset of objects imported from the environment by component i at step j of
computation cw . Notice that u(i,w) can be the empty multiset (the component
(i,w)
(i,w)
. . . xh
is the
does not import any multiset from the environment) and x1
same string for all i, 1 ≤ i ≤ k.
M will simulate Δ as follows. Each of the k heads of M will read w in h blocks
(i,w)
(i,w)
of computation steps, namely, the ith head, 1 ≤ i ≤ k, reads x1 , . . . , xh
(i,w)
(i,w)
where w = x1
. . . xh . The heads start and ﬁnish the reading of the cor(i,w)
responding subword xj , 1 ≤ i ≤ k, 1 ≤ j ≤ h at the same time, they read
their own substrings in a synchronized manner as follows: The head makes no
move, i.e., it reads λ if the length of its subword is less then the maximum of
the lengths of these strings.
Let us construct the components of M = (Q, Σ, k, δ, , , q0, F ). The states
of M , which will govern the computation, represent the transitions of Δ together with the f -images of the multisets imported from the environment by the
corresponding transitions. Let
Q = {Ci , Cj , (α1 , . . . , αk ), r | Ci , Cj ∈ C, (u1 , . . . , uk , Ci ) =⇒ Cj , 0 ≤ i, j ≤ s,
αl ∈ fl (ul ), 1 ≤ l ≤ k, 1 ≤ r ≤ 1 + max{|αl | | 1 ≤ l ≤ k}} ∪ {q0 }.
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We deﬁne some auxiliary notions. For any q = Ci , Cj , (α1 , . . . , αk ), r ∈ Q −
{q0 }, where 0 ≤ i, j ≤ s, 1 ≤ r ≤ max{|αl | | 1 ≤ l ≤ k}, let
N extState(q) = {Ci , Cj , (α1 , . . . , αk ), r + 1},
and for r = 1 + max{|αl | | 1 ≤ l ≤ k}, let
N extState(q) = {q  ∈ Q | q  = Cj , Cl , (β1 , . . . , βk ), 1}.
Let also N extState(q0 ) = {q  ∈ Q | q  = C0 , Ci , (α1 , . . . , αk ), 1}, and moreover,
let F = {Ci , Cj , (α1 , . . . , αk ), r ∈ Q | Cj ∈ F , r = 1 + max{|αl | | 1 ≤ l ≤ k}}.
Now, we deﬁne the transition rules in δ. Any transition in Δ corresponds to
a set of transition sequences in M , where head i of M reads a word xi of the
fi -image of the multiset ui imported by component i of Δ from the environment
by this transition. The number of steps in the transition sequence is equal to the
maximum of the lengths of words |xi |.
Let δ consist of all transition rules q  ∈ δ(q, a1 , . . . , ak ) for q  ∈ N extState(q),
q = Ci , Cj , (α1 , . . . , αk ), r ∈ Q, and aj = αj [r] for 1 ≤ r ≤ |αj |, or aj = λ for
|αj | + 1 ≤ r ≤ 1 + max{|αl | | 1 ≤ l ≤ k} (where αj [r] denotes the rth symbol of
the string αj for some 1 ≤ r ≤ |αj |).
Now we show that any string w ∈ Lw,agree (Δ, f, Σ) can be accepted by M .
Let w ∈ Lw,agree (Δ, f, Σ), then there exists a computation cw in Δ where cw =
(w)
(w)
(w)
(i,w)
(i,w)
C0 , C1 , . . . , Ch , h ≥ 0, with Ch ∈ F such that w = x1
. . . xh , where
(i,w)
(i,w)
(i,w)
xj
∈ fi (uj ), 1 ≤ i ≤ k, 1 ≤ j ≤ h, and uj
is the multiset of objects
imported from the environment by component i at step j of computation cw .
Then there exists a corresponding accepting computation cw of w in M . At the
(i,w)
(i,w)
(i,w)
= a1,j . . . amj ,j , where
beginning of the computation M is in state q0 . Let xj
(i,w)

(i,w)

(i,w)

(i,w)

∈ fi (uj ),
a1,j , . . . , amj ,j ∈ O, 1 ≤ j ≤ h, mj ≥ 1, 1 ≤ i ≤ k. Since xj

∈
δ(q,
b1 , . . . , bk ),
1 ≤ i ≤ k, 1≤ j ≤ h, M has transition rules
of
the
form
q

(1,w)

(k,w)

(1,w)

(k,w)

where q = Cj , Cj+1 , (xj
, . . . , xj
), r , with (uj
, . . . , uj
, Cj ) =⇒
Cj+1 , 1 ≤ j ≤ h − 1, and cw = C0 , C1 , . . . , Cj , Cj+1 , . . . , Ch . Furthermore,
(i,w)
(i,w)
bi = ar,j , 1 ≤ i ≤ k, for 1 ≤ r ≤ max{|xj | | 1 ≤ i ≤ k} and bi = λ for
(i,w)

(i,w)

|xj | < r ≤ 1 + max{|xj | | 1 ≤ i ≤ k}.
The reader may easily see that M simulates Δ as described above. Namely,
each of the k heads reads w in h blocks of computation steps: the ith head,
(i,w)
(i,w)
(i,w)
(i,w)
where w = x1
. . . xh . The heads start
1 ≤ i ≤ k, reads x1 , . . . , xh
(i,w)
and ﬁnish the reading of the corresponding subword xj , 1 ≤ i ≤ k, 1 ≤ j ≤ h
at the same time, they read their own substrings in a synchronized manner.
(The head reads λ if the length of its subword is less then the maximum of the
lengths of these strings.) Due to the deﬁnition of the accepting state of M , F
corresponds to the set of accepting conﬁgurations of Δ. Since the heads of M
read the same string, any word in Lw,agree (Δ, f, Σ) can be accepted by M . The
reverse statement also holds. Due to the construction of the transition function
(i,w)
(i,w)
δ of M , all the strings w = x1
. . . xh
and no more words are accepted by
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(i,w)

(i,w)

M , where xj , 1 ≤ i ≤ k, 1 ≤ j ≤ h is an element of fi (uj ) imported from
the environment by component i at step j of an accepting computation cw in Δ
such that the f -images of the multiset sequences accepted by the components
are the same set of strings. This implies that Lw,agree (Δ, f, Σ) = L(M ) holds.
Analyzing the above proof, it can be seen that for any ﬁnite dP automaton
Δ with object alphabet O where in the course of computations each component automaton imports from the environment at most one object in each
computational step, it holds that with respect to mapping fperm its weak agreement language coincides with its strong agreement language. Thus, in this case
the construction in Theorem 1 yields a multi-head ﬁnite automaton M  with
L(M  ) = Lw,agree (Δ , fperm , O) = Ls,agree (Δ , fperm , O).
In [5] it was shown that any regular language, i.e., any language accepted by
a (one-way one-head) ﬁnite automaton is equal to the language of a ﬁnite P automaton with respect to the mapping fperm . Now we generalize this statement
for one-way k-head ﬁnite automata with k ≥ 2.
Theorem 2. For any non-deterministic one-way k-head ﬁnite automaton M,
k ≥ 2, with input alphabet Σ we can construct a ﬁnite dP automaton Δ of
degree k and with object alphabet O such that L(M ) = Ls,agree (Δ, f, Σ) =
Lw,agree (Δ, f, Σ) holds for some f ∈ M APO,Σ .
Proof. Let M = (Q, Σ, k, δ, , , q0, F ), k ≥ 2, be a non-deterministic one-way
k-head ﬁnite automaton. To prove the statement, we ﬁrst construct a ﬁnite dP
automaton Δ = (O, Π1 , . . . , Πk , R, F ), such that L(M ) = Ls,agree (Δ, fperm , Σ)
holds, i.e., we choose f = fperm . The idea of the proof is that the transitions
in M are simulated by Δ in a cycle, the work of each reading head of M is
executed by a diﬀerent component. At any step of the computation at most one
component of Δ will have a non-empty input from the environment consisting of
one symbol which corresponds to the letter read by the corresponding head of M .
The information about which transition of M is simulated is coded by symbols
which are communicated among the components (in a circle) via applying intercomponent communication rules.
Let us construct the components of Δ as follows. Let I = {[q, x1 , . . . , xk ] |
q ∈ Q, xi ∈ Σ ∪ {λ}}, and let O = Σ ∪ {S, X1 } ∪ I ∪ {Xiα | α ∈ I, 1 ≤ i ≤ k}.
The symbols of I govern the work of Δ by storing the actual state of M and the
letters from Σ that the heads read during the next transition which is simulated
by Δ in a cycle, as described above.
Let us deﬁne the set of communication rules R of Δ as
α
α
), (si , xXi+1
/si+1 , Xiα ) | x ∈ Σ,
R = {(si , Xiα α/si+1 , Xi+1
α = [q, x1 , . . . , xk ] ∈ I, 1 ≤ i ≤ k − 1} ∪

{(sk , Xkα α/s1 , X1α ), (sk , X1α x/s1 , X1 ), (sk , X1 /s1 , Xkα ) | x ∈ Σ,
α = [q, x1 , . . . , xk ] ∈ I}.
(Recall that si , 1 ≤ i ≤ k, denotes the skin membrane of component Πi .)
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We deﬁne Π1 = (O, [ [ ]2 ]s1 , P1,1 , P1,2 , ([ [ ]2 ]s1 , w1,1 , w1,2 ), F1 ) with

(X1α ), where a ∈
/ Σ,
w1,1 = aSX1 ∪
α∈I

P1,1 = {(a, out; x1 , in)|α | α = [q, x1 , . . . , xk ], x1 = λ},

(Xkα ),
w1,2 = I ∪
α∈I

P1,2 = {(α, out; S, in) | α = [q0 , x1 , . . . , xk ] ∈ I} ∪
{(Xkα β, out; Xkα α, in) | α = [q, x1 , . . . , xk ], β = [s, y1 , . . . , yk ],
such that there is s ∈ δ(q, x1 , . . . , xk )},

Xkα ) − β | β = [qf , x1 , . . . , xk ], qf ∈ F }.
F1 = O × {S ∪ I ∪ (
(∗)

α∈I

The ﬁrst component is responsible for launching the simulation of a transition
in M , for simulating the movement of the ﬁrst head and also for ﬁnishing the
computation. The other components simulate the movements of the other heads
of M .
Let Πi = (O, [ ]si , Pi , ([ ]si , wi ), Fi ) for 2 ≤ i ≤ k be deﬁned as follows.

(Xiα ),
wi =
α∈I

Pi = {(x, out; xi , in)|α | α = [q, x1 , . . . , xk ] ∈ I, xi = λ, x ∈ Σ},
Fi = O(∗) .
We explain the work of Δ in more details.
The work of Δ starts in the initial conﬁguration ((μ1 , aSX1 u1 , u1,2 ), (μ2 , u2 ),
. . . , (μk , uk )) where ui consists of all symbols Xiα for all α ∈ I, 1 ≤ i ≤ k, and
u1,2 = I ∪ {Xkα | α ∈ I}. The next conﬁguration is
((μ1 , aαX1 u1 , u1,2 S), (μ2 , u2 ), . . . , (μk , uk ))
for some α = [q0 , x1 , . . . , xk ] and u1,2 containing all symbols of u1,2 except α.
Now, if x1 = λ, then it is imported from the environment by the skin region of the
ﬁrst component while X1α α is exchanged with X2α by applying a communication
rule from R. We obtain a conﬁguration
((μ1 , x1 X2α X1 u1 , u1,2 S), (μ2 , αX1α u2 ), . . . , (μk , uk ))
where if x1 = λ then x1 = x1 , otherwise x1 = a. The multisets u1 and u2 contain
the symbols from u1 and u2 with the exception of X1α and X2α , respectively. In
the next step X1α and X2α are exchanged one more time and x1 is transferred to
the second component, thus we obtain
((μ1 , X1α X1 u1 , u1,2 S), (μ2 , x1 αX2α u2 ), . . . , (μk , uk ))
by communication between the skin membranes.
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Now we discuss the cases k = 2 and k ≥ 3 separately. Suppose that k ≥ 3.
Then the next conﬁguration is
((μ1 , X1 u1 , u1,2 S), (μ2 , x2 X3α u2 ), (μ3 , αX2 u3 ), . . . , (μk , uk ))
where u1 = X1α u and x2 = x2 = λ, or if x2 = λ, then x2 = x1 .
The system now works analogously to the steps described above by transferring α to the (i + 1)th component while reading xi from α = [q0 , x1 , . . . , xk ], for
2 ≤ i ≤ k − 1, reaching the conﬁguration
((μ1 , X1 u1 , u1,2 S), (μ2 , u2 ), . . . , (μk , xk−1 αXkα uk ))
where xk−1 = xk−1 = λ, or if xk−1 = λ, then xk−1 = xk−2 .
Now the symbol xk is read by the kth component and it also communicates
with the ﬁrst one obtaining
((μ1 , X1 αXkα u1 , u1,2 S), (μ2 , u2 ), . . . , (μn , xk X1α uk ))
where u1 is the multiset u1 without the symbol X1α , and xk = xk = λ, or if
xk = λ, then xk = xk−1 . Now, with the help of the symbol X1 , xk is also
transferred to the ﬁrst component, and the exchange of symbols between the
skin and the inner regions of the ﬁrst component results in
((μ1 , xk βXnα u1 , αu1,2 S), (μ2 , u2 ), . . . , (μk , xk X1 uk ))
where u1 is the same multiset as above, and u1,2 is obtained from u1,2 by deleting
symbol β which is a new transition symbol such that β = [q, y1 , . . . , yk ] for some
q ∈ δ(q0 , x1 , . . . , xk ). Now Xkα and X1 are exchanged again, and the reading of
the symbols yi , 1 ≤ i ≤ k, will follow in the same way as described above for
x1 , . . . , xk .
For k = 2, after entering conﬁguration ((μ1 , X1α X1 u1 , u1,2 S), (μ2 , x1 αX2α u2 )),
multiset x1 is changed for x2 and multiset αX2α is exchanged by communication
with X1α . Then the ﬁrst component changes αX2α for βX2α , and the second
component x1 for x2 . In the next step X2α at the ﬁrst component is exchanged
with X1 at the second component, thus the components will have a conﬁguration
in which the simulation of a transition of M may start.
This way, each component of Δ continues to simulate one of the reading heads
of M . The process may end if Δ reaches an accepting conﬁguration, that is, if
a transition symbol [qf , x1 , . . . , xk ] with qf ∈ F is imported from the second
region of the ﬁrst component into the ﬁrst region.
Since in each step of the computation of Δ at most one symbol from Σ ⊂ O
is read from the environment, the mapping f transforms any input multiset
sequence a1 . . . at ∈ (Σ (∗) )∗ into the unique string a1 . . . at ∈ Σ ∗ , thus, the
strong agreement language Ls,agree (Δ, fperm , Σ) coincides with the language
L(M ) accepted by the multi-head ﬁnite automaton M . For the same reasons,
i.e., since in each step of the computation of Δ at most one symbol from Σ ⊂ O
is read from the environment, Lw,agree (Δ, fperm , Σ) = L(M ) also holds.
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Two-Way Multi-head Finite Automata versus Finite
dP Automata

In this section we introduce the notion of a two-way dP automaton and we show
how two-way ﬁnite dP automata characterize the language family accepted by
non-deterministic two-way multi-head ﬁnite automata.
We ﬁrst recall that alphabets of the form Σ ∪ Σ̄, where Σ is an alphabet itself
and Σ̄ = {ā | a ∈ Σ} are called double alphabets [1].
Let us start with some discussion on the movement of the heads of a twoway multi-head ﬁnite automaton in the course of computing. We ﬁrst deﬁne the
concept of a two-way trail.
Let w ∈ (Σ ∪ Σ̄)∗ be a word over a double alphabet Σ ∪ Σ̄. We say that w is
a two-way trail over Σ ∪ Σ̄ if it can be written as
w = w1 x̄1 w̄2 x2 w3 x̄3 w̄4 x4 . . . x̄n−2 w̄n−1 xn−1 wn ,
for xi ∈ Σ, wi ∈ Σ ∗ , x̄i ∈ Σ̄, w̄i ∈ Σ̄ ∗ , 1 ≤ i ≤ n, such that the following
properties are satisﬁed.
1. For all w with w = w w , it holds that |w |Σ ≥ |w |Σ̄ ;
2. for all w with w = w w , it holds that |w |Σ ≥ 2 · |w |Σ̄ ;

3. for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 2, the subwords wi x̄i w̄i+1 are of the form wi xx̄i x̄w̄i+1

where wi = wi x, w̄i+1 = x̄w̄i+1
, and the subwords w̄i+1 xi+1 wi+2 are of the




form w̄i+1
x̄xi+1 xwi+2
where w̄i+1 = w̄i+1
x̄, wi+2 = xwi+2
;
4. for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 2, the subwords wi x̄i w̄i+1 satisfy one of the properties

R
, or (b) wi = wi+1
wi , while the subwords w̄i+1 xi+1 wi+2
(a) w̄i+1 = w̄iR w̄i+1
R

R

satisfy one of the properties (c) wi+2 = wi+1
wi+2
, or (d) w̄i+1 = w̄i+2
w̄i+1
,
depending on the length of wi , wi+1 , and wi+2 .
Observe that these conditions are satisﬁed if and only if w ∈ (Σ ∪ Σ̄)∗ represents
the two-way movement of a reading head of a two-way ﬁnite automaton over a
ﬁnite string u ∈ Σ ∗ : Letters x ∈ Σ which are read in such a way that the head
moves right after reading them are marked with x, letters x ∈ Σ which are read
in such a way that the head moves left afterwards are marked with x̄ ∈ Σ̄, and
moreover, the head starts reading on the leftmost symbol and ﬁnishes reading
with the rightmost symbol.
The informal meaning of the four requirements above can be described as
follows. Property 1 is satisﬁed if the head never moves to the left of the left
endmarker, i.e., if it performs at least as many moves to the right, as moves to
the left. Property 2 guarantees that the head ﬁnishes its movement on the last
symbol, i.e., if it turns to the left and performs a number of moves to the left,
then it should also perform at least the same number or moves to the right.
Property 3 identiﬁes the subwords which describe the turn of the direction, and
Property 4 requires that after turning, the same symbols are read in the inverse
order as the ones that were read before the turn.
We note that a similar approach to describe the head-movements of twoway automata can be found in [1], the diﬀerence of the two formalisms arises
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from the diﬀerent notations used in the deﬁnition of a two-way multi-head ﬁnite
automaton.
Now, similarly to the simpliﬁcation introduced in Remark 2, we modify the
notation for the elements of the transition relation of two-way k-head ﬁnite
automata. Recall that if (q  , (d1 , . . . , dk )) ∈ δ(q, a1 , . . . , ak ), then dj = 0 if and
only if aj = λ, 1 ≤ j ≤ k. Since (d1 , . . . , dk ) ∈ {−1, 0, 1}k , we can denote the
above transition as q  ∈ δ(q, a1 , . . . , ak ) where ai ∈ Σ ∪ Σ̄ is an element of the
double alphabet Σ ∪ Σ̄. If aj = λ, then aj = λ. If aj = λ for some j, 1 ≤ j ≤ n,
then the jth reading head is moved either to the right, or to the left. If the jth
head moves to the right, then aj = aj , if the jth head moves to the left, then
aj = āj .
Notice that a computation in a 2NFA(k) M = (Q, Σ, k, δ, , , q0, F ) is accepting if and only if it is given by a sequence states q0 , q1 , . . . , qs , qs = qf ∈ F ,
where qj ∈ δ(qj−1 , xj−1,1 , . . . , xj−1,k ), 1 ≤ j ≤ s − 1 such that w = x1,i . . . xs,i ∈
(Σ ∪ Σ̄)∗ is a two-way trail and xj,i ∈ (Σ ∪ Σ̄ ∪ {λ}) for 1 ≤ j ≤ s, 1 ≤ i ≤ k.
On the analogy of 2NFA(k), we will deﬁne the concept of a two-way ﬁnite
dP automaton. We ﬁrst note that the concept of a two-way trail can be extended
to the concept of a two-way multiset trail in an obvious manner. Namely, a
sequence of multisets
u = u1 x̄1 ū2 x2 u3 x̄3 ū4 x4 . . . x̄n−2 ūn−1 xn−1 un ,
deﬁned over a double alphabet O ∪ Ō, where xi ∈ O(∗) , ui ∈ (O(∗) )∗ , x̄i ∈
Ō(∗) , ūi ∈ (Ō(∗) )∗ , 1 ≤ i ≤ n, is a two-way multiset trail if u satisﬁes properties
1-4, given above. (Obviously, the alphabets Σ and Σ̄ should be replaced with
the sets of multisets O(∗) and Ō(∗) , respectively.)
A dP automaton Δ = (O , Π1 , . . . , Πk , R, F ) where O = O ∪ Ō is a double
alphabet is called a two-way dP automaton if any multiset ui which enters component Πi , 1 ≤ i ≤ k, in the course of a computation consists of either objects
of O, or objects of Ō, or it is the empty multiset.
Obviously, if a two-way dP automaton is a ﬁnite dP automaton, then we speak
of a two-way ﬁnite dP automaton.
In the following we will introduce the strong agreement language and the weak
agreement language of a two-way dP automaton Δ.
To this aim, we ﬁrst deﬁne a reduction mapping for two-way trails. Let h :
∗
(Σ ∪ Σ̄)∗ → 2(Σ∪Σ̄) be deﬁned as follows:
–
–
–
–

w1 x̄1 w2 ∈ h(w) if and only if w = w1 x1 x̄2 x̄1 w2 , for some x1 , x2 ∈ Σ, or
w1 x1 w2 ∈ h(w) if and only if w = w1 x̄1 x2 x1 w2 , for some x1 , x2 ∈ Σ, or
h(w) = w if and only if w ∈ Σ ∗ , or
let h(w) be undeﬁned otherwise.

Let us also deﬁne h0 (w) = h(w), hi (w) = h(hi−1 (w)) for i ≥ 0, and let h∗ (w) =
hi (w) for some i, such that hi (w) = hi+1 (w).
Analogously to the method used in [1], it can be shown that w is a two-way
trail (called in [1] a trace of a two-way computation) if and only if h∗ (w) is a
unique word. The proof follows from the Church-Rosser property (or diamond
property) of the operation induced by mapping h.
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Now, if mapping h∗ is applied to a two-way trail w ∈ Σ  = (Σ ∪ Σ̄)∗ , then
h (w) ∈ Σ ∗ is the word which was written on the tape of the two-way reading
head producing the two-way trail w. In the following, for a two-way trail w we
call h∗ (w) the h-reduction of w.
The deﬁnitions of mapping h and the h-reduction of a two-way trail can be
extended to mapping hm and to hm -reduction for two-way multiset trails with
the obvious modiﬁcations.
As in the case of ﬁnite dP automata over arbitrary alphabets, we deﬁne the
weak agreement language and the strong agreement language of a two-way dP automaton.
Let O = O ∪ Ō and let Σ  = Σ ∪ Σ̄ be double alphabets. We denote by
2M APO ,Σ  the family of mappings f which map the multisets from O(∗) to ﬁnite
subsets of Σ ∗ such that f (u) ⊂ Σ ∗ for u ∈ O(∗) , f (ū) ⊂ Σ̄ ∗ for ū ∈ Ō(∗) , and the
empty multiset is mapped to the empty word. (Notice that fperm ∈ 2M APO ,Σ 
for Σ  = O .)
The weak agreement language Lw,agree (Δ, f, Σ) of a two-way dP automaton
Δ = (O , Π1 , . . . , Πk , R, F ) with respect to a mapping f = (f1 , . . . , fk ) for fi ∈
2M APO ,Σ  , is deﬁned as
∗

Lw,agree (Δ, f, Σ) = {w ∈ Σ ∗ | w = h∗ (ui ), 1 ≤ i ≤ k, ui = fi (v1,i ) . . . fi (vsi ,i ),
is a two-way trail, αi = v1,i . . . vsi ,i , si ≥ 1, (α1 , . . . , αk )
is a k-tuple of multiset sequences accepted by Δ}.
The words of the weak agreement language of Δ over an alphabet Σ and with
respect to mapping f are obtained as follows: we consider f -images of k-tuples
of multiset sequences accepted by Δ. If they are two-way trails and their hreduction is the same string, then this string belongs to the weak agreement
language of Δ over Σ and with respect to mapping f .
The strong agreement language Ls,agree (Δ, f, Σ) of a two-way dP automaton
Δ = (O , Π1 , . . . , Πk , R, F ) over an alphabet Σ with respect to a mapping f =
(g, . . . , g) for g ∈ M APO,Σ is deﬁned as
Ls,agree (Δ, f, Σ) = {w ∈ Σ ∗ | w = g(v1 ) . . . g(vs ), α = v1 . . . vs ,
where vj ∈ O(∗) , 1 ≤ j ≤ s, and α = h∗m (βi ),
for a k-tuple of accepted multiset sequences (β1 , . . . , βk ),
where βi is a two-way multiset trail, 1 ≤ i ≤ k}.
Thus, words of the strong agreement language of Δ over Σ with respect to f are
obtained as follows: we consider all k-tuples of multiset sequences accepted by Δ
where any multiset sequence is a two-way multiset trail and its hm -reduction is
the same multiset sequence. Then, we consider the f -images of the hm -reductions
of these two-way multiset trails.
Now, as two-way trails correspond to the movement of the reading heads of
two-way automata (not necessarily ﬁnite), the two-way trails read by a ﬁnite dP
automaton with k components correspond to the computations of a 2NFA(k).
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Using similar arguments as used for the one-way case in Theorem 1 and Theorem
2, we can also construct two-way ﬁnite automata and two-way ﬁnite dP automata
which accept the same languages.
Theorem 3. Any language which is the weak agreement language of a two-way
ﬁnite dP automaton of degree k, k ≥ 2, with object alphabet O ∪ Ō with respect to
the mapping f ∈ 2M APO∪Ō,Σ∪Σ̄ can be accepted by a non-deterministic two-way
k-head ﬁnite automaton with input alphabet Σ.
Proof. The proof can be obtained from the construction of the proof of Theorem 1 in an obvious manner. Instead of the one-way dP automaton we consider
Δ = (O ∪ Ō, Π1 , . . . , Πk , R, F ), k ≥ 2, where O ∪ Ō is a double alphabet. Then
we construct a k-head automaton M in the same way as it is constructed in that
proof. Now if we consider the set of k-tuples of strings which are f -images of the
k-tuples of multiset sequences accepted by Δ and where the strings are two-way
trails, then we obtain the set of k-tuples of strings describing the movements of
the k heads of M , a non-deterministic two-way k-head ﬁnite automaton. Then
we take the h-reductions of the strings in these k-tuples. If they are equal, then
the k-tuple of strings provides a word in the language of M which is equal to
the weak agreement language of Δ with respect to f .
Theorem 4. Any language over an alphabet Σ that can be accepted by a nondeterministic two-way k-head ﬁnite automaton for k ≥ 2 is equal to the strong or
weak agreement language of a two-way ﬁnite dP automaton of degree k with object
alphabet O ∪ Ō with respect to a mapping f ∈ M APO,Σ or f ∈ 2M APO∪Ō,Σ∪Σ̄ ,
respectively.
Proof. Let M  = (Q, Σ, k, δ, , , q0, F ), k ≥ 2, be a non-deterministic two-way
k-head ﬁnite automaton. We construct a two-way ﬁnite dP automaton Δ =
(O ∪ Ō , Π1 , . . . , Πk , R , F  ), such that L(M  ) = Ls,agree (Δ , fperm , Σ) holds,
i.e., we choose f = fperm . To do this, we slightly modify the construction that
can be found in the proof of Theorem 2; this is the reason why we use notations
M  and Δ as well. Firstly, we consider the double alphabet Σ ∪ Σ̄. Then we
modify I = {[q, x1 , . . . , xk ] | q ∈ Q, xi ∈ Σ ∪ {λ}} (from the proof of Theorem 2)
to I  such that in every [q, x1 , . . . , xk ] ∈ I symbol xi is in Σ if after reading xi
the ith head of M  moves to the right and it is replaced by x̄i if after reading this
letter the head of M  moves to the left. We then consider the double alphabet
O ∪ Ō , where Ō consists of the barred versions of symbols in O , where O =
Σ ∪ {S, X1 } ∪ I  ∪ {Xiα | α ∈ I  , 1 ≤ i ≤ k}. Then, we perform the necessary
changes in the components of Δ in the proof of Theorem 2 accordingly, i.e.,
we replace O by O and I by I  . It can easily be seen that the components
of Δ work in an analogous manner to the components of Δ. If a k-tuple of
sequences of multisets accepted by Δ is a k-tuple of two-way multiset trails,
then Δ simulates the behavior of M  , and this implies that the statement for
the strong agreement language of Δ holds. Since any component of Δ imports
at each step of an accepting computation at most one object (one symbol) from
the environment, and thus fperm assigns one letter to the imported multiset, the
statement concerning the weak agreement language holds as well.
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Further Remarks

In the previous sections we demonstrated how languages of non-deterministic
ﬁnite multi-head automata can be obtained by ﬁnite dP automata. Since the
theory of multi-head ﬁnite automata is a highly elaborated ﬁeld,
 the obtained
results have several consequences. Since N SP ACE( log n) = k≥1 L(2NFA(k))
[6], Theorems 3 and 4 provide characterizations of this important complexity
class in terms of ﬁnite dP automata. Another important result is (for details, see
[7] and the papers cited in the article), that the emptiness, ﬁniteness, inﬁniteness, universality, inclusion, equivalence, regularity and context-freeness are not
semidecidable for L(1NFA(k)) and L(2NFA(k)), k ≥ 2. This implies that these
properties hold for certain variants of language classes of ﬁnite dP automata
as well. We also note that the terms determinism, head reversal, sensing head,
stateless automaton, synchronized moving of heads, data-independence which
are known and studied in detail for multi-head ﬁnite automaton, can be interpreted and implemented for ﬁnite dP automata in a natural manner. We plan
research in these directions in the future. Similarly, dP automata are suitable
tools for describing multi-head pushdown automata or other variants of automata with more than one reading heads. Investigations of these constructs are
also among our objectives in the future.
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Abstract. We present an improved solution for the Firing Squad Synchronization Problem (FSSP) for digraph-structured P systems. We improve our previous FSSP algorithm by allowing the general to delegate
a more central cell in the P system to send the ﬁnal command to synchronize. With e being the eccentricity of the general and r denoting
the radius of the underlying digraph, our new algorithm guarantees to
synchronize all cells of the system, between e + 2r + 3 steps (for all
trees structures and many digraphs) and up to 3e + 7 steps, in the worst
case for any digraph. Empirical results show our new algorithm for treestructured P systems yields at least 20% reduction in the number of steps
needed to synchronize over the previous best-known algorithm.
Keywords: cellular automata, ﬁring squad synchronization, P systems.

1

Introduction

The Firing Squad Synchronization Problem (FSSP) is one of the best studied
problems for cellular automata, originally proposed by Myhill in 1957 [12]. The
initial problem involves ﬁnding a cellular automaton, such that after the “ﬁring”
order is given by the general, after some ﬁnite time, all the cells in a line enter
a designated ﬁring state, simultaneously and for the ﬁrst time. For an array
of length n with the general at one end, minimal time (2n − 2) solutions was
presented by Goto [6], Waksman [20] and Balzer [2]. Several variations of the
FSSP have been proposed and studied [13,17]. The FSSP have been proposed
and studied for variety of structures [10,14,7,4].
The synchronization problem has recently been studied in the framework of
P systems, speciﬁcally for tree-structured P systems. Initially, Bernardini et
al. [3] provided a deterministic solution, based on a depth-ﬁrst search, with time
complexity 4n + 2h, for transitional P systems with priorities and polarizations,
where h is the height of the tree structure underlying the P system and n is
the number of membranes of the P system. Later, Alhazov et al. [1] provided
an improved deterministic algorithm that runs in 3h + 3 steps, for transitional
P systems with promoters and inhibitors. Their solution uses a breadth-ﬁrst
search (BFS), a broadcast and a convergecast.
M. Gheorghe et al. (Eds.): CMC 2011, LNCS 7184, pp. 139–164, 2012.
c Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2012
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In this paper, we present an improved FSSP solution for tree-structured P systems with states and priorities, where the key improvement comes in having the
general delegate a more central cell, as an alternative to itself, to broadcast the
ﬁnal “ﬁring” order, to enter the ﬁring state. This solution uses BFS, broadcast
and convergecast operations. We also give details on how to use this approach to
improve the synchronization time of digraph-structured P systems with states,
priorities and promoters.
It is well known in cellular automata [19], where “signals” with propagating
speeds 1/1 and 1/3 are used to ﬁnd a half point of one-dimensional arrays; the
signal with speed 1/1 is reﬂected and meets the signal with speed 1/3 at half
point. We generalize the idea used in cellular automata to ﬁnd the center of a
tree that deﬁnes the membrane structure of a P system.
Let r denote the radius of the underlying graph of a digraph, where e/2 ≤ r ≤
e. Our new algorithm is guaranteed to synchronize in t steps, where e + 2r + 3 ≤
t ≤ 3e + 7. In fact, the lower bound is achieved, for all digraphs that are trees.
In addition to our FSSP solution, determining a center cell has many potential
real world applications, such as facility location problems and broadcasting.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we give some basic
preliminary deﬁnitions including our P system model and formally introduce
the synchronization problem that we solve. In Section 3, we provide a detailed
P system speciﬁcation for solving the FSSP for tree-structured P systems. In
Section 4, we provide a detailed P system speciﬁcation for solving the FSSP for
digraph-structured P systems. Finally, in Section 5, we summarize our results
and conclude with some open problems.

2

Preliminaries

We assume that the reader is familiar with the basic terminology and notations,
such as relations, graphs, nodes (vertices), edges, directed graphs (digraphs),
directed acyclic graphs (dag), arcs, alphabets, strings and multisets.
For a digraph (X, δ), recall that Neighbor(x) = δ(x) ∪ δ −1 (x). The relation
Neighbor is always symmetric and deﬁnes a graph structure, which will be here
called the virtual communication graph deﬁned by δ.
A special node g ∈ X is designated as the general. For a given general g, we
deﬁne the depth of a node x, depthg (x) ∈ N, as the length of a shortest path
between g and x, over the Neighbor relation. Recall that the eccentricity of a
node x ∈ X, ecc(x), as the maximum length of a shortest path between x and
any other node. We note ecc(g) = max{depthg (x) | x ∈ X}.
Recall that a (free or unrooted) tree has either one or two center nodes—any
node with minimum eccentricity. We denote a tree T = (X, A), rooted at node
g ∈ X by Tg . The height of a node x in Tg is denoted by heightg (x). For a tree
Tg , we deﬁne the middle node to be the center node closest to g of the underlying
tree T of Tg . Let Tg (x) denote the subtree rooted at node x in Tg .
Given nodes x and y, if y ∈ Neighbor(x) and depthg (y) = depthg (x) + 1,
then x is a predecessor of y and y is a successor of x. Similarly, a node z is a peer
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of x, if z ∈ Neighbor(x) and depthg (z) = depthg (x). Note that, for node x, the
set of peers and the set of successors are disjoint with respect to g. For node x,
Predg (x) = {y | y is a predecessor of x}, Peerg (x) = {y | y is a peer of x} and
Succg (x) = {y | y is a successor of x}.
In this paper, we consider a deﬁnition of P systems, which extends earlier
versions of tissue and neural P systems [11,15].
Deﬁnition 1. A P system of order n with duplex channels and cell states is a
system Π = (O, K, δ), where:
1. O is a ﬁnite non-empty alphabet of objects;
2. K = {σ1 , σ2 , . . . , σn } is a ﬁnite set of cells;
3. δ is an irreﬂexive binary relation on K, which represents a set of structural
arcs between cells, with duplex communication capabilities.
Each cell, σi ∈ K, has the initial conﬁguration σi = (Qi , si0 , wi0 , Ri ), and the
current conﬁguration σi = (Qi , si , wi , Ri ), where:
• Qi is a ﬁnite set of states;
• si0 ∈ Qi is the initial state; si ∈ Qi is the current state;
• wi0 ∈ O∗ is the initial content ; wi ∈ O∗ is the current content ; note that,
for o ∈ O, |wi |o denotes the multiplicity of object o in the multiset wi ;
• Ri is a ﬁnite linearly ordered set of multiset rewriting rules (with promoters)
of the form: s x →α s x (u)β |z , where s, s ∈ Q, x, x , u ∈ O∗ , z ∈ O∗ is
the promoter [9], α ∈ {min, max} is a rewriting operator and β ∈ {↑, ↓, }
is a transfer operator (in this model, each rule has its own rewriting and
transfer operators). For convenience, we also allow a rule to contain zero or
more instances of (u)β . If u = z = λ, i.e. the empty multiset of objects, this
rule can be abbreviated as s x →α s x .
A cell evolves by applying one or more rules, which can change its content and
state and can send objects to its neighbors. For a cell σi = (Qi , si , wi , Ri ), a rule
s x →α s x (u)β |z ∈ Ri is applicable, if s = si , x ⊆ wi , z ⊆ wi , δ(i) = ∅ for
β =↓, δ −1 (i) = ∅ for β =↑ and δ(i) ∪ δ −1 (i) = ∅ for β =.
The application of a rule transforms the current state s to the target state
s , rewrites multiset x as x and sends multiset u as speciﬁed by the operator β
(as further described below). Note that, multisets x and u will not be visible
to other applicable rules in this same step, but they will be visible after all the
applicable rules have been applied.
The rules are applied in the weak priority order [16], i.e. (1) higher priority
applicable rules are assigned before lower priority applicable rules, and (2) a
lower priority applicable rule is assigned only if it indicates the same target
state as the previously assigned rules.
The operator α = max indicates that an applicable rewriting rule of Ri is
applied as many times as possible. The operator α = min indicates that an
applicable rewriting rule of Ri is applied once. If the right-hand side of a rule
contains (u)β , β ∈ {↑, ↓, }, then for each application of this rule, a copy of
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multiset u is replicated and sent to each cell σj ∈ δ −1 (i) if β =↑, σj ∈ δ(i) if
β =↓ and σj ∈ δ(i) ∪ δ −1 (i) if β =.
All applicable rules are synchronously applied in one step. An evolution of a
P system is a sequence of steps, that starts from the initial conﬁguration. An
execution halts if no further rules are applicable for all cells.
Problem 2. We formulate the FSSP to P systems as follows:
Input: An integer n ≥ 2 and an integer g, 1 ≤ g ≤ n, indicating the general.
Output: A class C of P systems that satisﬁes the following three conditions for
any weakly connected digraph (X, A), isomorphic to the structure of a member
of C with n = |X| cells.
1. All cells have the same set of states Q and set of rules R, and start from
an initial quiescent state sq . Additionally, except σg , all cells start with an
empty initial content.
2. There exists state sf ∈ Qi , sf = sq , for all σi ∈ K, such that during the last
step of the system’s evolution, all cells enter state sf , simultaneously and for
the ﬁrst time.
3. Cell σg is the only cell with an applicable rule (i.e. σg can evolve) from its
initial conﬁguration.
We want to ﬁnd a general-purpose solution to the FSSP that synchronizes in the
fewest number of steps, as a function of some of the natural structural properties
of a weakly-connected digraph (X, A), such as the eccentricity of node g ∈ X in
the communication graph deﬁned by A.

3

Deterministic FSSP Solution for Rooted Trees

We ﬁrst solve Problem 2 for the subclass of weakly-connected digraphs (X, A),
where the underlying graph of (X, A) is a tree. This section is organized as
follows. In Section 3.1, we present the P system for solving the FSSP for trees
rooted at the general. In order to help the comprehension of our FSSP algorithm,
we provide a trace of the FSSP algorithm in Table 1. Phase I of our FSSP
algorithm is described in Section 3.2, which ﬁnds the middle cell (i.e. a center
of a tree, closest to the root) and determines the height of the middle cell.
Phase II of our FSSP algorithm is described in Section 3.3, which broadcasts the
“command” that prompts all cells to enter the ﬁring state. Finally, in Section 3.4,
we present some empirical results that show improvements of our algorithm over
the previously best-known FSSP algorithms for tree-structured P systems [1,5].
3.1

P Systems for Solving the FSSP for Rooted Trees

Given a tree (X, A) and g ∈ X, our FSSP algorithm is implemented using the
P system Π = (O, K, δ) of order n = |X|, where:
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1. O = {a, b, c, e, h, o, v, w}.
2. K = {σ1 , σ2 , . . . , σn }.
3. δ is a rooted tree, with an underlying graph isomorphic to (X, A), where the
general σg ∈ K (the root of δ) corresponds to g ∈ X.
All cells have the same set of states, the same set of rules and start at the same
initial quiescent state s0 , but with diﬀerent initial contents. The third output
condition of Problem 2 will be satisﬁed by our chosen set of rules.
For each cell σi ∈ K, its initial conﬁguration is σi = (Q, s0 , wi0 , R) and its
ﬁnal conﬁguration at the end of the execution is σi = (Q, s6 , ∅, R), where:
• Q = {s0 , s1 , s2 , s3 , s4 , s5 , s6 }, where s0 is the initial quiescent state and s6 is
the ﬁring
 state.
{o} if σi = σg ,
• wi0 =
∅ if σi = σg .
• R is deﬁned by the following rulesets.
Rules used in Phase I: all the rules in states s0 , s1 , s2 , s3 and rule 4.6 in
state s4 .
Rules used in Phase II: all the rules in states s4 and s5 , except rule 4.6.
0. Rules in state s0 :
1. s0 o →max s1 ahou (b)↓
2. s0 b →max s1 ah (e)↑ (b)↓
3. s0 b →max s4 a (ce)↑
1. Rules in state s1 :
1. s1 a →max s2 ah
2. Rules in state s2 :
1. s2 aaa →max s4 a
2. s2 aa →max s3 a
3. s2 ceu →max s2
4. s2 ce →max s2
5. s2 aee →max s2 aeeh
6. s2 aeooo →max s2 aa (o)↓
7. s2 aeou →max s2 aa (o)↓
8. s2 aeo →max s2 aehoo
9. s2 ao →max s2 aaa
10. s2 ae →max s2 aeh
11. s2 a →max s2 aa (c)↑
12. s2 u →max s2

3. Rules in state s3 :
1. s3 a →max s4 a
2. s3 h →max s4
4. Rules in state s4 :
1. s4 hh →max s5 w (v)
2. s4 avv →max s5 aw (v)
3. s4 avv →max s5 aw
4. s4 av →max s6
5. s4 v →max s5 w (v)
6. s4 o →max s4
5. Rules in state s5 :
1. s5 aww →max s5 aw
2. s5 aw →max s6
3. s5 v →max s6
4. s5 o →max s6
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Table 1. The traces of the FSSP algorithm on a P system with the membrane structure deﬁned by the tree shown in Figure 1 (a),
where the general is σ1 and the middle cell is σ5 . The step in which the Phase I ends (or the Phase II begins) is indicated by the shaded
table cells.
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σ11

σ10

(b)

Fig. 1. (a) a tree with the center σ5 ; (b) a tree with two centers σ3 and σ5 , σ3 being
the middle cell

3.2

Phase I: Find the Middle Cell of Rooted Trees

In this phase, a breadth-ﬁrst search (BFS) is performed from the root, which
propagates symbol b from the root to all other cells. When the symbol b from
the BFS reaches a leaf cell, symbol c is reﬂected back up the tree. Starting from
the root, the search for the middle cell is performed as described below, where
symbol o represents the current search pivot. Note that symbol o’s propagation
speed is 1/3 of the propagation speed of symbols b and c; intuitively, this ensures
that o and c meet in the middle cell.
We provide a visual description of the propagations of symbols b, c and o in
Figure 2 (for a tree with one center) and Figure 3 (for a tree with two centers).
Details of Phase I
Objective: The objective of Phase I is to ﬁnd the middle cell, σm , and its
height, heightg (m).
Precondition: Phase I starts with the initial conﬁguration of P system Π,
described in Section 3.1.
Postcondition: Phase I ends when σm enters state s4 . At the end of Phase I,
the conﬁguration of cell σi ∈ K is (Q, s4 , wi , R), where |wi |a = 1; |wi |h =
2 · heightg (i), if σi = σm .
Description: In Phase I, each cell starts in state s0 , transits through states
s1 , s2 , s3 , and ends in state s4 ; a cell in state s4 will ignore any symbol o that it
may receive.
The behaviors of cells in this phase are described below.
• Propagation of symbol b: The root cell sends symbol b to all its children
(rule 0.1). An internal cell forwards the received symbol b to all its children
(rule 0.2) After applying rule 0.1 or 0.2, each of these non-leaf cells produces
a copy of symbol h in each step, until it receives symbol c from all its children
(rules 1.1, 2.5 and 2.10).
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Fig. 2. Propagations of symbols b, c and o, in a tree with one center. The symbols c
and o meet at the middle cell σ5 . Cells that have sent symbol c or o are shaded. The
propagation of symbol o to a shaded cell is omitted. In cell σj , j ∈ {1, 3}, |wj |o − 1
represents the number of steps since σj received symbol c from all of its children but
one.
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Fig. 3. Propagations of symbols b, c and o, in a tree with two centers. The symbols c
and o meet at the middle cell σ3 . Cells that have sent symbol c or o are shaded. The
propagation of symbol o to a shaded cell is omitted. In cell σj , j ∈ {1, 3}, |wj |o − 1
represents the number of steps since σj received symbol c from all of its children but
one.
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• Propagation of symbol c: If a leaf cell receives symbol b, then it sends
symbol c to its parent (rule 0.3) and enters state s4 (the end state of Phase I).
If a non-leaf cell receives symbol c from all its children, then it sends symbol
c to its parent (rule 2.11), consumes all copies of symbol h and enters state
s4 (rule 3.2).
• Note, when a cell applies rule 0.2 or 0.3, it sends one copy of symbol e up
to its parent. A copy of symbol e is consumed with a copy of symbol c by
rule 2.4. Hence, |wi |e = k indicates the number of σi ’s children that have
not sent symbol c to σi .
• Propagation of symbol o: The root cell initially contains the symbol o.
We denote σj as the current cell that contains symbol o and has not entered
state s4 .
Assume, at step t, σj received symbol c from all but one subtree rooted at
σv . Starting from step t + 1, σj produces a copy of symbol o in each step,
until it receives symbol c from σv (rule 2.8), That is, |wj |o − 1 indicates the
number of steps since σj received symbol c from all of its children except σv .
If σj receives symbol c from σv by step t + 2, i.e. |wj |o ≤ 3, then σj is the
middle cell; σj keeps all copies of symbol h and enters state s4 (rule 2.1).
Otherwise, σj sends a copy of symbol o to σv at step t + 3 (rule 2.6 or 2.7); in
the subsequent steps, σj consumes all copies of symbol h and enters state s4
(rules 2.2 and 3.2). Note, using current setup, σj cannot send a symbol to a
speciﬁc child; σj has to send a copy of symbol o to all its children. However,
all σj ’s children, except σv , would have entered state s4 .
Proposition 3 indicates the step in which σm receives symbol c from all its
children and Proposition 4 indicates the number of steps needed to propagate
symbol o from σg to σm .
Proposition 3. Cell σm receives the symbol c from all its children by step
heightg (g) + heightg (m).
Proof. Cell σm is at distance heightg (g) − heightg (m) from σg , hence σm receives symbol b in step heightg (g) − heightg (m). In the subtree rooted at σm ,
the propagations of the symbol b from σm to its farthest leaf and the symbol c
reﬂected from the leaf to σm take 2 · heightg (m) steps. Thus, σm receives symbol c from all its children by step heightg (g) − heightg (m) + 2 · heightg (m) =
heightg (g) + heightg (m).


Proposition 4. The propagation of the symbol o from σg to σm takes at most
heightg (g) + heightg (m) steps.
Proof. For a given tree Tg , rooted at σg , we construct a tree Tm , which reroots Tg at σm . Recall, Tm (i) denotes a subtree rooted at σi in Tm . Assume
that σm has k ≥ 2 subtrees, Tm (1), Tm (2), . . . , Tm (k), such that heightm (1) ≥
heightm (2) ≥ · · · ≥ heightm (k) and heightm (1) − heightm (2) ≤ 1. Figure 4
(a) illustrates the subtrees of σm .
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Fig. 4. (a) k subtrees of σm , Tm (1), Tm (2), . . . , Tm (k). (b) The structure of subtree
Tm (j), which contains σg .

Assume Tm (i) is a subtree of σm , which contains σg . In Tm (i), let z be the
height of σg and x + w ≥ 0 be the distance between σg and σi . Figure 4 (b)
illustrates the z, x and w in Tm (i).
To prove Proposition 4, we determine the number of steps needed to propagate
symbol o from σg to σm . In Tm (i), let p be a path from σi to its farthest leaf and
t be the number of steps needed to propagate symbol o from σg to σm . Note,
heightm (m) = heightg (m) and x + w + 1 = heightg (g) − heightg (m).
If σg is a part of path p, then z+x+w+1 = heightm (i)+1 = heightm (m)−j,
j ≥ 0, and t = 2z + 3(x + w + 1). Hence,
t = 2(z + x + w + 1) + (x + w + 1)
= 2(heightm (m) − j) + (heightg (g) − heightg (m))
= heightg (g) + heightg (m) − 2j
If σg is not a part of p, then z + x + w + 1 < v + w + 1 = heightm (i) + 1 =
heightm (m) − j, j ≥ 0, and t = x + 2v + 3(w + 1). Hence,
t = 2(v + w + 1) + (x + w + 1)
= 2(heightm (m) − j) + (heightg (g) − heightg (m))
= heightg (g) + heightg (m) − 2j


Proposition 5. Phase I takes heightg (g) + heightg (m) + 2 steps.
Proof. From Propositions 3 and 4, symbols o and c meets in σm at step
heightg (g) + heightg (m). Cell σm enters state s4 by applying rule 2.9 and
2.1, which takes two steps. Thus, Phase I takes heightg (g) + heightg (m) + 2
steps.
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Phase II: Determine the Step to Enter the Firing State

Phase II begins immediately after Phase I. In Phase II, the middle cell broadcasts
the “ﬁring” order, which prompts receiving cells to enter the ﬁring state. In
general, the middle cell does not have direct communication channels to all
cells. Thus, the ﬁring order has to be relayed through intermediate cells, which
results in some cells receiving the order before other cells. To ensure that all cells
enter the ﬁring state simultaneously, each cell needs to determine the number of
steps it needs to wait, until all other cells receive the order.
The ﬁring order is paired with a counter, which is initially set to the eccentricity of the middle cell. Propagating an order from one cell to another decrements
its current counter by one. The current counter of the received order equals
the number of remaining steps before all other cells receive the order. Hence,
each cell waits according to the current counter, before it enters the ﬁring state.
Figure 5 illustrates the propagation of the ﬁring order.
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Fig. 5. Propagations of the ﬁring order from the middle cell, σ5 , where the counter is
represented by the multiplicity of symbol v. Cells that have propagated the order are
shaded. The propagation of symbol v to a shaded cell is omitted. Let k be the value
of the counter that reaches σi for the ﬁrst time. Then σi waits k − 1 steps, before it
enters the ﬁring state. The multiplicity of symbol w, which is decremented by one in
each step, represents the number of remaining steps before a cell enters the ﬁring state.
In Step 5 (not shown here), all cells enter the ﬁring state.

Details of Phase II
Objective: The objective of Phase II is to determine the step to enter the ﬁring
state, such that during the last step of Phase II, i.e. the system’s execution, all
cells enter the ﬁring state, simultaneously and for the ﬁrst time.
Precondition: Phase II starts with the postcondition of Phase I, described in
Section 3.2.
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Postcondition: Phase II ends when all cells enter the ﬁring state s6 . At the
end of Phase II, the conﬁguration of cell σi ∈ K is (Q, s6 , ∅, R).
Description: The behaviors of the middle cell σm and a non-middle cell, σi =
σm , in this phase are as follow. We also indicate which rules accomplish the
described behaviors.
• We ﬁrst describe the behavior of σm . For every two copies of symbol h, σm
produces one copy of symbol w and sends one copy of symbol v to all its
neighbors (rule 4.1). In the next sequence of steps, σm consumes one copy of
symbol w (rule 5.1). If σm consumes all copies of symbol w, then σm enters
the ﬁring state (rule 5.2).
• Next, we describe the behavior of σi = σm . Let ki ≥ 1 denote the multiplicity
of symbol v that σi receives for the ﬁrst time. If ki = 1, then σi enters the
ﬁring state (rule 4.4). If ki ≥ 2, then σi consumes ki copies of symbol v,
produces ki − 1 copies of symbol w and sends ki − 1 copies of symbol v to all
its neighbors (rules 4.2, 4.3 and 4.5); in each subsequent step, σi consumes
one copy of symbol w (rule 5.1) and σi enters the ﬁring state (rule 5.2), after
all copies of symbol w is consumed.
Proposition 6. Cell σm produces heightg (m) copies of symbol w and sends
heightg (m) copies of symbol v to all is neighbors.
Proof. At the beginning of Phase II, σm contains 2·heightg (m) copies of symbol
h. As described earlier, for every two copies of the symbol h that σm consumes,
σm produces one copy of symbol w and sends one copy of symbol v to all its
neighbors.


Proposition 7. Cell σi receives k copies of symbol v at step t and sends k − 1
copies of symbol v to all its neighbors at step t + 1, where k = heightg (m) −
depthm (i) + 1 and t = heightg (g) + heightg (m) + depthm (i) + 2.
Proof. Proof by induction on depthm (i) ≥ 1. First, σm sends heightg (m) copies
of symbol v to all its neighbors. Thus, each cell σi , at distance 1 from σm , receives
heightg (m) copies of symbol v. By rules 4.3, 4.4, 4.7 and 4.8, σi consumes
heightg (m) copies of symbol v, produces heightg (m) − 1 copies of symbol w
and sends heightg (m) − 1 copies of symbol v to all its neighbors.
Assume that the induction hypothesis holds for each cell σj at distance
depthm (j). Consider cell σi , where depthm (i) = depthm (j) + 1. By the induction hypothesis, cell σj ∈ Neighbor(i), sends heightg (m) − depthm (j) =
heightg (m) − depthm (i) + 1 copies of symbol v, such that σi receives
heightg (m) − depthm (i) + 1 copies of symbol v. By rules 4.3, 4.4, 4.7 and
4.8, σi consumes heightg (m) − depthm (i) + 1 copies of symbol v, produces
heightg (m) − depthm (i) copies of symbol w and sends heightg (m) − depthm (i)
copies of symbol v to all its neighbors.
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Proposition 8. Phase II takes heightg (m) + 1 steps.
Proof. Each cell σi receives heightg (m) − depthm (i) + 1 copies of symbol v at
step heightg (g) + heightg (m) + depthm (i) + 2.
Consider σj , where depthm (j) = heightg (m). Cell σj receives one copy of
symbol v. As described earlier, if a cell receives one copy of symbol v, then it
enters the ﬁring state at the next step. Hence, σj enters the ﬁring state at step
heightg (g) + 2 · heightg (m) + 3.
Consider σk , where depthm (k) < heightg (m). Cell σk contains heightg (m)−
depthm (i) copies of symbol w at step heightg (g)+ heightg (m)+ depthm (i)+ 3.
Since σk consumes one copy of symbol w in each step, σk will take heightg (m)−
depthm (i) steps to consume all copies of symbol w. Hence, σj enters the ﬁring
state at step (heightg (g) + heightg (m) + depthm (i) + 3) + (heightg (m) −
depthm (i)) = heightg (g) + 2 · heightg (m) + 3.
Phase I ends at step heightg (g)+ heightg (m)+ 2 and all cells enter the ﬁring
state at step heightg (g)+2·heightg (m)+3. Thus, Phase II takes heightg (m)+1
steps.


Theorem 9. The synchronization time of our FSSP solution, for tree-structured
P systems is heightg (g) + 2 · heightg (m) + 3.
Proof. The result is obtained by summing the individual running times of Phases I
and II, as given by Propositions 5 and 8: (heightg (g) + heightg (m) + 2) +
(heightg (m) + 1) = heightg (g) + 2 · heightg (m) + 3.


3.4

Empirical Work

Aim. The aim of our empirical work is to estimate the expected reduction in
the number of steps needed to synchronize tree-structured P systems using our
FSSP solution (h + 2r + 3) over the previously best-known FSSP solution [1]
(3h + 3), where h and r are the tree height and tree radius, respectively.
We denote the reduction in synchronization time by reduce, and the percentage of reduce with respect to the synchronization time of 3h + 3 by reduce%.
Hypothesis. Theoretically, for a given tree with the radius r, height h and
diameter d, the reduce and reduce% in the worst- and best-case scenarios are
as follow.
• In the worst-case scenario, where h = r, the synchronization time of our
FSSP solution is 3h + 3, such that reduce = (3h + 3) − (3h + 3) = 0. In this
case, there is no reduction in synchronization time.
• In the best-case scenario, where h = d = 2r, the synchronization time of our
FSSP solution is 2h + 3, such that reduce = (3h + 3) − (2h + 3) = h. In this
case, reduce% = reduce/(3h + 3) = h/(3h + 3) is about 30%.
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Thus, our FSSP solution can yield up to about 30% reduction in synchronization
time over the previously best-known FSSP solution, i.e. 0 ≤ reduce% ≤ 30.
Method. For uniformly random trees of order n ∈ {1000, 2000, . . . , 20000},
which are generated using the well-known Prüfer correspondence [21] (using the
implementation given in Sage [18]), we compute reduce and reduce% as follow.
1. For each n, generate ten uniformly random labeled trees using the Prüfer
correspondence. We denote each of the ten generated trees of order n by Tin ,
1 ≤ i ≤ 10.
2. For each tree Tin , we denote its radius by r(Tin ) and consider its height,
denoted by h(Tin ), as the average eccentricity of all of its nodes.
3. For the ten trees of order n, i.e. Tin , 1 ≤ i ≤ 10, we compute reduce by
1
10

(3h(Tin ) + 3) − (h(Tin ) + 2r(Tin ) + 3)
i∈{1,2,...,10}

and compute reduce% by
100
10

i∈{1,2,...,10}

(3h(Tin ) + 3) − (h(Tin ) + 2r(Tin ) + 3)
3h(Tin )

Results. The values of reduce and reduce% for ten uniformly random trees of
order n, n ∈ {1000, 2000, . . . , 20000}, are presented in the last two columns of
Table 2. Moreover, Table 2 includes the auxiliary columns radT and hT, which
correspond to the average radius and average height of the ten trees, respectively.
Table 2. The observed reduction in synchronization time for uniformly random trees
n
1000
2000
3000
4000
5000
6000
7000
8000
9000
10000

radT
47.1
77.6
90.9
105.3
118.1
116.1
139.9
139.3
155.6
156.1

hT reduce reduce%
71.3
48.4
22.3
117.0 78.8
22.2
137.4 93.0
22.3
158.2 105.7
22.1
177.1 118.0
22.1
175.8 119.5
22.5
210.8 141.8
22.4
211.5 144.3
22.6
234.4 157.5
22.2
232.4 152.7
21.8

n
11000
12000
13000
14000
15000
16000
17000
18000
19000
20000

radT
158.3
177.6
191.3
193.9
190.6
208.6
228.8
210.0
224.0
236.3

hT reduce reduce%
236.3 155.9
21.9
268.7 182.2
22.5
283.9 185.2
21.6
292.4 196.9
22.3
284.0 186.9
21.8
311.3 205.5
21.9
342.3 227.0
22.1
314.1 208.2
22.0
333.6 219.1
21.9
356.5 240.4
22.4
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As shown in column reduce% of Table 2, our FSSP solution yields, at least
20% reduction in the synchronization time over the previously best-known FSSP
solution that synchronizes tree-structured P systems. Furthermore, the observed
20% reduction in synchronization time is closer to the best-case scenario (about
30% reduction in synchronization time) than the worst-case scenario (no reduction in synchronization time).

4

FSSP Solution for Digraphs

The key idea of FSSP solution for digraphs is as follows. For a given digraph,
perform a BFS from the general on the communication graph and construct a
virtual spanning tree, implemented via pointer symbols, not by changing existing
arcs. If a node ﬁnds multiple parents in the BFS, then one of the parents is chosen
as its spanning tree parent. In Figure 6, (a) illustrates a digraph G, (b) illustrates
the underlying graph of G and (c) illustrates a spanning tree of the underlying
graph of G, rooted at σ1 .
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σ4
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Fig. 6. (a) A digraph G. (b) The underlying graph of G. (c) A spanning tree of the
underlying graph of G, rooted at σ1 .

Using the spanning tree constructed from the BFS, the FSSP algorithm described in Section 3, is applied to achieve the synchronization.
We present the details of P system for solving the FSSP (Problem 2) for
digraphs in Section 4.1. A trace of the FSSP algorithm for digraphs is given
in Table 3. The details Phases I and II of this FSSP algorithm are described
in Sections 4.2 and 4.3, respectively. Finally, in Section 4.4, we present some
empirical results that illustrates expected improvements of our new algorithm
over our previous FSSP algorithm for digraphs [5].
4.1

P Systems for Solving the FSSP for Digraphs

Given a digraph (X, A) and g ∈ X, our FSSP algorithm is implemented using
the P system Π  = (O, K, δ) of order n = |X|, where:
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1. O = {a, h, o, v, w, x, z} ∪ {ιk , bk , ck , ek , pk | 1 ≤ k ≤ n}.
2. K = {σ1 , σ2 , . . . , σn }.
3. δ is a digraph, isomorphic to (X, A), where the general σg ∈ K corresponds
to g ∈ X.
All cells have the same set of states and start at the same initial quiescent state
s0 , but with diﬀerent initial contents and set of rules. The third output condition
of Problem 2 will be satisﬁed by our chosen set of rules.
In this FSSP solution, we extend the basic P system framework, described
Section 2. Speciﬁcally, we assume that each cell σi ∈ K has a unique cell ID
symbol ιi , which will be used as an immutable promoter and we allow rules with
a simple form of complex symbols.
To explain these additional features, consider rules 3.10 and 3.11 from the
ruleset R, listed below. In this ruleset, symbols i and j are free variables (which
in our case happen to match cell IDs). Symbols ei and ej are complex symbols.
Rule 3.11 deletes all existing ej symbols, regardless of the actual values matched
by the free variable j. However, the preceding rule 3.10 ﬁres only for symbols
ei , with indices i matching the local cell ID, as required by the right-hand side
promoter ιi . Together, rules 3.10 and 3.11, applied in a weak priority scheme,
keep all symbols ei , with indices i matching the local cell ID, and delete all other
symbols ej .
Remark 10. Cell IDs seem to reduce the general-applicability of our solution,
since alphabet O seems to depends on |X|. However, in future, we foresee that
P systems will allow multisets of structured objects, such as tuples. Hence, we can
encode cell IDs as binary strings over alphabet of size two, which is independent
of |X|.
For each cell σi ∈ K, its initial conﬁguration is σi = (Q, s0 , wi0 , R) and its ﬁnal
conﬁguration at the end of the execution is σi = (Q, s7 , {ιi }, R), where:
• Q = {s0 , s1 , s2 , s3 , s4 , s5 , s6 , s7 }, where s0 is the initial quiescent state and
s7 is the
 ﬁring state.
{ιg o} if σi = σg ,
• wi0 =
{ιi } if σi = σg .
• R is deﬁned by the following rulesets.
Rules used in Phase I: all the rules in states s0 , s1 , s2 , s3 , s4 and rules
5.5 and 5.6 in state s5 .
Rules used in Phase II: all the rules in states s5 and s6 , except rules 5.5
and 5.6.
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0. Rules for cells in state s0 :
1. s0 o →min s1 ao (xbi ) |ιi
2. s0 x →min s1 a (xbi ) |ιi
3. s0 bj →max s1 pj
1. Rules for cells in state s1 :
1. s1 apj →max s2 apj (ej )
2. s1 a →max s2 a
3. s1 pj →max s2
2. Rules for cells in state s2 :
1. s2 a →max s3 a
2. s2 bj →max s3
3. s2 x →max s3
3. Rules for cells in state s3 :
1. s3 aaa →max s5 a
2. s3 aa →max s4 a
3. s3 ci ei →max s3 |ιi
4. s3 aoooei →max s3 aa (o) |ιi
5. s3 aoei ei →max s3 ahoei ei |ιi
6. s3 aoei →max s3 ahooei |ιi
7. s3 ao →max s3 aaa
8. s3 aei →max s3 aei h |ιi
9. s3 apj →max s3 aa (cj )
10. s3 ei →max s3 ei |ιi
11. s3 ej →max s3
12. s3 pj →max s4
13. s3 pj →max s5
4.2

4. Rules for cells in state s4 :
1. s4 a →max s5
2. s4 h →max s5
3. s4 cj →max s5
5. Rules for cells in state s5 :
1. s5 a →max s6 a (z)
2. s5 hh →max s6 w (v)
3. s5 zv →max s6 a (z)
4. s5 v →max s6 w (v)
5. s5 o →max s5
6. s5 cj →max s5
6. Rules for cells in state s6 :
1. s6 aw →max s6 a
2. s6 a →max s7
3. s6 z →max s7
4. s6 v →max s7

Phase I: Find the Middle Cell of a BFS Spanning Tree

For a given digraph-structured P system, a (virtual) spanning tree is constructed
by a standard BFS originated from the general, where the tree parent of each
cell is one of its BFS parents (randomly chosen). Each cell keeps the track of its
spanning tree parent and this is achieved by the use of cell IDs (unique identiﬁer
ID), e.g., i is the cell ID of σi .
Details of Phase I
Objective: The objective of Phase I is to ﬁnd the middle cell, σm , and its
height, heightg (m).
Precondition: Phase I starts with the initial conﬁguration of P system Π,
described in Section 4.1.
Postcondition: Phase I ends when σm enters state s5 . At the end of Phase I,
the conﬁguration of cell σi ∈ K is (Q, s5 , wi , R), where |wi |ιi = 1; |wi |a = 1 and
|wi |h = 2 · heightg (i), if σi = σm .
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s5 ι5

s5 ι5 c6

s5 ι5

s4 ι5 a

2

s3 ι5 ae1 e6 p2

s7 ι6

s6 ι6 av z

4 4

4

4

s6 ι6 av wz

4

s6 ι6 aw 2

s5 ι6 v 3 z

s5 ι6

s4 ι6 ac1 h4

s3 ι6 a c1 h

2

s0 ι8

s0 ι8

s0 ι8

σ8

s0 ι9

s0 ι9

s0 ι9

s0 ι9

σ9

s5 ι7

s4 ι7 ac21

s3 ι7 a2 c1

5 5

s7 ι7

s6 ι7 a

5

s5 ι7 v z

s5 ι7

s5 ι7

s5 ι7

s5 ι7

s5 ι7

s1 ι9 ae6 p8
s3 ι9 ae6 p8

s7 ι8

s6 ι8 a z

2 7

s6 ι8 a2 w 2

s5 ι8 v 4 z 2

s5 ι8

s5 ι8

s5 ι8

s4 ι8 ac22 c4 h2

s3 ι8 a2 c2 c4 h2

s7 ι9

s6 ι9 a2

s5 ι9 v 2 z 2

s5 ι9

s5 ι9

s5 ι9

s5 ι9

s5 ι9

s4 ι9 ac6

s3 ι8 ac2 c4 c8 e8 h2 p6 s3 ι9 a2

s3 ι8 ac2 c4 e8 hp6

s3 ι8 ac2 c4 e22 e4 e8 p6 s2 ι9 ae6 p8

s3 ι7 ac1 e21 e6 p4 s2 ι8 ab9 e22 e4 p6 x3

s2 ι7 ab8 e21 p4 x2 s1 ι8 ae22 e4 p5 p6 p7 x2 s0 ι9 b8 x

s1 ι7 ae21 p3 p4 x s0 ι8 b5 b6 b7 x3

s0 ι7 b3 b4 x2

s0 ι7

s0 ι7

σ7

s3 ι6 ac1 c6 e6 h4 p2 s5 ι7 c6

s3 ι6 ac1 e6 h3 p2

s3 ι6 ac1 e6 h2 p2

s3 ι6 ac1 e6 hp2

s3 ι6 ac1 e21 e6 p2

s2 ι5 ab8 e1 p2 x s2 ι6 ab8 e21 p2 x2

s1 ι5 ae1 p2

s0 ι5 b2 x

s0 ι5

s0 ι5

σ5

s3 ι4 ac4 e4 h2 p1 s3 ι5 a2

s3 ι4 ae4 hp1

s3 ι4 ae4 p1

s1 ι4 ap1

s0 ι4 b1 x

s0 ι4

σ4

1

s0 ι3

s0 ι2

s0 ι1 o

σ3

σ2

Step σ1

0

Table 3. The traces of the FSSP algorithm on the digraph of Figure 6 (a), where the general is σ1 and the middle cell is σ2 . The step
in which the Phase I ends (or the Phase II begins) is indicated by the shaded table cells.
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Description: We describe below the details of the BFS spanning tree construction and the propagation of the reﬂected symbol in the BFS tree. The symbol o,
starting from the general, propagates from a tree parent to one of its children,
as described in the FSSP solution for tree-structured P systems (Section 3.2).
Hence, the details of symbol o propagation are not given here.
• The details of the BFS spanning tree construction:
A BFS starts from the general. When the search reaches cell σi , σi will send
a copy of symbol bi to all its neighbors (rule 0.1 or 0.2).
From the BFS, cell σi receives a copy of symbol bj from each σj ∈ Predg (i),
where σj is a BFS dag parent of σi . Cell σi temporarily stores all of its
BFS dag parents by transforming each received symbol bj to symbol pj
(rule 0.3). Note, σi will also receive a copy of symbol bk from each σk ∈
Peerg (i) ∪ Succg (i); however, σi will discard each received symbol bk .
Each cell selects one of its BFS dag parents as its tree parent. If cell
σi has chosen σj as its tree parent, then σi will discards each pk , where
σk ∈ Predg (i) \ {σj } (rule 1.3). Additionally, σi will send a copy of symbol
ej to all its neighbors, which will be discarded by all σi ’s neighbors, except
σj (rule 1.1).
Hence, in each cell σi , the multiplicity of symbol ei will indicate the number
of σi ’s tree children and symbol pj will indicate that σj is the tree parent of
σi ; also, symbol pj will later be used to propagate the reﬂected symbol back
up the tree.
• The details of reﬂected symbol propagation:
To replicate the propagation of a reﬂected symbol up the BFS tree, each
internal cell of the BFS tree needs to check if the received a reﬂected symbol
came from one of its BFS tree children.
Let σi be a BFS tree child of σj , where |wi |ei = 0. Recall that, in such
case, cell σi contains symbol pj , where the subscript j is the ID of its BFS
tree parent, and σj contains symbol ej , such that |wj |ej is the number of
σj ’s BFS tree children.
Guided by symbol pj , σi sends symbol cj to all its neighbors (rule 3.9).
Cell σj consumes a copy of symbol ej with a copy of symbol cj by rule 3.3;
σj cannot consume symbol ej with symbol ck , where j = k. If σj receives
symbol cj from all its BFS tree children, then all copies of symbol ej will be
consumed, i.e. |wj |ej = 0.
Proposition 11 indicates the step in which the BFS reaches cell σi and σi receives
symbol bj from each σj ∈ Predg (i). Proposition 12 indicates the step in which
σi receives symbol ei from its tree child.
Proposition 11. Cell σi receives symbol bj from each σj ∈ Predg (i) at step
depthg (i) and sends symbol bi to all its neighbors at step depthg (i) + 1.
Proof. Proof by induction, on d = depthg (i) ≥ 1. At step 1, the general σg sends
symbol bg to all its neighbors by rule 0.1. Hence, at step 1, each cell σk at depth
1 receives symbol bg . Then, at step 2, by rule 0.2, σk sends symbol bk to each of
its neighbors.
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Assume that the induction hypothesis holds for each cell σj at depth d. Consider cell σi at depthg (i) = m + 1 = depthg (j) + 1. By induction hypothesis, at
step depthg (j)+1, each σj ∈ Predg (i) sends symbol bj to all its neighbors. Thus,
at step depthg (j) + 1 = depthg (i), σi receives symbol bj . At step depthg (i) + 1,
by rule 0.2, σi sends symbol bi to all its neighbors.


Proposition 12. Cell σi receives a copy of symbol ei from each of its tree children at step depthg (i) + 3.
Proof. Assume that cell σj ∈ Succg (i) has chosen σi as its tree parent. From
Proposition 11, cell σj receives symbol bi at step depthg (j) = depthg (i) + 1.
According to the description, σj will send symbol ei at step depthg (j) + 2.


Thus, σi will receive symbol ei at step depthg (i) + 3.
Remark 13. From Proposition 12, σi receives symbol ei from its tree child at
step depthg (i) + 3. If σi does not receive symbol ei at step depthg (i) + 3, then σi
can recognize itself as a tree leaf and send a reﬂected symbol to its tree parent
at step depthg (i) + 4. That is, once a leaf cell is reached by the BFS, it will take
three additional steps to send reﬂected symbol to its tree parent. Recall, in the
FSSP algorithm for tree-structured P systems, a leaf cell sends reﬂected symbol
to its parent, one step after reached by the BFS. Thus, this FSSP algorithm for
digraph-structured P systems takes three additional steps to send the reﬂected
symbol than the FSSP algorithm for tree-structured P systems.
4.3

Phase II: Determine the Step to Enter the Firing State

Similar to the Phase II described in Section 3.3, the ﬁring order is broadcasted
from the middle cell σm . The order is paired with a counter, which is initially set
to the eccentricity of σm and decrements by one in each step of this broadcast
operation.
Details of Phase II
Objective: The objective of Phase II is to determine the step to enter the ﬁring
state, such that during the last step of Phase II, i.e. the system’s execution, all
cells enter the ﬁring state, simultaneously and for the ﬁrst time.
Precondition: Phase II starts with the postcondition of Phase I, described in
Section 4.2.
Postcondition: Phase II ends when all cells enter the ﬁring state s7 . At the
end of Phase II, the conﬁguration of cell σi ∈ K is (Q, s7 , {ιi }, R).
Description: The order arrives in σi , along every shortest paths from σm to σi .
Hence, to compute the correct step to enter the ﬁring state, cell σi decrements,
in each step, the sum of all received counter by the number of shortest paths
from σm to σi and σi enters the ﬁring state if the sum of all received counter
becomes 0. The number of shortest paths from σm to σi is determined as follows.
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Cell σm sends a copy of symbol z. Each cell σi forwards symbol z, received from
each σj ∈ Predm (i). The number of shortest paths from σm to σi is the sum of
all copies of symbol z that σi receives from each σj ∈ Predm (i).
Let t be the current counter and k be the number of shortest paths from
σm to the current cell. In the FSSP solution for tree-structured P systems, the
condition for entering the ﬁring state in the next step is when t = 1 (note
k = 1). However, the FSSP solution, as implemented in this section, cannot
directly detect if t = k, since k ≥ 1 Instead, a cell enters the ﬁring state after
t = 0 is detected. Thus, the FSSP algorithm for digraph-structured P systems
requires one additional step in Phase II.
Theorem 14. The synchronization time of our FSSP solution presented here,
for digraph-structured P systems is ecc(g) + 2 · ecc(m) + 7.
Proof. This FSSP algorithm for digraph-structured P systems requires four additional overhead steps than the FSSP algorithm for tree-structured P systems.
Three of these four overhead steps are described in Remark 13 and the remaining
overhead step is mentioned in Section 4.3.


We end this section with a comment regarding improving the communication requirements of our FSSP solution. Currently, there may be an exponential number
of broadcast objects generated since a given cell currently receives a copy of the
counter from every possible shortest path from the middle cell. We can reduce
number of broadcasted counters from an exponential to a polynomial as follows.
Assume that, a counter, sent or forwarded from a cell, is annotated with the
cell’s ID. In Phase II, if a cell receives counter from its BFS tree neighbor (from
a BFS tree child for cells on the path from the general to the middle cell, otherwise from its original BFS tree parent), then it broadcasts the reduced-by-one
counter, now annotated with its own ID, to all its neighbors. The total number
of steps of this revised algorithm would still be the same as given in Theorem 14.
4.4

Empirical Work

Aim. To estimate the expected reduction in the number of steps needed to
synchronize digraph-structured P systems, using our FSSP solution (e + 2r + 7)
presented in this section, over our previous FSSP solution [5] (3e + 11), where e
is the eccentricity of the general and r is the radius of a spanning tree.
We denote the reduction in synchronization time by reduce, and the percentage of reduce with respect to the synchronization time of 3e + 11 by reduce%.
Hypothesis. Based on the empirical results of the FSSP solution for treestructured P systems, presented in Section 3.4, we expect the reduce% of the
FSSP solution for digraph-structured P systems will be at most 23%.
Method. For uniformly connected random graphs of order n and size m (generated using NetworkX [8]), we compute the reduce and reduce% as follow.
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Table 4. The observed reduction in synchronization time for ten uniformly connected
random graphs of selected order n and size m
n

m ecc radG radT reduce reduce%

n

m

ecc radG radT reduce reduce%

100 100 20.9 14.0 14.6

16.6

22.5

600 600 52.1 35.2 36.6

35.0

20.9

100 110 12.8 9.1 11.0

7.6

15.4

600 610 34.9 25.6 29.2

15.5

13.3

100 120 10.3 7.6

9.3

6.1

14.5

600 620 30.2 21.8 26.1

12.2

11.9

100 130 9.3 7.1

8.6

5.3

13.7

600 630 27.4 20.1 23.8

11.2

11.9

100 140 8.0 6.0

7.5

4.9

14.0

600 640 23.9 17.8 21.3

9.3

11.2

100 150 7.4 5.8

7.1

4.7

14.0

600 650 22.7 17.1 20.3

8.7

11.0

200 200 27.8 18.2 19.1

21.3

22.6

700 700 61.4 40.8 42.3

42.2

21.6

200 210 20.7 14.3 16.7

12.0

16.2

700 710 40.8 29.8 34.0

17.6

13.0

200 220 15.8 11.5 14.1

7.5

12.8

700 720 32.1 22.8 27.3

13.6

12.7

200 230 13.9 10.6 12.6

6.5

12.3

700 730 27.5 20.2 24.3

10.4

11.1

200 240 12.5 9.4 11.4

6.3

12.9

700 740 25.9 18.8 22.9

10.0

11.2

200 250 11.4 8.8 10.6

5.6

12.4

700 750 23.4 17.3 21.0

8.8

10.8

300 300 35.2 23.9 24.7

25.1

21.4

800 800 64.8 43.6 45.7

42.2

20.5

300 310 26.9 18.3 21.5

14.8

16.0

800 810 42.1 30.0 34.4

19.5

14.2

300 320 20.4 14.7 17.4

9.9

13.7

800 820 35.1 25.8 30.4

13.5

11.6

300 330 17.6 12.7 15.7

7.9

12.4

800 830 30.1 22.0 26.6

11.0

10.9

300 340 16.0 11.9 14.5

7.1

12.0

800 840 28.2 20.7 24.9

10.5

11.0

300 350 15.2 11.5 13.9

6.6

11.6

800 850 25.5 19.0 22.9

9.3

10.6

400 400 41.9 28.0 29.2

29.4

21.6

900 900 65.6 44.1 46.3

42.5

20.5

400 410 28.2 20.2 23.4

13.6

14.2

900 910 42.9 31.1 35.6

18.7

13.3

400 420 23.5 17.4 20.3

10.5

12.8

900 920 38.5 27.9 33.3

14.4

11.4

400 430 21.2 15.4 18.6

9.2

12.3

900 930 32.8 23.8 28.5

12.6

11.5

400 440 18.5 13.6 16.7

7.7

11.6

900 940 29.6 22.3 26.6

10.0

10.0

400 450 16.9 13.0 15.6

6.7

10.9

900 950 27.7 20.6 24.9

9.7

10.3

500 500 46.1 31.1 32.4

31.4

20.9

1000 1000 71.0 48.1 50.5

45.0

19.8

500 510 31.8 22.3 26.1

15.5

14.5

1000 1010 49.6 36.1 40.8

21.6

13.4

500 520 28.1 20.2 24.0

12.2

12.8

1000 1020 38.9 28.5 33.9

13.9

10.9

500 530 23.3 17.3 20.6

9.3

11.5

1000 1030 34.5 24.8 30.0

13.1

11.4

500 540 21.5 16.0 19.2

8.6

11.4

1000 1040 32.0 23.9 28.6

10.8

10.1

500 550 20.2 15.0 18.2

8.0

11.2

1000 1050 29.0 21.7 25.9

10.2

10.4
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1. For each n ∈ {100, 200, . . . , 1000} and m ∈ {n, n + 10, . . . , n + 50}, generate
ten uniformly connected random graphs of order n and size m. We denote
each of the ten generated graph of order n and size m by Gn,m
, 1 ≤ i ≤ 10.
i
2. For each node v of graph Gn,m
, construct a spanning tree rooted at node v.
i
3. We denote the average eccentricity of all nodes of Gn,m
by e(Gn,m
), and the
i
i
average radius of all the constructed spanning trees by r(Gn,m
).
i
4. For graphs with order n and size m, i.e. Gn,m
, 1 ≤ i ≤ 10, we compute
i
reduce by
1
10

(3e(Gn,m
) + 11) − (e(Gn,m
) + 2r(Gn,m
) + 7)
i
i
i
i∈{1,2,...,10}

and compute reduce% by
100
10

i∈{1,2,...,10}

(3e(Gn,m
) + 11) − (e(Gn,m
) + 2r(Gn,m
) + 7)
i
i
i
n,m
3e(Gi ) + 11

Results. The values of reduce and reduce% for the ten uniformly connected
random graphs of order n and size m, where n ∈ {100, 200, . . . , 1000} and m ∈
{n, n+10, . . . , n+50}, are presented in the last two columns of Table 4. Moreover,
Table 4 includes the following auxiliary columns. Column ecc corresponds to the
average eccentricity of all nodes of the ten graphs, representing the eccentricity of
the general g. Column radG corresponds to the average radius of the ten graphs.
Column radT corresponds to the average radius of the 10n spanning trees that
are constructed from every node of the ten graphs.
From Table 4, we can observe the following patterns for reduce%. If n = m,
i.e. a graph is close to a tree, then reduce% is about 20%. However, when m
increases, reduce% decreases. As a graph becomes more dense, the location
of the general is more likely closer to the center of the graph, which makes the
eccentricity of the general smaller. Note, reduce is proportional to the diﬀerence
between the eccentricity of the general and the graph radius.

5

Conclusions and Future Works

In this paper, we explicitly presented an improved solution to the FSSP for treestructured P systems. We improved our previous FSP algorithm [5] by allowing
the general to delegate a more central cell in the tree structure, as an alternative
to itself, to send the ﬁnal “ﬁring” command. This procedure for tree-structured
P systems was extended to digraph-structured P systems. Here we use a virtual
spanning BFS tree (rooted at the general) in the digraph and use our treestructured middle-cell algorithm for that tree to improve the synchronization
time. Alternatively, we would like to develop a way to compute a center of an
arbitrary graph since the radius of the graph may be less than the radius of a
particular BFS spanning tree. Thus this future work may possibly provide even
more guaranteed improvements in synchronization time.
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We summarize our work as follows. With e being the eccentricity of the general
and r denoting the radius of the graph, where e/2 ≤ r ≤ e, we note the radius r
of the spanning BFS tree satisﬁes e/2 ≤ r ≤ r ≤ e. Thus, we have the following
results:
• If the membrane structure of a considered P system is a tree, then synchronization time is e + 2r + 3.
• If the membrane structure of a considered P system is a digraph, then synchronization time t is e + 2r + 7 ≤ t ≤ 3e + 7.
Our empirical work shows that the radius of the BFS spanning tree is often
as small as the radius of its host graph and we expect, more often than not,
the synchronization time to be closer to e + 2r + 7 than to 3e + 7 for arbitrary
digraph-structured P systems.
Finally, we mention a couple open problems for the future. We would like to
present a theoretical proof based on properties of random trees of why it seems
that our gain in performance is independent of the order of the trees considered.
The current FSSP solution is designed for digraph-structured P systems with
duplex channels. Another remaining open problem is to obtain an eﬃcient FSSP
solution that synchronizes strongly connected digraphs using simplex channels.
Acknowledgments. The authors wish to thank Ionuţ-Mihai Niculescu for providing us with some early empirical statistics on random graphs and to acknowledge the University of Auckland FRDF grant 9843/3626216 to assist our
research.
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Abstract. We prove that P systems with active membranes operating
under minimal parallelism are able to solve NP-complete and PPcomplete problems in linear time and exponential space when using
diﬀerent types of rules. We also prove that these systems can simulate
register machines.

1

Introduction

Membrane systems (P systems) are an abstract model of computation inspired
by the compartmentalisation present in eukariotic cells [10,11,3,9]. P systems can
be used as a parallel model of computation, leveraging the inherent parallelism
present in the cell.
P systems with active membranes are able to compute by using a set of
rules that describe the movement and evolution of symbols and compartments.
Symbols can move in and out of compartments and evolve into other symbols.
Compartments can be divided into more compartments, have their polarity (the
charge of the membrane) changed, etc.
Due to their parallelism, P systems can solve NP-complete problems in
linear time, but they have to use an exponentially large amount of space to solve
such problems, as they try all possible solutions to a problem at the same time.
There are diﬀerent operating modes in which a P system can run. In this paper
we study P systems operating under minimal parallelism as it is less restrictive
in its operation than the more commonly used maximal parallelism.
Several results have already been proven when using P systems operating
under minimal parallelism, involving computational eﬃciency and computational
completeness.
In [1] it was proved that these systems are capable of solving NP-complete
problems in linear time when membrane polarities are allowed. In [4] there are
proofs in which NP-complete problems are solved without membrane polarities, but with non-elementary membrane division, as well as a proof without either
non-elementary membrane divisions or membrane polarity, but using cooperative
evolution rules. We add to these results by solving NP-complete problems in linear time using neither membrane polarities, non-elementary membrane divisions
or cooperative evolution rules instead relying on membrane creation.
M. Gheorghe et al. (Eds.): CMC 2011, LNCS 7184, pp. 165–181, 2012.
c Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2012
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PP-complete problems were solved by P systems using maximal parallelism
in [13]. In this paper we add to this result by developing a solution to the
MAJORITY-SAT problem in a minimally parallel manner.
In [1] it was proved that P systems with membrane polarities operating under
minimal parallelism are able to simulate register machines. In [4] there are several
proofs that do not rely on membrane polarities for simulating register machines
but instead require the use of either promoters, cooperative evolution rules, or
label rewriting. We add to these results by allowing the use of creation and
dissolution of membranes to simulate register machine.
In the next section we give some deﬁnitions relevant to this paper, in Section 3
we discuss diﬀerent operational modes, in Section 4 we prove how NP-complete
and PP-complete problems can be solved by the considered P systems, in
Section 5 we prove that a P system can act as a register machine. We end with
some comments in Section 6.

2

Basic Deﬁnitions

We assume the reader to be familiar with Theoretical Computer Science [5],
in particular with Membrane Computing [3,9] and Computational Complexity
Theory [8]. Here we only introduce concepts strictly relevant to what is to be
presented.
Deﬁnition 1. A recognising P system with active membranes is a construct
Π = (V, μ, L1 , . . . , Lm , R)
where:
V is an alphabet;
μ = (W, E, pol) is a vertex-labelled cell-tree (where a cell-tree is a rooted tree
such that the root has only one child) underlying Π where:
W = {0, 1, . . . , m} contains vertices. The root of the cell-tree is vertex 0
and each vertex in W deﬁnes a compartment of Π;
E ⊆ W ×W deﬁnes edges between vertices denoted by (i, j), i, j ∈ W, i = j;
pol : W → {+, −, 0} is a labelling function, called polarity function, associating elements of WP = {+, −, 0} to the vertices.
In the following, μ is depicted using the bracket representation common to
P systems;
Li : V → N, i ∈ W \ {0}, are multisets of symbols associated with the vertices
of W ;
R is a ﬁnite set of rules of the form:
(a) [i v → w ]pi
with i ∈ W, p ∈ WP , v ∈ V and w : V → N.
Informally: productions associated with compartments;

(b) v [i ]pi → [i w ]pi
with i ∈ W, p, p ∈ WP , v ∈ V and w ∈ V ∪ {}.
Informally: a symbol can pass into a compartment;
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(c) [i v ]pi → [i ]pi w
with i ∈ W, p, p ∈ WP , v ∈ V and w ∈ V ∪ {}.
Informally: a symbol can pass outside a compartment;
(d) [i v ]pi → w
with i ∈ W \ {0, 1}, p ∈ WP , v ∈ V and w ∈ V ∪ {}.
Short name: dissolution.
Informally: if a symbol v is present in a compartment, then the membrane
deﬁning the compartment can disappear and leave a w symbol;


(e) [i v ]pi → [i w ]pi [i z ]pi
with i, i ∈ W \ {0, 1}, p, p , p ∈ WP , v ∈ V and w, z ∈ V ∪ {}.
Short name: division of a (simple or composite) compartment.
Informally: if a symbol v is present in a compartment, then the compartment can duplicate itself;

(g) [i v → [i w ]pi ]pi
with i, i ∈ W \ {0, 1}, p, p ∈ WP , v ∈ V and w ∈ V ∪ {}.
Short name: creation of a compartment.
Informally: if a symbol v is present in a compartment, then a new compartment can be created.
Vertex 0 identiﬁes the environment, while vertex 1 identiﬁes the skin compartment of μ. The set WP = {+, −, 0} is called set of polarities and its elements
are called polarities. Speciﬁcally, + is called positive, − is called negative and 0
is called neutral polarity. A compartment having a positive polarity is said to be
a positive compartment, similarly for the remaining polarities.
The just given deﬁnition of a recognising P system with active membranes
is not complete: we only deﬁned the kinds of rules we are going to use in the
following (that is why rules of type (f ) are missing), we did not deﬁne what a
conﬁguration is, etc. For a complete deﬁnition of these P systems the reader can
refer to [3,9].
A recognising P system with active membranes Π is such that yes, no ∈ V
and it is said to accept if there is at least one computation such that the symbol
yes passes to the environment in the last transition of a ﬁnite computation. Such
sequences of conﬁgurations are called accepting computations. The system Π is
said to reject the input if for all sequences of conﬁgurations the symbol no passes
to the environment in the last transition of a ﬁnite computation. Such sequences
are called rejecting computations.
In this paper we describe P systems solving instances of problems belonging
to known complexity classes. For this reason we now introduce the problems we
consider and the complexity classes they belong to.
Deﬁnition 2. Let us consider a set of Boolean variables {v1 , . . . , vn } and
Boolean formula ψ written in conjunctive normal form, that is, ψ = C1 ∧· · ·∧Cm .
Each Cj , 1 ≤ j ≤ m, is a clause written as a disjunction of literals Cj =
lj1 ∨ · · · ∨ ljkj , each literal being a variable vi or its negation v̄i , 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
The SAT problem is: given such a Boolean formula ψ is there an assignment
of the variables such that ψ is satisﬁed?
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It is known that if kj ≥ 3, 1 ≤ j ≤ m, then the problem raised by the previous
question is NP-complete identiﬁed by k -CNF or k -SAT with k ≥ 3.
Deﬁnition 3. Let us consider a set of Boolean variables {v1 , . . . , vn } and Boolean
formula ψ written in conjunctive normal form, that is, ψ = C1 ∧ · · · ∧ Cm . Each
Cj , 1 ≤ j ≤ m, is a clause written as a disjunction of literals Cj = lj1 ∨· · ·∨ljkj ,
each literal being a variable vi or its negation v̄i , 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
The MAJORITY-SAT problem is: given such a Boolean formula ψ are the
majority of the assignments verifying ψ?
If no restriction is made on the number of variables in each clause of ψ then the
problem raised by the previous question is a PP-complete problem.
It is also known that NP ⊆ PP [8].

3

Operational Modes in P Systems

P systems can operate in diﬀerent ways, where by operate we mean the way
rules are applied. The operational mode of a P system is detached from the
deﬁnition of the system itself. This means that given a P system, it can operate
in diﬀerent ways. It is known [3,2] that the operational mode is quite inﬂuential
in P systems. For instance, a speciﬁc P system can have diﬀerent computational
power depending on its type of operation.
Here we list and brieﬂy describe some operational modes relevant for the
following sections:
asynchronous: in each transition at least one rule is applied. It is allowed in any
transition and for any rule involving a membrane to be applied more than
once (as in maximal parallelism);
minimal parallelism: in each transition and for each membrane, if possible, at
least one rule is applied. So, this operational mode has to have at least one
rule applied for each membrane where one or more rules can be applied. If
in a conﬁguration there are diﬀerent sets of rules that can be applied, then
one of them is non-deterministically chosen.
maximal strategy: in each transition any rule that can be applied is actually
applied at most once. If in a conﬁguration there are diﬀerent sets of rules
that can be applied, then one of them is non-deterministically chosen. It is
important to notice that this operational mode does not aim to maximise
the number of applied rules;
maximal parallelism: this is the classical (most used) operational mode in P
systems. Similar to maximal strategy but in each transition any rule can be
applied more than once. So, in this operational mode it is possible to have
transitions with more than one applicable set of rules where some of these
sets have the same rules but applied a diﬀerent number of times.
It is important to notice that in P systems two equal rules present on diﬀerent
membranes are regarded as two diﬀerent rules. This is independent from the
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membrane name. This fact is particularly important in P systems with active
membranes because (by the application of rules of type e) a membrane can be
duplicated into two membranes with the same name. So, when such a system
computes, the application of the same rule on diﬀerent membranes with the same
name is regarded as the application of two diﬀerent rules.
In this paper we prove results using P systems operating under minimal parallelism. Such systems were introduced in [1] as a less restrictive model of operation
for P systems than both maximal parallelism and maximal strategy. It has been
proven that these systems are able to solve NP-complete problems in linear
time, but using exponential space to do so. These results can be expanded on
by using fewer or diﬀerent types of rules, and by tackling problems in other
complexity classes.

4

Solving NP-Complete and PP-Complete Problems

In this section we show how some families of P systems with active membranes
can solve NP-complete and PP-complete problems. As indicated in the following, some of the results in this section improve some results present in the
literature of Membrane Computing.
Using the terminology common to Membrane Computing [12], the results
present in this section are about P systems constructed in a semi-uniform way
(given for a given instance of the problem) and working in a weakly conﬂuent
manner (the systems are non-deterministic in their computation, all systems halt
and give the same answer independently from the non-deterministic computation).
Theorem 5 in [1] states that recognising non-deterministic P systems with
active membranes operating under minimal parallelism, using only rules of type
(a)-(e) (where rules of type (e) duplicate non-elementary compartments) and
polarities can solve k-SAT, k ≥ 3. Our ﬁrst result, in the next theorem, consists
in having a non-deterministic system, not using polarities and using only rules
of the kind (a), (b), (c), (e) (duplicating only elementary compartments) and (g).
Theorem 1. k-SAT, k ≥ 3, can be solved by recognising P systems with active
membranes operating under minimal parallelism without polarities, and using
only rules of the kind (a), (b), (c), (e) and (g). The P system requires exponential
space and linear time.
Proof. Let us consider an instance of k -SAT, k ≥ 3, based on a Boolean formula
ψ with m clauses and n variables {v1 , . . . , vn }. Moreover, we deﬁne two functions
true and f alse, both from {v1 , . . . , vn } to P{c1 , . . . , cm } such that:
true(v) = {cj | ∃r, 1 ≤ r ≤ ki such that ljr = v};
f alse(v) = {cj | ∃r, 1 ≤ r ≤ ki such that ljr = v̄}
for v ∈ {v1 , . . . , vn }. So, these functions return the set of clauses veriﬁed and
falsiﬁed by v, respectively.
We deﬁne the recognising P system with active membranes Π = (V, μ, L1 , L2 ,
Lm+3 , R) with:
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= {vi , Fi , Ti | 1 ≤ i ≤ n} ∪ {cj , dj | 1 ≤ j ≤ m}∪
{ei | 1 ≤ i ≤ 2n + 2m + 4} ∪ {f, dm+1 , yes, no};
μ
= ({0, 1, 2, m + 3}, {(0, 1), (1, 2), (1, m + 3)});
= {f };
L1
L2
= {v1 };
Lm+3 = {e1 };
The initial conﬁguration of the system can be constructed in polynomial time
by a Turing machine and in a semi-uniform manner. The bracket representation
of the initial underlying compartment structure of Π is
V

[0 [1 f [m+3 e1 ]m+3 [2 v1 ]2 ]1 ]0
The set R consists of the following rules:
1 : [2 vi ]2 → [2 Fi ]2 [2 Ti ]2 for 1 ≤ i ≤ n,
2 : [2 Fi → f alse(vi )vi+1 ]2 for 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1,
3 : [2 Ti → true(vi )vi+1 ]2 for 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1,
4 : [2 Fn → f alse(vn )d1 ]2
5 : [2 Tn → true(vn )d1 ]2
6 : [2 di ]2 → [2 [i+2 ]i+2 ]2 for 1 ≤ i ≤ m,
7 : ci [i+2 ]i+2 → [i+2 di+1 ]i+2 for 1 ≤ i ≤ m,
8 : [i+2 di+1 ]i+2 → [i+2 ]i+2 di+1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ m,
9 : [2 dm+1 ]2 → [2 ]2 dm+1
10 : [1 yes ]1 → [1 ]1 yes
11 : [m+3 ei → ei+1 ]m+3 for 1 ≤ i ≤ 2n + 2m + mn + 4,
12 : [1 dm+1 ]1 → [1 [m+4 ]m+4 ]1
13 : f [m+4 ]m+4 → [m+4 yes ]m+4 ,
14 : [m+4 yes ]m+4 → [m+4 ]m+4 yes
15 : [m+3 ek ]m+3 → [m+3 ]m+3 ek for k = 2n + 2m + mn + 4
16 : [1 ek ]1 → [1 [m+5 ]m+5 ]1 for k = 2n + 2m + mn + 5
17 : f [m+5 ]m+5 → [m+5 no ]m+5
18 : [α no ]α → [α ]α no for α ∈ {m + 5, 1}.
In order to facilitate the explanation (groups of) rules have been numbered. In
compartment 2 the truth assignments for the n variables are generated, this is
performed by the rules 1, . . . , 5. Compartment 2 alternates between its division
and the introduction of symbols. During division a value (T for true and F for
false) is associated with variable vi . Symbols are introduced by the true and false
functions that use up the Ti and Fi symbols and return the ci symbols associated
with the clauses satisﬁed by vi and v̄i . After 2n transitions all the 2n truth
assignments for ψ are generated and present in compartments 2 (called 2-named
compartment, in the following). It is important to notice that the application of
rule 1 causes the duplication of elementary compartments (compartments with
no other compartments inside).
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When rules 4 and 5 are applied in a 2-named compartment, then the introduction of d1 primes the counting of the clauses satisﬁed by the assignment of
variables that the 2-named compartment represents. This counting takes place
by the application of rules 6, 7, and 8. Rule 6 uses a di to create a compartment
with the name i + 2, rule 7 will then allow a ci to pass into that compartment
evolving into a di+1 . If there is no ci present it is because clause i is not satisﬁed
by the truth assignment associated to that 2-named compartment and a dm+1
will never be generated in this compartment. Rule 8 will then allow the di+1
to pass back into the 2-named compartment, which will then allow rule 6 to be
applied again, until i > m.
If the truth assignment associated to a 2-named compartment satisﬁes ψ,
then, sooner or later, dm+1 is present in this 2-named compartment.
After 2n transitions all the assignments are created
at most 2m + mn transitions are needed for the counting the satisﬁed clauses
(we discuss the 2m + mn in a while);
if a dm+1 is present, then rule 9 lets it pass to the skin compartment, then rule
12 lets dm+1 create compartment m + 4.
If in a transition at least one rule for a membrane is applied, then minimal
parallelism allows other applicable rules not to be applied. This means that in
the above rules 6, 7, and 8 can take between 3m and 2n + mn transitions to
complete (assuming that they will produce a dm+1 ). Let us assume that in a
2-named compartment the ﬁrst two clauses are satisﬁed by the assignment of
every variable, meaning there are n copies of both c1 and c2 . Rule 6 uses the
d1 in the compartment to create a compartment named i + 2 (here i = 1). Rule
7 is then applied and a c1 then passes into the i + 2-named compartment and
becomes a d2 . As minimal parallelism can allow for just one rule to be applied
for each membrane where more rules can be applied, then the next step for the
system may either be for the i + 2 membrane to have another c1 pass in, or to
pass the d2 out. In the worst case (as we have assumed here) there will be n
copies of ci that may pass into the i + 2 membrane before a d2 is allowed to pass
out, meaning the longest time it could take for these rules to be applied would
be 2 + n transitions.
As there are n copies of c1 , then n copies of d2 may be made. In this case
n copies of a i + 2 membrane may be created (now i = 2), which may take
at most n steps, but as we are using minimal parallelism rules 6 and 7 and
rules 6 and 8 can be applied at the same time as the i + 2 membranes can be
diﬀerent. However, this means that rule 8 may pass out a d3 into the 2-named
compartment before rule 6 has applied to all the copies of d2 meaning that the
2-named compartment may perform rule 6 on all copies of d2 before performing
it on a d3 . This means it may be a further n steps before a i + 2 compartment
is made, where now i = 3, so all three rules again take 2 + n steps to complete.
Following this logic it is a simple leap to see that no matter the number of copies
of di and ci , each of m clauses can be counted in at most 2 + n steps, giving at
most 2m + mn steps to count all the clauses. The possibility to chose what rule
to apply lets Π be non-deterministic.
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The above means that if at least one assignment veriﬁes ψ, then in the worst
case after 2n+2m+mn+3 transitions there will be several m+4 compartments in
compartment 1. When this happens, then in transition 2n+2m+mn+4 minimal
parallelism forces object f to pass into one of these m + 4 compartments and
while doing so it becomes yes (rule 13). The application of rules 10 and 14 allows
yes to pass to the environment. When this happens the system halts.
While what just described goes on, then also rule 11 is applied. This rule lets
the object e increase its subscript.
If no assignment veriﬁes ψ, then after 2n + 2m + mn + 4 transitions, then
rule 15 is applied letting e2n+2m+mn+4 pass to the skin compartment. Then
rule 16 lets e2n+2m+mn+4 create compartment m + 5 in the skin compartment.
When this happens minimal parallelism forces f to pass into this compartment
while becoming no (rule 17). The application of rule 18 lets no to pass to the
environment. When this happens the system halts.
Notice that, as there is only one f in the skin compartment, if at least one
assignment veriﬁes ψ, this f will pass to one of the m + 4 compartments before
it can pass to the m + 5 compartment created by the application of rule 16.
It should be clear that the statement holds if minimal parallelism is replaced
by maximal strategy or maximal parallelism. If either of these operational modes
are in place, then the system would run as in minimal parallelism, apart from
when more than one rule can be used in the same compartment. This would
happen when using rules 7 and 8, where these rules would be used in the same
transition.
Here, Π diﬀers from the system given in Theorem 5 of [1] (we refer to as Π  ).
Π  ’s initial conﬁguration contains the compartments that are used to check that
all the clauses are veriﬁed by a given solution. As these compartments are inside
a compartment that divides, then Π  requires rules that perform non-elementary
membrane division. The counting mechanism used in Π  is also in a compartment
that is in a compartment that divides. In Π, the compartments used to check
that clauses are veriﬁed are created using rules of type (g) and are only created
after the divisions have ceased, and the counting mechanism has been moved
outside of the compartments that are divided. With these changes, rules of type
(g) are able to be used instead of non-elementary membrane division.
Rules of type (b) and (c) in Π  can cause the membrane polarity of compartments to change, this is used to check that all the clauses are accounted for
before allowing a b to leave a compartment to signal that a solution to k − SAT
has been found. In Π, each clause is checked to see that it is has been veriﬁed
in turn, rather than all in a single transition as Π  performs. This is performed
by rules of type (g) only creating a compartment to check if a clause has been
validated if all the preceding clauses have been validated. Using this technique,
Π does not need to use non-elementary membrane division as all the features
that it was used for in Π  are being performed by rules of type (g).
Clearly Π uses linear time and exponential space with respect to mn.
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In [6,14] it is proved that recognising P systems with active membranes operating
under maximal parallelism, with polarities, and using only rules of the kind (a),
(b), (c) and (e) can solve MAJORITY-k-SAT, k ≥ 3. MAJORITY-k-SAT has
a restriction that all clauses have the same number of literals and is not known
to be PP-complete [13]. MAJORITY-SAT places no such restriction on the
number of literals in each clause and is PP-complete. The following theorem
deﬁnes a system to solve MAJORITY-SAT.
Theorem 2. MAJORITY-SAT can be solved by recognising P systems with active membranes operating under minimal parallelism, with polarities, without
input compartment and using only rules of the kind (a), (b), (c) and (e). The P
system requires exponential space and linear time.
Proof. Let us consider an instance of MAJORITY-SAT based on a Boolean
formula ψ with m clauses and n variables {v1 , . . . , vn }. We use the functions
true and f alse that we deﬁned in the proof of Theorem 1.
We deﬁne the recognising P system with active membranes Π= (V, μ, L1 , . . . ,
Lk+n , R) with:
V

L1
L2
Lk+i
Lk+n
Lj

= {vi , Fi , Ti | 1 ≤ i ≤ n} ∪ {cj , dj | 1 ≤ j ≤ m}∪
{ei , pi | 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 2} ∪ {gi | 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1}∪
{si | 1 ≤ i ≤ 2n + 2m + 3 log2 n + 4} ∪ {dm+1 , e, p0 , f, yes, no};
= {f };
= {v1 };
= {pn−2−i }, k = m + 3, 0 ≤ i ≤ n − 2;
= {s1 };
= ∅, 3 ≤ j < m + 3.

The bracket representation of the initial underlying compartment structure of
Π is
[0 [1 f [k pn−2 ]0k . . . [k+n−2 p0 ]0k+n−2 [k+n−1 ]0k+n−1 [k+n s1 ]0k+n [2 v1 [3 ]03 . . .
[2+m ]02+m ]02 ]01 ]0
The set R consists of the following rules:
1 : [2
2 : [2
3 : [2
4 : [2
5 : [2

vi ]02 → [2 Fi ]02 [2 Ti ]02 for 1 ≤ i ≤ n,
Fi → f alse(vi )vi+1 ]02 for 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1,
Ti → true(vi )vi+1 ]02 for 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1,
Fn → f alse(vn )d1 ]02
Tn → true(vn )d1 ]02
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6 : ci [2+i ]02+i → [2+i ]+
2+i for 1 ≤ i ≤ m,
+
7 : di [2+i ]+
2+i → [2+i di ]2+i for 1 ≤ i ≤ m,

−
8 : [i+2 di ]+
i+2 → [i+2 ]i+2 di+1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ m,
9 : [2 dm+1 ]02 → [2 ]02 dm+1
10 : [k+j pi ]0k+j → [k+j pi−1 ]0k+j [k+j pi−1 ]0k+j
for 0 ≤ j ≤ n − 2, 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 2
0
0
11 : [k+j p0 ]k+j → [k+j ]k+j [k+j ]0k+j for 0 ≤ j ≤ n − 2

12 : dm+1 [k ]0k → [k e ]+
k

−
13 : dm+1 [k ]+
k → [k ] k
−
14 : [k e ]−
k → [k ] k g 1

15 : gi [k+i ]0k+i → [k+i ei ]+
k+i for 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 2
−
16 : gi [k+i ]+
k+i → [k+i ]k+i for 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 2

−
17 : [k+i ei ]−
k+i → [k+i ]k+i gi+1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 2

18 : dm+1 [k+n−1 ]0k+n−1 → [k+n−1 ]+
k+n−1

−
19 : gn−1 [k+n−1 ]+
k+n−1 → [k+n−1 gn−1 ]k+n−1
−
20 : f [k+n−1 ]−
k+n−1 → [k+n−1 yes ]k+n−1

−
21 : [k+n−1 yes ]−
k+n−1 → [k+n−1 ]k+n−1 yes
0
0
22 : [1 yes ]1 → [1 ]1 yes
23 : [k+n si ]0k+n → [k+n si+1 ]0k+n for 1 ≤ i ≤ 2n + 2m + 3n + 4

24 : [k+n si ]0k+n → [k+n ]+
k+n where i = 2n + 2m + 3n + 5
+
25 : f [k+n ]+
k+n → [k+n no ]k+n
+
26 : [k+n no ]+
k+n → [k+n ]k+n no
27 : [1 no ]01 → [1 ]01 no

where k = m + 3.
In order to facilitate the explanation (groups of) rules have been numbered.
The ﬁrst part of this proof is very similar to the proof of Theorem 1. In
compartment 2 the truth assignments for the n variables are generated, this is
performed by the rules 1, . . . , 5. Compartment 2 alternates between its division
and the introduction of symbols. During division a value (T for true and F
for false) is associated with variable vi ; the introduced symbols are the ones
associated (by the functions f alse and true) with the clause satisﬁed by vi and
v̄i . After 2n transitions all the 2n truth assignments for ψ are generated and
present in compartments 2 (called 2-named compartment, in the following). It
is important to notice that the application of rule 1 causes the duplication of
non-elementary compartments (compartments with other compartments inside).
Every time a ci , 1 ≤ i ≤ n, is generated, then the application of rule 6 lets
this symbol enter compartment 2 + i and lets this compartment change polarity.
This means that in each 2-names compartment, rule 6 for a particular i can be
applied at most once.
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When rules 4 and 5 are applied in a 2-named compartment, then the introduction of d1 primes counting of the compartments given a positive polarity by
rule 6 in that 2-named compartment. This counting takes place by the application of rules 7 and 8. It should be clear that symbol di cannot visit the same
i + 2-named, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, compartment more than once. This is because once such
a compartment has been visited by di (rule 7), then the application of rule 8 lets
the polarity of that compartment to change such that rule 7 cannot be applied
again for a speciﬁc i. It should also be clear that if an i + 2-named compartment
has a neutral polarity (because, for instance, the truth assignment associated to
that 2-named compartment does not satisfy clause i, or because that particular
rule 6 has not been applied, yet), then di+1 cannot be generated in that 2-named
compartment.
If the truth assignment associated to a 2-named compartment satisﬁes ψ,
then, sooner or later, dm+1 is present in this 2-named compartment. When this
happens rule 9 is applied such that a dm−1 is passed into the 1 compartment.
A dm−1 is passed back into the 1 compartment for each truth assignment that
validates ψ.
The compartments k + i, k = n + 3, 0 ≤ i ≤ n − 2, present in the current
system are used to count the number of assignments satisfying ψ. If this number
is bigger than 2n−1 , then yes will pass to the environment.
We describe how the count of the assignments satisfying ψ takes place in Π
with the help of an example. The generalisation of the computations of Π should
be straightforward.
Consider, for example, that n = 5, so that there are 25 = 32 assignment.
Π lets yes pass to the environment only if at least 16 + 1, assignments verify
ψ. If fewer than 16 + 1 assignments verify ψ, then yes will never pass to the
environment. So, the system must count the number of assignments verifying ψ.
This counting has to consider that the number of copies of dm+1 present is an
exponential function of the input. This means that the counting of the dm+1 has
to be done in an eﬃcient way: it cannot be done in a ‘linear’ way, one after the
other, because in this case the best time complexity would be exponential.
Let us assume that there are 16 + z, z ≥ 1, assignments which verify ψ.
16 of these assignments are counted in an eﬃcient way. As n = 5, initially
compartment 1 contains: [k p3 ]0k , [k+1 p2 ]0k+1 , [k+2 p1 ]0k+2 and [k+3 p0 ]0k+3 .
Rules 10 and 11 let these compartments duplicate such that at the end of this
process:
8
4
2
1

copies of [k ]0k
copies of [k+1 ]0k+1
copies of [k+2 ]0k+2
copy of [k+3 ]0k+3

are present.
As we will see:
8 pairs (that is, 16 copies) of dm+1 can enter the 8 k-named compartments. 8
copies of g1 will be generated by these 8 k-named compartments;
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4 pairs (that is, 8 copies) of g1 can enter the 4 (k + 1)-named compartments. 4
copies of g2 will be generated by these (k + 1)-named compartments;
2 pairs (that is, 4 copies) of g2 can enter the 2 (k + 2)-named compartments. 2
copies of g3 will be generated by these (k + 1)-named compartments;
1 pair (that is, 2 copies) of g3 can enter the only (k + 3)-named compartment.
1 copy of g4 will be generated by this (k + 3)-named compartment.
So, if g4 is present in Π, then at least half of the assignments verify ψ. It should
be clear that the counting of the x = 16 (in this example) copies of dm+1 is
eﬃcient: 16 copies of dm+1 are removed and replaced with half that number of
copies of g1 , these are then replaced with half their number of copies of g2 , and
so on. As this process will take place in parallel, then it will require log2 x steps.
Let us describe now what rules in R perform what just descried in the example.
As already said, group of rules 10 and 11 let the compartments needed for the
counting to be created. Rules 12, 13 and 14 let the ﬁrst ‘halving’ take place:
rule 12 allows one dm+1 to pass into a k-named compartment changing its
polarity from neutral to positive. While doing so the dm+1 becomes e;
rule 13 allows a second dm+1 to pass into a positively charged k-named compartment. Doing so the polarity of the compartment changes into negative;
rule 14 allows the e present in a negative k-named compartment to go outside
it as a g1 . As the polarity of this compartment remains negative, no other
rule can be applied to it.
Rules 15, 16 and 17 do similar things of what we just saw: they keep ‘halving’
the number of g symbols until, eventually, a gn−1 is present in compartment 1.
Now the system has to do a very simple thing: check if compartment 1 contains
a gn−1 and at least one dm+1 . If this is the case, then a yes passes to the
environment also moving f into compartment k + n − 1. This check is performed
by rules 18,. . . ,22. Rule 18 allows a dm+1 to change the polarity of a neutrally
charged (k + n − 1)-named compartment into positive. After this happened, the
application of rule 19 lets the gn−1 to pass into this compartment and to change
the polarity to negative. Rule 20 will then let the f pass into this compartment
and change to a yes. When this happens yes passes to compartment 1 (rule 21)
and from there to the environment (rule 22).
At the same time that this is happening, rule 23 is also being used. This is
allowed when operating under minimal parallelism, as it is the only rule being
used in the compartment.
rule 23 increments the si object from s1 to s2n+2m+2mn+3n+5
rule 24 changes the polarity of the k + n compartment once si has reached
s2n+2m+2mn+3n+5
The si object is used as a system clock. It is incremented with every transition
of the system. By the time it reaches s2n+2m+2mn+3n+5 then the system will
have generated a yes object if it is possible to do so (if the MAJORITY-k-SAT
is satisﬁed.)
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If ψ is not solved by a majority of possible assignments then after 2n +
2m + 3n + 3 transitions there is either no gn−1 object present or the k + n − 1
compartment membrane will not be positively charged, so it is not possible to use
the f object to generate a yes. At this point si will have stopped incrementing
and the k + n compartment will be positively charged. Then:
by rule 25, the f object will enter into the k + n compartment and generate a
no object.
the no object will then leave the k + n compartment and then exit into the skin
compartment according to rules 26 and 27.
The fact that only one f object is present in the system guarantees that only
one of yes or no will enter into the skin compartment and halt the system.
In this proof Π is very similar to the proof of Theorem 5 in [1] (here refereed
to as Π  ). The diﬀerence between to two systems are that Π needs to count
the count the number of solutions to ψ. This counting is performed by the k to
k + n − 2 compartments, which eﬃciently check to see if half of the solutions
verify ψ.
Like the proof for k-SAT in Theorem 1 this Π runs in linear time and requires
exponential space to check all possible assignments of values. Π would also be
valid solution to this problem if a maximal strategy or maximal parallelism
operating mode was used.

It is possible to construct the ﬁrst part of the proof of Theorem 2 in an identical
manner to Theorem 1, replacing the non-elementary division rules with rules of
type (g). The counting of the number of solutions that satisfy ψ can not be done
in an eﬃcient manner without using polarities. In Theorem 1 we count to see
if all m clauses are veriﬁed by a given solution by doing so in a linear manner.
Counting to see if half of the 2n possible solutions to ψ would satisfy it would
take an exponential amount of time in regards to n is performed in a linear
manner, counting one solution at a time, this is why in Theorem 2 polarities are
used.

5

Computational Power

In [1] it is proven that the class of numbers generated by P system with active
membranes with polarities, using only rules of type (a), (b) and (c) and operating
under minimal parallelism is equivalent to the class of numbers generated by
register machines. In the following we prove that in these systems the presence
of polarities can be replaced by rules of type (d) and (g).
Register machines are composed of registers (also called counters) each storing a natural number [7]. Simple operations can be performed on the registers:
addition of one unit and conditional subtraction of one unit. After each of these
operations the machine can change state.
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A register machine with n registers, n ∈ N+ , is formally deﬁned as M =
(S, I, s1 , sf ), where S = {s1 , . . . , sf } is a ﬁnite set of states, s1 , sf ∈ S are
respectively called the initial and ﬁnal states, I is the ﬁnite set of instructions
of the form (s, γi− , v, w) or (s, γi+ , v) with s, v, w ∈ S, s = sf , 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
A conﬁguration of a register machine M with n registers is given by an element
in the n + 1-tuples S × Nn0 . Given two conﬁgurations (s, val(γ1 ), . . . , val(γn )),
(s , val(γ1 ), . . . , val(γn )) (where val : {γ1 , . . . , γn } → N is the function returning the content of a register) we deﬁne a computational step as (s, val(γ1 ), . . . ,
val(γn ))  (s , val(γ1 ), . . . , val(γn )) and:
if (s, γi− , v, w) ∈ I and val(γi ) = 0, then s = v, γi = val(γi ) − 1, γj =
val(γj ), j = i, 1 ≤ j ≤ n;
if val(γi ) = 0, then s = w, γj = val(γj ), 1 ≤ j ≤ n;
(informally: in state s if the content of register γi is greater than 0, then
subtract 1 from that register and change state into v, otherwise change state
into w)
if (s, γi+ , v) ∈ I, then s = v, γi = val(γi ) + 1, γj = val(γj ), j = i, 1 ≤ j ≤ n;
(informally: in state s add 1 to register γi and change state into v).
Theorem 3. The class of numbers generated (accepted) by P system with active membranes without polarities, using only rules of type (a)-(d) and (g) and
operating under minimal parallelism is equivalent to the one of register machines.
Proof. Let M = (S, I, s1 , sf ) be an accepting register machine with n registers
γi , 1 ≤ i ≤ n, whose initial value is val(γi ), 1 ≤ i ≤ n, respectively. We describe
a P system with active membranes Π = (V, μ, L1 , R) as in the statement simulating M (as the proof for a generating register machine is similar to the given
one, it is not given).
The system Π is such that:
V = S ∪ {ci , di | 1 ≤ i ≤ n}∪
{s , s , s , s , v  , ti,j , ti,j , ei,j , gi,j | j : (s, γi− , v, w) ∈ I};
L1 = {s1 };
where, for the sake of simplicity, we assume the instructions in I to be uniquely
numbered. The underlying cell-tree is better deﬁned by the bracket representation:
[0 [1 [c1 ]c1 . . . [c1 ]c1 . . . [cn ]cn . . . [cn ]cn ]1 ]0
where the number of ci compartments inside compartment 1 is equal to val(γi ),
1 ≤ i ≤ n.
The rules in R are given in the following.
For each instruction of the kind (s, γi+ , v) ∈ I the set R contains:
1 : [1 s → ci ]1
2 : [ 1 c i ] 1 → [1 [ c i v ] c i ] 1
3 : [ c i v ]c i → [c i ] c i v
while for each rule of the kind j : (s, γi− , v, w) ∈ I the set R contains:
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4 : [1 s → di s ti,j ]1
5 : [1 s → s ]1
6 : [1 s → s ]1
7 : [1 s → s ]1
8 : s [g ]g → [g s ]g
9 : [g s ]g → v 
10 : v  [t ]t → [t v  ]t
11 : [t v  ]t → v
12 : di [ci ]ci → [ci di ]ci
13 : [ci di ]ci → gi,j
14 : [1 gi,j ]1 → [1 [gi,j ]gi,j ]1
15 : [ti,j di ]ti,j → ei,j
16 : [1 ei,j ]1 → [1 [ei,j ]ei,j ]1
17 : s [ei,j ]ei,j → [ei,j s ]ei,j
18 : [ei,j s ]ei,j → w
19 : [1 ti,j → ti,j ]1
20 : [1 ti,j ]1 → [1 [ti,j ]ti,j ]1
21 : di [ti,j ]ti,j → [ti,j di ]ti,j
In order to facilitate the explanation rules have been numbered. The addition of
1 to register γi in M is simulated in Π by the creation of a compartment ci inside
compartment 1. The subtraction of 1 to register γi in M is simulated in Π by
the dissolution of a ci compartment present in compartment 1. As already said,
in the initial conﬁguration Π has as many ci compartments inside compartment
1 as val(γi ), 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Moreover, s1 , indicating the simulation of M being in
its initial state, is present in compartment 1. In general, in Π the presence of an
element s ∈ S in compartment 1 indicates the simulation of M being in state
s. The system Π simulates M faithfully: if Π starts with val(γi ) compartments
ci in its skin compartment it reaches a halting conﬁguration with sf in its skin
compartment if and only if M accepts val(γi ), 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
The simulation of instruction of the kind (s, γi+ , v) is performed by the sequential application of rules 1, 2 and 3. The simulation of instructions of the
kind (s, γi− , v, w) is a bit more laborious as it can occur by diﬀerent sequences
of transitions. We describe here the shorter sequences and we discuss the other
cases later on. In order to do so clearly, we employ the following notation:
rule numbers grouped in parentheses have to/can occur in parallel (because of
the operational mode);
a subscript indicates in which compartment a rule is applied (that is, to what
set R the rule belongs to).
If a ci compartment is present in compartment 1, then the applied rules are:
41 , (51 , 12ci , 191 ), (61 , 13ci , 201 ), (71 , 14ci ), 8g , 9g , 10t , 11t . As Π operates under
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minimal parallelism we cannot assume that more than one rule is applied in
a compartment even if this could occur. So, in the previous sequence of applied
rules, we cannot assume that (51 , 191 ) and (61 , 201 ) are applied in parallel. It
could be that only one of the two applicable rules is applied. If this would be the
case, Π would still perform the expected simulation by, for instance, one of the
following two sequences of applied rules: 41 , (51 , 12ci ), (61 , 13ci ), (71 , 14ci ), 8g , 9g ,
191 , 201 , 10t , 11t or 41 , (12ci , 191 ), (13ci , 201 ), (51 , 14ci ), 61 , 71 , 8g , 9g , 10t , 11t . It is
crucial to notice that minimal parallelism forces the application of 12ci together
with 51 , 191 or both. If this were not the case (under asynchronous operational
mode, for instance), then Π would not perform the desired simulation.
If no ci compartment is present in compartment 1, then the applied rules are:
41 , (51 , 191 ), (61 , 201 ), (71 , 21t ), 15t , 161 , 17e , 18e . Also in this case the simulation
would be properly performed even if only one rule per compartment is applied
when possible.


6

Final Remarks

Classically, computational complexity classes are deﬁned in terms of the time
and space needed by Turing machines to solve speciﬁc problems. The ﬂexibility present in membrane systems allows to (partially) translate time and space
requirements into features (type of rules, presence/absence of polarities, operational mode) allowed in speciﬁc P systems.
Theorems 1 and 2 in the present paper fall in this line of research: we prove
that the NP-complete and PP-complete problems present can be solved by
P systems having diﬀerent features. Unfortunately, this result does not show
a proper inclusion: we do not know if altering any of the features of the P
systems considered in these theorems do not allow these systems to solve NPcomplete and PP-complete problems. Formally: we proved that these features
are suﬃcient but we did not prove that they are necessary. Proving the necessity
of these features would be an important result.
We want to make clear that Theorem 1 does not improve [1][Theorem 5].
Even if the P system in Theorem 1 does not use polarities (as the P system
in [1][Theorem 5]) it does use types of rules not present in the P system in
[1][Theorem 5].
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Abstract. Living organisms comprise astonishing capabilities of
information processing for eﬃcient adaptation to environmental changes.
Resulting chemical control loops and regulator circuits are expected to
exhibit a high functional similarity to technical counterparts subsumed
by analog computers. A fascinating example is given by circadian clocks
providing an endogenous biological rhythm adapted to the daily variation
of sunlight and darkness. Its underlying biochemical principle of operation suggests a general functional scheme corresponding to frequency
control using phase-locked loops (PLL). From a systems biology point of
view, clock systems can be decomposed into speciﬁc modules like lowpass ﬁlters, arithmetic signal comparators, and controllable core oscillators. Each of them processes analog chemical signals on the ﬂy. We
introduce P modules in order to capture structure, behaviour, and interface of pure chemical analog computer models in terms of building blocks
along with two simulation case studies. The ﬁrst one is focused on chemical analog computer components including a controllable Goodwin-type
core oscillator while the second one evolves an entire PLL-based frequency control by means of a pure chemical circadian clock model.

1

Introduction

When considering principles of in-vivo molecular information processing, it turns
out that persistent data storage and long-term mechanisms commonly make use
of distinguishable spatial structures [25]. Toggling between these structures is
then interpreted as an inherent computational process in a discrete manner.
Gene regulatory networks constitute a typical example [8]. Here, genetic data
encoded by the primary DNA structure act as blueprint of a computer program.
Via transcription, translation, and post-translational modiﬁcation, a speciﬁc protein is obtained from the corresponding DNA. The protein’s spatial structure
signiﬁcantly determines its function. In signalling pathways prior to gene regulation, transcription factors become successively activated by various phosphorylations or by binding to a ligand. Hence, the spatial molecular structure of a
M. Gheorghe et al. (Eds.): CMC 2011, LNCS 7184, pp. 182–202, 2012.
c Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2012
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transcription factor temporarily stores information, which is processed later on
for control of gene expression.
Apparently, discrete mechanisms of information processing beneﬁt from a couple of advantages in comparison to analog ones. Due to the energy demand and
reactive speciﬁcity needed for toggling between spatial molecular structures, a
conformational state is quite robust against slight perturbations. This implies a
certain degree of reliability in state maintenance. In addition, the relative small
number of possible transitions from an existing state into adjacent ones mostly
entails determinism by a highly predictable local relationship between cause and
resulting eﬀect. Altogether, it appears that controllable discrete mechanisms
seem to be ideal candidates for computing purposes even beyond biological systems [15].
The situation becomes more complicated if we move from the microscopic
scale at the level of single biomolecules and atomic structures towards a macroscopic scale coinciding with technical capabilities of signal measuring and sensing
on the ﬂy. Typically, variable inﬂuences on a system under study coming from
its environment, so-called external stimuli, induce more or less analog signals
like temperature, pH, pressure, brightness, or local time. In practice, their huge
amount of quantiﬁcation levels leads to rational or real numbers, which represent
the signal value at a certain point in time. Especially in the ﬁeld of control loops
there is a need to cope with analog signals in a computational manner.
Originally, control loops had been introduced in engineering to achieve a desired dynamical behaviour of a system like adjusting temperature or local time
of a clock [2]. We can distinguish between two diﬀerent forms of what is meant
by “adjustment”. On the one hand, it comprises the elimination of external
perturbations. In this application scenario, a predeﬁned reference speciﬁes the
desired dynamical behaviour while the inﬂuence of external stimuli has to be
compensated. Here, variations of external stimuli are usually interpreted to be
perturbations, for instance if temperature should be kept constant. On the other
hand, a control loop can be constructed in order to adapt its dynamical behaviour to the course of an external stimulus. In this case, the deviance between
the control loop’s output and the external stimulus has to be minimised. Imagine
a radio controlled clock as an example. Throughout this paper, we will consistently focus on the latter of both scenarios.
Numerous technical attempts succeeded in construction of a plethora of control loops operating mechanically, hydraulically, pneumatically, electrically, electronically, or even chemically [2]. Their simplest scheme has in common a general
closed feedback loop composed of four basic elements for real-valued signal processing: plant, sensor, controller, and actuator.
Plant: The plant (sometimes also called system) is constituted by one or more
physical quantities whose temporal behaviour has been controlled. Its temporal input is given by a tuning signal v(t), which passes through the system
leading to its output x(t) = P (v(t)). The transfer function P might include
signal weakening, delay, or perturbation.
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Sensor: The sensor transforms x(t) into the measured output y(t) = F (x(t))
where F acts as transfer function. In some cases, the sensor is dispensable if
the plant output can be processed directly holding y(x) = x(t).
Controller: The controller compares y(t) to the external stimulus (reference
signal) w(t) and calculates the error signal e(t) = D(w(t), y(t)). Subsequently, it provides the control signal u(t) = C(e(t)). The underlying transfer
function C might include integration or diﬀerentiation with respect to t.
Actuator: The actuator aﬀects the plant by transforming u(t) into the tuning
signal v(t) = A(u(t)), which feeds back to the plant.
Signal processing is commonly represystem output
plant
sented by block diagrams containing
x(t) = P(v(t))
v(t)
x(t)
characteristic curves or transfer functions like P , F , D, C, and A that map
actuator
sensor
input or memorised signals into outv(t) = A(u(t))
y(t) = F(x(t))
put signals (cf. Figure 1).
Later, control loops came into the
y(t)
u(t)
external
scope of life sciences as part of a cycontroller
stimulus
u(t) = C(D(w(t),y(t)))
bernetic approach to understand biow(t)
logical systems, now preferably called
control systems [12]. They beneﬁt
Fig. 1. General scheme of a control loop
from a strict modularisation that allows a clear decomposition of a complex system into interconnected signal processing units [20,30].
This paper is inspired by the idea of capturing chemical signal processing on
the ﬂy by analog computing using membrane systems. We seize this promising
concept by extension of the term P modules having in mind that membrane
systems can be suﬃcient tools also beyond pure biological phenomena. Our alternative concept of P modules complements the mainly stochastic approach
introduced before in the area of membrane computing [6]. Chemical engineering
deals with macroscaled reaction-diﬀusion systems delimited by reactor vessels,
membranes, ﬁlters, or interceptors. Continuously measured values in conjunction
with process parameters and permanent signal evaluation and transformation
result in a dynamical control system’s behaviour corresponding to a chemical
analog computer. We emphasise this similarity by a collection of P modules for
fundamental computational tasks. Starting with reaction systems for arithmetic
tasks like addition, non-negative subtraction, multiplication, division, and square
root, we construct a chemical model of a low-pass ﬁlter. Having this building
block at hand, we can compose higher-order functions like chemical integrators
and diﬀerentiators.
In both spheres, biological and technical systems, oscillatory signals play a
major role in order to trigger and control time-dependent processes [1,2]. Biochemical core oscillators are simple devices for the generation of continuously
running clock signals by periodically alternating substrate concentrations [17,29].
To this end, signal processing units can suﬃce, which consist of astonishingly
simple reaction networks comprising at least one feedback loop. So, it is no
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surprise that probably numerous evolutionary origins led to oscillatory reaction
networks, while independently technical attempts succeeded in construction of
single clocks or clock generators.
Exploration of chronobiological systems emerges as a growing research ﬁeld
within bioinformatics focusing on various applications in medicine, agriculture,
and material sciences [5]. From a systems biology perspective, the question arises
whether biological control systems for regulation of oscillatory signals and their
technical counterparts utilise similar mechanisms. If so, modelling approaches
and parameterisation adopted from a strict modularisation can help to identify
general components for frequency control in circadian clock systems along with
gaining comprehensive insight into mechanisms of clock maintenance, synchronisation, and entrainment to external stimuli like the daily rhythm of sunlight
and darkness.
Circadian rhythms embody an interesting biological phenomenon that can be
seen as a widespread property of life. The coordination of biological activities
into daily cycles provides an important advantage for the ﬁtness of diverse organisms [28]. Based on self-sustained biochemical oscillations, circadian clocks are
characterised by a period of approximately 24h that persists under constant conditions (like constant darkness or constant light). Their ability for compensation
of temperature variations in the physiological range enables them to maintain
the period in case of environmental changes. Furthermore, circadian clocks can
be entrained. This property allows a gradual reset of the underlying oscillatory
system for adjustment by exposure to external stimuli like daily variations of
brightness or daytime-nighttime temperature cycles.
Circadian clock systems appear to be special forms of frequency control systems. Following this line, it should be possible to identify appropriate interacting
modules representing elements of a dedicated control-loop model. Indeed, coupling of a controllable core oscillator with a low-pass ﬁlter and a multiplicator
suﬃces to reproduce the desired entrainment behaviour of a circadian clock. We
introduce the according system composed of P modules along with simulation results. To our best knowledge, this is the ﬁrst model of a pure chemical frequency
control system based on a phase-locked loop (PLL, [3]).
We believe that the concept of P modules can contribute to bring together
the area of membrane computing with systems theory [24] and analysis towards
applications in control of continuous or sampled signals. For prospective lines
of research, membrane systems constitute a powerful tool to cope with signals
encoded by dynamical structures instead of real values.

2

P Modules

Our concept of P modules is based on the assumption that ‘structure follows
function’. This implies constraints and limitations in the variety of valid network topologies. Nevertheless, there is a plethora of diﬀerent strategies and
implementations to achieve a certain complex network function. The pool of
suﬃcient network candidates can be divided into compositions of a low number
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of elementary functional units called modules. This term is not new in systems
biology when considering recurrent motifs conserved in metabolic, cell signalling,
and gene regulatory networks [14]. We extend the notion of modules in terms
of information processing: In this context, a P module is able to fulﬁll an elementary computational task. When combining those modules towards reaction
networks capable of a more complex functionality, we permit shared molecular
species among distinct modules. This way of module coupling enables compact
network topologies in accordance with evident observations from in-vivo studies
[23]. Moreover, there is no need for further separate speciﬁcations of extramodular channels. In most cases, the behaviour of a module can be captured by
chemical counterparts of transfer functions in conjunction with characteristic
curves, which exhibit an established practice in engineering. Utilisation of transfer functions for modules signiﬁcantly reduces the number of distinct parameters
to be considered by keeping the relevant characteristics of the entire network.
A P module is a construct to specify the interface of a generally real-valued
system able to process temporal signals. Particularly, the temporal course of
non-negative substrate concentrations or physical conditions (like Kelvin temperature, inner and outer pressure, or brightness detected by a photo cascade)
are signals managed by a P module.
Each P module represents a container encapsulating an explicite speciﬁcation
of its dynamical behaviour. A collection of prototypic speciﬁcation examples
includes:
– Metabolic P systems, for instance of the form
M = (X, R, V, H, Φ, ν, μ, τ ), cf. [4,10,21]
– P systems for cell signalling modules (CSM) of the form
ΠCSM = (V, V  , R1 , . . . , Rr , f1 , . . . , fr , A, C, Δτ ), cf. [17]
– P systems for cell signalling networks (CSN) of the form
ΠCSN = (V, V  , E, M, n), cf. [16]
– Ordinary diﬀerential equations (ODEs) in conjunction with an appropriate
numerical solver. The ODEs should be derived from reaction or diﬀusion
kinetics, cf. [7].
– A transfer function on its own, either given explicitly or implicitly by a
mathematical term or alternatively by a table of numeric values (characteristic curve) along with an algorithm for interpolation, approximation, or
regression, cf. [2]
We deﬁne a P module by a triple
(↓, ↑, )
where ↓= (I1 , . . . , Ii ) indicates a ﬁnite enumerative list of input signal identiﬁers,
↑= (O1 , . . . , Oo ) a ﬁnite enumerative list of output signal identiﬁers, and  the
underlying system speciﬁcation processing the input signals and producing the
output signals with or without usage of auxiliary inherent signals not mentioned
in the P module’s input-output interface. Each signal is assumed to represent
a real-valued temporal course, hence a speciﬁc function σ : R≥0 −→ R (R≥0 :
non-negative real numbers).
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Attention must be paid to the composition of P modules to keep signal identiﬁers as well as signal semantics consistent when migrating from one P module
to another. To this end, we allow for a signal-speciﬁc export-import mapping,
which expresses the equivalence of identiﬁers (shared molecular species) as well
as uniﬁcation of signal values. Uniﬁcation of signal values might include conversion between units of measurement, for instance translation between molar
abundance and substrate concentration, which exploits the spatial capacity of
the reaction vessel as an internal parameter of the corresponding P module.
Temporal simulation of a system’s behaviour resulting from composition of
several P modules requires a global clock. In this context, we demand that uniﬁcation of signal values across P modules does not produce any time delay concerning the assumed global clock.

3
3.1

Chemical Analog Computer Components
Mass-Action Kinetics

For description of the temporal behaviour of chemical reaction networks we
consider substrate concentrations over time presuming homogeneity in reaction
space. General mass-action kinetics [7] formulates reaction system’s dynamics
subject to production and consumption rates vp and vc of each substrate S in
order to change its concentration by dd[S]
t = vp − vc . A reaction system with a
total number of n substrates and r reactions
k

1
a1,1 S1 + a2,1 S2 + . . . + an,1 Sn −→
b1,1 S1 + b2,1 S2 + . . . + bn,1 Sn

k

2
a1,2 S1 + a2,2 S2 + . . . + an,2 Sn −→
b1,2 S1 + b2,2 S2 + . . . + bn,2 Sn
..
.

k

r
a1,r S1 + a2,r S2 + . . . + an,r Sn −→
b1,r S1 + b2,r S2 + . . . + bn,r Sn

employs stoichiometric factors ai,j ∈N (reactants), bi,j ∈N (products) and kinetic
constants kj ∈ R>0 assigned to each reaction quantifying its velocity (N: natural
numbers, R>0 : positive real numbers). The corresponding ODEs read [9]:
!
"
r
n
d [Si ]
al,h
˙
=
[Sl ]
kh · (bi,h − ai,h ) ·
with i = 1, . . . , n
[Si ] =
dt
h=1

l=1

In order to obtain a concrete trajectory, all initial concentrations [Si ](0) ∈ R≥0 ,
i = 1, . . . , n are allowed to be set according to the relevance for the reaction
system.
We adopt mass-action kinetics for all chemical analog computer components
introduced within this section: addition, non-negative subtraction, multiplication, division, square root, and low-pass ﬁlter (also delay cascade) followed by
a sketch of integrators and diﬀerentiators. More complicated mathematical expressions can be composed by elementary functions (e.g. by means of Taylor
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series). Initial concentrations of dedicated substrates Xi act as input while the
concentration of the output substrate Y provides the result typically within
its steady state. In this context, the steady state is the only stable ﬁxed point
reached asymptotically from valid initial substrate concentrations. According to
the assumed kinetic constants kj , there is mostly a latency before approaching an appropriate ε-neighbourhood of the steady state #(except in rare cases
#
#
#
without any change of the output substrate) with ε(t) = # lim [Si ](t) − [Si ](t)#.
t→∞
The chemical analog computer components described below have been intended
to be “minimalistic”. The plausibility of minimalism is emphasised by the fact
that the SBML evolver [19], a software tool for enumeration and ﬁtness measure
of reaction networks undergoing mass-action kinetics, could not obtain smaller
networks (although this is not a proof in a mathematical sense). Due to the
aim of minimalism, we do not require mass conservation within the reaction networks. If needed, mass conservation can be achieved by addition of side reactions
incorporating balanced supplier and waste substrates.
3.2

Addition

The P module Πadd = ((X1 , X2 ), (Y ), M ) carries out the addition of both nonnegative input substrate concentrations [X1 ] and [X2 ] producing the output
concentration [Y ] by the ODEs M :
[X˙ 1 ] = 0
[X˙ 2 ] = 0
[Y˙ ] = k1 [X1 ] + k2 [X2 ] − k3 [Y ]
Let k1 = k2 = k3 > 0. The functional principle is a direct consequence of
the summation eﬀect on substrate production caused by separate reactions contributing summand-like portions. We assume the regeneration of consumed input substrates by an autocatalytic loop. Figure 2 illustrates the module topology
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substrate concentration
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3
2
X1
X2
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100

time

Fig. 2. “3 + 2 = 5”; parameter setting: k1 = k2 = k3 = 0.1, [X1 ](0) = 3, [X2 ](0) =
2, [Y ](0) = 0
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along with an example. The system reaches its steady state comprising
$
%
[Y ](∞) = lim 1 − e−k1 t · ([X1 ](t) + [X2 ](t)) = [X1 ](0) + [X2 ](0).
t→∞

The transfer function is given by [Y ] = [X1 ] + [X2 ].
3.3

Non-negative Subtraction

The P module Πnsub = ((X1 , X2 ), (Y ), M ) performs the non-negative subtraction [X1 ]−̇[X2 ] producing the output concentration [Y ] by the ODEs M :
[X˙ 1 ] = 0
[X˙ 2 ] = 0
[Y˙ ] = −k2 [Y ][Z] − k1 [Y ] + k1 [X1 ]
˙ = k1 [X2 ] − k2 [Y ][Z]
[Z]
Let k1 > 0 and k2 > 0. The network operates in a way to transfer the amount
of X1 to Y while simultaneously the amount of X2 becomes removed from Y by
a decay via Z. In case of [X1 ] ≥ [X2 ], the ﬁnal concentration [Y ] = [X1 ] − [X2 ]
remains. The presence of Z ensures an output of zero iﬀ [X1 ] < [X2 ]. We assume
the regeneration of consumed input substrates by an autocatalytic loop. Figure
3 illustrates the module topology along with an example. The system reaches its
steady state comprising

[X1 ](0) − [X2 ](0) iﬀ [X1 ](0) > [X2 ](0)
[Y ](∞) =
0 otherwise

6
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Fig. 3. “5−̇3 = 2”; parameter setting: k1 = k2 = 0.1, [X1 ](0) = 5, [X2 ](0) = 3, [Y ](0) =
0, [Z](0) = 0

Estimation of the steady state can be done using the stationary ﬁxed-point condition based on the eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrix of M . For [X1 ](t) > [X2 ](t),
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all eigenvalues are < 0, which implies that the steady state is asymptotically stable. In case of [X2 ](t) > [X1 ](t), we reach an unstable ﬁxed point maintained by
the permanent outﬂow via X2 and Z. [X1 ](t) = [X2 ](t) results in no ﬁnite ﬁxed
point since the steady state value for
 Z diverges while Y converges to zero. The
[X1 ] − [X2 ] iﬀ [X1 ] > [X2 ]
transfer function is given by [Y ] =
0 otherwise
3.4

Multiplication

The P module Πmul = ((X1 , X2 ), (Y ), M ) executes the multiplication according
to the transfer function [Y ] = [X1 ] · [X2 ] by the ODEs M :
[X˙ 1 ] = 0
[X˙ 2 ] = 0
[Y˙ ] = k1 [X1 ][X2 ] − k2 [Y ]
Let k1 = k2 > 0. A dimerisation suﬃces to emulate an arithmetic multiplication
using mass-action kinetics. We assume the regeneration of consumed input substrates by an autocatalytic loop. Figure 4 illustrates the module topology along
with an example. The system reaches its steady state comprising
$
%
[Y ](∞) = lim 1 − e−k1 t · ([X1 ](t) · [X2 ](t)) = [X1 ](0) · [X2 ](0).
t→∞
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Fig. 4. “3·2 = 6”; parameter setting: k1 = k2 = 0.1, [X1 ](0) = 3, [X2 ](0) = 2, [Y ](0) = 0

3.5

Division

The P module Πdiv = ((X1 , X2 ), (Y ), M ) divides [X2 ]/[X1 ] producing the output
concentration [Y ] by the ODEs M :
[X˙ 1 ] = 0
[X˙ 2 ] = 0
[Y˙ ] = k2 [X2 ] − k1 [X1 ][Y ]
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Let k1 = k2 > 0. This network employs the divisor X1 as a catalyst for the decay
of Y while Y is supplied by X2 . We assume the regeneration of consumed input
substrates by an autocatalytic loop. Figure 5 illustrates the module topology
along with an example. The system reaches its steady state comprising
⎧

⎨ lim $1 − e−k1 t % · [X2 ](t) iﬀ [X1 ](t) > 0
[X1 ](t)
%
[Y ](∞) = t→∞ $&
⎩ lim
k2 [X2 ](t) dt otherwise
t→∞
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Fig. 5. “6/3 = 2”; parameter setting: k1 = k2 = 0.1, [X1 ](0) = 3, [X2 ](0) = 6, [Y ](0) = 0

The transfer function is given by
⎧ [X2 ]
⎨ [X1 ] iﬀ [X1 ] > 0
[Y ] = → ∞ iﬀ [X1 ] = 0 and [X2 ] > 0
⎩
0
iﬀ [X1 ] = 0 and [X2 ] = 0
3.6

Square Root

The P module Πsqrt = ((X), (Y ), M ) calculates the transfer function [Y ] =
by the ODEs M :

'

[X]

˙ =0
[X]
[Y˙ ] = k1 [X] − 2k2 [Y ]2
The weighted balance between the stoichiometrically doubled decay of Y in
comparison to its production from X induces the eﬀect of square-root estimation. We assume the regeneration of consumed input substrates by an
autocatalytic loop. Figure 6 illustrates the module topology along with an
example.'Let k1 = 2k2 >'0. Under this condition, M implies the solution
[Y ](t) = [X](t) · tanh(k1 t [X](t)). For [X](t) = [X](0) and t → ∞, we obtain
'
[Y ](∞) = [X](0).
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Fig. 6. “ 2 = 1.414 . . .”; parameter setting: k1 = 0.2, k2 = 0.1, [X](0) = 2, [Y ](0) = 0

3.7

Low-Pass Filter

Acting as a moving average element, a simple variant of a chemical low-pass ﬁlter
can be constructed by a linear reaction cascade. The sequence of consecutively
running reactions causes a successive delay along with smoothing of the passing
signals. Each cascade stage buﬀers and accumulates the arriving molecules for a
varying time span before transduction to the next stage. This time-limited accumulation is mainly responsible for the ﬁltering eﬀect on oscillatory input signals.
While low frequency signals pass the ﬁlter, higher frequency oscillations become
more and more diminished and hence eliminated. In addition, oscillatory waveforms undergo a conversion into a sinusoidal shape since higher-order harmonics
get lost. The behaviour of a low-pass ﬁlter can be speciﬁed by a so-called Bode
plot, which depicts the intensity of signal weakening subject to diﬀerent frequencies. Interestingly, biochemical low- and band-pass ﬁlters had already been
identiﬁed in signalling cascades of intracellular processes [22,27].
Assuming a low-pass ﬁlter composed of n stages, an according P module
Πlpf = ((X), (Y ), M ) is speciﬁed by the ODEs M :
[X˙ 1 ] = k1 [X] − k2 [X1 ]
[X˙ 2 ] = k2 [X1 ] − k3 [X2 ]
[X˙ 3 ] = k3 [X2 ] − k4 [X3 ]
..
.
˙
[X
n−1 ] = kn−1 [Xn−2 ] − kn [Xn−1 ]
[Y˙ ] = kn [Xn−1 ] − kn+1 [Y ]
The transfer function for non-oscillatory input signals is described by a smoothing
delay. For oscillatory input signals apart from an analytical evaluation, the transfer
function becomes replaced by a characteristic curve, which arises from simulation
studies or measure. In some cases, preferably for sinusoidal signals and those entirely captured by a ﬁnite Fourier series, the temporal behaviour can be analytically
mapped into a frequency domain using Laplace transform. A Bode plot describes
the characteristic curve of a low-pass ﬁlter by pointing out two essential parameters, the cutoﬀ frequency and the slope, see Figure 8. The cutoﬀ frequency marks
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Fig. 7. Simulation of a 5-stage chemical low-pass ﬁlter aﬀecting a polyfrequential input
signal given by substrate concentration course [X](t). This input course was obtained
by multiplication of two arbitrarily chosen sinusoidal
 2π with
 periods
 2π  signals f(t) and g(t)
·
t
,
g(t)
=
7
+
6.9
sin
·
t
of one day and two days: f(t) = 7 + 6.9
sin
2
 2π 
resulting

 2π 1
2π
·
t
+
48.3
sin
·
t
+
23.805
cos
·t +
in [X](t) =
f(t)
·
g(t)
=
49
+
48.3
sin
1
2
1
 2π 
23.805 cos 2 · t . The output course [Y ](t) reveals the ﬁltering eﬀect by providing a
monofrequential signal of almost sinusoidal shape with period length of two days after
transient phase. The higher frequency signal with period length of one day became
eliminated; parameter setting: k1 = k2 = k3 = k4 = 0.036, k5 = 3600, k6 = 180,
[Xi ](0) = 0 for i = 1, . . . , 4, [Y ](0) = 0.

slope

cutoff frequency
frequency in 1/s

Fig. 8. Bode plot derived from the low-pass ﬁlter in Figure 7. Slope: ≈ −100 dB per
frequency magnitude; cutoﬀ frequency: ≈ 1.04 · 10−5 s−1 . This value coincides with a
period length of approx. 1.13 days.

the transition from the passband to the stopband whereas the signal amplitude
becomes more and more weakened. Usually, the relative intensity of weakening is
amplitude of output signal
.
given logarithmically in magnitudes dB = 10 · lg
amplitude of input signal
The slope characterises the increase of damping within the stopband. Once estimated, either parameters – cutoﬀ frequency and slope – are enough from a systemic
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point of view to determine the behaviour of a low-pass ﬁlter instead of managing
numerous kinetic constants and initial concentrations.
Figure 7 exemplarily depicts the eﬀect of a 5-stage low-pass ﬁlter to a polyfrequential input concentration course [X](t) while Figure 8 shows the corresponding Bode plot. The number of stages n deﬁne the degree of asymptotic smoothing
into a sinusoidal output concentration course after transient phase.
3.8

Integrator and Diﬀerentiator

By combining a low-pass ﬁlter with a P module for addition, we can construct a
simple integrator module inspired by the idea of summation of l-latest sampled
signals:
(b

l−1

f(t) dt ≈

f(ti ) with ti = a + i ·
i=0

a

b−a
and l ∈ N \ {0}
l

Figure 9 illustrates a schematic diagram of a chemical integrator. The ﬁlter cascade on top induces successive delays while the input signal passes through. The
adder accumulates the resulting signal courses towards a numerically sampled
integration. Due to the ﬁnal number l of sampling intervals, the integrator runs
over into saturation.
A diﬀerentiator can be built following a similar idea. Having in mind that
f(t+Δτ )−f(t)
df
for a sampling interval Δτ , the combination of P modules for
dt ≈
Δτ
non-negative subtraction with a low-pass ﬁlter suﬃces. Since the slope of f can
be either positive or negative, it makes sense to plan two subtraction modules.
One of them exclusively detects positive slopes (f(t+Δτ ) > f(t)), while the other
one indicates negative slopes, respectively.
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Fig. 9. Schematic diagram of a simple 3-stage chemical integrator module; parameter
setting: ki = 0.1 for i = 1, . . . , 6, [X](0) = 5, [X1 ](0) = 0, [X2 ](0) = 0, [Y ](0) = 0

4

Clock Frequency Control Using Phase-Locked Loops

A case study of our modularisation concept addresses the biological frequency
control of circadian clocks. From a systems point of view, they constitute biochemical regulatory circuits whose functionality resembles technical counterparts
utilising phase-locked loops [3]. Corresponding circuits comprise three modules:
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1. A core oscillator (plant) whose frequency has been controlled to adapt to
an external stimulus. The intensity and periodicity of environmental light
converted into a speciﬁc protein abundance by a photo cascade represents a
typical external stimulus.
2. A signal comparator (controller), for instance a phase detector, responsible
for determining the deviation between the signal produced by the core oscillator on the one hand and the external stimulus on the other. The signal
comparator carries out an arithmetic task.
3. A biochemical low-pass ﬁlter (actuator) completes the control system by
providing a global feedback loop.
4.1

A Controllable Goodwin-Type Core Oscillator

There are numerous biochemical core oscillators found in living organisms’ circadian clocks. From today’s perspective, the majority of core oscillators reveals
the Goodwin type [11] by involving at least one inhibiting eﬀect on gene expression. Furthermore, core oscillators can be of post-translational type exploiting a
cyclic scheme of protein phosphorylation and dephosphorylation in conjunction
with complex formation and decomposition [23]. Each core oscillator must be
able to vary its frequency according to the tuning signal produced by the low
pass ﬁlter.
Let us ﬁrst consider a controllable Goodwin-type core oscillator on its own. A
Goodwin-type oscillator comprises an abstract model of a cyclic gene regulatory
network, which is able to exhibit a sustained oscillatory behaviour in its substrate concentrations. Goodwin-type oscillators have in common three dedicated
substrates typically called X, Y , and Z in which X represents a mRNA translated into a protein Y within the cytoplasm. Y is transported into the nucleus
where it functions as a repressor Z, which in turn inhibits the transcription of
X. All components (X, Y , and Z) degrade in the presence of speciﬁc proteases
acting as catalysts. It turns out that the velocity of degradation is the most
eﬀective way to control the oscillation frequency [26].
The original Goodwin oscillator, a prototypic core model for generation of circadian rhythms, comes with three attributes worth to be revised towards a more
biochemical model [13]: First, the inhibition of X utilises a Hill term (saturation
kinetics, [7]) whose Hill coeﬃcient demands an unrealistically high value of 9 or
higher to ensure sustained oscillations. Since the Hill coeﬃcient typically coincides with the number of reactive binding sites assigned to the repressor protein
Z, one would normally expect values below or equal to 4. Second, the intracellular transportation of Y into the nucleus requires an additional transportation
term (−k5 [Y ], cf. Equation 1) that is not included in the original model. Finally,
we assume saturation for the degradation of X, Y , and Z due to two diﬀerent
possible reasons: One is a limited enzymatic capability and the second, more
likely one is the tight regulation of protein degradation. We will show in the
following section how the latter can inﬂuence circadian regulation.
To overcome the insuﬃciencies of the original model, we employ a slightly
modiﬁed version, which utilises Michaelis-Menten kinetics [7] instead of
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Fig. 10. Topology and behaviour of a Goodwin-type core oscillator. Its oscillation frequency can be most eﬀectively controlled by the velocity parameters k2 , k4 , and k6 of
the degradation reactions of substrates X, Y , and Z. The upper-right diagram illustrates the oscillatory waveforms of X, Y , and Z substrate concentrations; parameter
setting: a = 6, A = 0.6, K1 = 1, K2 = 0.2, k2 = 3.4, k3 = 0.3, K4 = 0.2, k4 = 2.2,
k5 = 0.1, K6 = 1.44, k6 = 1.3, [X](0) = [Y ](0) = [Z](0) = 0. The initial concentrations
were intentionally set to 0 although this is chemically unrealistic to demonstrate that
the oscillator reaches its limit cycle after a short transient phase even from inappropriate starting conditions, which emphasises the stability of the oscillatory system. After
the transient phase, we obtain limit cycle oscillations whose free-running period can
vary between approx. 22h and 26h.

mass-action kinetics for degradation and additionally we take into account the
transportation of Y . Interestingly, the resulting model reaches sustained oscillaα
tions with lower Hill coeﬃcients h in Hill terms of the form β+γ[S]
h (values ≥ 1
suﬃce here, we choose 2). The resulting ODEs read:
k2 [X]
a
−
A + K1 [Z]2
K2 + [X]
k4 [Y ]
[Y˙ ] = k3 [X] − k5 [Y ] −
K4 + [Y ]
[Z]
k
6
˙ = k5 [Y ] −
[Z]
K6 + [Z]

˙ =
[X]

(1)

Figure 10 reveals the behaviour of our Goodwin-type core oscillator with respect
to its incorporation into a PLL-based frequency control loop. The upper-right
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diagram gives a notion of the waveforms generated by the oscillator, which become visible after a short transient phase of approx. 1.5 days. It turns out that
X and Y demonstrate spike-like pulses emerging from a ground plateau (also
found in the original Goodwin model). In contrast, the course of Z resembles a
more sinusoidal shape. This advantageous feature makes the oscillatory signal
of Z easier than the others to compare with an oscillatory external stimulus.
Hence, we decide to consider the temporal concentration course of Z as output
signal. Supplementary diagrams within Figure 10 show the almost linear dependency of the oscillator’s period length on the velocity parameters k2 , k4 , and
k6 of the corresponding degradation reactions. Therefore, regulated degradation
by proteases aﬀecting one or more of these velocity parameters can control the
oscillatory frequency, which is the reciprocal of the period length.
4.2

Goodwin-Type Circadian Clock Control by Phase-Locked Loop

We construct a PLL-based chemical model of a frequency control system by
composition of a Goodwin-type core oscillator (plant) with an arithmetic signal
comparator (controller) and a low-pass ﬁlter (actuator). For the resulting entire
system topology, see Figure 11.
The signal comparator is responsible for estimation of the phase shift between
the oscillatory signal [Z](t) released by the core oscillator and the external stimulus [E](t) as reference signal. Interestingly, a simple arithmetic signal multiplication is suﬃcient if both oscillatory signals exhibit a sinusoidal or almost
sinusoidal course, let us assume sin(ω1 t) and cos(ω2 t + ψ). Multiplication leads
to sin(ω1 t) · cos(ω2 t + ψ) = 12 (sin((ω1 − ω2 )t − ψ) + sin((ω1 + ω2 )t + ψ)) due to
elementary trigonometric laws. While the term sin((ω1 + ω2 )t + ψ) exclusively
comprises the frequency sum ω1 + ω2 , it becomes eliminated by passing the lowpass ﬁlter and hence it can be neglected. The remaining term sin((ω1 − ω2 )t − ψ)
indicates the estimated phase shift to be minimised. To do so, the external stimulus’ phase becomes locked while the core oscillator has been forced to “catch it
up” by temporarily enhancing its frequency until the phase shift is compensated.
Our signal comparator utilises the P module Πmul .
The low-pass ﬁlter Πlpf desensitises the control system’s global feedback loop.
In order to emulate the behaviour of a circadian clockwork, the cutoﬀ frequency
should reﬂect a desired period length of almost one day. We decided to employ a
5-stage low-pass ﬁlter as described in the previous section whose kinetic constants
had been increased in order to accelerate the corresponding reactions towards a
slightly higher cutoﬀ frequency.
We plan to aﬀect the core oscillator’s frequency by control of Z degradation
velocity. This requires an appropriate mapping from the low-pass ﬁlter’s output signal [F ](t) (tuning signal) into a substrate concentration assumed to act
catalytically in terms of a protease D. In addition, we must pay attention to
ensure that all involved substrate concentrations remain non-negatively. To this
end, it is recommended to scale the tuning signal with a constant scaling factor
0 < ae < 1 using [D](t) = 1 + ae · [F ](t), which allows an almost linear variation
of Z degradation velocity [18]. We implement the scaling by combination of cor-
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Fig. 11. Chemical model of a PLL-based frequency control system comprising modules
of a controllable core oscillator, a signal comparator, and a low-pass ﬁlter speciﬁed by
underlying reaction kinetics or alternatively by corresponding transfer functions or
characteristic curves. Modules are interconnected via shared molecular species.

responding arithmetic modules. The resulting core oscillator had been captured
by the P module Πosc .
The entire system along with an appropriate parameter setting appears in
P-modular form where [F ↔ ], [X ↔ ], and [Y ↔ ] denote concentrations of shared
molecular species leaving or entering a module:
core oscillator Πosc = ((F ), (Z), ODEosc ) with
[U ] = 1 (const)
˙ = k7 [U ] − k7 [D] + k8 [F ], [D](0) = 0
[D]
k2 [X]
a
˙ =
, [X](0) = 0
−
[X]
A + K1 [Z]2
K2 + [X]
k4 [Y ]
, [Y ](0) = 0
[Y˙ ] = k3 [X] − k5 [Y ] −
K4 + [Y ]
˙ = k5 [Y ] − k6 [D][Z] , [Z](0) = 5
[Z]
K6 + [Z]
[F ↔ ] = −k8 [F ]
a = 6, A = 0.6, K1 = 1, K2 = 0.2, k2 = 3.4, k3 = 0.3
K4 = 0.2, k4 = 2.2, k5 = 0.1, K6 = 1.44, k6 = 1.3
k7 = 1000, k8 = 100
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signal comparator Πmul = ((E, Z), (Y ), ODEmul ) with
[Y˙ ] = m1 [E][Z] + [Y ↔ ],

[Y ](0) = 0,

m1 = 100

low-pass ﬁlter Πlpf = ((X), (F ), ODElpf ) with
[X˙ 1 ] = l1 [X] − l2 [X1 ], [X1 ](0) = 0
[X˙ 2 ] = l2 [X1 ] − l3 [X2 ], [X2 ](0) = 0
[X˙ 3 ] = l3 [X2 ] − l4 [X3 ], [X3 ](0) = 0
[X˙ 4 ] = l4 [X3 ] − l5 [X4 ], [X4 ](0) = 0
[F˙ ] = l5 [X4 ] + [F ↔ ],

[F ](0) = 0

↔

[X ] = −l1 [X]
l1 = l2 = l3 = 0.108, l4 = 3600, l5 = 180
shared molecular species

(intermodular equivalence of signal identiﬁers)

Πmul → Πlpf : X = Y

(signal transduction from Πmul to Πlpf )

Πlpf → Πosc : F = F

(signal transduction from Πlpf to Πosc )

Πosc → Πmul : Z = Z

(signal transduction from Πosc to Πmul )

imported external signals

[E] → Πmul

The chosen parameter setting of the low-pass ﬁlter entails a cutoﬀ frequency of
approx. 1.9 · 10−5 s−1 , which equals to a period length of approx. 0.61 days in
accordance with the need for a circadian clock system. We intend to run the
arithmetic operations (addition and multiplication) fast to shorten its latency.
That’s why it makes sense to set comparatively high values for the relevant
kinetic constants.
Having a suitably parameterised system at hand, we conducted a couple of
simulation studies to explore whether the overall behaviour of our control system
model coincides with expectations for circadian clocks.
In a ﬁrst scenario, the external stimulus persists at a constant value [E] according to permanent darkness or permanent light. We expect a so-called freerunning sustained oscillation of [Z] whose period might be inﬂuenced by the
constant external stimulus. Figure 12A conﬁrms this dependency by an almost
linear relation. The period length becomes shortened by ascending values of the
external stimulus while permanent darkness ([E](t) = 0) indicates the maximum
period length (approx. 25h30 using the abovementioned parameter setting).
A second simulation study is inspired by gaining insight into the time to
entrainment if [E] and [Z] start to oscillate with no phase shift but comprising
distinct initial frequencies instead. We choose a sinusoidal course of the external
stimulus [E]. The core oscillator is conﬁgured to exhibit a natural period of
24h12 while the period of the external stimulus [E] might diﬀer. Figure 12B
plots the duration needed until the core oscillator’s output [Z] adapted to
the period of [E] (time to entrainment). We deﬁne that entrainment is reached if
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period length (h) of signal [Z]

A

time to entrainment (days) of signal [Z]
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external stimulus’ period length
24h
24h 26’

period length (h) of external stimulus [E]

D
period length (h) of signal [Z]

C

time to entrainment (days) of signal [Z]

constant external stimulus [E]

initial phase shift (°) between external stimulus and core oscillator output [Z]

external stimulus’ period length and initial phase shift
24h and 245°
24h and 325°

time (days)

Fig. 12. Simulation scenarios exploring the behaviour of our PLL-based control system
model. A: Period lengths of sustained oscillations subject to constant external stimulus,
B: Time to entrainment to external stimulus whose frequency initially diﬀers from
those of core oscillator, C: Ability of our control system to cope with both, diﬀerent
frequency and diﬀerent initial phase between external stimulus and core oscillator, D:
Comparison of best case and worst case from entrainment run to 24h subsumed in C.

the period length of [Z] converges to those of [E] up to 1 . Entrainment which
demands shortening of Z’s period is more eﬃcient than enhancing. This is plausible in the context of how PLL-based control operates: In case of a phase shift
between [E] and [Z], the resulting error signal [F ] leads to a temporary acceleration of Z degradation, which in turn increases the oscillation frequency causing
a shortened period. In contrast, entrainment to slower clock signals incorporates
a form of inherent graduality: First, [Z] temporarily increases its frequency until
it converges to [E] for a moment before it drifts again what causes a new adjustment of [Z]. The process of successive adjustment repeats consistently in a
time-consuming manner.
Finally, we are going to ﬁnd out the ability of our control system model to
cope with both, diﬀerent frequency and diﬀerent initial phase between external
stimulus [E] and core oscillator output [Z]. Figure 12C picks two constant frequencies for [E], one with a period length of 24h26 and a second course with a
period length of exactly 24h. For both courses, the time to entrainment had been
observed subject to initial phase shifts between 0◦ and 360◦, which corresponds
to a full period of the core oscillator’s output [Z]. It turns out that both courses
reach speciﬁc minima and maxima. Its global maximum (at approx. 245◦) and
its global minimum (at approx. 325◦ ) come along with a detailed consideration
of period length’s variation over time towards entrainment in Figure 12D.
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Conclusions

Exploration of chronobiological systems emerges as a growing research ﬁeld
within bioinformatics. From a systems biology perspective, the question arises
whether biochemical control systems for regulation of oscillatory signals and
their technical counterparts can utilise similar mechanisms. If so, modelling
approaches adopted from building blocks are helpful to identify general components for frequency control in circadian clock systems along with gaining
comprehensive insight into mechanisms of clock maintenance, synchronisation,
and entrainment to external stimuli. Embedded into the concept of P modules,
we presented a pure chemical model of a circadian clock system based on a
phase-locked loop. Simulation studies succeeded in reproduction of its expected
dynamical behaviour and its capability of entrainment. More generally, P modules deal with chemical models of analog computer components, for instance
to carry out arithmetic tasks or to act as low-pass ﬁlters. Characteristic curves
and transfer functions might be an advantageous choice to reduce the number
of system parameters by keeping the relevant behavioural information. Further
work is dedicated to enlarge the pool of P modules, e.g. by providing frequency
dividers, and it will take into account a proper transformation of knowledge in
systems theory into the ﬁeld of membrane computing in order to provide analytic
tools towards a more comprehensive understanding of chemical modules.
Acknowledgements. We gratefully acknowledge funding from the German
Federal Ministry of Education and Research (project no. 0315260A) within the
Research Initiative in Systems Biology.
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Abstract. The programmability of membrane systems is an ongoing
and challenging issue. This paper focuses on the automatic design of a
simple membrane system for fulﬁlling a speciﬁc task by using a quantuminspired evolutionary algorithm and the P-lingua simulator. The design
consists of the pre-deﬁned membrane structure and initial objects, a
set of possible evolution rules, the coding technique of membrane systems, evolutionary operators and a ﬁtness function for evaluating diﬀerent membrane systems. Experiments conducted on P-lingua simulator
show that the presented design approach is feasible and eﬀective to automatically evolve a membrane system for solving some speciﬁc tasks.
The results also show that a quantum-inspired evolutionary algorithm
is more appropriate than a genetic algorithm, recently reported in the
literature, for designing a membrane system.
Keywords: Membrane computing, Membrane system, Quantuminspired evolutionary algorithms, Evolutionary design, P-Lingua
simulator.

1

Introduction

As an emergent branch of natural computing, membrane computing was introduced by Gh.Păun in [8]. The main computing ideas were inspired by biochemical
processes taking place inside living cells. Advances in distributed and parallel
computing have motivated an intensive research eﬀort in membrane computing.
Since the initial deﬁnition of a membrane system (or a P system) was introduced in [8] as a computing model, many diﬀerent P systems have been
deﬁned and used for theoretical research as well as a vehicle to represent various problems from diﬀerent ﬁelds. In [7, 9] a variant of P systems was used
to solve NP-complete problems under the name of P systems with active membranes. In [4] another variant, P systems with symport/antiport, was applied for
a simulation of counter automata. Reference [10] introduced a family of tissue
P systems to obtain a uniform and polynomial-time solution for the satisﬁability (SAT) problem. Sorting networks, which is a well known parallel sorting
model, has been implemented based on spiking neural P systems [1]. Until now,
M. Gheorghe et al. (Eds.): CMC 2011, LNCS 7184, pp. 203–214, 2012.
c Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2012
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there has been much research involving various membrane computing devices,
but the programmability of membrane systems is an ongoing and challenging
issue. Moreover, little work on automatic evolution of a membrane system has
been reported in the literature.
This paper proposes an approach for automatically evolving a membrane system by employing a quantum-inspired evolutionary algorithm (QIEA). By predeﬁning a membrane structure, initial objects and a set of possible evolution
rules, we use quantum-inspired bit (Q-bit) representation to encode membrane
systems, and apply a quantum-inspired gate (Q-gate) to guide a membrane system toward the required model. Also a ﬁtness function for evaluating diﬀerent
membrane systems is introduced. This work is diﬀerent from membrane algorithms [13, 14], which combine membrane systems with evolutionary algorithms
to design eﬀective and eﬃcient approximate optimization algorithms. Instead of
binary and numeric representation, a QIEA employs Q-bit representation and
fulﬁlls its evolutionary process in a genotypic space, i.e., Q-bit space, which
eﬀectively avoids the diﬃculty of designing the evolutionary operators in the
phenotypic space, such as crossover and mutation operators [15]. Therefore, in
this paper we consider the use of a QIEA to evolve a membrane system. The
feasibility and eﬀectiveness of our approach is veriﬁed by experiments.
The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes the problem. Section
3 presents the evolutionary design of membrane systems in detail. The experiments and results are given in Section 4. Finally, some conclusions are drawn in
Section 5.

2

Problem Description

This section starts with a brief introduction to cell-like P systems, and then the
problem of designing a membrane system is described.
2.1

Cell-Like P Systems

A membrane system is a computational model inspired by the functioning and
structure of living cells. A cell-like P system [11] consists of three main elements:
(i) a membrane structure, which is composed of several hierarchically embedded
membranes; (ii) multisets of objects, occurring inside various regions delimited by
each membrane in the membrane structure; and (iii) rules assigned to speciﬁed
compartments of the membrane structure, processing the objects inside and the
membranes themselves. The membrane system will go from one conﬁguration to
a new one by applying the rules in a nondeterministic and maximally parallel
way. At the end of the computation (when no more rules can be applied), the
result is obtained in a speciﬁed compartment of the system or the environment.
A basic cell-like P system can be formalized as follows [11]:
Π = (O, μ, ω1 , . . . , ωm , R1 , . . . , Rm , i0 )
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where
- O is an alphabet of objects;
- μ is a membrane structure with m membranes and with the regions labeled
by the elements of a given set H, H = {1, 2, . . . , m};
- ωi , 1 ≤ i ≤ m, are strings which represent multisets over O associated with
the regions 1, 2, . . . , m of μ;
- Ri , 1 ≤ i ≤ m, are ﬁnite sets of rules associated with the regions 1, 2, . . . , m
of μ;
- i0 is the output membrane of Π.
2.2

Problem Statement

As brieﬂy introduced above, P systems are a class of diﬀerent and ﬂexible models.
In this paper we only consider the basic type of P systems, the cell-like P systems.
Each P system use a speciﬁc membrane structure, objects and rules depending
on the problem it works on. When a P system is designed for solving a task, a
researcher usually has an approximate idea at the initial stage [3]. To be more
speciﬁc, in most cases the membrane structure, the multisets of objects and the
alphabet of objects can be preliminarily determined, although ﬁnding speciﬁc
and feasible rules is not an easy task.
In our study, given the membrane structure, the multisets of objects, the
alphabet of objects and a set of (redundant) rules that can be used for solving
a class of problems, the main aim is to use an evolutionary algorithm to ﬁnd a
proper set of rules, by appropriately evolving a membrane system for a speciﬁc
task. The problem can be summarized as follows:
We consider a family of P systems Π = {Πi }i∈I , where
Πi = (O, H, μ, W, Ri )
– all the P systems in the family are regarded to have the same initial conﬁguration, including the alphabet O, the set of labels H, the membrane structure
μ, and the initial multisets W , which has been pre-designed;
– the sole diﬀerence between the P systems in the family is their set of rules
Ri , Ri = {r1i , r2i , . . . , rlii }, li is the number of rules in the set Ri .
In order to obtain a formal deﬁnition of the family of P systems Π = {Πi }i∈I ,
we will deﬁne a set of possible rules R, from which diﬀerent rules are taken and
combined for 
diﬀerent Psystems. More speciﬁcally, let the ﬁnite set of possible
rules be R = i∈I Ri = i∈I {r1i , r2i , . . . , rlii }; the set of rules Ri ⊆ R is a subset
of R. Then we can employ a QIEA to design a P system. In this algorithm, an
initial population of P systems is generated by combining diﬀerent rules which
are taken from the predeﬁned set of possible rules R, and then such a population
will evolve according to the mechanism of QIEAs.
This work considers the following two types of rules in R [3]:
Evolution rules: [d → s]m . In the membrane with label m the multiset
d is involved in the rule and evolves to the multiset s.
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Dissolution rules: [d]m → s. A membrane labeled with m is dissolved
when one copy of object d is available in m, meanwhile the object d
transforms into object s and all the remaining objects in the membrane
m also go to the surrounding region.
Additionally, the evolution of all the P systems represented by individuals of a
QIEA is considered to be deterministic, which ensures that there is only one rule
triggered by the same object for each membrane in each P system.

3

Evolutionary Design

In what follows, we present our approach that uses a QIEA to design a P system,
which performs a pre-assigned task, from an initial population of P systems. The
evolution of quantum-inspired bit (Q-bit) individuals will only correspond to the
changes within the set of rules Ri of each P system. In the process of evolution,
a proper ﬁtness function needs to be deﬁned to guide Q-bit individuals toward to
the required P system. The pseudocode algorithm of QIEA is shown in Fig. 1 [6].

Algorithm for QIEA
Begin
t m1

1)
2)
3)
4)

Generate an initial population Q(t ) represented by Q-bit individuals;
While (not termination-condition) do
Make a binary population X (t ) by observing the states of Q(t ) ;
Evaluate all the individuals in X (t ) ;
Update Q(t ) using Q-gates and produce offspring;
t m t 1

End
End

Fig. 1. The pseudocode algorithm of QIEA

In the pseudocode algorithm of QIEA, t represents the evolutionary generation. Based on the pseudocode algorithm of QIEA, the evolutionary design of a
P system can be described as follows:
1) Population initialization. In order to generate the initial population, n
diﬀerent random subsets of a set of possible rules R are considered, where n
is the number of individuals in the population. The population at generation
t is deﬁned as Q(t) = {qt1 , qt2 , . . . , qtn }, where qtj (j = 1, 2, . . . , n) is a Q-bit
individual deﬁned as (1):
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*

t
t
t
βj1
βj2
. . . βjk

(1)

A P system mentioned in Sect. 2, which is encoded by an individual, can be
represented by a string of k Q-bits as (1), where k = |R| and each Q-bit corresponds to a rule in the rule set R; the observed value of each Q-bit, 1 or 0,
indicates that the corresponding rule will be selected or not for the associated
P system.
2) Observation. The step of ”observing the states of Q(t)” is used to translate
the Q-bit individuals into binary solutions. By observing the population Q(t),
QIEA can get a binary population X(t) = {X1t , X2t , . . . , Xnt }. The binary solution
Xjt (j = 1, . . . , n) is a binary string of length k, which is formed from 0 or 1 for
each bit by using the probability. This process of probabilistic observation is
shown in Fig. 2, in which x is the observed value of the Q-bit shown as (2).
+

α β

,T

(2)

The observation process
Begin
If

random

>0, 1

D

2

Then x m 0
Else x m 1
End

Fig. 2. Observation process in the QIEA [6]

3) Evaluation. Following the Q-bit representation of P systems, we deﬁne a
ﬁtness function to evaluate each possible P system (solution or individual). The
ﬁtness value of an individual depends on the absolute value of the diﬀerence between the corresponding simulation result obtained from the P-Lingua simulator
and the expected result for the pre-assigned computational task. In this work
the result is deﬁned as a number of the speciﬁed objects present in a certain
membrane in the halting conﬁguration of a P system. Thus the ﬁtness function
is:
f itness = |simulation result − the expected computing result|
The simulation result of each possible P system (solution or individual) is obtained from the P-Lingua simulator which performs the computation that the
P system may follow. The expected computing result is an ideal solution for the
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pre-assigned computational task. From the evaluation’s point of view, the most
important diﬃculty for evaluating an individual is the simulation of a P system
based on the P-Lingua simulator [5]. P-Lingua is a programming language for
membrane computing. A Java library called pLinguaCore has been developed as
a software framework for cell-like P systems. In this paper we use pLinguaCore to
perform all the simulations involved in the evolutionary design of P systems. The
implementation procedure of a P system on the P-Lingua simulator is shown in
Fig. 3. More details about P-Lingua are available on the P-Lingua web page [12].

XML

1

File
2

P-Lingua

Simulator

Compiler

File

Other

Simulator

Format
A P system

Fig. 3. The implementation procedure of a P system on P-Lingua simulator

As a practical application of the P-Lingua simulator in our experiments, we
create a corresponding P-Lingua ﬁle for each possible P system in the P-Lingua
language; then we compile the P-Lingua ﬁle by using the P-Lingua compiler
and implement the simulation of the P system. The simulator will perform the
computation that the P system may follow and generate a text ﬁle with a detailed
step-by-step report of the computation [2]. Using these, the evaluation for each
possible P system can be fulﬁlled.
The ﬁtness value of each individual will be computed in a real-time way. The
ﬁtness 0 indicates that we have found a P system which is capable of performing
the pre-assigned task and the evolutionary design has been successful.
4) Update. At the ”update Q(t)” step, all the individuals in Q(t) are updated
by Q-gates. In this paper, we use the quantum rotation gate in [6] to perform
this step, the rotation gate is operated on each Q-bit. To be speciﬁc, the ith
Q-bit in the jth Q-bit individual qtj , i = 1, 2, . . . , k, j = 1, 2, . . . , n, is updated
by applying the current Q-gate Gtji (θ)
)
Gtji (θ)

=

t
t
− sin θji
cos θji
t
sin θji

t
cos θji

*
(3)

t
t
is an adjustable Q-gate rotation angle, the selective strategy of θji
is
where θji
t
t T
shown as the Table 1 in [6]. Thus, the update procedure for the Q-bit [αji βji
]
can be described as
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αt+1
ji
t+1
βji

⎤

⎤

⎡

⎦ = Gtji (θ) ⎣
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⎦

(4)

Experiments and Results

In this section, experiments are performed to design two simple P systems by
using the evolutionary design approach presented in Sect. 3. All the experiments
are implemented on the platform Eclipse 3.5.1 and JDK 1.6.0 by using a laptop
with 1.8GHz, 768MB RAM and Windows XP OS.
4.1

An Example for Computing n2

The ﬁrst experiment focuses on designing a speciﬁc P system which computes
the square of any natural number n ≥ 2. The initial conﬁguration and the set of
possible rules R1 are designed as follows:
(a) The initial conﬁguration is Π = (O,H, μ, w1 , w2 , R), where O = { a, b, c, d,
f } is the alphabet, the set of labels H = {1, 2}, the membrane structure μ = [[]2 ]1
and the initial multisets w1 = ∅ and w2 = a2 bd.
(b) The set of rules R1 is deﬁned as follows (n ≥ 2 is a natural number, λ is
the empty multiset, the rules r16 , r17 , r18 depend on the value of n and act as
counters):
⎧
⎫
r1 ≡ [a → ab]2 r7 ≡ [c]2 → a
r13 ≡ [b → λ]1
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
r
≡
[b
→
bc]
r
≡
[b
→
c]
r
≡
[d
→
λ]
⎪
⎪
2
8
14
2
2,
1
⎪
⎪
+
⎪
⎪
⎨
⎬
r3 ≡ [c]2 → b
r9 ≡ a2 → c 2
r15 ≡ [f → λ]1
R1 =
⎪
⎪
r10 ≡ [c → λ]2
r16 ≡ [f n ]2 → λ
⎪ r4 ≡ [a → bc]2
⎪
⎪
⎪
+ (n+1) ,
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪ r5 ≡ [a → c]2
⎪
r11 ≡ [d → df ]2 r17 ≡ f
→
λ
⎪
⎪
2
⎪
⎪
,
+
,
+
⎩
⎭
2
(n−1)
r18 ≡ f
→
λ
r6 ≡ b → c 2 r12 ≡ [a → λ]1
2
.
In this experiment, the parameter setting for QIEA is as follows: the population
size is 30 and the maximal number of independent runs is 30. In order to generate
the initial population, we consider 30 diﬀerent random subsets of R1 , and the
length of each individual is 18, which is same as the number of rules in the R1 .
In our experiment the computing result of each P system is the number of
object c in the skin membrane in the halting conﬁguration.
As n is variable,
#
#
the ﬁtness function is dynamic and represented as #the simulation result − n2 #.
When we compute the squares of diﬀerent numbers n, the ﬁtness function will
vary with the value of n. To avoid a non-ending computation, the maximal
number of steps allowed for each computational simulation of P systems is set
to (n + 5), which also changes with the value of n. Speciﬁcally, we generate a
new random number n before the evaluation and simulation of each P system,
and then the parameter value of n will be passed on to the corresponding ﬁtness
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function, the maximal number of steps allowed and the rules in the P system.
In this experiment the value of n varies from 2 to 100.
After performing 30 independent runs, the number of successful runs, in which
we evolve a correct P system to solve the square problem, is obtained. The number of successful runs, the average number of evolutionary generations required
and the computing time per run are shown in Table 1. The experimental results
show that 21 out of the 30 runs are successful, the remaining 9 runs fail to obtain
any satisfactory P systems for fulﬁlling the computing task. Out of 21 successful
runs, 12 satisfactory P systems (Psat ) are distinct; their sets of rules Rsat are
described as follows:
⎫
⎫
⎧
⎧
[a → ab]2 [d → λ]1
[a → ab]2 [b → λ]1
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎬
⎬
⎨
⎨
[b → bc]2 [f → λ]1
[b → bc]2 [d → λ]1
+ (n−1) ,
+ (n−1) ,
Rsat1 =
Rsat2 =
⎪
⎪
[d → df ]2 f
→ λ⎪
[d → df ]2 f
→ λ⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
2
2
⎭
⎭
⎩
⎩
[b → λ]1
[a → λ]1

Rsat3

⎫
⎫
⎧
⎧
[a → ab]2 [d → λ]1
[a → ab]2 [b → λ]1
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎬
⎬
⎨
⎨
[b → bc]2 [f → λ]1
[b → bc]2 [f → λ]1
+
,
+
,
Rsat4 =
=
(n−1)
(n−1)
⎪
⎪
[d → df ]2 f
→ λ⎪
[d → df ]2 f
→ λ⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
2
2
⎭
⎭
⎩
⎩
[a → λ]1
[a → λ]1

Rsat5

⎧
⎧
⎫
⎫
⎨ [a → ab]2 [a → λ]1
⎨ [a → ab]2 [b → λ]1
⎬
⎬
= [b → bc]2 [d → λ]1
Rsat6 = [b → bc]2 [f → λ]1
+
,
+
,
⎩
⎩
⎭
⎭
[d → df ]2 f (n−1) 2 → λ
[d → df ]2 f (n−1) 2 → λ

Rsat7

⎫
⎫
⎧
⎧
⎬
⎬
⎨ [a → ab]2 [d → λ]1
⎨ [a → ab]2 [a → λ]1
= [b → bc]2 [f → λ]1
Rsat8 = [b → bc]2 [f → λ]1
+
,
+
,
⎭
⎭
⎩
⎩
[d → df ]2 f (n−1) 2 → λ
[d → df ]2 f (n−1) 2 → λ

Rsat9

⎫
⎫
⎧
⎧
→ λ]
→ λ]
⎬
⎬
⎨ [a → ab]2 [d
⎨ [a → ab]2 [a
+ (n−1) 1,
+ (n−1) ,1
= [b → bc]2 f
=
R
f
→
λ
[b
→
bc]
→
λ
sat10
2
2
2
⎭
⎭
⎩
⎩
[d → df ]2
[d → df ]2

Rsat11

4.2

⎧
⎫

4
→ λ]
⎨ [a → ab]2 [f
⎬
+ (n−1) ,1
[a → ab]2 [d → df ]2
+
,
= [b → bc]2 f
=
R
→
λ
sat12
2
⎩
⎭
[b → bc]2 f (n−1) 2 → λ
[d → df ]2

Comparison with Genetic Algorithms

The second experiment aims to design a P system for computing the square of
number 4; this problem has been tackled by using a genetic algorithm (GA), as
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reported in [3]. In order to compare our approach with GAs, this experiment
uses the same initial conﬁguration and set of rules R2 :
(a) The initial conﬁguration is Π = (O,H, μ, w1 , w2 , R), where O = { a, b, c, z1 ,
z2 , z3 , z4 } is the alphabet, the set of labels H = {1, 2}, the membrane structure
μ = [[]2 ]1 and the initial multisets w1 = ∅ and w2 = a2 bz1 .
(b) The set of rules R2 is:
⎧
⎫
r1 ≡ [a → ab]2
r7 ≡ [z2 → z1 ]2 r13 ≡ [a → λ]1 ⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
r
≡
[b
→
bc]
r
≡
[z
→
z
]
r
≡
[b
→
λ]
⎪
2
8
3
4
14
2
2
1 ⎪
⎪
⎪
+
,
⎪
⎪
⎨ r ≡ c → b2
r9 ≡ [z1 ]2 → b
r15 ≡ [b → c]2 ⎬
3
2
.
R2 =
⎪ r4 ≡ [a → bc]2
⎪
r10 ≡ [z2 ]2 → a r16 ≡ [c → λ]2 ⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪ r5 ≡ [z1 → z2 ]
⎪
⎪
r11 ≡ [z3 ]2 → c r17 ≡ [z4 → z1 ]2 ⎪
⎪
⎪
2
⎪
⎪
⎩
⎭
r6 ≡ [z2 → z3 ]2 r12 ≡ [z4 ]2 → a r18 ≡ [z4 ]2 → b
A QIEA is used to evolve a P system computing the square of number 4, from an
initial population of P systems. The computing result of each P system is given
in the same form as in the previous experiment i.e., the number of object c in
the skin membrane in the halting conﬁguration; the expected result is obviously
16 copies of object c; the ﬁtness function is |the simulation result − 16|. We use
15 as the maximal number of steps allowed for each computational simulation
of P systems.
The parameter setting for QIEA is the same as in the ﬁrst example. The
number of successful runs out of 30 independent runs, the average number of
evolutionary generations required and the computing time per run are given in
Table 1. The best experimental result obtained by GAs in [3] is also presented in
Table 1. The evolution of average best ﬁtness function values from QIEA versus
the number of evolutionary generations is shown in Fig.4. In these two ﬁgures,
the x-axis shows the evolutionary generation and the y-axis shows the average
of best ﬁtness function values of 30 independent runs. Out of the 12 successful
runs by QIEA, 7 satisfactory P systems (Psat ) are distinct and their sets of rules
Rsat are described as follows:
⎧
⎧
⎫
⎫
[z2 → z3 ]2 ⎬
[z2 → z3 ]2 ⎬
⎨ [a → ab]2
⎨ [a → ab]2
Rsat1 = [b → bc]2
Rsat2 = [b → bc]2
[z3 → z4 ]2
[z3 → z4 ]2
⎩
⎩
⎭
⎭
[z1 → z2 ]2 [z4 ]2 → a
[z1 → z2 ]2 [z4 ]2 → b

Rsat3

⎧
[a → ab]2
⎪
⎪
⎨
[b → bc]2
=
⎪ [z1 → z2 ]2
⎪
⎩
[z2 → z3 ]2

⎫
[z3 → z4 ]2 ⎪
⎪
⎬
[a → λ]1
[b → λ]1 ⎪
⎪
⎭
[z4 ]2 → b

Rsat5

⎧
[a → ab]2
⎪
⎪
⎨
[b → bc]2
=
⎪
⎪ [z1 → z2 ]2
⎩
[z2 → z3 ]2

⎫
[z3 → z4 ]2 ⎪
⎪
⎬
[a → λ]1
[z4 ]2 → a ⎪
⎪
⎭

Rsat4

⎧
[a → ab]2
⎪
⎪
⎨
[b → bc]2
=
⎪ [z1 → z2 ]2
⎪
⎩
[z2 → z3 ]2

⎫
[z3 → z4 ]2 ⎪
⎪
⎬
[a → λ]1
[b → λ]1 ⎪
⎪
⎭
[z4 ]2 → a

Rsat6

⎧
[a → ab]2
⎪
⎪
⎨
[b → bc]2
=
⎪
⎪ [z1 → z2 ]2
⎩
[z2 → z3 ]2

⎫
[z3 → z4 ]2 ⎪
⎪
⎬
[a → λ]1
[z4 ]2 → b ⎪
⎪
⎭
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Rsat7

⎧
[a → ab]2
⎪
⎪
⎨
[b → bc]2
=
⎪
[z → z2 ]2
⎪
⎩ 1
[z2 → z3 ]2

⎫
[z3 → z4 ]2 ⎪
⎪
⎬
[b → λ]1
[z4 ]2 → a ⎪
⎪
⎭

Table 1. Experimental results (The symbol ‘–’ means that the information was not
provided in [3])

Experiments
n2

QIEA

2

QIEA

4

2

4

Average generations
18.47

2.97

12/30

20.97

3.13

1/30

–

–

50
40
30
20
10
0

0

5

10

Time per run(seconds)

21/30

Average of best fitnesses

Average of best fitnesses

GA

Successful runs

15
20
Generations

25

(a) Results from computing n2

30

10
8
6
4
2
0

0

5

10

15
20
Generations

25

30

(b) Results from computing 42

Fig. 4. The evolution of average best ﬁtness function values from QIEA versus the
number of evolutionary generations

The experimental results obtained from the two examples show that the introduced approach is feasible and eﬀective to evolve a P system for performing
a simple mathematical operation. Compared with the results in [3], we obtain
much more successful runs; this improved performance is a consequence of the
advantages of QIEAs outlined above. Table 1 shows better results for a general
n than for a given value 4, which results from diﬀerent rule sets R used in the
two cases. It is worth noting that since QIEAs do not use mutation operators, it
seems that the resulting search space may be considerably smaller. The mutation
operation in [3] might expand the search space, but its role is not clear, due to
the loss in performance.
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Conclusions

This paper presented a clear possibility on how to use QIEAs to design a desired
P system, including the coding, evolutionary process and evaluation function.
QIEAs use the Q-bit representation to encode membrane systems and apply the
Q-gate as an evolutionary operator to guide a membrane system toward the required model, instead of utilizing a crossover or a mutation operator as those
in GAs. As compared with GAs, QIEAs are simpler and therefore more appropriate for designing a P system. The experimental results from two examples
show that the approach is very promising to automatically evolve a membrane
system by employing a computer program. In further works, we will generalize
this approach to a more general or complex class of membrane systems. In the
presented method, the design of the set of rules and the ﬁtness function are very
important. Therefore, much attention will be devoted to them in future works.
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Abstract. Formal veriﬁcation of P systems using model checking has
attracted a signiﬁcant amount of research in recent years. However, up
to now only P systems with static structure have been considered. This
paper makes signiﬁcant advances in this area by considering P systems
with active membranes, in particular P systems with division rules. The
paper presents a theoretical framework for addressing this problem and
reports on a complex case study involving a well-known NP-complete
problem solved using P systems with membrane division rules. This is
implemented in Promela and non trivial properties are veriﬁed using
Spin.

1

Introduction

Inspired by the behaviour and functioning of a living cell, membrane computing
has emerged in recent years as a powerful modelling tool; various applications
have been reported [4], especially in biology and bio-medicine, but also in many
other areas, such as economics, approximate optimization and computer graphics [21]. Furthermore, software tools, such as P-Lingua [14], for simulating P
systems, have been developed and used in real life problems. Naturally, such
modelling and simulation tools must be accompanied by appropriate means of
formally verifying that the model satisﬁes the required properties.
One of the most widely used approaches to formal veriﬁcation is through
model checking. This uses a model of the implementation, given as an operational
speciﬁcation, and a speciﬁcation, given as a temporal logic formula, and veriﬁes,
on the entire state space of the model, whether the property holds or not. If the
property fails, then a counterexample is also returned.
Formal veriﬁcation of P systems using model-checking has attracted a significant amount of research in recent years, using tools such as Maude [1], PRISM
[22], NuSMV [13], Spin [7], [12] or ProB [10]. However, up to now only P systems
M. Gheorghe et al. (Eds.): CMC 2011, LNCS 7184, pp. 215–225, 2012.
c Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2012
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with static structure have been considered. Some of the aforementioned investigations consider cell dissolution rules, but in this case a simple ﬂag, indicating
whether the membrane exists or not in the current conﬁguration, can be used to
address the change in the membrane structure. This is, indeed, a clear weakness
of these approaches since, in biology, the membrane structure is not static, but
it evolves and changes in time. Furthermore, P systems with active membranes
have a wide range of applications; in particular, P systems with division rules
are used to devise eﬃcient solutions to computationally hard problems [21].
This paper makes signiﬁcant advances in the area of model checking based veriﬁcation of P systems by considering P systems with active membranes. Firstly,
it devises a theoretical framework for addressing this problem: it describes the
Kripke structure associated with a P system with active membranes and how
this can be translated into an executable implementation; it also shows how
properties that can be formulated for the P system can be translated into properties of the executable implementation. Secondly, it reports on a complex case
study involving a well-known NP-complete problem solved in linear time and in
an uniform way using P systems with membrane division rules [17]. The solution
was improved in [8], where the total cost is logarithmic in one variable and linear
in the rest, but this improvement is not essential in the context of this paper.
For this example, a number of non-trivial properties of the model are formulated
and veriﬁed using the Spin model checker [2].
The paper is structured as follows. We start by presenting in Section 2 the
notation and main concepts to be used in the paper. Section 3 presents the
theoretical background for our approach. The case study and empirical results
are given in the next two sections, while Section 6 discusses related work. Finally,
conclusions are drawn in Section 7.

2
2.1

Background
P Systems

Before presenting our approach to P system veriﬁcation, let us establish the
notation used and deﬁne the class of cell-like P systems addressed in the paper.
Basically, a P system is deﬁned as a hierarchical arrangement of membranes,
identifying corresponding regions of the system. Each region has an associated
ﬁnite multiset of objects and a ﬁnite set of rules; both may be empty. Given
a ﬁnite alphabet V = {a1 , ..., ap }, a multiset is either denoted by a string u ∈
V ∗ (in which the order is not important, the string notation is only used as
a convention), or by an associated vector of non-negative integers, ΨV (u) =
(|u|a1 , ..., |u|ap ), where |u|ai denotes the number of ai occurrences in u, for each
1 ≤ i ≤ p.
The following deﬁnition refers to cell-like P systems with active membranes
(see [19, 20] or [21] page 284, for details).
Deﬁnition 1. A P system is a tuple Π = (V, H, μ, w1 , . . . , wn , R), where V is
a ﬁnite set, called alphabet; H is a ﬁnite set of labels for membranes; μ is a
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membrane structure (a rooted tree), consisting of n membranes injectively labelled
with elements of H; wi , 1 ≤ i ≤ n, are strings over V , describing the multisets
of objects initially placed in the n regions of μ; R is a ﬁnite set of rules, where
each rule is of one of the following forms:
(a) [a → v]α
h , where h ∈ H, α ∈ {+, −, 0} (electrical charges), a ∈ V and v is a
string over V describing a multiset of objects associated with membranes and
depending on the label and the charge of the membranes (evolution rules).
β
(b) a[]α
h → [b]h , where h ∈ H, α, β ∈ {+, −, 0}, a, b ∈ V (send-in communication
rules). An object is introduced in the membrane, possibly modiﬁed, and the
initial charge α is changed to β.
β
(c) [a]α
h → []h b, where h ∈ H, α, β ∈ {+, −, 0}, a, b ∈ V (send-out communication rules). An object is sent out of the membrane, possibly modiﬁed, and
the initial charge α is changed to β.
(d) [a]α
h → b, where h ∈ H, α ∈ {+, −, 0}, a, b ∈ V (dissolution rules). A
membrane with a speciﬁc charge is dissolved in reaction with an object a
(possibly modiﬁed).
β
γ
(e) [a]α
h → [b]h [c]h , where h ∈ H, α, β, γ ∈ {+, −, 0}, a, b, c ∈ V (division rules).
A membrane is divided into two membranes. The objects inside the membrane are replicated, except for a, that may be modiﬁed in each membrane.
The membrane structure, μ, is denoted by a string of left and right brackets ([l
and ]el ), each with the label l of the membrane; the electrical charge e of each
membrane is also given. The environment is only used to send the answer to and
we do not capture its structure into this deﬁnition.
The rules are applied in maximally parallel mode, which means that they are
used in all the regions at the same time and in each region all the objects to which
a rule can be applied must be the subject of a rule application [19]. However, any
membrane can be subject of only one rule of types (b) – (e) in one computation
step. In type (e) (membrane division) rules, all the contents present before the
division, except for object a, can be the subject of rules in parallel with the
division. In this case we consider that in a single step two processes take place:
ﬁrst the contents are aﬀected by the rules applied to them, and after that the
results are replicated into the two new membranes. If a membrane is dissolved,
its content (multiset and interior membranes) becomes part of the immediately
external membrane which has not been dissolved at that computation step. The
skin is never dissolved neither divided. The behaviour of this system is precisely
the same as the behaviour mentioned in [15–17], [19–21].
A conﬁguration of the P system Π is uniquely identiﬁed by the current membrane structure μ and the contents of each region in μ . A transition step from a
conﬁguration c1 to a conﬁguration c2 is realized if the P system can evolve from
c1 to c2 by using the maximal parallelism mode (as well as the rule restrictions
stated above); this is denoted by c1 =⇒ c2 . In the set of all conﬁgurations, we
will distinguish halting conﬁgurations; c is a halting conﬁguration if there is no
region i such that its contents can be further developed.
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Linear Temporal Logic

The Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) was introduced by Amir Pnueli in 1977 [18]
for the veriﬁcation of computer programs. Compared to CTL (Computation Tree
Logic) [5], LTL does not have an existential path quantiﬁer (the E of CTL). An
LTL formula has to be true over all paths, having the form Af , where f is a path
formula in which the only state subformulas permitted are atomic propositions.
Given a set of atomic propositions AP , an LTL path formula [5] is either:
– If p ∈ AP , then p is a path formula.
– If f and g are path formulas, then ¬f , f ∨ g, f ∧ g, Xf , Ff , Gf , f Ug and
f Rg are path formulas, where:
• The X operator (“neXt time”, also written ) requires that a property
holds in the next state of the path.
• The F operator (“eventually” or “in the future”, also written ♦) is used
to assert that a property will hold at some state on the path.
• Gf (“always” or “globally”, also written ) speciﬁes that a property, f ,
holds at every state on the path.
• f Ug operator (U means “until”) holds if there is a state on the path
where g holds, and at every preceding state on the path, f holds. This
operator requires that f has to hold at least until g, which holds at the
current or a future position.
• R (“release”) is the logical dual of the U operator. It requires that the
second property holds along the path up to and including the ﬁrst state
where the ﬁrst property holds. However, the ﬁrst property is not required
to hold eventually: if f never becomes true, g must remain true forever.

3

Theoretical Basis for Model Checking of P Systems
with Active Membranes

In this section we describe the transformation of a P system with active membranes into a Kripke structure, by extending the approach given in [7] and [11]
for P systems with static structure.
Deﬁnition 2. A Kripke structure over a set of atomic propositions AP is a four
tuple M = (S, H, I, L), where S is a ﬁnite set of states; H ⊆ S ×S is a transition
relation that must be left-total, that is, for every state s ∈ S there is a state
s ∈ S such that (s, s ) ∈ H; I ⊆ S is a set of initial states; L : S −→ 2AP is an
interpretation function, that labels each state with the set of atomic propositions
true in that state.
Usually, the Kripke structure representation of a system results by giving values
to every variable in each conﬁguration of the system. Suppose var1 , . . . , vark are
the system variables, V ali denotes the set of values for vari and vali is a value
from V ali , 1 ≤ i ≤ k. Then the states of the system are S = {(val1 , . . . , valk ) |
val1 ∈ V al1 , . . . , valk ∈ V alk }, and the set of atomic predicates are
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AP = {(vari = vali ) | 1 ≤ i ≤ k, vali ∈ V ali }. Naturally, L will map each
state (given by the values of variables) onto the corresponding set of atomic
propositions. For convenience, in the sequel the expressions of AP and L will
not be explicitly given, the implication being that they are deﬁned as above.
Obviously, in a P system with division rules the number of membranes can
grow inﬁnitely. For practical reasons, we will allow only a ﬁnite number of membranes and will assume that the upper bound k on this number is known beforehand. However, this is not a limitation because, given a speciﬁc P system, this
upper bound can be estimated. Then, a conﬁguration of a P system can be represented by a tuple c = (var1 , . . . , vark ), where vari holds the current contents
ui of region i (a special symbol not in V will be used when the ith membrane
does not exist), the membrane label, its electrical charge and the number of the
parent membrane.
Consider a P system Π = (V, H, μ, w1 , . . . , wn , R) with R = {r1 , . . . , rm }. The
states of the Kripke structure associated with Π will correspond to the conﬁgurations of the P system (plus two special states, as explained later). Given two
conﬁgurations, c and d, there is a transition from c to d if for every membrane i in
c there exist ni1 , . . . , nim , such that the following conditions hold simultaneously:
– At least one rule is applied, i.e. there exists i such that ni1 + . . . + nim > 0;
– d is obtained from c by applying rules r1 , . . . , rm , ni1 , . . . , nim times, respectively, for every membrane i;
– Any membrane can be subject of only one rule of type (b) – (e), i.e. for every
i, there exists at most one j, 1 ≤ j ≤ m, such that nij > 0 and rule rj is of
type (b) – (e); furthermore, in this case nij = 1;
– A computation from c develops in maximally parallel mode, i.e. for every
membrane i and every j, 1 ≤ j ≤ m, if rules r1 , . . . , rm can be applied
ni1 , . . . , nij−1 , (nij + 1), nij+1 . . . , nim times, respectively, in c then: (1) rj is of
type (b)–(e) and (2) there exists l, 1 ≤ l ≤ m such that rl is of type (b)–(e)
and nil = 1.
In order to keep the number of states ﬁnite, for each conﬁguration u we will
assume that each component of ΨV (u) has an established upper bound, denoted
M ax, and each rule can only be applied for at most a given number of times,
denoted Sup (therefore ni1 , . . . , nim ≤ Sup in the above deﬁnition). Whenever
(at least) one of these upper bounds is exceeded, extra transitions to a special
state, Crash, are added. Consequently, as long as the veriﬁcation is performed
for “speciﬁc” P systems (and not for a class of P systems), then this upper
bound is not a limiting factor. However, the upper bounds and the Crash state
are added just to prevent an unexpected behaviour, caused by a P system with
a misleading computation.
The halting conﬁgurations of the P system (i.e. in which no rule can be applied) are also represented by extra transitions, to another special state, Halt. In
order for the transition relation to be left-total, loop-back transitions in Crash
and Halt are also added.
One additional problem arises when implementing the Kripke structure deﬁned above: most modelling languages (Promela included) do not support the
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Table 1. Reformulating the basic LTL operators for the Promela speciﬁcation of a P
system
Property

LTL specification

Gp
Fp
pUq
Xp
pRq

[ ] ( p || !pInS )
<> ( p && pInS )
(p || !pInS) U (q && pInS)
X ( !pInS U ( p && pInS))
( p && pInS ) V ( q || !pInS )

existential (or the universal) quantiﬁer. Consequently, a transition involving ∃
(as in the Kripke structure representation of a P system) is normally implemented as a sequence of transitions (e.g. a “do - od” loop in Promela) and so
additional (intermediary) states are introduced into the model. Naturally, the
intermediary states cannot be allowed to form inﬁnite loops and so every possible path in the Promela executable model will contain inﬁnitely often states
corresponding to the P system conﬁgurations. These assumptions ensure that
every path in the P system has at least one corresponding path in the Promela
model and vice versa.
Naturally, the properties to be veriﬁed (and which refer to the given P system)
will need to be reformulated as equivalent formulas for the associated Promela
model. Table 1 summarizes the transformations of basic LTL formulas for the
Promela implementation, as formally proven in [12] (pInS is a predicate which
holds in the original (non-intermediary) states). For example, ‘always b > 0’
(the number of occurrences of b objects is always greater than 0), will become,
for the Promela model, ‘Globally b > 0 or not pInS’ (we expect b > 0 only
for conﬁgurations corresponding to the P system, but not for the intermediary
states).

4

Case Study: The Subset Sum Problem

The Subset Sum problem has been used with some classes of P systems with
active membranes in order to illustrate the eﬃciency and power of these mechanisms for solving NP-complete problems in an uniform way ([8, 9, 15–17]). Most
of these solutions follow a similar scenario with a number of stages: generation,
calculation, checking and output. This is important for the approach we suggest
as we can identify speciﬁc properties for some of these stages as well as global
ones.
The Subset Sum problem can be formulated as follows:
Given a ﬁnite set A = {a1 , . . . , an }, of n elements, where each element ai
has an associated weight, wi , and a constant k ∈ N , it is requested to determine
whether or not there exists a subset B ⊆ A such that w(B) = k, where w(B) =

ai ∈B wi .
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For given n and k, a P system with active membranes Π(n, k) is constructed
to solve the Subset Sum problem - for details see [17]. The P system is given by
Π(n, k) = (Γ (n, k), {e, s}, μ, we , ws , R, i(n, k)), where
– Γ (n, k) = {x0 , x1 , . . . , xn } ∪ {ā0 , ā, a0 , a, d1 , e0 , . . . , en , q, q0 , . . . , q2k+1 ,
z0 , . . . , z2n+2k+2 , Y es, N o0 , N o, #} is the alphabet;
– μ = [s [e ]0e ]0s is the membrane structure;
– ws = z0 , we = e0 ak are the initial multisets;
wn
1
– i(n, k) = e and contains the code xw
1 . . . xn ;
– the set of evolution rules, R, consists of
+
(1) [ei ]0e → [q]−
e [ei ]e , 0 ≤ i ≤ n;
+
0
[ei ]e → [ei+1 ]e [ei+1 ]+
e , 0 ≤ i ≤ n − 1. For each subset of A a membrane
is generated.
+
(2) [x0 → ā0 ]0e ; [x0 → λ]+
e ; [xi → xi−1 ]e , for 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
The code from the input membrane is built in such a way that the
multiplicity of xj represents the weight of aj ∈ A. These three rules
calculates in ā0 the weight of a subset.
−
−
(3) [q → q0 ]−
e ; [ā0 → a0 ]e ; [ā → a]e .
These rules mark the beginning of the checking stage; the weight of the
subset is now coded by the multiplicity of a0 .
0
0
−
(4) [a0 ]−
e → []e #; [a]e → []e #.
The number of occurrences of a0 and a are compared in a checking loop.
0
(5) [q2j → q2j+1 ]−
e , 0 ≤ j ≤ k; [q2j+1 → q2j+2 ]e , 0 ≤ j ≤ k − 1.
Objects qi are utilised as counters of the checking loop.
0
0
0
−
−
(6) [q2k+1 ]−
e → []e Y es; [q2k+1 ]e → []e #; [q2j+1 ]e → []e #; 0 ≤ j ≤ k − 1.
These rules provide an answer to the checking loop given that there
are the same number of a0 and a, more a0 objects, or more a objects,
respectively.
(7) [zi → zi+1 ]0s , 0 ≤ i ≤ 2n + 2k + 1; [z2n+2k+2 → d1 N o0 ]0s .
Objects zi control the checking stage in all membranes. When the checking stage is over d1 and N o0 are released into the skin membrane.
+
+
0
+
0
(8) [d1 ]0s → []+
s d1 ; [N o0 → N o]s ; [Y es]s → []s Y es; [N o]s → []s N o.
In the ﬁnal stage either Y es or N o is sent out into the environment.

5

Experimental Results

In the sequel we will show how diﬀerent properties of the above P system, providing an answer to an instance of the Subset Sum problem, can be checked. We
start with some simpler properties and then will focus on some more complex
ones that have been revealed by the current literature [17]. Before starting the
presentation of these properties it is important to mention that many of the
properties require some transformations or adaptations in order to be checked
and validated - as discussed in Section 3.
We have considered diﬀerent instances of the Subset Sum problem. We have
considered a set A with two and three elements, weights between one and three,
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Table 2. Some properties veriﬁed for the Promela speciﬁcations of two P systems,
providing an answer to the Subset Sum problem
Property

LTL specification

Result 1

Result 2

Generally, there is not YES
in the environment.

[ ](env.Yes == 0 || !pInS)

false

true

Generally, there is not NO in
the environment.

[ ](env.No == 0 || !pInS)

true

false

Eventually, there is YES in
the environment.

<>(env.Yes == 1 && pInS)

true

false

Eventually, there is NO in
the environment.

<>(env.No == 1 && pInS)

false

true

When e1 appears in a speciﬁc membrane 1, with electrical charge 0, then a q will
appear with a negative electrical charge.

[ ]( ( membr[1].e[1]==1
&& membr[1].charge==0
-> <> (membr[1].q==1 &&
membr[1].charge==-1 &&
pInS)) || !pInS)

true

true

When e1 appears in a speciﬁc membrane 1, with electrical charge 0, then a q will
appear with a positive electrical charge.

[ ]( ( membr[1].e[1]==1
&& membr[1].charge==0
-> <> (membr[1].q==1 &&
membr[1].charge==1 &&
pInS)) || !pInS)

false

false

For all i, j, if ei appears in
membrane j, with electrical
charge 0, then q will appear
in the same membrane with
a negative electrical charge.

[ ]((i>=0 && i<3 && j>=0 &&
j<10 && (membr[j].e[i]==1
&& membr[j].charge==0
-> <> (membr[j].q==1 &&
membr[j].charge==-1 &&
pInS))) ||!pInS)

true

true

and values of k between two and four. We have tested both cases, with and
without solution. In Table 2 we present some properties veriﬁed for the Promela
speciﬁcation of the P system. The ﬁrst two columns express the properties to
be veriﬁed and the last two columns the results obtained for two instances of
the Subset Sum P systems. The ﬁrst example is n = 3, k = 4, w = [ 1, 2, 2 ]
and has the associated results in the third column, while the second example is
n = 3, k = 3, w = [ 2, 2, 2 ] and the model checker answers are given in the last
column of Table 2.
We ﬁrst checked whether there is a solution for a given instance of Subset
Sum (“Generally, there is not N O in the environment”). As said above we had
to slightly change the query due to the current codiﬁcation of the P system into
Promela and the associated Kripke structure. The current form of the query is
[ ](env.N o == 0 || !pInS), which means that we consider only states associated
with the P system and not intermediary ones and check the variable N o from
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the environment, env.N o, to be 0. The same behaviour of the system can be
checked by “Eventually, there is Y ES in the environment”.
Based on rule of the type “(1)” it can be shown that when ei appears in a
speciﬁc e membrane, or more generally, in any such membrane, with electrical
charge 0, then in the membrane obtained from it with negative electrical charge,
q will appear.
We have also made some experiments running simulations with both P-Lingua
and the Promela code. The results obtained were the same (ﬁnal conﬁguration,
number of steps, obtained membranes etc.) and the two simulations have produced values of the same order of magnitude regarding the elapsed time. This
shows that the Kripke structure underlying the translation from P-Lingua to
Promela does not introduce much overhead into the system.
For the two instances of the Subset Sum P systems considered before, the
maximum number of membranes obtained during the P system computation
was 16 (corresponding to n = 3) and the veriﬁcation time of each property listed
in Table 2 was 7 − 8 seconds.
In future experiments we will test the limit for which Spin can produce a response in a reasonable time interval and will investigate how our implementation
can be improved in order to cope with the well-known state explosion problem
associated with model checking. We also aim to address more complex properties
as well as to identify invariants of various stages.

6

Related Work

A ﬁrst approach on P system veriﬁcation using model checking is introduced in
[1]. The authors transform P systems into executable speciﬁcations written in
Maude, a programming language and the software system developed around it,
that uses a rewriting semantics. Further, the LTL model checker of Maude is
used to verify some properties of the P systems.
Other papers [6, 7] tackle the decidability problem of P system properties.
The models used for experiments are, similarly to those in [1], simple cell-like
P systems, generating for example n2 . They present membrane dissolving rules,
but no membrane division. The tools used for experimentation are Omega and
Spin, the authors conclusion is that Spin is preferable over Omega for model
checking P systems.
Another paper that compares the experimental results obtained by two main
stream model checkers is [12], which concludes that Spin achieves better performance than NuSMV for P system models. More details regarding the P system transformation into SMV, the language accepted by NuSMV, are given in
[11, 13], which use the model checker counterexamples for test generation.
In [22] the probabilistic model checker Prism is employed to verify a stochastic
P system. The paper presents a case study representing the cell cycle in eukaryotes, described using a P system speciﬁcation which is translated into Prism.
Speciﬁc questions are then formulated and run against the Prism speciﬁcation
of the P system. Daikon, a dynamic invariant detector, has been used in a similar
context to extract P systems properties, which were later validated by Prism [3].
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The ProB model checker is employed in [10] to verify P systems translated
into Event-B.

7

Conclusions and Future Work

This paper makes signiﬁcant advances in the area of model checking based veriﬁcation of P systems by considering P systems with active membranes, in particular P systems with cell division rules, having a bounded number of produced
membranes. It devises a theoretical framework for model checking of P systems, by extending the previous work on this subject to P systems with active
membranes. This is implemented in Spin for a complex case study involving
a well-known NP-complete problem. For this example, a number of non-trivial
properties of the model are formulated and veriﬁed. The case study is very relevant for our approach since division rules may be the source of drastic change
in the membrane structure.
In future experiments we aim to address more complex properties of the example considered here and to identify invariants of various stages. More complex
instances (for larger n and k) will be tested and improvements of the Promela
implementation will be sought in order to deal with the state explosion problem.
Future work will also involve automating the process of transforming the P system speciﬁcation, given as a P-Lingua ﬁle, into a Promela model and applying
this approach on other challenging, real life examples.
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Abstract. Clock-free P systems are an almost completely asynchronous
model of P systems in which each rule application lasts for a diﬀerent
time. This makes the processes in this model more similar to the chemical
processes in the biological cell, but also poses similar design problems as
in concurrent programming. In this paper an attempt is made to solve
synchronisation problems in clock-free P systems using the approaches
commonly used in concurrent programming.

1

Introduction

In the recent years high-performance parallel computing has become available to
a stunning number of computer stations. Running several tasks at the same time
is now possible on the majority of desktop PCs. Parallelism in itself, however, can
only be used to solve very speciﬁc problems. Often synchronisation mechanisms
are imperatively required between the independent threads of execution. In such
situations critical resources, which must be used in cooperation, appear. This
leads to concurrency problems. While most of such problems do not have stock
solutions, they can frequently be classiﬁed or decomposed into a combination of
classical concurrency problems.
The emergence of parallel desktop computing has transformed concurrency
problems from situations conﬁned to computing laboratories into problems which
must be solved by any computer application developer who has the goal of
creating a competitive product. Every programming framework which claims to
be complete provides synchronisation mechanisms which are nothing but ways
to solve concurrency problems.
P systems have always been an inherently parallel computing device. Classic
P system models have a global clock which makes synchronisation easier. Nevertheless, clock-free P systems exist in which the global clock is absent. This makes
clock-free P systems very similar to modern-day highly parallel computing architectures, in which separate computing devices are not that well synchronised
M. Gheorghe et al. (Eds.): CMC 2011, LNCS 7184, pp. 226–242, 2012.
c Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2012
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with each other. For example, one might consider modern multi-core symmetric multiprocessing systems (including wide-spread desktop CPUs) in which the
processors have a diﬀerent clock each, despite being located on the same chip.
In this paper we will attempt to study how far the analogy goes and whether it
is possible to reuse the achievements in the domain of concurrent programming
to easier design clock-free P systems to solve a speciﬁc problem.
On other hand, solving concurrency problems in clock-free P systems may
prove useful for concurrent programming. Rule applications in clock-free P systems are more similar to their biological counterparts and thus ﬁt the model of a
group of concurrent processes more naturally. Moreover, the high-level abstraction which leads to non-deterministic time for each a rule to complete as well
as for the P system to halt is quite speciﬁc. It reﬂects really nicely the situations in concurrent programming when the programmer has no way of knowing
beforehand how long will certain sections of the program take to complete and,
therefore, he can treat these times as random.
In this paper we will attempt to exploit this similarity and explore how well
are the approaches usually applied in concurrent programming suited for making
clock-free P systems design clearer and easier.

2

Concurrency: Clock-Free P Systems vs. P Systems
with a Global Clock

When talking about P systems, their intrinsic parallelism is often highlighted.
Indeed, all P system models have compartments (or analogous constructions)
which evolve in parallel. Moreover, the rules are usually applied in parallel as
well. Thus, many P system models have at least two distinct levels of parallelism.
However, as mentioned above, to solve real-world problems with such parallel
architectures, we need to be able to solve concurrency problems ﬁrst.
The majority of P system models have a convenient built-in component which
facilitates synchronisation: the global clock. The models evolve in well-deﬁned
steps which occur strictly at the “ticks” of this global clock. This does not oﬀer
solutions to synchronisation problems for granted, but it certainly provides a
useful reference frame for assuring the proper timing of parallel processes with
respect to each other.
In this paper we will focus on the clock-free model which does not deﬁne a
clock at all. In this model each application of a rule takes a (randomly) diﬀerent
time, which is generally a real value. It is thus impossible to know when exactly
an application of a rule will add its right-hand side to the contents of the region
it is associated with.
Certainly, considerably more eﬀort is necessary to assure synchronisation between several processes in a clock-free P system than in a P system with a global
clock. In this paper we will try to focus on creating some basic synchronisation
mechanisms in this newer computational model, whose setup is more relaxed
with respect to timing requirements.
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We feel it important to remark that this paper does not attempt to study the relationship between clock-free P systems and conventional P systems, though. Even
if a way to reduce clock-free P systems to a stricter model is found, it will no aﬀect
the results shown in this paper, due to the fact that the focus is rather on the handling concurrent processes rather than on the speciﬁc features of a certain model.

3
3.1

Preliminaries
P Systems

A clock-free membrane system is deﬁned by a tuple
Π = (O, C, μ, w1 , w2 , · · · , wm , R1 , R2 , . . . , Rm , i0 ), where
O
C

is a ﬁnite set of objects,
is a ﬁnite set of catalysts, C ∈ O,

μ

is a hierarchical structure of m membranes, bijectively labeled
by 1, . . . , m; the interior of each membrane deﬁnes a region;

wi

the environment is referred to as region 0,
is the initial multiset in region i, 1 ≤ i ≤ m,

Ri
i0

is the set of rules of region i, 1 ≤ i ≤ m,
is the output region.

The rules of a clock-free membrane system have the form u → v, where u ∈
O+ , v ∈ (O × T ar)∗ . In the case of non-cooperative rules, u ∈ O. The target
indications from T ar = {here, out} ∪ {inj | 1 ≤ j ≤ m} are written in the
following way: (a, t), a ∈ O, t ∈ T ar and the target here is typically omitted.
The rules are applied in a maximally parallel way: no further rule should be
applicable to the idle objects. In the case of non-cooperative systems, all objects
evolve by the associated rules in the corresponding regions (except objects a in
regions i such that Ri does not contain any rule a → u, but these objects do not
contribute to the result). Rules are non-deterministically chosen at each moment
in time when a change occurs in the conﬁguration of the P system. The process
of choosing which rules should be applied does not take any time.
In this paper we will consider that rule applications work in the following
way: at the start of application the multiset in the left-hand side of the rule is
subtracted from the corresponding region. When a rule application is complete,
the multiset in the right-hand side of the rule is added to the corresponding
region. No other processes pertaining to the rule application occur during the
application. The time between the start and the end of a rule application is
random and may be diﬀerent for diﬀerent applications of the same rule.
Rules with catalysts represent a special kind of cooperative rules which may
only have two objects in the left-hand side, one of which is re-introduced in the
system by the application of the rule. For example:
ca → cγ, c ∈ C, a ∈ O, γ ∈ O∗ .
Here c is the catalyst; it said to catalyse the application of the rule ca → cγ.
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Rules with multistable catalysts are rules in which the catalyst is allowed to
change into a diﬀerent catalyst. In the case of bistable catalysts, c may turn to c
after having catalysed a reaction and c may turn into c, while transformations
of c and c to other symbols are not allowed in reactions where c and c serve as
catalysts. The following is an example of a rule with a bistable catalyst:
ca → c γ, c, c ∈ C, a ∈ O, γ ∈ O∗ .
Generally speaking, an n-stable catalyst is a sequence
(ci )1≤i≤n = (c1 , c2 , . . . , cn ), ci ∈ C, 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
The rules which can be catalysed by this catalyst are of the form
ci a → cj γ, (i, j) ∈ {(i, j) | j = i + 1, 1 ≤ i < n} ∪ {n, 1},
where a ∈ O and γ ∈ O∗ . Intuitively, the sequence (ci )1≤i≤n can be perceived
as the series of states the catalyst is allowed to (sequentially) go through.
In clock-free P systems with promoters/inhibitors we consider rules of the
following forms:
– u → v|a , a ∈ O – this rule is only allowed to be applied when the membrane
it is associated with contains at least an instance of a; a is called the promoter
of this rule;
– u → v|¬a , a ∈ O – this rule is only allowed to be applied when the membrane
it is associated with contains no instances of a; a is called the inhibitor of
this rule.
Rules do not consume the corresponding promoters/inhibitors. A rule may have
both a promoter and an inhibitor at the same time, in which case it can only
be applied when there is at least one instance of the promoter and no instances
of the inhibitor in the region. Note also that a single instance of an object may
act as a promoter for more than one instance of rewriting rules during the same
transition.
A sequence of transitions is called a computation. The computation halts
when such a conﬁguration is reached that no rules are applicable.
In this paper we will only allow rules with promoters and catalysts.
3.2

Concurrency

A resource is any object which can used (read or written) by an active entity.
A critical resource is an object which may happen to be accessed by more than
one active entity at the same time.
A concurrency problem is a situation during the execution of a group of threads
when more than one thread accesses a critical resource. A solution to a concurrency problem is a way to (partially) order the execution of the threads in the
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group in such a way that parallel accesses to the critical resource do not deteriorate the execution of the group of threads and do not distort the results of
execution.
A barrier is a synchronisation method for a group of threads. A thread is not
allowed to proceed from the point in the code where the barrier is declared until
all other threads in the group have reached the barrier.
A semaphore is a synchronisation mechanism introduced by E. W. Dijkstra
in [1]. It includes a counter initialised to the value N which can be modiﬁed by
one of the following operations:
– P – checks if the current counter value is greater than 0; decrements it if it
is greater than zero or waits until it gets greater than 0;
– V – increments the counter if its value is less than N and does nothing
otherwise.
A lock is a semaphore with N = 1.

4

Strategies

We will call a set transformation of A, A ⊆ U any function TA : A ∪ {∅} → 2U ,
where U is the universal set of entities. A multiset transformation of A is any
function MA : A → U ∗ .
We deﬁne an application of the set transformation TA to a set B ⊆ A in the
following way:
5
b∈B TA (b), for B = ∅,
TA (B) =
for B = ∅.
TA (∅),
The application of MA to a multiset w ∈ A∗ is deﬁned in an analogous way,
with the operation of set union being substituted with the operation of multiset
union and the empty set being substituted with λ.
A non-conﬂicting set transformation of A is such a transformation of A that
T (a) ∩ A ⊆ {a}.
A non-conﬂicting multiset transformation is deﬁned in an analogous way.
Informally, the application of a non-conﬂicting transformation to B only adds
new objects to B. This property is especially important for multisets, in which
case an application of a non-conﬂicting transformation is guaranteed to not
modify the quantity of elements other than its argument.
We deﬁne a parametrised set transformation TAP of a set A to be any function TAP : (A ∪ {∅}) × P → 2U , where P is a set of valid parameter values. A
parametrised multiset transformation MAP is a function MAP : (A∪{∅})×P → U ∗ .
A strategy for a P system Π is deﬁned by the following tuple:
SΠ = (TO , Mw1 , Mw2 , . . . , Mwm , TR1 , TR2 , . . . , TRm ), where
TA
Mwi

are set transformations of the sets A, A ∈ {O} ∪ {Ri | 1 ≤ i ≤ m},
are non-conﬂicting multiset transformations of O associated with
the corresponding multisets wi , 1 ≤ i ≤ m.
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P
A parametrised strategy SΠ
, p ∈ P is a strategy in which all transformations are
parametrised.
Strategies for catalytic P systems include a set transformation TC of the set
of catalysts C.
An application of a strategy SΠ to the corresponding P system Π =
(O, μ, w1 , w2 , . . . , wm , R1 , R2 , . . . , Rm , i0 ) is deﬁned in the following way:

SΠ (Π) = (TO (O), μ, Mw1 (w1 ), Mw2 (w2 ), . . . , Mwm (wm ),
TR1 (R1 ), TR2 (R2 ), TRm (Rm ), i0 ).
An application of a parametrised strategy SΠ to Π is correspondingly deﬁned
as follows:
SΠ (Π, p) = (TO (O, p), μ, Mw1 (w1 , p), Mw2 (w2 , p), . . . , Mwm (wm , p),
TR1 (R1 , p), TR2 (R2 , p), TRm (Rm , p), i0 ).
Applications of strategies to catalytic P systems include the application of the
corresponding set transformation TC of the set of catalysts to C.
A (parametrised) strategy can be perceived as a way to modify an aspect of the
functionality of a P system. Strategies also oﬀer the advantage of extensibility,
because they allow building the necessary behaviour out of speciﬁc elements.
In this paper we will consider synchronisation strategies which will assure the
proper time ordering of the applications of rules a clock-free P system.
For a more comprehensive introduction of strategies, see [5].

5

Synchronisation of Rule Applications

Due to the fact that in clock-free P systems diﬀerent applications of the same rule
may last diﬀerently, one of the basic problems is knowing when all applications
of the rule a → γ, a ∈ O, γ ∈ O∗ have ﬁnished and added their right-hand sides
to the corresponding multisets. Note that the ability to detect this moment in
time will re-establish a situation remotely similar to what happens in P system
models with a global clock.
We will refer to the rule whose applications we would like to synchronise as
the target rule.
In the following subsections we will consider the possible ways of solving the
posed synchronisation problem. To simplify descriptions, we will only consider
one-membrane transitional clock-free P systems in this section:
Π = (O, C, [ ] 1 , w, R, 1).
We will consider more complex membrane structures in subsequent sections.
It is important to remark that maximal parallelism can already be seen as a
synchronisation mechanism: it may be used to force two processes to run at the
same time. Maximal parallelism in itself, however, is quite weak in this regard;
additional eﬀort is required to achieve sensible degree of control over the asynchronous events in a clock-free P system. The synchronisation solutions exposed
in this article do rely on maximal parallelism to achieve the corresponding goals.
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5.1

Sequential Strategy

One of the most obvious ways to address any synchronisation problem is avoiding
parallelism at all. This simpliﬁes the problem greatly and often leads to concise
and clear solutions. The principal drawback of this approach is that it literally
wastes the parallel capabilities of the device it is implemented on.
For the sequential strategy we will demand that, for the target rule a → γ
the following holds:
a∈
/ γ.
A sequential strategy may be described in the following way:
R(S)

SeqR = (TO

R(S)

, TC

R(S)

, MwR(S) , TR

), where

a → γ ∈ R,
R(S)

TO

(a, a → γ) = {a, f1a , f2a , f3a , pa , sa },

R(S)

TO

(b, a → γ) = {b}, b ∈ O\{a},

R(S)
TO (∅, a
R(S)

TC

→ γ) = ∅,

(∅, a → γ) = {ca },

R(S)

(c2 , a → γ) = {c2 , ca }, C = {c2 } ∪ C1 ,

R(S)

(c1 , a → γ) = {c1 }, c1 ∈ C1 ,

TC
TC

MwR(S) (an , a → γ) = an pa ,
MwR(S) (bm , a → γ) = bm , b ∈ W \{a}, where W is the underlying set of w,
MwR(S) (λ, a → γ) = λ,
R(S)

TR

(a → γ, a → γ) = {ca a → ca f1a f2a γ|pa , pa → λ, f1a → λ|a , f2a → f3a ,
f3a → pa |a , f3a → sa |f1a , f1a → λ|f3a },
R(S)

TR

(r, a → γ) = {r}, r ∈ R\{a → γ}.
R(S)

We will explicitly remark that TC (C) = C ∪ {ca }. The (S) notation indicates
that the transformations pertain to the sequential strategy.
The rules and symbols added by SeqR work as follows. The symbol ca is the
catalyst which assures that only one instance of the target rule a → γ is applied
at a time. The promoter pa only allows this rule to be applied a single time,
because once pa appears in the system, it is immediately erased.
An application of the target rule brings about two verifier symbols f1a and f2a .
a
f2 is immediately involved into the transformation into f3a . If there are more
instances of a in the system, f1a is immediately employed by the rule f1a → λ|a .
It does not matter when this rule will complete, because the symbol f1a becomes
unavailable exactly when this rule starts being applied and will never become
available again. When the symbol f3a eventually appears in the system, two states
are possible:
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– There is no f1a (or it is unavailable and will never become available again)
and there are still instances of a;
– There is an instance of f1a and no instances of a.
If there are still instances of a left, f3 produces a new instance of the promoter
pa to continue the applications of the target rule. If there is an instance of f1a ,
the rule a → γ is not applicable any more. When f3a appears in the system, f1a
starts being consumed by the rule f1a → λ|f3a , so we can consider it is no longer
present. However, at the same moment when f1a starts being erased, the rule
f3a → sa is applicable and it is applied (because of the maximal parallelism).
This will eventually lead to the appearance of sa in the system, which should be
perceived as the signal that all applications of the target rule have completed.
SeqR does not obviously produce a meaningfully working system. One should
add the rules to properly utilise the symbol sa and to transition into the next
phase of evolution of Π.
The sequential synchronisation strategy is based on the following simple principle: never allow more than one rule of the form α → β, β = λ to be applied
at a time. Exception is made for the rules which only erase symbols because
such rules make the symbols in α unavailable immediately, and when such rules
eventually complete, the symbols in α do not become available again.
Later in the paper we will use only the symbol Seq to refer to the sequential
synchronisation strategy.
We will now provide an example of how Seq can be applied.
n

Example 1 (Generate a2 with Seq). We will build a clock-free P system which
n
non-deterministically generates a2 in the skin membrane [2].
n
In clocked P systems, the simplest way to generate a2 would be to employ
rules a → a2 . In clock-free P systems we cannot do that freely. Consider, for example, the situation when the multiset in the skin region is a2 . At this moment
two applications of the rule a → a2 start. It may happen that one of the applications will ﬁnish very soon, the multiset in the skin will become a2 (one instance
of a is busy in the second application of the rule). Another two applications of
the rule a → a2 will start and, suppose, these two applications will complete at
exactly the same time as the other long-lasting application. This will result in
the skin containing a2 · a2 · a2 = a6 , which is far from what we would like to
have. The problem in this situation is, obviously, that the rules are not applied
in well-deﬁned steps and applications of the rule can consume both “newer” and
“older” instances of a in parallel.
We can address this problem by synchronising all applications of rules using Seq.
We cannot apply Seq to a P system containing the rule a → a2 , however, because
a ∈ a2 . To solve this problem we will consider a P system with two rules:
Π1 = ({a, b}, ∅, a, {a → b2 , b → a2 }, 1).
We will have to synchronise both rules now. We will also have to build a connection between the two phases introduced by the two applications of Seq (strategies
(S)
(S)
(S)
Sab and Sba ), as well add proper ﬁnalisation (Sf in ):
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(S)

(S)

(S)

Π2 = Sf in (Sba (Seq(Sab (Seq(Π1 , a → b2 )), b → a2 ))).
We will describe the three new strategies informally because they are very simple:
(S)

– Sab changes the symbol sa into pb and the rule f3a → sa |f1a into f3a → pb |f1a ;
(S)
– Sba changes the symbol sb into pa and the rule f3b → sb |f1b into f3b → pa |f1b ;
(S)

– Sf in adds the symbol sb , changes the multiset in the skin membrane into
apa , and adds the rules
{f3a → sa |f1a , f3b → sb |f1b , b → a|sb , ca → λ|sa , cb → λ|sb };
these lead to a non-deterministic halting and clean-up of Π2 .
The resulting P system thus looks as follows:
Π2 = (O2 , C2 , [ ] 1 , w2 , R2 , 1), where
O2 = {a, b, f1a , f2a , f3a , pa , f1b , f2b , f3b , pb , sb }
C2 = {ca , cb }
w2 = apa
R2 = {ca a → ca f1a f2a γ|pa , pa → λ, f1a → λ|a , f2a → f3a ,
f3a → pa |a , f3a → pb |f1a , f1a → λ|f3a }
∪{cb b → cb f1b f2b γ|pb , pb → λ, f1b → λ|b , f2b → f3b ,
f3b → pb |b , f3b → pb |f1b , f1b → λ|f3b }
∪{f3a → sa |f1a , f3b → sb |f1b , b → a|sb , ca → λ|sa , cb → λ|sb }.
This system has more rules than the system suggested in [2], but it is much
easier to describe using a combination of strategies.
5.2

Barrier Synchronisation Strategy

In this subsection we will avoid serialising the applications of rules and will allow
all the applications of a rule to run in parallel. We will need to know when exactly
all applications have completed and only then allow the system to proceed to
the subsequent phases of evolution. In concurrent programming such problems
are resolved using the barrier synchronisation mechanism.
In computer programming a barrier is often implemented by counting the
threads that have arrived at the checkpoint and blocking them until all of them
have arrived. We will implement a similar approach in P systems:
R(B)

BarR = (TO
a → γ ∈ R,
R(B)

TO

R(B)

, TC

R(B)

, MwR(B) , TR

), where

(a, a → γ) = {a, pa , ca1 , ca2 , ca3 , f1a , f2a , f3a , f4a , sa },
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TO

(b, a → γ) = {b}, b ∈ O\{a},

R(B)
TO (∅, a
R(B)

TC

R(B)

R(B)

→ γ) = ∅,

(∅, a → γ) = {ca2 , ca3 , f1a , f3a , sa },

TC
TC
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(c, a → γ) = {c, ca2 , ca3 , f1a , f3a , sa }, C = {c} ∪ C 

(c , a → γ) = {c }, c ∈ C  ,

MwR(B) (an , a → γ) = an (ca1 )n pa f1a f2a ,
MwR(B) (b, a → γ) = b, b ∈ W \{a}, where W is the underlying set of w,
MwR(B) (λ, a → γ) = λ,
R(B)

TR

(a → γ, a → γ) = {a → ca2 γ|pa , pa → λ, ca2 ca1 → ca3 , ca3 → λ, f1a → f3a ,
f2a → f4a |c1 , f3a f4a → f1a f2a , f3a f2a → sa },
R(B)

TR

(r, a → γ) = {r}, (b → δ) ∈ R\{a → γ}.

We will use the symbol Bar to refer to this synchronisation strategy. The (B)
notation indicates that the transformations pertain to the Bar strategy. Note
that in this strategy we employ bistable catalysts. Another remark is that a ∈ γ
is allowed.
The rules and symbols introduced by this strategy work as follows. From
the very beginning the number of instances of a (and thus, the number of rule
applications to occur) is recorded in the quantity of the counter symbol ca1 . When
one of the rule applications ﬁnalises, it produces an instance of ca2 . ca2 always
erases exactly one instance of ca1 and transforms into ca3 , which is eventually
erased as well.
The symbols f1a and f2a in the skin membrane are evolving at the same time.
Their goal is to verify whether ca1 is still present in the system. Whenever f1a is
in the system, it immediately starts being transformed into f3a . In parallel, f2a
starts being transformed into f4a if there are instances of ca1 in the system. When
both f3a and f4a appear, the conclusion that ca1 is still around is made and a new
iteration of checking is started by reproducing f1a f2a . If, however, there is no ca1
in the system, f2a remains idle and f3a ﬁnds f2a instead of f4a . This is correctly
interpreted as the sign that there are no more instances of ca1 in the membrane
and the signal symbol sa is produced.
Note that the main idea behind this strategy is to keep as little as possible
functionality associated with the parallel execution of the target rule and avoid
as much interaction between the rules as possible. A completion of each rule
application only causes a removal of an instance of ca1 and cannot interfere with
other rule applications. The veriﬁcation of the barrier condition is done in a
“master thread” which runs sequentially, independently of the rule applications.
This gives us much more control over the situation. Nevertheless, the applications
of the target rule are carried out in parallel.
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The following theorem states that, using the counting approach seen in Bar,
it is impossible to achieve barrier synchronisation with simple catalysts:
Theorem 1 (Necessity of bistable catalysts). It is impossible to erase the
counter symbols ca1 using only rules with catalysts and promoters.
Proof. Bar compares the quantities of ca1 and ca2 which represent, respectively,
the number of already completed and yet incomplete rule applications. The
comparison is done by erasing a pair ca1 ca2 immediately as a rule has completed
its application. If we do not use bistable catalysts and use simple catalysts ce1 and
ce2 (possibly ce1 = ce2 ) to erase ca1 and ca2 correspondingly, we will need to delete
the catalysts after they have done their jobs. We cannot erase these catalysts
using non-cooperative rules with promoters only because it may happen that a
parallel rule application will add an erasing promoter to the system before ce1
and ce2 will have done their job; this may lead to premature erasure of one of
the catalysts and the failure of the system to do proper comparison. If we erase
the catalysts using catalytic rules (with or without promoters), we will need to
erase the new pair catalysts, which is exactly the same problem.
On the other hand, erasing ca1 with non-cooperative rules will obviously immediately erase all instances of ca1 .
Note that it does not matter how one erases ca2 ; the principal problem is that
an attempt to erase ca1 with non-cooperative rules will erase all instances of this
symbol, while attempting to erase it with simple catalytic rules only changes the
problem into the one of erasing the catalyst.
n

Example 2 (Generate a2 with Bar). We will build another clock-free P system
n
which non-deterministically generates a2 in the skin membrane [2].
We have already solved this problem using a combination of Seq strategies. In
this example we will show how to solve it using the Bar strategy. In the case of
Bar, we can use the rule a → a2 , but the problem is that, before the applications
start, we need to have as many ca1 in the system as there are instances of a. This
is easily solved at initialisation, but will have to be explicitly maintained during
the evolution of the P system. The obvious way to assure the proper presence of
the counter symbol would be producing an instance of the counter symbol per
one instance of a produced. This poses the problem of distinguishing between the
counter symbols belonging to diﬀerent generations. The easiest way to solve this
problem is, again, splitting the evolution of the system into a sequence of two
phases, with diﬀerent counter symbols in each phase. This would mean applying
the Bar twice and do some further normalisation, just as in Example 1.
Before doing this, however, we will observe that the rules ca3 → λ and f1a → f3a
do not depend on the change of the counter symbol. These rules could be reused
by any number of Bar strategies provided that no two of them ever run in parallel
with respect to each other. We will further refer to the barrier strategy which
reuses the two common rules as Bar .
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We will start with the following clock-free P system:
Π3 = ({a, ca1 , cb1 }, ∅, ca1 , {a → (ca1 )2 a2 , a → (cb1 )2 a2 }, 1).
Note that we have used the letter b only to keep the analogy with the corresponding constructions from Example 1.
n
The P system properly generating a2 using Bar and Bar is constructed as
follows:
Π4 = Sf in (Sba (Bar (Sab (Bar(Π2 , a → (ca1 )2 a2 )), a → (cb1 )2 a2 ))).
(B)

(B)

(B)

Again, we will only describe the three auxiliary strategies informally:
(B)

– Sab changes the symbol sa into pb and changes the rule f3a f2a → sa into
f3a f2a → f1a pb f2b ;
(B)
– Sba changes the symbol sb into pa and changes the rule f3a f2b → sa into
f3a f2b → f1a pa f2a (remember that the symbols f1a and f3a are reused by Bar );
(B)
– Sf in changes the initial multiset into aca1 pa f1a f2a and adds the symbol s and
the rules {f3a f2a → s, f3a f2b → s, s → λ}, which non-deterministically stop
the execution of the system after another phase has completed.
The resulting clock-free P system Π4 looks as follows:
Π4 = (O4 , C4 , [ ] 1 , w4 , R4 , 1), where
O4 = {a, pa , ca1 , ca2 , ca3 , f1a , f2a , f3a , f4a , pb , cb1 , cb2 , f2b , f4b },
C4 = {ca2 , ca3 , cb2 , f1a , f3a , s},
w4 = aca1 pa f1a f2a ,
R4 = {a → ca2 (cb1 )2 a2 |pa , pa → λ, ca2 ca1 → ca3 , ca3 → λ, f1a → f3a , f2a → f4a |ca1 ,
f3a f4a → f1a f2a , f3a f2a → pb f1a f2b }
∪{a → cb2 (ca1 )2 a2 |pb , pb → λ, cb2 cb1 → ca3 , f2b → f4b |cb1 , f3a f4b → f1a f2b ,
f3a f2b → pa f1a f2a } ∪ {f3a f2a → s, f3a f2b → s, s → λ}.

6

Synchronisation of Processes

While rules are the obvious targets for synchronisation, they are badly ﬁt for
modelling actual processes. The only similarity we could outline was the fact
that we cannot know exactly how much time a certain rule application will take.
There is a series of traits which make rule applications diﬀerent from a general
notion of process, including:
– atomicity – the only moment when concurrency appears is the rule selection
phase, which does not conceptually belong to rule application; rule applications themselves do not interact and the eﬀects of concurrency are only
observable between rule applications; once a rule application has started,
nothing can alter its course or eﬀect;
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– logical independence – rules are not otherwise logically connected than by
the fact that they may employ the same symbols; keeping the focus on rule
applications as models of parallel processes drives us away from considering
more complex dependence which may occur between real processes.
Note that these diﬀerences are also relevant while comparing rule applications
to the chemical processes in the biological cell.
In this section we will try to go beyond this limitation by considering P
systems of the following general form:
Πpar = (O, C, [ [ ] 1 [ ] 2 . . . [ ] m ] s , ws , w1 , w2 , . . . , wm , Rs , R1 , R2 , . . . , Rm , s).
This P system has m membranes, numbered 1 through m, contained within the
skin membrane with label s. Each of these membranes will model a parallel process and we will develop the fundamental synchronisation mechanisms, allowing
the resolution of concurrency problems which may appear between the processes.
Note that, although Πpar has only one level of nested membranes, it may be
used to address synchronisation of more complex membrane structures by picking
a certain membrane, considering its immediately inner membranes, and ignoring
the inner structure of the latter membranes. This approach allows treating concurrency problems consistently by conceptually isolating independent activities.
Observe, though, that we do not attempt to optimise the solutions as yet.
We will call the symbols located in the inner membranes of Πpar local data,
while the symbols contained with the skin will be referred to as shared data.
An inner membrane can modify the shared data by emitting speciﬁc symbols.
We do not restrict the modiﬁcations these speciﬁc symbols may carry out, but
instead require that they spend as little time as possible in the skin membrane.
In other words, we expect the bulk of computations to happen within the inner
membranes.
6.1

Lock

The lock is one of the most important synchronisation solutions used in parallel
and concurrent programming. Locks are used to protect data from corruption
and are a rather simple concept to grasp. The situation in P systems is not that
straightforward though.
The notion of corruption is irrelevant for local data. Deﬁning corruption for
shared data in Πpar is not trivial, because, as noted above, rule applications are
already inherently atomic. However, if there is information encoded in a multiset
of symbols (not one symbol) and there is more than one rule that can modify
it, the situation when two or more rules modify parts of this information at the
same step may be undesirable. As a very simple example consider the situation
when a membrane contains the multiset an and has the rules {a → a2 , a → a3 }
associated. If, at the next step, we need the region to contain either a2n or a3n ,
we only want one of the two rules to be applied, not both of them. This situation
is easily solved at the level of rules, but is not that simple when entire membranes
are involved. We will use locks to handle such scenarios.
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To implement a lock, we have two immediately visible options: either modify
the state of the data itself or have a separate state. Since the data is often encoded
in the multiplicity of certain symbols, modifying its state requires more than
one rule application, which poses another synchronisation problem. Therefore,
we will follow the second route of having a separate state – we will introduce a
special lock symbol $ in the skin membrane.
The sequence of actions for process i when it wants to modify shared data is
the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.

If data is locked, wait until it is unlocked;
Lock the data;
Modify the data;
Unlock the data.

The process needs to read the state of the lock. In the model of clock-free P
systems we consider in this paper, this can be done either by having the lock
symbol $ promote a rule application or employing it in a catalytic rule. The ﬁrst
approach is inapplicable, because a promoter may promote more than one rule
at the same time and therefore two processes may ﬁnd the data unlocked at the
same step, which is precisely what we need to avoid.
To implement the second approach, we will have each membrane i emit a
speciﬁc reader symbol ri . We will also add to the skin membrane the rules
{ri $ → ri $i , ri → (si , i), $i → λ | 1 ≤ i ≤ m}.
No matter how many membranes have emitted the reader symbol, only one ri
will get a chance to lock the data by changing $ into $i . ri will later send the
symbol ri into the corresponding membrane in the form of si , which signals that
membrane i has access to the shared data. When the membrane i has ﬁnished
processing the data, it will emit the symbol $ into the skin, thus unlocking the
data. We will explicitly remark that neither of the enumerated rules will be
applied more than once at a time and thus clock-freeness has no eﬀect over
manipulations on the lock.
Note that we could leave the symbols $i in the skin membrane, because they
have no eﬀect at all.
6.2

Semaphore

The semaphore is another important synchronisation primitive, used to protect data and to assure proper ordering of processes. Semaphores and locks are
strongly related and, in our implementation, we will use the same idea as for
implementing the lock.
In order to add a semaphore to the skin region we will add $N to its content.
To lock the semaphore (carry out P ), the membrane i, 1 ≤ i ≤ m, will eject the
symbol pi into the skin. The corresponding rules which should be added to the
skin are:
{pi $ → pi $i , pi → (si , i), $i → λ | 1 ≤ i ≤ m}.
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Note that these are exactly the same rules as the ones used to manipulate the
locks, which stresses the similarity between locks and semaphores.
As expected, to carry out the V operation and unlock the semaphore, the
membrane i should emit an instance of $ into the skin.
The only diﬀerence between the implementation of the lock and the semaphore
is in the number of instances of $ in the skin region. This corresponds to the conception in concurrent programming that locks are semaphores with N = 1 and
it is remarkable how this relationship is directly reﬂected in this implementation
of semaphores and locks in P systems.

7

The Dining Philosophers Problem

The Dining Philosophers problem is a classic concurrency problem. One of the
most well-known setups for this problem is shown in Figure 1. The situation is
as follows [3]: there are ﬁve philosophers who sit at the table in front of a plate
of spaghetti. At a certain moment of time, a philosopher either eats or thinks.
Each philosopher needs two chopsticks to eat the spaghetti on his plate, but
there are only ﬁve chopsticks, so they cannot eat all ﬁve at the same time. The
philosophers do not take the two forks at the same time, but rather one after the
other. When a philosopher grabs a chopstick, he does not release it until he has
eaten. If a philosopher wants to eat but doesn’t have enough chopsticks, he waits.
The problem is to assure such a fork taking strategy that all the philosophers
have a chance to eat and more than one philosopher may eat at a time.
One of the classical solutions is to allocate a lock per fork and to not allow
more than four philosophers to start taking forks at a time. To solve this problem
we will adopt the Πpar model: we will map a philosopher to an inner membrane
and will therefore have ﬁve inner membranes. Each fork will be implemented as
a lock and there will be a semaphore the philosopher membranes will have to
pass in order to start taking forks.

Fig. 1. The Dining Philosophers problem
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Initially, all philosophers are thinking, and the multiset in the inner membrane
i, 1 ≤ i ≤ 5, is t. The set of rules associated with the membrane i is:
Ri = {t → (pi , out), e1 → (ril , out), e2 → (rir , out),
e → t(c, out)(fi , out)(fi+1 , out)}.
The skin membrane initially contains the symbols {fi | 1 ≤ i ≤ 5} ∪ {c4 }.
The symbols fi are the locks implementing the forks, while the symbols c are
the entering semaphore. The rules associated with the skin membrane are the
following:
Rs = {pi c → pi ci , pi → (e1 , i), ci → λ | 1 ≤ i ≤ m}
  
∪{ril fi → ril
fi , ril → (e2 , i), fi → λ | 1 ≤ i ≤ m}




fi+1
, ril
→ (e, i), fi+1
→ λ | 1 ≤ i ≤ m}.
∪{rir fi+1 → rir

A philosopher membrane thinks for an indeﬁnite amount of time (the application of the ﬁrst rule in Ri ) and then ejects a pi into the skin, to try to lock
the semaphore. If the semaphore can still be locked (there are less than four
philosophers eating at the moment), pi locks the semaphore and sends e1 back
into the membrane i. The membrane then sends an ril into the skin, to take the
fork on the left. If this fork is available, it is taken and e2 is sent back into the
membrane i. The membrane then sends rir into the skin, to take the fork on the
right. When this fork has been successfully taken, the philosopher membrane receives the symbol e which signals the transition into the eating state. The eating
state lasts for a random amount of time (the duration of the application of the
last rule in Ri ) and then the philosopher membrane transitions into the thinking
state by changing e into t and sending c, fi , and fi+1 out into the skin to unlock
the semaphore and release the forks.
The set of catalysts employed in this system is the following:


, rir , rir
}.
C = {pi , pi , ril , ril

Note that, according to the requirement stated at introduction of Πpar , only
locking and unlocking of semaphores and locks is done in the skin region. Eating
and thinking is decided and performed within the corresponding philosopher
membranes.

8

Conclusion

This paper is an attempt to approach the processes in clock-free P systems from
the standpoint of parallel and concurrent programming. We applied ideas similar
to the ones used in programming to parallel processes in clock-free P systems.
The results of this attempt are interesting and hopefully useful, however, a considerable number of open questions and research directions is still left.
In this paper only very basic solutions to synchronisation problems have been
provided. These solutions could be used to solve instances of classic concurrency
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problems whenever they appear in the process of designing a certain clock-free P
system. It is however unclear how to strictly classify concurrency problems appearing during the design of a clock-free P system, because the classical problems
are formulated for a diﬀerent paradigm.
The other question is which of the classical concurrency problems make sense
in the context of clock-free P systems. The time a rule application lasts in such
a P system is an abstract value. This makes the criterion of comparing the speed
of execution of diﬀerent solutions very diﬃcult to deﬁne. It may seem that it
only makes sense to employ the sequential approach. However, the randomness
of the time a rule application takes should be treated rather as absence of any
restriction on the application duration that as simple randomness. We expect the
less abstract models to which our results are applicable to formulate conditions
on the time interval a rule application lasts for.
A very important question is the distinction between clock-free and time-free
P systems [4]. The two models are not at all unrelated and, therefore, the results
shown in this paper may be applicable to time-free P systems as well. It is
necessary however to formally verify the possibility in the ﬁrst place.
It would also be relevant to examine similar synchronisation questions in asynchronous P systems, in which the moment a rule application starts is undeﬁned,
as diﬀerent from clock-free P systems.
Another important problem is the features used in the suggested implementations. We found bistable catalysts to be eﬀective in constructing solutions to
synchronisation strategies; the question of whether it is possible to do it with
simple catalysts remains open.
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Abstract. A variant of spiking neural P systems was recently investigated by the authors, using astrocytes that have excitatory and inhibitory inﬂuence on synapses. In this work, we consider this system
in the non-synchronized (i.e., asynchronous) mode: in any step, when a
neuron is enabled, it is not obligatorily ﬁred, making a global clock dispensable. It is proved that asynchronous spiking neural P systems with
astrocytes are universal (when using extended rules). The construction
is uniform in the sense that the form of the modules used is independent
of the simulated register machine.
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1

Introduction

Spiking neural P systems (SN P systems, for short) are a class of distributed
and parallel computation models inspired by the way neurons communicate by
means of electrical impulses of identical shape (called spikes). SN P systems were
introduced in [5], and then investigated in a large number of papers. Readers
can refer to the recent handbook [4] for general information in this area.
Brieﬂy, an SN P system consists of a set of neurons placed as the nodes of a
directed graph. The content of each neuron consists of a number of copies of a
single object type, called the spike. The rules assigned to neurons allow a neuron
to send information to all other neurons that are connected to it.
Classically, an SN P system works in a synchronized manner. A global clock
is assumed, and in each time unit, for each neuron with applicable rules one of
these rules is nondeterministically chosen, which are then applied on the tick of
the clock, for all neurons at the same time. While globally parallel, the work
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of the system is sequential in each neuron as (at most) one rule is applied in
each neuron. Output can be deﬁned in the form of the spike train produced by a
speciﬁed output neuron, then measuring the timing between events, or counting
the number of spikes in that neuron.
However, both from a mathematical point of view and from a neuro-biological
point of view, it is rather natural to consider non-synchronized systems, where
the application of rules is not obligatory, and no global clock is assumed. The
neuron may remain unﬁred, maybe receiving spikes from the neighbouring neurons. Thus the unused rule may be used later, or it may loose its applicability.
If further spikes made the rule non-applicable, then the computation continues
in the new circumstances (maybe other rules are enabled now). With this motivation, asynchronous SN P systems were introduced in [2], and it was proved
that (with extended rules) these are equivalent with Turing machines.
Recently, a variant of spiking neural P systems with astrocytes was considered
by the authors [7], where an astrocyte can sense at the same time the spike traﬃc
along several neighboring synapses. In an SN P system with astrocytes, each
astrocyte ast has a given threshold t. Suppose that there are k spikes passing
along the neighboring synapses. If k is larger than the threshold t, then the
astrocyte ast has an inhibitory inﬂuence on the neighboring synapses, and the
k spikes are suppressed (that is, they are removed from the system). If k is less
than the threshold t, then the astrocyte ast has an excitatory inﬂuence on the
neighboring synapses, the k spikes survive and pass to the destination neurons.
If k equals t, then the astrocyte ast non-deterministically chooses an inhibitory
or excitatory inﬂuence on the neighboring synapses.
Actually, astrocytes were already introduced into spiking neural P systems
by Binder etal. [1] and by Păun [9]. The functioning of astrocytes deﬁned in
the three papers [1,7,9] are diﬀerent, although all of them are inspired by living
astrocytes. In [1], two kinds of astrocytes are deﬁned: excitatory astrocytes and
inhibitory astrocytes. Astrocytes deﬁned in [9] are a particular case of those
considered in [1], with an inhibitory role; furthermore, the use of astrocytes
deﬁned in [9] adds a new degree of non-determinism to the functioning of the
system, by the branching due to the non-deterministic choice of the surviving
spike.
In this work, building on [2], we prove that in the non-synchronized case spiking neural P systems with astrocytes are Turing complete. In our constructions
forgetting rules are not used, but technically this feature is replaced by the inhibitory inﬂuence of astrocytes. Both neurons and astrocytes in our construction
work in a deterministic way, that is, neurons never have two rules that can be
applied at the same time, and for astrocytes we have taken care to avoid situations where exactly the theshold is reached (rather than adapting the deﬁnition
taken from [7]). This ‘local determinism’ is compensated by the natural nondeterminism of asynchronous systems, where ﬁring of neurons is not forced and
may take place in more than one ordering.
Most speciﬁcally, the contribution of our paper is as follows. In the universality proof in [2], the SUB modules of systems contain a parameter T , where T
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depends on the maximum number of SUB instructions that act on a same counter
in the simulated register machine. In the present work, all building blocks are
constructed in a uniform way in the sense that the modules are independent of
the particular register machine that is simulated (for diﬀerent register machines
the combination of modules used is diﬀerent; while the modules themselves are
the same).
The paper is organized as expected. In the next section, we introduce some
necessary prerequisites. In Section 3, we present spiking neural P systems with
astrocytes. In Section 4, we prove that spiking neural P systems with astrocytes
are universal in non-synchronized case. Final remarks conclude the paper.

2

Prerequisites

Readers can refer to [10] for basic language and automata theory, and to [8] for
basic membrane computing. We here ﬁx some necessary notions and notations.
For an alphabet V , V ∗ denotes the set of all ﬁnite strings over V , with the
empty string denoted by λ; V + denotes V ∗ \ {λ}. When V = {a} is a singleton,
then we write simply a∗ and a+ instead of {a}∗ , {a}+ .
Regular expressions are built starting from λ and single symbols using the
operators union (∪), concatenation (·) and star (∗). The language represented
by expression E is denoted by L(E), where L(λ) = ∅.
By N RE we denote the families of Turing computable sets of numbers. (Thus,
N RE is the family of length sets of recursively enumerable languages.)
A register machine is a construct M = (m, H, l0 , lh , I), where m is the number
of registers (each holding a natural number), H is the set of instruction labels,
l0 is the start label (labeling an ADD instruction), lh is the halt label (assigned
to instruction HALT), and I is the set of instructions. Each label from H labels
exactly one instruction from I, thus precisely identifying it. The instructions are
of the following form (and have the given intended meaning):
– li : (ADD(r), lj , lk ) (add 1 to register r and then nondertiministically go to
one of the instructions with labels lj , lk ),
– li : (SUB(r), lj , lk ) (if register r is non-zero, then subtract 1 from it, and go
to the instruction with label lj ; otherwise, go to the instruction with label
lk ),
– lh : HALT (the halt instruction, the computation stops).
A register machine M computes (generates) a number n in the following way.
The register machine starts with all registers empty (i.e., storing the number
zero). It applies the instruction with label l0 and proceeds to apply instructions
as indicated by labels (and, in the case of SUB instructions, by the contents of
registers). If the register machine reaches the halt instruction, then the number
n stored at that time in the ﬁrst register is said to be computed by M . The set
of all numbers computed by M is denoted by N (M ). It is known that register
machines compute all sets of numbers which are Turing computable, hence they
characterize N RE [6].
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Without loss of generality, it can be assumed that l0 labels an ADD instruction
and that in the halting conﬁguration all registers diﬀerent from the ﬁrst one are
empty, and that the output register is never decremented during the computation
(its content is only added to).
We use the following convention. When the power of two number generating/accepting devices D1 and D2 are compared, number zero is ignored; that
is, we write N (D1 ) = N (D2 ) when we actually mean that N (D1 ) − {0} =
N (D2 ) − {0} (this corresponds to the usual practice of ignoring the empty string
in language and automata theory).

3

Spiking Neural P Systems with Astrocytes

In this section, we introduce our variant of asynchronous spiking neural P systems with astrocytes (ASNPA systems, for short). For more details on such kind
of systems, please refer to [2] and [7].
An (extended) spiking neural P system with astrocytes, of degree m ≥ 1,  ≥ 1,
is a construct of the form
Π = (O, σ1 , . . . , σm , syn, ast1 , . . . , astl , out), where:
• O = {a} is the singleton alphabet (a is called spike);
• σ1 , . . . , σm are neurons, of the form σi = (ni , Ri ), 1 ≤ i ≤ m, where:
a) ni ≥ 0 is the initial number of spikes contained in σi ;
b) Ri is a ﬁnite set of extended rules of the following form:
E/ac → ap
where E is a regular expression over a, and c ≥ 1, p ≥ 1 with c ≥ p. 1
• syn ⊆ {1, 2, ..., m} × {1, 2, ..., m} with (i, i) ∈
/ syn for 1 ≤ i ≤ m (synapses
between neurons);
• ast1 , . . . , astl are astrocytes, of the form asti = (synasti , ti ), where 1 ≤ i ≤ ,
synasti ⊆ syn is the set of synapses controlled by the astrocyte asti , ti ∈ N
is the threshold of the astrocyte asti ;
• out ∈ {1,2,...,m} indicates the output neuron.
The rules E/ac → ap with p ≥ 1 are called (extended) ﬁring (we also say spiking)
rules, and they are applied as follows. If the neuron σi contains k spikes, and
ak ∈ L(E), k ≥ c, then rule E/ac → ap ∈ Ri can be applied. This means
consuming (removing) c spikes (leaving k − c spikes in neuron σi ), the neuron is
ﬁred, sending p spikes out along all outgoing synapses. These spikes then reach
the neighbouring neurons, unless they are intercepted by one of the astrocytes, as
1

We adhere to the practice where the number of spikes sent is not larger than the
number of spikes removed from the neuron. This turns out to be only a technical
constraint: a set of ‘parallel’ neurons is used to increase the number of spikes where
necessary.
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explained shortly below. If L(E) = {ac }, then the rule is written in the simpliﬁed
form ac → ap .
In the non-synchronized case, considered here, the deﬁnition of a computational step in an ASNPA system is easy. In each moment, any neuron is free to
use an applicable rule or not. Hence, if a rule in neuron σi is enabled at step t,
it is not necessarily applied at that step, the neuron can remain still in spite of
the fact that it contains rules which are enabled by its contents. If the enabled
rule in neuron σi is not applied, and neuron σi receives new spikes, making the
rule non-applicable, then the computation continues in the new circumstances
(where maybe other rules are enabled).
Note that in “classical” membrane computing a global clock is assumed, marking the time for the whole system, and the functioning of the system is synchronized. In the synchronized mode, in each time unit, if a neuron σi is enabled, then
one of its rules must be used. It is possible that two or more rules in a neuron are
applicable at the same time, and in that case, only one of them is chosen nondeterministically. Thus the neurons together work in parallel (synchronously),
while each separate neuron sequentially processes its spikes, using only one rule
in each time unit. In our constructions each neuron works deterministically.
Astrocytes work as follows. An astrocyte can sense the spike traﬃc along the
neighboring synapses. For an astrocyte asti , suppose that there are k spikes
passing along the neighboring synapses in synasti . If k > ti , then the astrocyte
asti has an inhibitory inﬂuence on the neighbouring synapses, and the k spikes
are suppressed (that is, the spikes are removed from the system). If k < ti , then
the astrocyte asti has an excitatory inﬂuence on the neighboring synapses, all
spikes survive and pass to the destination neurons. If k = ti , then the astrocyte
asti non-deterministically chooses an inhibitory or excitatory inﬂuence on the
neighboring synapses. The latter case will not occur in our constructions.
It is important to point out that when a neuron spikes, its spikes immediately
leave the neuron along all synapses. This in particular means that (i) if the spikes
are not suppressed by any astrocyte, these spikes reach the target neurons simultaneously (as in the synchronized system, no time is needed for passing along a
synapse from one neuron to another neuron); (ii) if any astrocyte has inhibitory
inﬂuence on the synapse, then these spikes are suppressed simultaneously, which
means that astrocytes remove the spikes in the synchronized way. In general it
is possible that two or more astrocytes control the same synapse. We will not
use this feature in our constructions.
A conﬁguration of the system is described by the number of spikes present in
each neuron. The initial conﬁguration is deﬁned by the number of initial spikes
n1 , . . . , nm . Using the rules as described above, one can deﬁne transitions among
conﬁgurations. Any sequence of transitions starting from the initial conﬁguration
is called a computation. A computation halts when it reaches a conﬁguration
where no rule can be used.
Because in asynchronous SN P systems with astrocytes, an enabled rule can
be applied at any moment, the result of a computation can no longer be reliably deﬁned in terms of the steps between two consecutive spikes as in one of
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the standard SN P system deﬁnitions. Therefore, in this work, the result of a
computation is deﬁned as the total number of spikes sent into the environment
by the output neuron. Speciﬁcally, if there is a halting computation of an SN
P system where the output neuron sends out exactly n spikes, then the system
generates the number n.
Halting computations that send no spike out can be considered as generating
number zero, but, in this work, we adopt the convention to ignore number zero
when the computation power of two devices is compared. The reason is technical:
we want to consider blocked computations without output as failure.
Note that the deﬁnitions in this paper specify systems with extended rules (introduced by [3], meaning that more than one spike can be emitted) but without
forgetting rules (meaning that at least one spike must be emitted when ﬁring).
Indeed, astrocytes are an eﬀective alternative method for removing spikes, so
forgetting rules are not necessary in our considerations. Our paper was written
in this context, but all astrocytes can easily be replaced by forgetting rules. The
key point here is that in this paper there is no case where diﬀerent astrocytes
govern the outgoing synapses of the same neuron, and the deletion of spikes can
be handled locally, inside the neuron.
We denote by N (Π) the set of numbers generated in the asynchronous way
asyn
SN P A(extend) we denote the family of such
by an ASNPA system Π. By Ngen
sets of numbers generated by ASNPA systems, using extended rules.

4

Universality of ASNPA Systems

In this section, the systems we consider are proved to be universal in the generative mode.
Obviously generative universality requires a source of nondeterminism, as we
need to have more than one output for a system. In ASNPA systems we have
potentially three possibilities for this. First a neuron might have two rules with
non-disjoint regular expressions, where we can choose between the two alternatives. Second, when an astrocyte senses a number of spikes equal to its threshold, it can choose to either suppress these spikes or to pass them on. In our
constructions we avoid these two cases: all neurons are deterministic (have no
overlapping alternatives) and the astrocytes never exactly reach the threshold.
All nondeterminism comes from the choice in ordering the ﬁring sequences.
asyn
SN P A(extend).
Theorem 1. N RE = Ngen
asyn
Proof. We show that N RE ⊆ Ngen
SN P A(extend); the converse inclusion is
straightforward (simulating the system by a Turing machine). To this aim, we
use the characterization of N RE by means of register machines used in the
generative mode. Let us consider a register machine M = (m, H, l0 , lh , I). As
introduced in Section 2, without any loss of generality, we may assume that in
the halting conﬁguration, all registers diﬀerent from the output register 1 are
empty, and that this register is never decremented during a computation. In
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what follows, a speciﬁc ASNPA system Π will be constructed to simulate the
register machine M .
Each register r of M will be implemented by a neuron σr in Π, and if the
register contains the number n, then the associated neuron will have 8n + 6
spikes. A neuron σli is associated with each label li ∈ H. We construct modules
ADD and SUB to simulate the instructions of M , connecting the appropriate
label-neurons, and introducing further auxiliary neurons σl(j) , j = 1, 2, 3, . . . .
i
Finally an output module FIN is constructed to output computation results.
The modules will be speciﬁed in a graphical form. Neurons are denoted by
rounded rectangles with the number of initial spikes inside; arrows between these
rounded rectangles represent the synapses. An astrocyte is denoted by a rhombic
box with “arms” touching the synapses; each arm indicates that the astrocyte
controls the spike traﬃc of the corresponding touched synapse; the equation
t = k inside the rhombic box denotes that the astrocyte has threshold k.
In the initial conﬁguration, all neurons are empty except that neuron σl0
associated with label l0 of M has two spikes inside to set the system working,
and each counter neuron σr contains 8 spikes representing empty counters. In
general, when a label-neuron σli , li ∈ H, has two spikes inside, then it becomes
active and the module associated with instruction li starts to work, simulating
the instruction. Simulation is transferred to another instruction when the next
label-neuron obtains two spikes.
Module ADD – simulating an ADD instruction li : (ADD(r), lj , lk ).
Module ADD, shown in Figure 1, is composed of 2 astrocytes and 12 neurons:
neuron σr for register r; neurons σli , σlj , σlk for labels li , lj , lk ; and 9 auxiliary
(1)
neurons σl(0) , . . . , σl(8) . The astrocyte asti touches synapse (σl(7) , σlj ), and
i

(2)

i

i

astrocyte asti touches synapse (σl(8) , σlk ), both their thresholds are 3.
i
The simulation of the instruction starts when two spikes enter σli , and that
(0)
(3)
neuron ﬁres. Neurons σi to σi then multiply the number of spikes to 8 in
(4)
(4)
σi . Then σi ﬁres adding 8 spikes to neuron r, eﬀectively adding one to that
counter because of the representation.
The next steps nondeterministically determine the next label that is reached.
(5)
(7)
(8)
When σi ﬁres ﬁrst, then σi and σi may ﬁre, leaving both neurons with 3
(6)
(7)
(8)
spikes. Then σi ﬁres bringing the number of spikes in σi and σi to 10 each.
(7)
(8)
Then σi and σi again ﬁre, removing all spikes from the two neurons, and
putting 2 spikes in σj , corresponding to the label of a next instruction.
(5)
(6)
Changing the order of σi and σi will lead to σk in a similar way. When
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
σi and σi ﬁre, without ﬁring either σi and/or σi in between, the corresponding neuron contains 15 spikes, a number making the neuron useless, forever
blocking that branch of the computation (or blocking both branches, aborting
the computation without output).
Module SUB – simulating a SUB instruction li : (SUB(r), lj , lk ).
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a 2 → a 2 li

a2 → a2

a2 → a2

(0)
li

a2 → a2
(1)
li

a2 → a2
(2)
li

(3)

li

a8 → a8
(4)

r

li
a8 → a8

a8 → a7
(5)

(6)

li

li

a7 /a6 → a6
a8 /a5 → a5
a9 → a9
a10 → a2

a7 /a6 → a6
a8 /a5 → a5
a9 → a2
a10 → a10

t=3

(7)

li

(1)

(8)

li

t=3
(2)

asti

asti
a2 → a2

lj

a2 → a2

lk

Fig. 1. Module ADD simulating li : (ADD(r), lj , lk )
(1)

(4)

Module SUB, shown in Figure 2, is composed of 4 astrocytes asti ,. . . , asti
and 15 neurons: neuron σr for register r, neurons σli , σlj , σlk for labels li , lj , lk ,
and 11 auxiliary neurons σl(1) , σl(2) , . . . , σl(11) .
i
i
i
An instruction li is simulated in Π in the following way. Initially, neuron li
has two spikes, and the other neurons are empty, except neurons associated with
registers. Assume that at one moment neuron σli ﬁres and sends 2 spikes to
neurons σl(1) and σl(2) . Neuron σl(1) will produce one spike and send it to neuron
i
i
i
σr . There are the following two cases, depending whether the counter r contains
a positive value or not.
Positive counter. If neuron σr has 8n + 6 (n > 0) spikes (corresponding to
the fact that the number stored in register r is positive), then after receiving
one spike from neuron σl(1) , neuron σr has 8n + 9 spikes, and the enabled rule
i

a9 (a8 )+ /a9 → a6 will ﬁre, sending 6 spikes to neurons σl(2) and σl(3) , respectively.
i
i
For neuron σl(2) , there are following two cases.
i
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(a) Neuron σl(2) has not consumed the ﬁrst 2 spikes (received from neuron σli )
i
before getting the second 6 spikes from neuron σr . Then, with 8 spikes inside,
neuron σl(2) will send 6 spikes to neuron σl(3) . This number is larger than the
i

i

(1)

threshold 5 of astrocyte asti , thus the spikes are suppressed. With 6 spikes
(from neuron σr ) inside, neuron σl(3) sends 4 spikes to neurons σl(4) and
i
i
σl(5) , respectively. Again however, all the spikes sent out from neuron σl(3)
i

i

(2)

are suppressed by astrocyte asti as the total number of 8 spikes passing
(2)
along the synapses is larger than the threshold 7 of astrocyte asti ). In this
case, neither of the neurons σlj and σlk receive a spike, which means that
computations in system Π abort, outputting no spike into the environment.
(b) Neuron σl(2) receives the ﬁrst 2 spikes from neuron σli , and rule a2 → a2
i
is applied before the 6 spikes from neuron σr arrive in neuron σl(2) , then
i
later these 6 spikes will be consumed and 4 spikes will be sent to neuron
σl(3) . These numbers are less than the threshold and all spikes will arrive in
i
neuron σl(3) . When neuron σl(3) ﬁrst receives the 2 spikes from neuron σl(2)
i
i
i
it cannot apply any rule. When it receives the 6 spikes from neuron σr , the
contents of σl(3) will be 8 spikes, while σl(2) contains 6 spikes. Now both σl(2)
i
i
i
and σl(3) are enabled. There are two situations:
i

– Enabled rule a8 → a3 is not applied before the 4 spikes from neuron σl(2)
i
arrive in neuron σl(3) . Then neuron σl(3) accumulates 12 spikes, the number
i
i
of spikes is greater than 8, thus, no rule is enabled and the computation
aborts.
– Neuron σl(3) applies the rule a8 → a3 before receiving the 4 spikes from
i
neuron σl(2) . Then 3 spikes are sent out to both neurons σl(4) and σl(5) .
i
i
i
So, there are 6 spikes passing along the synapses controlled by astrocyte
(2)
asti . The number 6 is less than the threshold 7 of this astrocyte, hence
these spikes can reach neurons σl(4) and σl(5) . The number of spikes will be
i
i
doubled to 6 for neurons σl(6) and σl(7) . Neuron σl(6) can ﬁre and puts 2
i
i
i
spikes to neuron σlj ; the system Π starts to simulate instruction lj of M . In
the other branch, with 6 spikes inside, neuron σl(7) can ﬁre, but spikes are
i
blocked from entering the next neurons.
Zero counter. If neuron σr initially has 8 spikes (corresponding to an empty
register r), then at one moment after receiving the additional spike from σl(1) ,
i
neuron σr has 9 spikes inside, sending 5 spikes to σl(2) and σl(3) , respectively.
i
i
Neurons σl(2) and σl(3) are designed in such a way that their behaviour in the
i
i
case of an empty counter is completely analogous to the non-zero case described
above, except that the crucial numbers 6 and 8 of spikes are to be replaced
by 5 and 7, leading to the same way incorrect computations abort, while a
correct simulation will ﬁre two spikes from σl(4) . We omit the cases where the
i
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a 2 → a 2 li

a2 → a2
(1)

li

a9 (a8 )+ /a9 → a6
a9 → a5
r

t=7

a8
a7
a6
a5
a2

→ a6
→ a6
→ a4
→ a4
→ a2 li(2)

a8
a7
a6
a5
a4

t=3
→ a3
(1)
2
asti
→a
4
→a
→ a4
→ a4 li(3)

(2)
asti

a3 → a3
a2 → a2

a3 → a3
a2 → a2
(4)

(5)

li

t=3

a6 → a2
a4 → a4
(6)

li

(3)
asti

a2 → a2

li

a6 → a6
a4 → a4 l(7)
i

t=9
(4)

asti
a4 → a4

lj

a4 → a4
(8)

li

(9)

li

a8 → a8
(10)

li
a8 → a2

(11)

li
a2 → a2

lk
Fig. 2. Module SUB simulating li : (SUB(r), lj , lk )
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computation aborts, and only consider the correct branch (corresponding to the
second item from (b) above in the non-zero case).
(b) Consider that neuron σl(2) contains 5 spikes received from σr , which means
i
that it already sent 2 spikes to neuron σl(3) . With 7 spikes inside, neuron σl(3)
i

i

can apply the rule a7 → a2 . Neuron σl(3) ﬁrst consumes 7 spikes and sends 2
i
spikes to neurons σl(4) and σl(5) , respectively, and later sends 4 spikes out by
i

i

using the rule a4 → a4 , then neuron σl(4) and σl(5) each receive only 2 spikes
i

i

(3)

from neuron σl(3) (the 4 spikes sent out from neuron σli are suppressed by
i

(2)

astrocyte asti ). Neuron σl(4) and σl(5) put 4 spikes each in σl(6) and σl(7) .
i
i
i
i
The spikes in σl(6) are suppressed while those in σl(7) can be doubled to σl(10) .
i
i
i
This latter neuron returns 8 spikes to the counter (reestablishing the number
0 in register r) and in two more steps 2 spikes can enter neuron σlk . This
neuron becomes active, and the system Π can start to simulate instruction
lk of M .
The simulation of SUB instruction is correct: system Π starts from σli and ends
in σlj (if the number stored in register r is great than 0 and decreased by one),
or in σlk (if the number stored in register r is 0).
Note that there is no interference between the ADD modules and the SUB
modules, other than correctly ﬁring the neurons σlj or σlk , which may label
instructions of the other kind. However, it is possible to have interference between
two SUB modules. Speciﬁcally, if there are several SUB instructions lt that act
on register r, then when instruction li : (SUB(r), lj , lk ) is simulated, neurons σl(2)
t
and σl(3) not involved in the active instruction that is simulated nevertheless
t
receive 6 or 5 spikes from neuron σr . We show that this does not lead to unwanted
halting computations. In all cases, if the simulation does not continue as desired,
a module will be blocked, which then forces the computation to abort when
that module later might be started. Consider the number of spikes contained in
each neurons σl(2) and σl(3) before receiving these spikes from neurons σr , we
t
t
distinguish the following ﬁve cases.
(1) If both neurons σl(2) and σl(3) are empty before receiving 6 or 5 spikes from
t
t
neuron σr , then after receiving these spikes, both of them contain 6 or 5
spikes (as we will see below, this is the initial state of case (2)). With 6 or 5
spikes inside, neuron σl(2) sends 4 spikes to neuron σl(3) and these spikes can
t
t
reach their destination neuron σl(3) . For neuron σl(3) , there are two possible
t
t
situations:
(a) If neuron σl(3) consumes the ﬁrst received 6 or 5 spikes from neuron σr
t
before the 4 spikes from neuron σl(2) arrive, then it will send 4 spikes out and
t
contains 4 spikes (this is the initial state of case (3)). With 4 spikes inside,
neuron σl(3) can send 4 spikes out by using the rule a4 → a4 . However, all
t
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the spikes sent out from neuron σl(3) are suppressed by astrocyte astt(2) and
t
none can reach their destination neurons σl(4) and σl(5) .
t
t
(b) If neuron σl(3) does not consume the ﬁrst received 6 or 5 spikes before
t
the 4 spikes arrive, then with 10 or 9 spikes inside (this is the initial state of
case (4)), neuron σl(3) cannot apply any rule.
t
If both neurons σl(2) and σl(3) have 6 or 5 spikes inside before receiving 6 or 5
t
t
spikes from neuron σr , then after receiving these spikes, both these neurons
contain 12, 11 or 10 spikes, and no rule can be used.
If neuron σl(2) has 0 spikes and neuron σl(3) has 4 spikes inside before receivt
t
ing 6 or 5 spikes from neuron σr , then after receiving these spikes, neuron
σl(2) can send 4 spikes to neuron σl(3) . With 10 or 9 spikes inside, neuron
t
t
σl(3) cannot ﬁre any rule even it receives 4 spikes from neuron σl(2) .
t
t
If neuron σl(2) has 0 spikes and neuron σl(3) has 10 or 9 spikes inside before
t
t
receiving 6 or 5 spikes from neuron σr , then similar to case (3), neuron σl(2)
t
sends 4 spikes to neuron σl(3) and neuron σl(3) cannot apply any rule.
t
t
If neuron σl(2) has 6 or 5 spikes and neuron σl(3) has 0 spikes inside (that
t
t
is, after simulating the SUB instruction lt : (SUB(r), lj , lk ), it is possible that
there are 6 or 5 spikes left in neuron σl(2) ) before receiving 6 or 5 spikes from
t
neuron σr , then after receiving these spikes, neuron σl(2) contains 12, 11 or
t
10 spikes and cannot apply any rule. Neuron σl(3) can send 4 spikes out but
t
all the spikes are suppressed by astrocyte astt(2) .

Therefore, the only computations in Π which can reach the neuron σlh associated
with the halting instruction of M are the computations which correctly simulate
the instructions of M and correspond to halting computations in M .
Module FIN – outputting the result of a computation.

a2 → a2

a9 (a8 )+ /a6 → a

a2 → a
lk

(1)

lh

l

Fig. 3. Module FIN (outputting the result of the computation)

Module FIN is shown in Figure 3. Assume that the computation in M halts, which
means that the halting instruction is reached, and the number stored in register 1 is
n (we may assume that n ≥ 1, because number 0 is ignored when the computation
power of computing devices is compared). This means that neuron σlh in Π has
two spikes inside and rule a2 → a2 is enabled; neuron σ1 has 8n + 6 spikes. When
neuron σlh ﬁres it sends 2 spikes to neuron σl(1) which then (eventually) sends one
h
spike to neuron σ1 , corresponding to the ﬁrst register of M . From now on, neuron
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σ1 can ﬁre, sending out one spike for each 8 spikes present in it. If the number of
spikes in neuron σ1 is 9, then no rule is enabled in neuron σ1 . The computation
in Π ends, and the number of spikes sent into the environment by system Π is n,
which is exactly the number stored in register 1 of M when the computation of
M halts.
From the description of the modules and their work, it is clear that the register
machine M is correctly simulated by system Π. Therefore, N (Π) = N (M ). This
completes the proof.

5

Conclusions and Remarks

In this work, we have considered spiking neural P systems with astrocytes used in
a non-synchronized way: if a rule is enabled at some step, this rule is not obligatorily immediately used. Further spikes may make the rule non-applicable. Such
systems are comparable to Petri nets which are also used in an asynchronous
way. Without further features Petri nets are not computationally complete. One
such feature is the use of inhibitor arcs in the net which indicate that a transition
may ﬁre only if the associated place is empty. We have proved that asynchronous
SN P systems with astrocytes are universal. This can be compared to the case
of Petri nets by observing that the astrocyte has an inhibiting kind of action.
In our constructions the neurons and astrocytes behave deterministically on a
local level. Also, for people more interested in the settings of [2], the astrocytes
are placed such that can easily be replaced by forgetting rules (a well known
feature for inhibiting behaviour).
As an open problem, open problems about asynchronous SN P systems with
astrocytes. We just list two of them. We have used extended rules and do not
know whether or not asynchronous SN P systems with astrocytes are Turing
complete when using only standard rules, as this limits the possibilities of ‘programming’ the behaviour.
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Abstract. The research within the ﬁeld of Spiking Neural P systems
(SN P systems, for short) is focusing mainly in the study of the
computational completeness (they are equivalent in power to Turing
machines) and computational eﬃciency of this kind of systems. These
devices have been shown capable of providing polynomial time solutions
to computationally hard problems by making use of an exponential
workspace constructed in a natural way. In order to experimentally
explore this computational power, it is necessary to develop software
that provides simulation tools (simulators) for the existing variety of
SN P systems. Such simulators allow us to carry out computations of
solutions to NP-complete problems on certain instances. Within this
trend, P-Lingua provides a standard language for the deﬁnition of P
systems. As part of the same project, pLinguaCore library provides
particular implementations of parsers and simulators for the models
speciﬁed in P-Lingua. In this paper, an extension of the P-Lingua
language to deﬁne SN P systems is presented, along with an upgrade
of pLinguaCore including a parser and a new simulator for the variants
of these systems included in the language.

1

Introduction

Spiking neural P systems were introduced in [9] in the framework of membrane
computing [13] as a new class of computing devices which are inspired by
the neurophysiological behaviour of neurons sending electrical impulses (spikes)
along axons to other neurons. Since then, many computational properties of SN
P systems have been studied; for example, it has been proven that they are
Turing-complete when considered as number computing devices [9], when used
as language generators [4,2] and also when computing functions [15].
Investigations related to the possibility of solving computationally hard
problems by using SN P systems were ﬁrst proposed in [3]. The idea was to
encode the instances of decision problems in a number of spikes which are
placed in an arbitrarily large pre-computed system at the beginning of the
computation. It was shown that SN P systems are able to solve the NP-complete
M. Gheorghe et al. (Eds.): CMC 2011, LNCS 7184, pp. 257–281, 2012.
c Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2012
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problem SAT (the satisﬁability of propositional formulas expressed in conjunctive
normal form) in a constant time. Slightly diﬀerent solutions to SAT and 3-SAT
by using SN P systems with pre-computed resources were considered in [10];
here the encoding of an instance of the given problem is introduced into the
pre-computed resources in a polynomial number of steps, while the truth values
are assigned to the Boolean variables of the formula and the satisﬁability of the
clauses is checked. The answer associated with the instance of the problem is thus
computed in a polynomial time. Finally, very simple semi-uniform and uniform
solutions to the numerical NP-complete problem Subset Sum – by using SN P
systems with exponential size pre-computed resources – have been presented in
[11]. All the systems constructed above work in a deterministic way.
In [12], neuron division and budding were introduced into the framework of
SN P systems in order to enhance the eﬃciency of these systems. The biological
motivation of these features was founded on recent discoveries in neurobiology
related to neural stem cells [6]. Neural stem cells persist throughout life within
central nervous system in the adult mammalian brain, and this ensures a lifelong contribution of new neurons to self-renewing nervous system with about
30000 new neurons being produced every day.
In this paper, a simulator of SN P systems with neuron division and budding
is presented based on P-Lingua. P-Lingua is a programming language to deﬁne
P systems [5,7,22], that comes together with a Java library providing several
services; (e.g., parsers for input ﬁles and built–in simulators). In this paper we
present a new release of P-Lingua. One of the innovations is an extension of
the previous syntax in order to deﬁne SN P systems with neuron division and
budding. Furthermore, the library has been updated to handle P-Lingua input
ﬁles deﬁning SN P systems. Finally, a new built–in simulator has been added to
the library in order to simulate computations of such new models.
The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we introduce some deﬁnitions
about SN P systems with neuron division and budding. Section 3 describes the
extensions for P–Lingua programming language in order to support that kind
of SN P systems. In Section 4, we introduce the simulator for these P systems
presented in this paper, including the simulation algorithm. Section 5 illustrates
the use of the simulator through a case study, the SAT problem, including some
performance considerations. Finally, conclusions and future work are discussed
in Section 6.

2

Preliminaries

This section is based on an extract from [12]. In that article, a formal description
of SN P systems with neuron division and budding is outlined. Our simulator is
modelled after that article, rather than the one [9] that introduced this variety
of P systems, as our simulator supports extended rules.
SN P systems can be considered a variant of P systems, corresponding to a
shift from cell-like to neural-like architectures. In these systems the cells (also
called neurons) are placed in the nodes of a directed graph, called the synapse
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graph. The contents of each neuron consist of a number of copies of a single
object type, called the spike. Every cell may also contain a number of ﬁring and
forgetting rules. Firing rules allow a neuron to send information to other neurons
in the form of electrical impulses (also called spikes) which are accumulated at
the target cell. The applicability of each rule is determined by checking the
contents of the neuron against a regular set associated with the rule. In each
time unit, if a neuron can use one of its rules, then one of such rules must
be used. If two or more rules could be applied, then only one of them is nondeterministically chosen. Thus, the rules are used in a sequential way in each
neuron, but neurons function in parallel with each other. Note that, as it usually
happens in membrane computing, a global clock is assumed, marking the time
for the whole system, and hence the functioning of the system is synchronized.
When a cell sends out spikes it becomes “closed” (inactive) for a speciﬁed period
of time. During this period, the neuron does not accept new inputs and cannot
“ﬁre” (that is, cannot emit spikes). Furthermore, SN P systems associate a delay
parameter to each rule which occurs in the system. If no ﬁring rule can be applied
in a neuron, then there may be the possibility to apply a forgetting rule, that
removes from the neuron a predeﬁned number of spikes.
The structure of SN P systems (that is, the synapse graph) introduced in
[9] is static. Nevertheless, our simulator supports dynamical neural structures.
These structures may evolve throughout computations by means of division and
budding rules [12].
Formally, a spiking neural P system with neuron division and budding of
degree m ≥ 1 is a construct of the form:
Π = (O, H, syn, n1 , . . . , nm , R, in, out),
where:
m ≥ 1 (the initial degree of the system);
O = {a} is the singleton alphabet (a is called spike);
H is a ﬁnite set of labels for neurons;
syn ⊆ H × H is a synapse dictionary, with (i, i) ∈ syn for i ∈ H;
ni ≥ 0 is the initial number of spikes contained in neuron i, i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , m};
R is a ﬁnite set of developmental rules, of the following forms:
(1) extended ﬁring (also called spiking) rule [E/ac → ap ; d]i , where i ∈ H,
E is a regular expression over a, and c ≥ 1, p ≥ 0, d ≥ 0, with the
restriction c ≥ p;
(2) neuron division rule [E]i → []j $ []k , where E is a regular expression and
i, j, k ∈ H;
(3) neuron budding rule [E]i → []i /[]j , where E is a regular expression and
i, j ∈ H;
7. in, out ∈ H indicate the input and the output neurons of Π.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Note that the above deﬁnition is slightly diﬀerent from the usual one found in
the literature, where the neurons initially present in the system are explicitly
listed as σi = (ni , Ri ), where 1 ≤ i ≤ m and Ri is the set of the rules associated
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with neuron with label i. In what follows we will refer to neuron with label i ∈ H
also denoting it with σi .
If an extended ﬁring rule [E/ac → ap ; d]i has E = ac , then we will write it in
the simpliﬁed form [ac → ap ; d]i ; similarly, if a rule [E/ac → ap ; d]i has d = 0,
then we can simply write it as [E/ac → ap ]i ; hence, if a rule [E/ac → ap ; d]i has
E = ac and d = 0, then we can write [ac → ap ]i . A rule [E/ac → ap ]i with p = 0
is written in the form [E/ac → λ]i and is called extended forgetting rule. Rules
of the types [E/ac → a; d]i and [ac → λ]i are said to be standard.
In addition to spiking rules, our simulator supports neuron division and
neuron budding rules. Basically, division rules create a pair of new membranes
out of a previously existing one (that disappears). These membranes are placed in
parallel. Membranes created by means of division rules inherit the synapses going
into and out of the original membrane. On the other hand, budding rules create
a new membrane while preserving the original one. This new membrane is placed
serially following the original one. Furthermore, the new membrane created by
means of budding rules inherits the outgoing synapses of the parent membrane.
These synapses are transferred from the parent to the child membrane. In
addition, a synapse from the original membrane to the newly created membrane
is established. Thus, after the application of division rules two new membranes
with (potentially) new labels are created. The original one disappears. On
the other hand, after the application of budding rules only a new membrane
with a new (potentially) label is created, preserving the original membrane.
In both cases additional synapses are added connecting the child membranes
with pre-existent membranes according to the rules dictated by the synapse
dictionary. As a result of the simulator supporting both division and budding
rules, the membrane structure of the system is able to evolve dynamically along
the computation steps. A more thorough description of the semantics of SN P
systems can be found in [12] and in [18].
The conﬁguration of the system is described by the topological structure of
the system, the number of spikes associated with each neuron, and the state
of each neuron (open or closed). Using the rules as described above, one can
deﬁne transitions among conﬁgurations. Any (maximal) sequence of transitions
starting in the initial conﬁguration is called a computation. A computation
halts if it reaches a conﬁguration where all neurons are open and no rule can
be used.
Traditionally, the input of an SN P system used in the accepting mode is
provided in the form of a spike train, a sequence of steps when one spike or
no spike enters the input neuron. Thus, we need several spikes at a time to
come into the system via the input neuron, i. e., we consider “generalized spike
trains” instead, written in the form ai1 · ai2 · . . . · air , where r ≥ 1, ij ≥ 0 for each
1 ≤ j ≤ r. The meaning is that ij spikes are introduced in neuron σin in step j
(all these ij spikes are provided at the same time).
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P-Lingua Syntax for SN P Systems

This section is devoted to show the extended P-Lingua syntax that covers
the SN P systems considered in the proposed P-Lingua language revision.
The following paragraphs describe the new features incorporated in order to
support SN P systems. These features include diﬀerent simulation modes, an
initial membrane structure (which consists of the initial set of membranes and
a collection of synapses), a simulation input spike train and the explicit (and
optional) speciﬁcation of input and output membranes. These features also
include language-related items, such as regular expressions and new reserved
words.
3.1

Regular Expressions

Regular expressions have been introduced. These regular expressions are a subset
of those deﬁned according to the Java package java.util.regex formally speciﬁed
at [20]. This subset is deﬁned by combining the following symbols as established
in the syntax just mentioned:
’a’, ’(’, ’)’, ’[’, ’]’, ’{’, ’}’, ’,’, ’^’, ’*’, ’+’, ’?’, ’|’
The purpose of the inclusion of regular expression in this version of P-Lingua is
to specify the regular expressions associated to the rules of SN P systems.
Additional information related to the Java language can be found at [21]. We
remark that these regular expressions are not checked by the parser. Instead,
they are piped directly into the simulator. Then, the simulator performs the
parsing. Regular expressions E are written double-quoted: ”E”. Also, in this
version the membrane labels can accept parameters built on integer expressions.
In addition, no new arithmetic operator has been introduced in this revision.
3.2

Model Speciﬁcation

In this version of P-Lingua, a SN P system speciﬁcation must deﬁne an initial
membrane structure and a set of rules. The membrane structure is composed
of a set of membranes joined by synapses. These synapses are speciﬁed as a set
of connections. If the SN P system considers division and budding rules, then a
synapse dictionary must be also speciﬁed.
Apart from the initial conﬁguration and the set of rules, in this version of
P-Lingua the user can also deﬁne an input membrane and a set of output
membranes. In addition, the user can also deﬁne simulation parameters. These
parameters include simulation modes and spike trains.
P-Lingua ﬁles deﬁning SN P systems must begin with the following sentence:
@model<spiking_psystems>
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Additionally, @model<spiking psystems> can be followed by a pair of sentences
in order to specify the simulation modes to be used. These modes determine the
semantics in which the simulation is performed as described in [8]. The sentences
are:
– @masynch = v1;
where v1 ∈ {0, 1, 2}. If this sentence is not present, then v1 defaults to 0.
These values denote the following modes:
0: Synchronous (standard) mode.
1: Asynchronous unbounded mode.
2: Asynchronous bounded mode.
Let us consider a membrane structure with N membranes. If @masynch is
set to 2 then the next sentence can be used to express the valid halting
conﬁguration:
@mvalid = (m1,n1), (m2,n2),..., (mN,nN);
where, for each integer i ∈ [1, . . . , N ]:
• mi is a membrane label in the SN P system.
• ni is an integer expression which speciﬁes the number of spikes contained
in mi at the end of the computation.
If the sentence is not used then every halting conﬁguration is considered
valid. Also if the sentence is used when @masynch is not set to 2, it would
be ignored.
– @mseq = v2;
where v2 ∈ {0, . . . , 5}. If this sentence is not present, then v2 defaults to 0.
These values denote the following modes:
0: parallel (standard) mode.
1: standard sequential mode.
2: max pseudo-sequential mode.
3: max sequential mode.
4: min pseudo-sequential mode.
5: min sequential mode.
Let us consider an initial membrane structure of a SN P system with N
membranes and M synapses. In this version of P-Lingua, in order to deﬁne
that initial membrane structure, the following sentence must be written:
@mu = m1, m2, ..., mN;
where, for each integer i ∈ [1, . . . , N ], mi is the label of membrane i. The label
environment cannot be used. Given an initial membrane structure, in order to
deﬁne the connections between the membranes, the following sentence must be
written:
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@marcs = arc1, arc2,..., arcM;
where, for each integer i ∈ [1, . . . , M ], arci = (mk , ml ), mk and ml being two
membrane labels of an SN P system conﬁguration and mk =ml .
Let us consider a dictionary. In this version of P-Lingua, in order to specify
that synapse dictionary the following optional sentence must be written:
@mdict = e1, e2, ..., eD;
where D is the number of entries of the dictionary and, for each integer
p ∈ [1, . . . , D], ep = (li , lj ), li and lj are two diﬀerent labels and li =lj .
If the SN P system speciﬁcation contains division or budding rules the
dictionary is mandatory. Besides, an implicit dictionary is built from the
parameter @marcs. This dictionary is extended by the “explicit” dictionary
deﬁned by the sentence @mdict.
In order to specify the (optional) input membrane of the SN P system, the
following sentence may be written:
@min = m;
where m is the label of a membrane existing in the initial SN P system membrane
structure. SN P systems without input membrane can also be speciﬁed in PLingua, by just omitting this sentence.
Let us consider an input spike train consisting of S steps for a SN P system
with an input membrane. In this version of P-Lingua, in order to specify this
input spike train, the following sentence must be written:
@minst = r1, r2, ..., rS;
where, for each integer i ∈ [1, . . . , S], ri = (i, ai ), i and ai being two integer
expressions, i>1 and ai ≥0. The parameter i denotes the step of the computation
calculated by the simulator while the parameter ai denotes the number of spikes
that are introduced in the input membrane at step i. When the pair rj = (j, aj )
is undeﬁned for some step j then the simulator assumes that zero spikes are
introduced in the system at that step.
In order to specify the (optional) output membranes of the SN P system, the
following sentence may be written:
@mout = o1, o2, ..., oL;
where, for each integer i ∈ [1, . . . , L], oi denotes a membrane label of the SN
P system. SN P systems without output membranes can also be speciﬁed in
P-Lingua, by just omitting this sentence.

3.3

Sample of the First Few Lines of a P-Lingua SN P System
Deﬁnition File

The following paragraph shows the ﬁrst few lines of a P-Lingua SN P system
deﬁnition ﬁle. These lines cover examples of the previously deﬁned syntax.
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@model<spiking_psystems>
@masynch = 2;
@mvalid = (1, 3), (2, 6), (3, 4);
@mseq = 2;
@mu = 1,2,3;
@marcs = (1,2), (1,3);
@mdict = (1,d),(2,f);
@min = 1;
@minst = (1,3), (5,4), (8,2);
@mout = 1,2;

3.4

Deﬁnition of Multisets

Initial multisets of objects for neurons can be deﬁned in the same way as initial
multisets of objects for cell-like membranes, with the restriction that only the
object a may be used.
For instance:
@ms(0) = a*15;
3.5

Deﬁnition of Rules

If a P-Lingua ﬁle begins with the @model<spiking psystems> sentence, then
four types of rules can be deﬁned:

(1) Firing rules, that can be speciﬁed in the following ways:
– [a*c]’h --> [a*p]’h "e" :: d;
– [a*c
--> a*p]’h "e" :: d;
(2) Forgetting rules, that can be speciﬁed in the following ways:
– [a*c]’h --> [#]’h "e" :: d;
– [a*c
--> #]’h "e" :: d;
(3) Neuron division rules, that can be speciﬁed in the following way:
[]’i --> [#]’j || [#]’k "e";
(4) Neuron budding rules, that can be speciﬁed in the following way:
[]’i --> [#]’i / [#]’j "e";
where h, i, j and k are membrane labels of the SN P system described, c, p and
d are integer expressions which satisfy c≥1, c≥p and d≥0, and e is a regular
expression over {a}.
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For ﬁring and forgetting rules, both d and ”e” are optional with d defaulting
to 0. In forgetting rules d is always set to 0. When e is not present in the rule,
then e defaults to the left hand side of the rule.
Division and budding rules have no delays, so d is not used, but the regular
expression e is mandatory.
For instance, the following rules are valid spiking rules in P-Lingua:
–
–
–
–

[a*3]’1
[a*3
[a*3
[a*3

--> [a*2]’1 "a^3" :: 3;
--> a*2]’1 "a?" :: 6;
-->
#]’1 "a+a^3" :: 3;
-->
#]’1 "a*" :: 5;

Also, the following rules are valid division and budding rules in P-Lingua:
– []’1 --> []’2 || []’3 "a*";
– []’1 --> []’1 / []’2 "(a^3)|a";
Recall that in P-Lingua, the symbol # is optional (it can be omitted), for
instance the following rules:
–
–
–
–

[]’1
[]’1
[a*3
[a*3

-->
-->
-->
-->

[#]’2 || [#]’3 "a*";
[#]’1 / [#]’2 "(a^3)|a";
#]’1 "a+a^3" :: 3;
#]’1 "a*" :: 5;

can be written equivalently as:
–
–
–
–
3.6

[]’1
[]’1
[a*3
[a*3

-->
-->
-->
-->

[]’2 || []’3 "a*";
[]’1 / []’2 "(a^3)|a";
]’1 "a+a^3" :: 3;
]’1 "a*" :: 5;

Deﬁnition of the Output

In order to specify additional output results to be shown to the user after the
computation halts (when it halts), the following sentences may be included:
@moutres_binary;
@moutres_natural(k,strong,alternate);
@moutres_summatories;
where all of them are optional.
When parameter @moutres binary is speciﬁed then the output is shown as a
binary spike train. If more than one output membrane was deﬁned then a binary
output spike train is shown for each one of them. The binary spike train for a given
output membrane oj is a binary sequence b1 , b2 , ..., bN with bi = 0 if and only if
oj sends no spikes to the environment at computation step i, and 1 otherwise.
When parameter @moutres natural is speciﬁed then a natural output spike
train is shown to the user. If more than one output membrane was deﬁned then a
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train is shown for each output membrane. For a thorough explanation please refer
to [14]. If natural(k,strong,alternate) is speciﬁed, then k is an integer expression
with k≥2 and strong and alternate take boolean values (false or true).
When parameter @moutres summatories is speciﬁed then the sum of the
spikes sent to the environment for each output membrane, (i.e., the contents
of the environment) is shown as output.
3.7

Reserved Words

The set of reserved words has been updated in the current syntax of the P-Lingua
language by adding the following text strings:
@masynch, @mseq, @mvalid, @marcs, @mdict, @min, @minst,
@mout, |, @moutres_binary, @moutres_natural, @moutres_summatories
The inclusion of these reserved words is necessary in order to include the new
features of this version of P-Lingua. These new features are explained above.

4

A Simulator Software for SN P Systems

In [7], a Java library called pLinguaCore was presented under GPL license.
It includes parsers to handle input ﬁles and built–in simulators to generate
P system computations. It can export several output ﬁle formats to represent
P systems. It is not a closed product because developers with knowledge of Java
can add new components to the library. In this paper, pLinguaCore has been
upgraded to support SN P systems. Now, the library is able to handle input P–
Lingua ﬁles which deﬁne SN P systems and it includes a new built–in simulator
in order to simulate SN P system computations. The current version of the
library can be downloaded from http://www.p-lingua.org.
The simulation algorithm described below generates one possible computation for a SN P system with an initial conﬁguration C0 containing n membranes
m1 , . . . , mn . Recall that when working with recognizer P systems all computations yield the same answer (conﬂuence).
The simulation algorithm is structured in six steps:
I. Initialization
In this step the data structures needed to conduct the simulation are initialized.
II. Selection of rules
In this step the set of rules to be executed in the current step is calculated.
III. Build execution sets
In this step the rules to be executed are split into diﬀerent sets, according to
their kind.
IV. Execute division and budding rules
In this step division and budding rules are executed. The execution is performed
in two phases: In the ﬁrst one, new neurons are calculated out of existing
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neurons by applying budding and division rules. In the second one additional
synapses are introduced according to the synapse dictionary.
V. Execute spiking rules
In this step execution of spiking rules is performed.
VI. Ending
In this step the current conﬁguration is updated with the conﬁguration newly
calculated and the halting condition is checked (no rules are applicable).
In what follows, the simulation algorithm is described.
I. Initialization
1. Let Ct be the current configuration
2. Let Msel ≡ ∅ be a set of membranes who are susceptible of executing a rule in
the current computation step
3. Let m0 be a virtual membrane (with label 0) representing the environment
II. Selection of rules
1. Each membrane mi stores the following elements:
- last rule ri selected to be executed in a previous step for that membrane
(initially none)
- an integer decreasing-only counter di , that stores the number of steps left for
the membrane to open and fire in case ri is a firing rule (initially zero).
For each membrane mi , do
(a) If mi is closed as a result of being involved in the execution of a budding or
division rule, then open mi (let di = 0) and clear its rule ri
(b) If mi is closed as a result of being involved in the execution of a firing rule
(thus ri is a firing rule) then
i. Decrease the counter di
ii. Add mi to Msel
iii. Go to process the next membrane
(c) Let Si ≡ ∅ be the set of possible rules to be executed over mi
(d) For each rule rj with label j do
i. If rj is active and can be executed over mi then add rj to Si
(e) If Si is empty then go to process the next membrane
(f) Select non deterministically a rule rk from Si
(g) Set rk as the new selected rule for mi
(h) If rk is a firing rule, update the counter d accordingly
(i) Add mi to Msel
(j) Clear Si
2. If Msel is not empty and the simulator operates in sequential mode then
(a) Select a membrane ms from Msel according to the sequential mode
(b) Clear Msel
(c) Add ms to Msel
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III. Build execution sets
1. Let Division ≡ ∅ be the set that stores the membranes having a division rule
selected to be executed in the current step
2. Let Budding ≡ ∅ be the set that stores the membranes having a budding rule
selected to be executed in the current step
3. Let Spiking ≡ ∅ be the set that stores the membranes having a spiking rule
selected to be executed in the current step (or susceptible to be executed in the
case of firing rules with delays)
4. For each membrane mi from Msel do
(a) Let ri be the selected rule for mi
(b) If ri is a division rule then add mi to Division
(c) If ri is a budding rule then add mi to Budding
(d) If ri is a spiking rule then add mi to Spiking
IV. Execute division and budding rules
1. Let Div ≡ ∅ be the set that stores the membranes that are generated as a result
of applying a division rule in the current step
2. Let Bud ≡ ∅ be the set that stores the membranes that are generated as a
result of applying a budding rule in the current step
3. For each membrane mi from Division do
(a) If the simulator operates in asynchronous mode then
i. Determine non deterministically if the rule has to be executed
ii. If the rule does not have to be executed then go to process the next
membrane
(b) Let ri be the selected rule for mi : [E]i → []j ||[]k
(c) Relabel mi with the j label, thus from now on we refer to mj
(d) Create a new membrane mk and close it
(e) For each incoming edge from some membrane mp to mj create a new edge
from mp to mk
(f) For each outgoing edge from mj to some membrane mp create a new edge
from mk to mp
(g) Add mj and mk to Div
4. For each membrane mi from Budding do
(a) If the simulator operates in asynchronous mode then
i. Determine non deterministically if the rule has to be executed
ii. If the rule has not to be executed then go to process the next membrane
(b) Let ri the selected rule for mi : [E]i → []i /[]j
(c) Create a new membrane mj and close it
(d) For each outgoing edge from mi to some membrane mp do
i. Create a new edge from mj to mp
ii. Remove the edge from mi to mp
(e) Create a new edge from mi to mj
(f) Add mj to Bud
5. For each membrane mi from Div create new edges involving mi according to
the synapse dictionary if necessary
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6. For each membrane mi from Bud create new edges involving mi according to
the synapse dictionary if necessary
V. Execute spiking rules
1. For each membrane mi from Spiking do
(a) If mi is closed then go to process the next membrane
(b) If the simulator operates in asynchronous mode then
i. Determine non deterministically if the rule has to be executed
ii. If the rule does not have to be executed then go to process the next
membrane
(c) Let ri be the selected rule for mi
(d) If ri is a firing rule of the form [E/ac → ap ; d]i then
i. Remove c spikes from the multiset of mi
ii. For each membrane mj connected to mi by an edge going from mi to
mj , add p spikes to the multiset of mj if and only if mj is open
(e) If ri is a forgetting rule of the form [E/ac → λ]i then remove c spikes from
the multiset of mi
VI. Ending
1. Let Ct+1 = Ct
2. If Msel is not empty then goto I
Before going on, it is important to note that we assume the deﬁned P system to
be free of syntax errors that could lead to an incorrect computation, since the
P–Lingua parser checks for any possible programming errors.

5

An Example: A Family of SN P Systems Solving SAT

In order to illustrate the operation of the simulator, a uniform and eﬃcient
solution to SAT by means of a family of SN P systems with spiking, neuron
division and budding rules is described in this section.
We will start considering the description of the family in terms of its
theoretical deﬁnition. Then a P–Lingua source code describing the SN P
system for a particular instance of the problem will be shown. Subsequently,
a generalized version of the P–Lingua previous code for any given instance of
the SAT problem will be presented. This is achieved by means of the inclusion of
parameters in the P–Lingua code and the integration with MeCoSim [16].
Finally the simulation results will be presented.
5.1

Description of the Family

As mentioned above, a uniform and eﬃcient solution to SAT by means of a family
of SN P systems with spiking, neuron division and budding rules is described in
what follows. This solution has already been presented in [12].
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Let us consider a propositional formula SAT (n, m) = C1 ∧ . . . ∧ Cm over n
variables x1 . . . xn , consisting of m clauses Cj = yj,1 ∨ . . . ∨ yj,kj , 1 ≤ j ≤ m,
where yj,i ∈ {xl , ¬xl | 1 ≤ l ≤ n}, 1 ≤ i ≤ kj . Without loss of generality, we may
assume that no clause contains two occurrences of some xi or two occurrences
of some ¬xi (the formula is not redundant at the level of clauses), or both xi
and ¬xi (otherwise such a clause is trivially satisﬁable, hence can be removed).
Because the construction is uniform, we need a way to encode any given
instance γn,m of C. Each clause Ci of γn,m can be seen as a disjunction of at
most n literals, and thus for each j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n} either xj occurs in Ci , or ¬xj
occurs, or none of them occurs. In order to distinguish these three situations we
deﬁne the spike variables αi,j , for 1 ≤ i ≤ m and 1 ≤ j ≤ n, as variables whose
values are amounts of spikes; we assign to them the following values:
⎧
⎨ a, if xj occurs in Ci ;
αi,j = a2 , if ¬xj occurs in Ci ;
⎩ 0
a , otherwise.
In this way, clause Ci will be represented by the sequence αi,1 · αi,2 · . . . · αi,n of
spike variables; in order to represent the entire formula γn,m we just concatenate
the representations of the single clauses, thus obtaining the generalized spike
train α1,1 · α1,2 · . . . · α1,n .α2,1 · α2,2 · . . . · α2,n · . . . · αm,1 · αm,2 · . . . · αm,n .
As an example, the representation of γ3,2 = (x1 ∨ ¬x2 ) ∧ (x1 ∨ x3 ) is the
sequence a · a2 · a0 · a · a0 · a. In order to let the systems have enough time
to generate necessary workspace before computing the instances of SAT (n, m),
a spiking train (a0 )2n is added at the beginning of the input. In general, for
any given instance γn,m of SAT (n, m), the encoding sequence is cod(γn,m ) =
(a0 )2n · α1,1 · α1,2 · . . . · α1,n · α2,1 · α2,2 · . . . · α2,n · . . . · αm,1 · αm,2 · . . . · αm,n .
For each n, m ∈ N, we construct
Π(n, m) = (O, H, syn, n1 , . . . , nq , R, in, out),
with the following components:
The initial degree of the system is q = 4n + 7;
O = {a};
H = {in, out, cl} ∪ {di | i = 0, 1, . . . , n}
∪ {Cxi | i = 1, 2, . . . , n} ∪ {Cxi 0 | i = 1, 2, . . . , n}
∪ {Cxi 1 | i = 1, 2, . . . , n} ∪ {ti | i = 1, 2, . . . , n}
∪ {fi | i = 1, 2, . . . , n} ∪ {0, 1, 2, 3};
syn = {(di , di+1 ) | i = 0, 1, . . . , n − 1} ∪ {(dn , d1 )}
∪ {(in, Cxi ) | i = 1, 2, . . . , n} ∪ {(di , Cxi ) | i = 1, 2, . . . , n}
∪ {(Cxi , Cxi 0) | i = 1, 2, . . . , n} ∪ {(Cxi , Cxi 1) | i = 1, 2, . . . , n}
∪ {(i + 1, i) | i = 0, 1, 2} ∪ {(1, 2), (0, out)}
∪ {(Cxi 1, ti ) | i = 1, 2, . . . , n} ∪ {(Cxi 0, fi ) | i = 1, 2, . . . , n};
nd0 = n0 = n2 = n3 = 1, nd1 = 6, and there is no spike in the other neurons;
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R is the following set of rules:
(1) spiking rules:
[a → a] in ,
[a2 → a2 ] in ,
[a → a; 2n + nm] d0 ,
[a4 → a4 ] i , i = d1 , . . . , dn ,
[a5 → λ] d1 ,
[a6 → a4 ; 2n + 1] d1 ,
[a → λ] Cxi , i = 1, 2, . . . , n,
[a2 → λ] Cxi , i = 1, 2, . . . , n,
[a4 → λ] Cxi , i = 1, 2, . . . , n,
[a5 → a5 ; n − i] Cxi , i = 1, 2, . . . , n,
[a6 → a6 ; n − i] Cxi , i = 1, 2, . . . , n,
[a5 → a4 ] Cxi 1 , i = 1, 2, . . . , n,
[a6 → λ] Cxi 1 , i = 1, 2, . . . , n,
[a5 → λ] Cxi 0 , i = 1, 2, . . . , n,
[a6 → a4 ] Cxi 0 , i = 1, 2, . . . , n,
[(a4 )+ → a] ti , i = 1, 2, . . . , n,
[(a4 )+ → a] fi , i = 1, 2, . . . , n,
[a4k−1 → λ] ti , k = 1, 2, . . . , n, i = 1, 2, . . . , n,
[a4k−1 → λ] fi , k = 1, 2, . . . , n, i = 1, 2, . . . , n,
[am → a2 ] cl ,
[(a2 )+ /a → a] out ,
[a → a] i , i = 1, 2,
[a2 → λ] 2 ,
[a → a; 2n − 1] 3 ;
(2) neuron division rules:
[a] 0 → [] t1 $ [ ] f1 ,
[a] ti → [] ti+1 $ [ ] fi+1 , i = 1, 2, . . . , n − 1,
[a] fi → [] ti+1 $ [ ] fi+1 , i = 1, 2, . . . , n − 1;
(3) neuron budding rules:
[a] tn → [ ]tn /[ ]cl,
[a] fn → [ ]fn /[ ]cl.
5.2

A P-Lingua Source Code. Particular Instance Solution of SAT
Problem

Code description. This section is devoted to the P–Lingua source code that
deﬁnes a SN P system belonging to the family speciﬁed above. In particular, we
consider the following formula as the instance of SAT that we try to solve:
ϕ = (x1 ∨ x2 ∨ ¬x3 ∨ x4 ) ∧ (x1 ∨ x2 ) ∧ (x1 ∨ ¬x2 ∨ ¬x3 ) ∧ (x2 ∨ ¬x3 ∨ x4 ) ∧
∧(¬x1 ∨ x2 ∨ x4 ) ∧ (x2 ∨ ¬x3 ∨ x4 ) ∧ (x1 ∨ x4 ) ∧ (¬x1 ∨ x2 ∨ x3 ∨ x4 )
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Thus we are resolving SAT(n,m) with n = 4 and m = 8. Of course, the main
module can be easily modiﬁed in order to deﬁne any other P system of the
family.
The source code is structured as follows:
1. Module main() that deﬁnes a SN P system solving the SAT problem for
the formula described above with 4 variables and 8 clauses. Firstly, it calls
the module spiking init conf(n) for n ≡ 4. Secondly, it calls the module
spiking rules(n,m) for (n, m) ≡ (4, 8).
2. Module spiking init conf(n) that deﬁnes the initial conﬁguration of a
SN P system solving the SAT problem for any instance with n variables.
Furthermore, this module deﬁnes the train of spikes which encode the ϕ
formula. This train is deﬁned according to what we stated above.
3. Module spiking rules(n,m) that deﬁnes the spiking rules of the SN P
system for any instance with n variables and m clauses.
4. Module neuron division rules(n) that deﬁnes the division rules of the SN
P system for any instance with n variables.
5. Module neuron budding rules(n) that deﬁnes the budding rules of the SN
P system for any instance with n variables.
The source code for the SN P system deﬁned above can be found in the URL:
http://www.p-lingua.org/examples/sat SNPSystem.pli. In what follows
we will show its most signiﬁcant part.
@model<spiking_psystems>
// Encoding module main()
def main()
{
call spiking_init_conf(4);
call spiking_rules(4,8);
call neuron_division_rules(4);
call neuron_budding_rules(4);
}
// Encoding module spiking_init_conf()
def spiking_init_conf(n)
{
// Encoding initial membranes
@mu = in, out;
@mu += 0,1,2,3;
@mu += d{i} : 0<=i<=n;
@mu += Cx{i} : 1<=i<=n;
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@mu += Cx{i,0} : 1<=i<=n;
@mu += Cx{i,1} : 1<=i<=n;
// Encoding initial membrane spikes
@ms(d{0}) = a;
@ms(0) = a;
@ms(2) = a;
@ms(3) = a;
@ms(d{1}) = a*6;
// Encoding initial synapse graph (also updating synapse dictionary)
@marcs
@marcs
@marcs
@marcs
@marcs
@marcs
@marcs
@marcs
@marcs

=
+=
+=
+=
+=
+=
+=
+=
+=

(d{i},d{i+1}):0<=i<=n-1;
(d{n},d{1});
(in,Cx{i}):1<=i<=n;
(d{i},Cx{i}):1<=i<=n;
(Cx{i},Cx{i,0}):1<=i<=n;
(Cx{i},Cx{i,1}):1<=i<=n;
({i+1},{i}):0<=i<=2;
(1,2);
(0,out);

// Encoding additional synapse dictionary updating
@mdict = (Cx{i,1},t{i}):1<=i<=n;
@mdict+= (Cx{i,0},f{i}):1<=i<=n;
// Encoding input neuron
@min = in;
// Encoding input formula spike train
// Encoding first clause
@minst =
@minst+=
@minst+=
@minst+=

(9,1);
(10,1);
(11,2);
(12,1);

...
// Encoding last clause
@minst+= (37,2);
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@minst+= (38,1);
@minst+= (39,1);
@minst+= (40,1);
// Encoding output neuron
@mout = out;
}
// Encoding module spiking_rules()
def spiking_rules(n,m)
{
[a --> a]’in;
[a*2 --> a*2]’in;
[a --> a]’d{0} :: 2*n+n*m;
[a*4 --> a*4]’d{i} : 1<=i<=n;
[a*5 --> #]’d{1};
[a*6 --> a*4]’d{1} :: 2*n+1;
[a --> #]’Cx{i} : 1<=i<=n;
[a*2 --> #]’Cx{i} : 1<=i<=n;
[a*4 --> #]’Cx{i} : 1<=i<=n;
[a*5 --> a*5]’Cx{i} :: n-i : 1<=i<=n;
[a*6 --> a*6]’Cx{i} :: n-i : 1<=i<=n;
[a*5 --> a*4]’Cx{i,1} : 1<=i<=n;
[a*6 --> #]’Cx{i,1} : 1<=i<=n;
[a*5 --> #]’Cx{i,0} : 1<=i<=n;
[a*6 --> a*4]’Cx{i,0} : 1<=i<=n;
[a --> a]’t{i} "(a{4})+" : 1<=i<=n;
[a --> a]’f{i} "(a{4})+" : 1<=i<=n;
[a*(4*k-1) --> #]’t{i} : 1<=k<=n,1<=i<=n;
[a*(4*k-1) --> #]’f{i} : 1<=k<=n,1<=i<=n;
[a*m --> a*2]’cl;
[a --> a]’out "(a{2})+";
[a --> a]’{i} : 1<=i<=2;
[a*2 --> #]’2;
[a --> a]’3 :: 2*n-1;
}
// Encoding module neuron_division_rules()
def neuron_division_rules(n)
{
[]’0 --> []’t{1} || []’f{1} "a";
[]’t{i} --> []’t{i+1} || []’f{i+1} "a" : 1<=i<=n-1;
[]’f{i} --> []’t{i+1} || []’f{i+1} "a" : 1<=i<=n-1;
}
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// Encoding module neuron_budding_rules()
def neuron_budding_rules(n)
{
[]’t{n} --> []’t{n} / []’cl "a";
[]’f{n} --> []’f{n} / []’cl "a";
}
5.3

Generalized P-Lingua Source Code for the Family of SN P
Systems Solving SAT

Code description. This section describes and shows the P–Lingua source code
that deﬁnes a family of SN P systems including parameters to allow the deﬁnition
of diﬀerent particular scenarios, problems, initial conditions without changing
the code. Unlike the previous example, we deﬁne the SAT problem for any CNF
formula ϕ.
Thus we are resolving SAT(n,m) with n and m depending on the values
introduced by the user in MeCoSim. We can now deﬁne any SN P system of
the family without changing the P-Lingua code, only by entering diﬀerent initial
data in the graphical user interface of MeCoSim.
The structure of the source code does not change from the previous
version. The main diﬀerence is the presence of parameters instead of particular values for introducing the number of variables (n), the number
of clauses (m) and the description of the formula in the form of an input spike train (given by the values of the parameters val(i,j). The
source code for the SN P system deﬁned above can be found in the URL:
http://www.p-lingua.org/examples/sat SNPSystem 2.pli. In what follows
we will show the changes introduced respect to the ad-hoc versions.
def main()
{
call spiking_init_conf(n,m);
call spiking_rules(n,m);
call neuron_division_rules(n);
call neuron_budding_rules(n);
}
def spiking_init_conf(n,m)
{
...
// Encoding input formula spike train.
// It depends on the parameter values of m, n and val{i,j}
@minst+= ((2*n+j)+(n*(i-1)),val{i,j}):1<=i<=m, 1<=j<=n;
...
}
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Integration with MeCoSim. This section enumerates the main aspects of
the integration of the previous P-Lingua code with MeCoSim by means of a set
of captures.
1. Conﬁguration ﬁle
First of all, the MeCoSim conﬁguration ﬁle to build the visual simulator
adapted to the family of SN P systems solving SAT is ﬁlled. The simulation
parameters tab to generate the parameters used in the P-Lingua code is
shown below.

Fig. 1. MeCoSim Conﬁg File. Simulation Params

2. Input data
The end user is provided with an interface to enter the needed input data
to instantiate the initial SN P system to compute the satisﬁability for a
given formula.
– General parameters (number of variables and clauses)

Fig. 2. MeCoSim GUI. General parameters tab

– Input clauses
When the user starts the simulation, the conﬁgured parameters for P-Lingua
are instantiated from the input tables of MeCoSim. Then the computation
runs until a halting conﬁguration is reached. Then the output tables and
charts are shown.
3. Input spikes train
A graphical output has been deﬁned to visualize the input spikes train. As
mentioned before, these spikes comes into the system in certain steps and
quantities as we see in the chart.
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Fig. 3. MeCoSim GUI. Input clauses tab.

Fig. 4. MeCoSim GUI. Input spikes train chart.

4. Output Results
Once the simulation halts, the result is shown in the form of an output table
and a chart, denoting “Yes” if the formula is satisﬁable and “No” otherwise.
– Satisﬁability result table
– Satisﬁability chart
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Fig. 5. MeCoSim GUI. Satisﬁability table.

Fig. 6. MeCoSim GUI. Satisﬁability chart.

5.4

Simulation Results

The pLinguaCore Java library includes a command–line interface in order to
parse P–Lingua input ﬁles and simulate the deﬁned P systems. The SN P system
deﬁned above can be simulated by writing the next command1 in a system
console:
java -jar plinguacore.jar plingua sim -pli sat SNPSystem.pli -o
output.txt

A complete explanation of commands for pLinguaCore can be found in [7]. In
this case, the P–Lingua input ﬁle is called sat SNPSystem.pli and it contains
1

A Java runtime environment 1.6.0 or better must be installed. It can be downloaded
from http://www.java.com
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the source code referenced before. The ﬁle output.txt is a text ﬁle where
information about the parser process and the generated computation is stored:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Initial cells
Initial multisets
Rules set
For each conﬁguration:
(a) Multiset of objects in the environment
(b) Multiset of objects for each cell
(c) Rules selected to be executed in the next step.

The simulator runs until reaching a halting conﬁguration, where no rule can be
selected to be executed in the next step. At this stage, the environment contains
either a single object a or no object at all.
For the P system deﬁned in the ﬁle sat SNPSystem.pli, an object a is sent
to the environment after 46 steps of computation and it halts. That is, it is an
accepting computation.
5.5

Performance

In order to exemplify the simulation algorithm performance, a few
examples are presented. All of them are referred to the family
System solving SAT shown above, concretely 3-SAT instances. The
environment is a Dual Core AMD Athlon II X2 250 3 GHz Speed 3
computer running Windows XP Service Pack 3.

execution
of SN P
execution
GB RAM

Table 1. Performance results
variables (n) clauses (m) execution time
3
3
0.734 s.
3
4
0.938 s.
3
5
0.969 s.
4
4
1.578 s.
4
5
1.937 s.
5
5
4.016 s.

6

Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper we have presented a new release of P-Lingua, that signiﬁcantly
extends the previous version by incorporating the ability to work with Spiking
Neural P systems (SN P systems). Besides, a new simulation algorithm has
been designed and implemented, taking into account features of SN P systems
such as neuron division and budding. This new simulator has been included into
the library pLinguaCore, and it has been checked by simulating a family of SN
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P systems taken from the literature, for solving the well-known NP-complete
problem SAT. A brief description of the solution to this problem using SN P
systems has been included in the paper, along with the corresponding P-Lingua
source code.
In addition, an adaptation of the P-Lingua code to integrate with MeCoSim,
providing the end user of the new simulator the capability for entering diﬀerent
input formula and visualizing the results of the computation in a graphical and
structured way.
A possible course of future work is to include weights and thresholds, as
described in Wang et al. [19], in P-Lingua and pLinguaCore simulator for SN
P systems. The referred paper propose using weighted synapses, potentials in
neurons, and rules which handle these potentials under the control of given ﬁring
thresholds.
Finally, we are working along with other research groups to join forces to
combine the expressive richness and ﬂexibility of P-Lingua and MeCoSim with
the eﬃciency of parallel simulators based on CUDA [1].
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Abstract. Multi-Membranes are introduced for deﬁning a computation
model inspired to Metabolic P systems. It is a deterministic, distributed,
and computationally universal model, where computations are performed
by transferring objects among membranes with ﬂuxes speciﬁed by membrane contents. Arithmetical functions can be naturally described and,
remarkably, the algorithms can be described by means of pure geometrical forms without any textual information.
Keywords: Membrane Computing, P Systems, Metabolic P Systems,
Computation Models.

1

Introduction

Since the P systems were introduced [12], several variants of the model were
deﬁned and many software application have been used. P Systems can nondeterministically evolve to obtain diﬀerent successful computations and are thus
very suited in generating or recognizing languages, depending on the way the
output is deﬁned [12]. Membrane-like architectures with compartments communicating across membranes [11] and tissue-like P systems with some kind of graph
structures [2,1,8] were also considered in many computational and applicative
contexts. Metabolic P systems, based on Gh. Păun’s membrane computing theoretical framework [13], were introduced to represent metabolic processes in a discrete mathematical setting. MP systems [6,5] are deterministic single-membrane
dynamical systems where multiset rewriting rules are regulated by functions.
The encouraging results obtained by applying MP systems to the modeling of
biological phenomena and to function approximation [7] suggested us the idea
of deﬁning a model of computation which is deterministic and based on rules
regulated by ﬂuxes.
In this paper, rather than generating or recognizing languages, we are interested in computing arithmetical functions using a novel computation model
where calculi are essentially carried out by matter transferrals. This intuition can
be developed by considering a special kind of MP systems, where a new type of
membrane structure is added in order to provide mechanisms for combining computations articulated at diﬀerent distributed levels. The present paper continues
an investigation started in [4], where the MP approach was developed in terms
of substance transformations rather than matter exchange among membranes.
M. Gheorghe et al. (Eds.): CMC 2011, LNCS 7184, pp. 282–299, 2012.
c Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2012
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For the following discussion it is useful to brieﬂy recall the conceptual framework of Metabolic P systems [5]. MP Systems are single-membrane dynamical
systems. The rules are interpreted as reactions specifying variations of reactants
and products. A multiset rule such as 2a + b → c means that a number 2 × n of
molecules of kind a and a number n of molecules b are replaced by n molecules
of type c. The value of n is the ﬂux of the rule application and is provided by a
function called regulator of the reaction. Regulators take as arguments the variables in the system, that is, substance quantities (or physical parameters such
as temperature, pressure) and provides the ﬂuxes of reactions. The dynamics of
an MP system is deterministic at population level and, at each step, is governed
by a partition of matter determined by the ﬂuxes of the rules consuming it.
Example 1. (MP grammars and MP graphs) An MP system is speciﬁed entirely
by an MP grammar, where reactions are given with the corresponding regulators. The empty multiset ∅ on the left side (resp. right side) of the rule is used to
specify introduction (resp. expulsion) of matter. An MP graph (see Fig. 1) is associated to the system, where the relationships between all substances, reactions
and regulators appear in a more direct way.
r1 : ∅ → x
r2 : x → y
r3 : y → ∅

ϕ1 = 2
(ϕ1 is constant)
ϕ2 = 2 ∗ y + x (ϕ2 depends on populations x and y)
ϕ3 = 1
(ϕ3 is constant)

x

φ1

φ1

r1
r2

y

r3

+

Stoichiometry

φ2

=

r1
x

r2

y
r3

φ3
Flux Regulation

φ2

MP Graph

φ3

Fig. 1. Stoichiometric and regulatory components of an MP graph: substances (circles),
input and output gates (tipping triangles on rules) are connected by reactions arrows.
The regulators (rectangles) determining the ﬂux of rules are linked with dashed arrows.

2

Multi-membranes

The notion of membrane in P systems, according to Păun’s original idea, is based
on the notion of structures which contain objects and possibly other membranes.
In this sense, bracket notation is the natural way of expressing a conﬁguration
of membranes with their relative inclusions and the objects they contain.
The notion of membrane entails some topological aspects which are relevant
for developing the extension that we will investigate in this paper. A closed
surface is a 2D compact variety without one-dimensional frontiers (see [9,3] for
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more details and formal deﬁnition of the topological notions involved). Figure
2 shows some examples having diﬀerent topological types of surfaces: a sphere,
which does not have any 1D borders, and a torus, with any number of holes,
are 2D compact surfaces (for avoiding complications, we exclude surfaces with
knots, such as Klein bottles).

Fig. 2. Surfaces of increasing topological complexity. The left-most is the membrane
concept introduced by Gh. Păun [13].

On the basis of the topological notion of a closed compact surface C in a 3D
space S (the whole 3D space or the subspace bounded by another 3D surface
including C), C identiﬁes a membrane as a partition of S in three sets: i) the
points of S on the surface of C, which we call border of the membrane, ii) the
points of S internal to C and iii) the points of S external to the C.
Now we present a more complex notion of membrane where we add to the
usual notion of inclusion among membranes also a junction relation among
membranes which holds when two membranes share a portion of their borders
(they are joined). An elementary multi-membrane is obtained by joining
many elementary membranes. Starting from elementary multi-membranes, by
iterating membrane inclusion and junction, general multi-membranes can be
obtained (see Fig. 4). An elementary multi-membrane has a central structure if there is one central elementary membrane, to which are joined two or
more elementary membranes, called the frontier membranes. A general multimembrane with central structure is obtained, starting from an elementary multimembrane with central structure, by means of hierarchical inclusions, into the
central components, of membranes or multi-membranes having central structure
(see Fig. 3).
The subspace of points internal to a membrane constitute its region. Any
point of the space which is not on the border of a membrane belongs to the
region of some membrane or is external to the region of any membrane, and
in this case we say that it belongs to the most external region. By iterating
inclusions and junctions it is possible to provide very complex spatial structures.
In the following, for simplicity’s sake, we use 2D diagrams for representing multimembranes, but we remark that membranes are intended as 2D forms in 3D
spaces.
A multi-membrane structure can be viewed as a kind of tissue P System [8]
where edges between membranes express the multi-membrane joining relation.
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Fig. 3. Multi-membranes with central structure

However, multi-membranes exploit this intuition in a more speciﬁc direction, by
means of channels and regulators. Channels express matter transferral connections among membranes while transferral ﬂuxes are speciﬁed by quantities of
objects inside membranes. In this way, hyper-graph structures naturally arise
having great expressive and computational power.
In the rest of the paper, we will show that multi-membranes with central
structure can be used for deﬁning a notion of deterministic computation, which
is essentially based on the transfer of objects among membranes. However, the
interest in investigating more complex notions of membranes has a general motivation, which is related to the way space is organized in biological systems. For
example endoplasmic reticulum and Golgi apparatus are examples of complex
membrane structures which are essential for cell functions. Analogously, tissue
and organ development, and morphogenesis phenomena imply forms of membrane organization, specialization, and conformation which cover an enormous
spectrum of possibilities, which are crucial in the life strategies.

Fig. 4. Multi-membranes without central structure

For more precisely deﬁning channels we need to specify the notion of reachability. A membrane is reachable from a region if a portion of its border conﬁnes
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with the region. In particular, any membrane is reachable from its own region.
In a region from which two membranes are reachable a channel can be put between them, which goes from one of them, the source, to the other, the target.
Along a channel, objects contained in the source membrane can be transferred to
the target membrane. The important aspect of a multi-membrane with central
structure is the role of the frontier membranes which are joined to the central
one. In fact they are reachable from the region of the central membrane but also
from the points which are external to the central membrane and to other frontier
membranes (see Fig. 5).
r3
e
r4
f

b

r1

d

r2

r5
c

a

Fig. 5. A multi-membrane with channels, representing transfer rules

In a multi-membrane, a (transfer) rule is a channel between two membranes,
both reachable from the region where the channel is located, which is equipped
by a ﬂux determining the quantity of objects passing from the source to the
target membrane (in a given time unit). We denote a rule in the following way,
where a, b are membrane labels and ϕ is the ﬂux, that is, an expression assuming
a value in correspondence to the values of its variables:
a → b #ϕ .

(1)

The eﬀect of such a rule is the passage of ϕ objects from the membrane with
label a to the membrane with label b. In the speciﬁc cases we consider in this
paper, ϕ will be either a natural number or the label of some membrane. In the
latter case the value of the ﬂux is the number of objects inside the region of
that membrane. In this sense, a rule can be seen as a valve which is modulated
by membrane contents. The case of a ﬂux speciﬁed by a natural number k is
equivalently represented by the label of a membrane containing k objects where
no rules is acting on it, so that its content remains unchanged in time. In this
context we may assume that only one kind of objects is present in membranes,
for example, if the entities are photons and channels photon ﬁbers, a multimembrane becomes a (futuristic) circuit acting on photon populations.
Introduction and expulsion rules are a special case of the rules considered
above, where the source or the target is the most external region (denoted also by
the empy membrane ∅). The eﬀect of rules such as ∅ → b # ϕ or a → ∅ # ϕ
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are the introduction (entering from the external environment) or expulsion (exiting to the external environment) of ϕ objects respectively. The intuition behind
such rules, also for membranes which do not conﬁne with the most external region (when they are placed at a deeper inclusion level) could be motivated in
many possible ways. A possible implementation of this mechanism is given in
Fig. 6 by means of cascades of buﬀer frontier membranes providing input and
output communication channels with the environment of the multi-membrane.

m2

r 3 #1

r2

#3

r1 #m 2

Fig. 6. A multi-membrane with 3 rules where the ﬂux of r1 is deﬁned as the contents
of membrane m2 . Rounded rectangles represent possible buﬀer frontier membranes.

3

Computing with Multi-membranes

The deterministic computation model based on multi-membranes is based on the
following deﬁnition, for which examples are provided further on in this section.
Deﬁnition 1. (Multi-Membrane Computation System) A Multi-Membrane System with central structure is a construct:
M = (L, R, μ)
where:
L is a set membrane labels.
R is a set of multi-membrane rules having the following forms with a, b ∈ L and
ϕ ∈ N or ϕ ∈ L:
trans
a → b #ϕ
extra-in ∅ → b # ϕ
extra-out a → ∅ # ϕ
μ is the initial multi-membrane conﬁguration with only one type of objects, that
is, a multi-membrane with central structure where some initial objects are
inside certain membranes (by default assumed empty).
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In each multi-membrane some frontier membranes are marked by:
Start one and only one membrane is marked by Start;
Halt
one and only one is marked by Halt;
In, Out some membranes are marked by In and some with Out, but these
marks may not occur.
Rules in the system are applied according to the following general principle. The
rules sharing a common source membrane are simultaneously applied if all their
ﬂuxes are deﬁned and if the objects that they globally extract from the source are
less than the number of objects inside the source membrane. If this is not the
case no rule can be applied. Moreover, a ﬂux given by the content of a frontier
membrane is deﬁned only when the multi-membrane of this frontier membrane
has one object in its Halt membrane.
Multi-membrane systems compute functions according to the following Def. 2.
Deﬁnition 2. (MM-computable function) A function f : Nk → Nh such that
f (x1 , . . . , xk ) = (y1 , . . . , yh ) is MM-computable if there exist a multi-membrane
System M with central structure where:
– Frontier membranes marked by In contain the values x1 , . . . , xk respectively,
– the contents of frontier membranes Start and Halt are 0 and the system
is setup with its initial conﬁguration,
– provided that Start is only referred as target from outer region and only as
source from inner region (and reversed for Halt), after posing one object in
the membrane marked Start (as indication of “computation in progress”)
the rules of the system get applied according to Def. 1. The system M eventually ends when concomitantly Start is emptied and Halt receives one object
(as indication of “end of computation”). In this case, the values y1 , . . . , yh
which are in the frontier membranes marked by Out provide the results of
the computation, and all internal rules become inapplicable.
– Moreover, the Halt membrane never contains an object iﬀ f (x1 , . . . , xk ) is
undeﬁned.
3.1

Examples of Multi-membrane Systems

Multi-membrane systems are represented with three equivalent formalisms. In
Annotated graphs, the graphical elements of Table 1 are accompanied by textual
annotations deﬁning membrane labels and ﬂux deﬁnitions (see Fig. 7).
Bracketed notation provide a complete textual speciﬁcation combining the
multi-compartmental conﬁguration μ with the rules, which could constitute the
basis for a textual multi-membrane programming language. The passage from
the annotated graphs to the bracketed notation is explained in Fig. 7, where the
at-symbol @ indicates that the following labelled membranes (of types Start,
Halt, In, Out) are frontier membranes.
Pure multi-membrane graphs completely express multi-membrane algorithms
using a pure visual formalism. In this case, a ﬂux referring a membrane is denoted
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Table 1. Graphical elements denoting the frontier membranes in a multi-membrane
computation system. In annotated graphs (see Fig. 7) textual annotations are placed
besides membrane labels and the ﬂux deﬁnitions.
Multi-membrane system

Graphical symbol





◦


Description

→

In
Out
In-Out
Start
Halt
Rule a → b # ϕ
Expulsion rule a → ∅ # ϕ
Introduction rule ∅ → b # ϕ



→



↓
↓ 

→
• 

by dotted lines (eg. ϕ = m2 in Fig. 6), and any constant ﬂux (eg. ϕ = 3) is
replaced by a reference to an isolated membrane containing the same number of
objects (eg. ϕ = t and [t 3]t ).
Sometimes we use a summation in the ﬂux, such as r1 : a → b # ϕ + ψ,
meaning that a multiset is removed from a and placed into b with a ﬂux ϕ + ψ,
actually being the result of two rules whose ﬂuxes are ϕ and ψ respectively.
x

+

r1

y

x
#y

=

r2
#s

s

h

SUB

r1

#y

r2
#s

s

h

Annotated graph
Initial conﬁguration μ

[SUB
@: START[s]sHALT[h]h
INOUT[x 3]xIN[y 2]y
]SUB

Rules

+

r1 : x → /
0 #y
r2 : s → h #s

Bracketed notation

=

[SUB
@: START[s]sHALT[h]hINOUT[x 3]xIN[y 2]y
r1 : x → /
0 #y
r2 : s → h #s
]SUB

Fig. 7. Bracketed notation combines the initial conﬁguration μ with the rules of the
system. Frontier membranes x and y (preﬁxed by the @ symbol in bracket notation)
initially contain 3 and 2 objects respectively, while rules r1 and r2 are localized in
membrane Sub.

Limited Subtraction. The limited subtraction, written as x  y, is properly
deﬁned when the subtrahend can actually be subtracted from the subtracter.
More formally:

x − y if x ≥ y
 : N × N %→ N,
xy =
x otherwise .
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The annotated graph in Fig. 8 shows a multi-membrane system implementing the
operation in one single step. When Start[s ]s becomes 1, the computation begins
and rule r1 tries to expel matter from x with a ﬂux equal to the subtrahend y. If
there is not enough matter r1 blocks and the input is left untouched. Otherwise
in membrane [x ]x remains the value x − y of a proper subtraction. In the same
step the computation is halted by rule r2 with a ﬂux s = 1.
After the system has provided the result, the input membranes could need a
set-up procedure before another computation can be started correctly.

x

SUB

y
r1

#y

r2
#s
h
s

Fig. 8. Annotated graph for the limited subtraction. The frontier membrane x acts
both as input and output of the computation.

The multi-membrane system is speciﬁed in bracketed notation as:
[Sub
@ : Start[s ]s Halt[h ]h InOut[x ]x In[y ]y ;
r1 : x → ∅ # y
r2 : s → h # s
]Sub
Multiplication. An algorithm for performing the multiplication of two numbers a and b is the repeated addition of factors. The multi-membrane in Fig. 9
implements a × b as the sum b + · · · + b.
  
a addends

The computation starts when s = 1. Suppose a > 0, b ≥ 0. At step 1, a is
decreased by 1 unit, while the rule r2 is blocked (b + a > b), i.e. the value b does
not change. In the same step r3 introduces b units into c while other rules are
blocked. The same dynamics is repeated at following steps while b + a > b or,
equivalently, while a > 0. At step i = a the contents of a ﬁnally passes from 1
to zero, while the contents of b does not change.
At next step r3 adds additional b units to c (i.e. there are (a + 1) × b units in
membrane c) while r2 now has a ﬂux #b and can move the contents of b into b .
Therefore in next step a + 2 we have: i) a = 0 and b = 0 ii) r3 is blocked iii) r4
expels b = b units from c iv) r5 halts the system. Frontier membrane Out[c ]c
now contains a × b units.
The same reasoning holds for both a = 0 or b = 0.
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a

r1

r2

#1

#b+a

b'

MUL

s
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r3

#1+a + b

r4

r5

#b'

#b
c

h

Fig. 9. Multiplication network for a × b is based on repeated addition

The multi-membrane system for the multiplication is deﬁned by:
[Mul
@ : Start[s ]s
[b ]b ;
r1 : a → ∅
r2 : b → b
r3 : ∅ → c
r4 : c → ∅
r5 : s → h
]Mul

Halt[h ]h In[a ]a

In[b ]b Out[c ]c ;

#1
#a + b
#b
# b
#1 + a + b

The pure graph for the multiplication (see Fig. 10) is a topological form which
entirely describes an algorithm in terms of a pure visual formalism. Fluxes that
were previously deﬁned using the constant 1, here are modeled by references to
an isolated membrane containing 1 object.

Fig. 10. The pure graph for the multiplication of two input numbers contains no textual
annotation and numerical constants are modeled by isolated membranes
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Computational Universality

The multi-membrane systems are a universal computation model as stated in
the following proposition.
Proposition 1. Multi-membrane systems have the same computational power
of register machines.
Before proving the proposition, we preliminarily introduce a multi-membrane
system describing the conditional construct useful in deﬁning the conditional
jumps in a register machine.
Conditional Construct. The conditional construct (see Fig. 11) is intended to
be reusable in possible loops performed by the register machine on the instruction
sequence. The idea is to place a single object in one of two alternative membranes
depending on the value of a guard membrane z. We are deﬁning the function:

(1, 0) if z = 0
Cond(z) =
(0, 1) if z = 1 .

z
s
r1

#1
t

COND
r4
h

#1

r2

x

#s
r3

#z
y

Fig. 11. The conditional construct is a boolean function {0, 1} → {0, 1} × {0, 1}

The multi-membrane system for the conditional construct is described by:
[Cond
@ : Start[s ]s Halt[h ]h In[z ]z
[t ]t ;
r1 : s → t # 1
r2 : ∅ → x # s
r3 : x → y # z
r4 : t → h # 1
]Cond

Out[x ]x Out[y ]y ;

When Start[s ]s becomes 1, the computation begins with r1 moving 1 object
from s to t while rule r2 introduces 1 object into membrane x. According to the
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multi-membrane Def. 2 no matter can be extracted from outputs x or y until
Halt[h 1]h has been produced. At step 2 we consider two cases.
Case i) input z = 0: while rule r3 : x → y # z is blocked, r4 : t → h # 1
signals the end of computation and the output is (x, y) = (1, 0).
Case ii) input z = 1: rule r3 : x → y # z acts by inverting the boolean values
x and y, leading to the output (x, y) = (0, 1).
Proof. of Proposition 1. We consider a deﬁnition of register machine which is
a variant of the Minsky’s model given in [10], having the following types of
instructions:
–
–
–
–

Increment of register R, denoted with Inc(R).
Decrement of register R, denoted with Dec(R).
Go-to instruction Ik if register Rj = 0, denoted with Jnz(Rj , Ik ).
Halt, stopping the computation.

For example the sum of two numbers greater than zero, which are put in registers
R1 and R2 , is given by the contents of register R1 at the end of the computation
of the following program:
1
2
3
4

:
:
:
:

Inc(R1 )
Dec(R2 )
Jnz(R2 , 1)
Halt

In general a register machine is deﬁned by a set R1 , . . . , Rn of registers and a
program which is a sequence of labelled instructions I1 , . . . , Im of the types given
above, where labels identify the positions of the instructions in the program.
A computation of this machine is obtained by putting some numbers in some
speciﬁed input registers and by executing the instructions of the program in the
order they are (where a go-to instruction speciﬁes as next instruction to execute
one which possibly is not the following one in the sequential order). When the
Halt instruction is executed, the results of the computation are the numbers
put in some output registers.
We construct a multi-membrane system modeling a register machine as follows
(see also Fig. 13). We use InOut frontier membranes R1 , . . . , Rn for each register in the machine and we provide simple inner membranes I1 , . . . , Im modeling
the labels of instructions. We add rules s → I1 # 1 and Im → h # 1 connecting
Start[s ]s and Halt[h ]h with the ﬁrst and last instruction-membrane respectively. One single control object is supposed to ﬂow from Start[s ]s to Halt[h ]h
through the instruction-membranes I1 , . . . , Im .
For any , 1 ≤  ≤ m, if instruction I is an increment instruction then we place
an incrementing rule ∅ → R # I , while if I is a decrement instruction then
we place a decrementing rule R → ∅ # I . Since a register can be referenced by
several Inc or Dec instructions, there will be several input/output rules acting
(at diﬀerent times) on the corresponding frontier membrane (see Fig. 12).
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R1

R2

#I2

#I1 + I3
#1

#I4

#1

I1

#1

I3

I2

I4

Fig. 12. Four instructions I1 , I2 , I3 , I4 acting on two register R1 , R2 . I1 and I3 are
increment instructions acting upon R1 , while I2 and I4 act upon R2 : the former decrementing and the latter incrementing register R2 .

We denote with R+ and R− the set of labels of instructions incrementing
and decrementing, respectively, register R. According to the sequential semantic
of the register machine, there is always one and only one instruction which is
executing at any given step.
If the instruction I is a Jnz(Rj , Ik ), we properly embed the conditional
construct (the striped multi-membrane in Fig. 13) into the network.

R2

Rj

...

...

Rn

R1
R -j

-

-

R -2

R -2

R -j
R -n

-

-

R -1

#z

# Iℓ

#1
I1

R -n

Im

#1

h

..

s

R -1

#1

I2

..

..

Iℓ +1

z
x

Iℓ

#1

COND

...

..

Ik

...

#1

y

Fig. 13. The multi-membrane system modeling a register machine

Let [I ]I be the Start of the conditional construct. If Rj = 0, then In[z ]z
stays empty and, according to the deﬁnition of Cond, the output is returned
as Out[x 1]x which is moved as control object into I +1 . Otherwise if Rj > 0,
membrane In[z ]z is ﬁlled by a rule whose ﬂux is 1 = #I units. Afterwards,
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while a rule restores the original value from z into Rj , the control object is
passed from membrane y to Ik .


3.3

More Complex Examples of Computation

Abacus. In this example is deﬁned a 3-digit abacus with carry in base 10. Two
input numbers N = 728 and M = 322 are encoded inside the input membranes as
[N1 7]N1 [N2 2]N2 [N3 8]N3 and [M1 3]M1 [M2 2]M2 [M3 2]M3 (see Fig. 14). The objects
from input membranes are summed digit-by-digit into the output membranes.
The membrane Out[R ]R encodes the digit of thousands possibly yielded by the
carry rules which try to consume from their neighboring lower-digit membrane
in order to produce a carry unit into their neighboring higher-digit membrane.
The computation, with the carry operations, may take up to 4 steps counted by
an auto-resetting countdown that sets h = 1 and conﬁrms the ﬁnal output.

N2
N3

2

N1
7

R

8
#N2

k

s

#k

#3

#N1

#N3

#1

R1

#9

#9

#1

#1

R2
h

t

#M1

#9

#M2
#M3

3
M1

2
M2

#1

R3

2
M3

Fig. 14. A 3-digit abacus with carry

When Start[s ]s becomes 1, the contents of t is transferred into k. In the
following steps 2 and 3, rule r10 : k → t # 1 decrements down to 1 the content
of membrane [k ]k . At step 4 the contents of membrane [k ]k is 1 and the rule
r13 : s → h # k can be applied halting the computation.
The overall eﬃciency, as in digital computers, has an important limitation in
the carry mechanism unless some additional optimizations are implemented.
The system is speciﬁed in bracketed notation where the rules without a name
are said to be anonymous (eg. the helper rules for the carry extraction):
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[Abacus
@ : Start[s ]s Halt[h ]h ;
In: [N1 7]N1 [N2 2]N2 [N3 8]N3 [M1 3]M1 [M2 2]M2 [M3 2]M3 ;
Out: [R ]R [R1 ]R1 [R2 ]R2 [R3 ]R3 ;
[k ]k [t 3]t ;
r1 : N1 → R1 # N1
r2 : M1 → R1 # M1
r3 : N2 → R2 # N2
r4 : M2 → R2 # M2
r5 : N3 → R3 # N3
r6 : M3 → R3 # M3
r7 : R3 → R2 # 1
R3 → ∅ # 9
r8 : R2 → R1 # 1
R2 → ∅ # 9
r9 : R1 → R # 1
R1 → ∅ # 9
r10 : k → t # 1
r11 : t → k # 3
r12 : s → h # k
]Abacus
Division. The division of two natural numbers, written a ÷ b, is a function
a ÷ b = (q, r) where a = q · b + r, 0 ≤ r < b .
The idea behind the implementation of a ÷ b is based on an iterative subtraction
of the divisor b from the dividend a. The remainder of such subtractions, if any,
is left into the dividend membrane a.
To keep track of the number of repeated subtractions from a (i.e. the quotient)
we remove separately the numbers b − 1 and 1. The number of 1s, that are put
into membrane Q, gives the quotient (see Fig. 15), while the predecessor b − 1
is computed by inner multi-membrane [pred ]pred . Rules r4 and r5 perform the
repeated subtractions with ﬂuxes depending on the result Out[b ]b computed
by multi-membrane [pred ]pred . According to Def. 1, they can be applied both or
none guaranteeing that exactly (b − 1) + 1 = b units are subtracted. Additional
logic is included to determine the end of computation (signaled by the content
of membrane [f ]f ) and restoration of initial input In[b ]b (as sum of the contents
of Out[b ]b and [f ]f ).
The annotated graph for Div in Fig. 15 is equivalently expressed in bracketed
notation:
[Div
@ : Start[s ]s Halt[h ]h In[b ]b InOut[a ]a
[b ]b [n ]n [f ]f [t 1]t ;
r1 : ∅ → b # b

Out[Q ]Q ;
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r2
r3
r4
r5

r6
r7
r8
r9
r10

:
:
:
:

:
:
:
:
:

b → b # b
t → s # 1
a → ∅ # b
a → Q #1
[pred
@ : Start[s ]s Halt[h ]h
b  → h # s
s → ∅ # s
]pred
b → n # a
n → f #1
f → b #1
b → b # b + n
s → h #f
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InOut[b ]b

]Div
Proposition 2. The multi-membrane system Div computes the function δ such
that:

∀a, b ∈ N,

δ(a, b) = (q, r) where

q is the quotient of a ÷ b
r is the reminder of a ÷ b .

b

r9

#b''+n

a

r2

r 4 #b'

r5

b''
b'
#s'

Q
h'
DIV

#1

r8

r6
r 1 #b

#1

#b

s'

#a

pred

n

#1

s

f
r 10

r3
#1

#s'

r7

#f

t
h

Fig. 15. Division a ÷ b is based on repeated subtractions

Proof. If we have a > b > 0, there is an initialization phase of two steps. At
step 1 two copies of b are stored into b and b , while r3 gives the start to
multi-membrane [pred ]pred . At step 2, multi-membrane [pred ]pred produces the
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Out[b b − 1]b and Halt[h 1]h which in next steps will unblock the rules r4
and r5 for the repeated subtractions.
If q and r are the quotient and reminder of a ÷ b, we know that the invariant
a − ib = (q − i)b + r holds at each step of subtraction i, i = 0, . . . q. Therefore,
after the initialization, we consider the invariant at steps 2 + i, i = 0, . . . q for
the two cases whether the division has a reminder or not.
Case i) r > 0: for input (a, b) with a > b > 0 and a ÷ b yielding a = q · b + r.
After q subtractions, membrane Q contains exactly q units, with q ≥ 1, and the
invariant above assumes the form a − q · b = r meaning that membrane a now
contains r units, with r < b. There are now three ﬁnalization steps. At step
2 + q + 1 rule r6 can be applied. At step 2 + q + 2 rule r7 moves 1 unit from
[n ]n into [f ]f . Finally rules r8 , r9 and r10 are ﬁred: the former two restore the
original content of [b ]b and the latter halts the computation.
Table 2. The cases of function δ computing the quotient q and the reminder r of a ÷ b
Initial condition

Reminder in a

Quotient in Q

a ≥ b > 0, a = q · b
a > b > 0, a = q · b + r
b = 0 (undeﬁned)
b > a = 01
b>a>0

0
r
a
0
a

q
q
0
0
0

Case ii) r = 0: for input (a, b) with a ≥ b > 0 and a ÷ b yielding a = q · b.
After q − 1, subtractions in membrane a are left exactly b units and rule r6 is
applied. At next step 2 + q, r4 and r5 complete the division while r7 triggers the
termination for subsequent step 2 + q + 1.
If we have b = 0, then at step 1 all rules are blocked (except r3 ). In this
case the system never puts an object into Halt[ ] because a division by zero
is undeﬁned. However it is possible to implement an extension of the division
which always halts and returns an additional output set to 1 in case b = 0. More
cases from Table 2 can be easily veriﬁed on the annotated graph in Fig 15. 


4

Conclusions

In this paper the original idea of MP-Systems was combined with a new notion
of membrane, we call multi-membrane, where the junction of membranes is used
together with the inclusion of membranes. In this membranes a new computation model is deﬁned which seems to be appropriate for complex arithmetical
computations, by designing a sort of circuits in pure geometrical forms (by drawing multi-compartments, transfer edges and regulating edges). Topics of future
1

In this case at the end of computation results also b = 0, therefore the original value
is lost. To preserve the input value we could add two membranes [y 1]y [k ]k and the
rules y → k # a + 1, b → f # k.
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research in this direction will be developed along two diﬀerent lines: i) investigating on the computational expressiveness of multi-membrane systems by means
of more complex arithmetic functions (many operations in modular arithmetic
result to be naturally MM-computable), or by means of software tools extending
a previous tool developed in the context of [4], and ii) exploring the biological
meaning of multi-membranes, or suitable extensions, as structures relevant in
morphogenetic phenomena.
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Abstract. In this paper we develop an application of the MP theory
to gene expression analysis. After introducing some general concepts
about transcriptome analysis and about gene networks, we delineate a
methodology for modelling such kind of networks by means of Metabolic
P systems. MP systems were initially introduced as models of metabolic
processes, but they can be successfully used in each context where we
want to infer models of a system from a given set of time series. In the
case of gene expression analysis, we found a standard way for translating
MP grammars involving gene expressions into corresponding quantitative gene networks. Pre-processing methods of raw time series have been
also elaborated in order to achieve a successful MP modelling of the
underlying gene network.

1

Introduction

A remarkable development in molecular biology today is the upscaling to the
genomic level of its experimental methods. Hardly imaginable only 20 years ago,
the sequencing of complete genomes has become a routine job, highly automated
and executed in quasi-industrial environments. The miniaturization of techniques
for the hybridization of labelled nucleic acids in solution to DNA molecules
attached to a surface has given rise to DNA microarrays, tools for measuring the
level of gene expressions in a massively parallel way [18].
In DNA microarrays, speciﬁc molecular targets, within the sample of interest,
are detected simultaneously by an array of probes. The RNA is ﬁrstly extracted
from a target cell and then is reverse-transcribed and labelled (sample preparation) for evaluating the level of hybridization of the sample to DNA probes which
are speciﬁc of genes (see Figure 1). The probes, often around tens of thousands,
are chemically attached in an array format to a solid substrate.
One of the most important applications for arrays, so far, is the monitoring of gene expression (mRNA abundance). In the last years, however, another
technology, called RNA-Seq, is emerging as a new method for massively parallel
sequencing [32]. Although the work presented here deals with data coming from
microarray analysis, all the introduced algorithms can be applied without any
change also for analysing data obtained by means of this new technology.
M. Gheorghe et al. (Eds.): CMC 2011, LNCS 7184, pp. 300–313, 2012.
c Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2012
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Fig. 1. The structure of a DNA microarray experiment

The collection of genes that are expressed or transcribed from genomic DNA,
sometimes referred to as the expression proﬁle or the transcriptome, is a major
determinant of cellular phenotype and function. The transcription of genomic
DNA to produce mRNA is the ﬁrst step in the process of protein synthesis, and
diﬀerences in gene expression are responsible for both morphological and phenotypic diﬀerences as well as indicative of cellular responses to environmental
stimuli and perturbations. Unlike the genome, the transcriptome is highly dynamic and changes rapidly and dramatically in response to perturbations or even
during normal cellular events such as DNA replication and cell division [18]. In
terms of understanding the function of genes, knowing when, where and to what
extent a gene is expressed is central for understanding the activity and biological roles of its encoded protein. In addition, changes in the multi-gene patterns
of expression can provide clues about regulatory mechanisms and broader cellular functions and biochemical pathways. In the context of human health, the
knowledge gained from these types of measurements can help to determine the
causes and consequences of a disease, how drugs and drug candidates work in
cells and organisms, and what gene products might have therapeutic uses or may
be appropriate targets for therapeutic intervention.
The transcriptome analysis oﬀers also a promising approach to understand
what goes wrong in cancerous transformed cells. Causative eﬀects and potential
therapeutic targets can be identiﬁed by determining which genes are upregulated
in diﬀerent tumour types [30], and speciﬁc candidate genes can be intentionally
overexpressed in cell lines or cells treated with growth factors in order to identify
downstream target genes and to explore signalling pathways [9].
In this paper, we present a methodology for gene expression analysis which is
based on MP theory, initially developed for modelling metabolic processes [19].
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Fig. 2. An example of a global biochemical network [3]. Molecular constituents (nodes
of the network) are organized in three levels (spaces): mRNAs, proteins, and metabolites. Solid arcs indicate interactions (arrows mean activation, bars mean repression).
Three diﬀerent mechanisms of gene-to-gene interactions are shown: i) regulation of
Gene 2 by the protein product of the Gene 1 ; ii) regulation of the Gene 2 by the
Complex 3-4 formed by the products of Gene 3 and Gene 4 ; and iii) regulation of
Gene 4 by the Metabolite 2, which in turn is produced by Protein 2. Projections of
these interactions into the “gene space”, indicated by dashed lines, constitute the corresponding gene network (see also Figure 3).

2

Gene Networks

A very successful model in biochemistry is a depiction of relationships between
molecules as networks of interactions. These biochemical networks can be constructed at several levels and can represent diﬀerent types of interaction. Several
biochemical networks have traditionally been considered: i) metabolic networks
representing the chemical transformations between metabolites; ii) protein networks representing protein-to-protein interactions, such as the formation of complexes and protein modiﬁcation by signaling enzymes (also known as signaling
networks); and iii) gene networks representing relationships that can be established between genes, when observing how the expression level of each one aﬀects
the expression level of the others. Each of these types of network is a simpliﬁcation of the complete cellular system, which we refer to as the global biochemical network to emphasize that it explicitly includes all three types of molecule
(metabolites, proteins and mRNA). The adoption of those simpliﬁcations for
description of speciﬁc phenomena depends largely on which cellular components
were observed experimentally.
Figure 2 represents a model of a global biochemical network in which the three
levels are shown explicitly as planes. In any global biochemical network, genes
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Fig. 3. The gene network corresponding to the global biochemical network displayed
in Figure 2

do not interact directly with other genes; instead, gene induction or repression
occurs through the action of speciﬁc proteins, which are, in turn, products of
certain genes. Gene expression can also be aﬀected directly by metabolites, or
through protein–metabolite complexes. However, it is often useful to abstract
these actions of proteins and metabolites, and represent genes acting on other
genes in a gene network (also called genetic regulatory, transcription or expression networks). This simpliﬁcation from the global biochemical network to a
gene network is akin to a projection of all interactions to the “gene space” (see
Figure 3).
Gene networks provide a large-scale, coarse-grained view of the physiological
state of an organism at the mRNA level. Their knowledge might provide valuable
clues and lead to new ideas for treating complex diseases and in tailoring drug
therapy to the individual needs of each patient [3,7].

3

MP Modelling of Gene Networks

The identiﬁcation of new gene networks are now an important part of systems
biology [13,16]. In addition to high-throughput experimental methods, mathematical and computational approaches are indispensable for the analysis of gene
networks. Given the large number of components of most networks of biological
interest, connected by positive and negative feedback loops, an intuitive comprehension of the dynamics of the system is often diﬃcult, if not impossible to obtain. Mathematical modelling supported by computer tools can contribute to the
analysis of a regulatory network by allowing the biologist to focus on a restricted
number of plausible hypotheses. Many reviews of the modelling and simulation
of gene networks have been published in recent years (e.g. [2,4,10,11,14,31]), presenting the wide variety of formalisms that have been proposed in the literature,
such as oriented graphs, Bayesian networks, Boolean networks, diﬀerential equations, stochastic master equations and stochastic P systems. In this paper we
will discuss a methodology for modelling gene networks by means of Metabolic
P systems [19,20,21].
Metabolic P systems (MP systems), based on Păun’s P systems [27], were
introduced for modelling metabolic systems in contrast to the classical continuous approach based on ordinary diﬀerential equations (ODEs). In MP systems
no instantaneous kinetics are addressed, but rather the variation of the whole
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system under investigation is considered, at discrete time points, separated by
a speciﬁed macroscopic interval τ . The dynamics is given along a sequence of
steps and, at each step, it is governed by partitioning the matter among reactions which transform it. Metabolic P systems proved to be promising in many
contexts and their applicability was tested in many situations where diﬀerential
models are prohibitive due to the unavailability or the unreliability of the kinetic
rates [24,25,26,5].
A Metabolic P system is essentially a multiset grammar where multiset transformations are regulated by functions. Namely, a rule like a + b → c means that
a number u of molecules of kind a and u of kind b are replaced by u molecules
of type c. The value of u is the ﬂux of the rule application. Assume to consider
a system at some time steps i = 0, 1, 2, . . . , t, and consider a substance x that is
produced by rules r1 , r3 and is consumed by rule r2 . If u1 [i], u2 [i], u3 [i] are the
ﬂuxes of the rules r1 , r2 , r3 respectively, in the passage from step i to step i + 1,
i ∈ N, the set of natural numbers, then the variation of substance x is given by:
x[i + 1] − x[i] = u1 [i] − u2 [i] + u3 [i].
In an MP system it is assumed that in any state the ﬂux uj of rule rj is provided by a state function ϕj , called regulator of the rule. A state is essentially
determined by the values of the system variables, that is, substances and parameters (quantities which are not transformed by the rules). However, usually only
some variables enter as arguments of regulators, therefore if uj = ϕj (x, y, . . .),
the arguments x, y, . . . of ϕj will be called tuners of the regulator. Substances,
reactions, and regulators specify the following discrete dynamics (x[i]|i ∈ N) for
any substance x, starting from the given value x[0], called Equational Metabolic
Algorithm (EMA):
m

αj uj [i]

x[i + 1] = x[i] +
j=1

where m is the number of rules and αj are integer stoichiometric coeﬃcients
determined by the reactions acting on substance x.
MP systems are equipped with a powerful regression algorithm, called LogGain Stoichiometric Stepwise Regression (LGSS), which derives MP models from
the time series of observed dynamics. LGSS represents the most recent solution,
in terms of MP systems, of the inverse dynamics problem, that is, of the identiﬁcation of (discrete) mathematical models exhibiting an observed dynamics
and satisfying all the constraints required by the speciﬁc knowledge about the
modelled phenomenon. The LGSS algorithm combines and extends the log-gain
principles developed in the MP system theory [21] with the classical method
of Stepwise Regression [12], which is a statistical regression technique based on
Least Squares Approximation and a statistical F-test [8]. The method can be
correctly applied independently from any knowledge about reaction rate kinetics,
and can provide, with respect to diﬀerential models, diﬀerent and even simpler
mathematical formulations [23,24,26].
In terms of the notation introduced in Section 2 for global biochemical networks (see also Figure 2), MP systems were initially deﬁned to model dynamics
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localized at the level of the “metabolic space”. In fact, many concepts of the MP
theory, such as the concept of substance and of reaction, are inherited from that
context. This, however, does not mean that MP systems cannot be a suitable
framework for the modelling of other types of dynamics. In fact, MP systems
have been successfully used in many diﬀerent contexts: from the modelling of
population dynamics to their application in the context of real function approximation [25]. More generally, MP systems can be used in each context where
we want to infer models of a system from a given set of time series. In the case
of gene expression analysis, MP systems are particularly convenient since we
need to manage many time series. Moreover, the discrete nature of MP models
and the easy manage of substance memories introduced in [25] and widely used
in [26], provide also the possibility to naturally encode in the models the concept
of regulation delay which sometimes occurs in gene networks.
Genes will be modelled here as substances whose concentration is equal to
the corresponding gene expression level (usually log2 transformed, as explained
in Section 4.1). Reactions will model promotion/inhibition between genes which
cause the increasing/decreasing in time of the expression levels of the involved
genes. The procedure for the deﬁnition of the stoichiometry of the system is
similar to the one introduced in [25] and should combine the previous knowledge about the phenomenon with suitable assumptions suggested by the shape
in time of the gene expression proﬁles. The form of the regulators, instead, is
automatically calculated by the regression algorithm LGSS which takes advantage of the deﬁned stoichiometry and calculates new MP models with very high
performance [24]. After that LGSS has provided the most adequate MP system
generating the observed dynamics, we can obtain the corresponding gene network in a simple manner. In fact, there is a standard way for translating an
MP grammar involving gene expressions into a corresponding gene network. In
Table 1 some MP reactions and their graphical representations as MP graph [22]
and gene network are represented. Since edges in gene networks represent regulations, in general a gene network edge connects a tuner of an MP regulator
with the gene which is reactant (inhibition arc) or product (promotion arc) of
the corresponding MP reaction.
Following the guidelines given in Table 1, we provide in Table 2 the MP
grammar which is related to the gene network of Figure 3. The stoichiometry
of the system and the form of the regulators give the details of the regulations
which provide the observed dynamics. The form of the regulator ϕ2 , for example,
indicates that Gene 2 is promoted by the combined action of Gene 3 and Gene
4. This fact suggests the formation, at the level of the “protein space”, of the
Complex 3-4 represented in Figure 2. The stoichiometry of the rule r4 , instead,
indicates the combined action of Gene 1 which promotes Gene 3 and, at the
same time, inhibits Gene 2. Moreover, since the MP regulator coeﬃcients can be
considered here as a measure of the strength of the corresponding regulations,
we can use these information for enriching the corresponding gene network as
displayed in the right part of Table 2. In conclusion, MP modelling of gene
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Table 1. Some MP reactions and their graphical representations as MP graph and gene
network (arrows mean promotion, bars mean inhibition). The ﬁrst three reactions refer
to simple promotions/inhibitions, the last three, instead, refer to combined regulations
which should suggest, for example, the formation of a complex between the products
of a set of genes (see the action on Gene 2 of the Complex 3-4 in Figure 2).

MP grammar

MP graph

Gene network

Simple promotion

r : ∅ → Gene 2
ϕ : k1 · Gene 1

Simple inhibition
r : Gene 2 → ∅
ϕ : k1 · Gene 1

Simple promotion/inhibition
r : Gene 2 → Gene 3
ϕ : k1 · Gene 1

Combined promotion
r : ∅ → Gene 3
ϕ : k1 · Gene 1 + k2 · Gene 2

Combined inhibition
r : Gene 3 → ∅
ϕ : k1 · Gene 1 + k2 · Gene 2

Comb. promotion/inhibition
r : Gene 3 → Gene 4
ϕ : k1 · Gene 1 + k2 · Gene 2

networks not only identiﬁes the genes that aﬀect other genes, but also estimates
the strength of such eﬀects by inferring quantitative gene networks [7].
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Table 2. The MP grammar related to the gene network of Figure 3. The corresponding
gene network is reported also in the right part of the table enriched with regulator
coeﬃcients which provide a measure of the strength of the regulations (G1, G2, G3
and G4 denote Gene 1, Gene 2, Gene 3 and Gene 4 respectively).
MP grammar
r1 : G1 → ∅
r2 : ∅ → G2
r3 : G2 → ∅
r4 : G2 → G3
r5 : G3 → ∅
r6 : ∅ → G4
r7 : G4 → ∅

4

Quantitative gene network
ϕ1
ϕ2
ϕ3
ϕ4
ϕ5
ϕ6
ϕ7

= k1 · G1
= k2 · G3 + k3 · G4
= k4 · G2
= k5 · G1
= k6 · G3
= k7 · G2
= k8 · G4

From Raw Data to MP Models

Genomics and gene expression experiments are very often described as “ﬁshing
expeditions” in which the goal is the individuation of new genes involved in a
pathway, potential drug targets or expression markers that can be used in a
predictive or diagnostic fashion [18]. The usual design for such kind of experiments requires the time series of gene expression proﬁles for the entire genome
of some target cells after having treated them with some speciﬁc inhibitors or
some targeted up-regulators. The time series are obtained by means of microarray analysis providing the same kind of gene expression levels at diﬀerent time
points separated by a given time interval. The raw data will be then processed
and analysed in order to get a model which explains the gene regulations which
act during the experiment. In our case, the time series are used to run LGSS and
obtain the MP model and the corresponding gene network of the phenomenon.
The number of the raw time series which need to be processed for a generic
experiment on human cells is usually of the order of tens of thousands. Generally,
however, only a small part of them are really important since many of them
refer to genes whose expression proﬁles exhibit a pattern which is considered
not related to the phenomenon under examination. For this reason, before to
start with the deﬁnition of the MP model, raw data need to be preprocessed
following a methodology which comprises normalization, ﬁltering and clustering.
This methodology, given here in its main features, has been developed during a
work in progress with the Karmanos Cancer Institute, Wayne State University,
Detroit. In that work, the MP theory has been successfully applied for deﬁning
the gene network underlying the regulations acting on the HER-2 oncogeneregulated transcriptome in human SUM-225 cells in order to deﬁne new therapies
for the breast cancer.
4.1

Normalization and Reduction of Raw Data

In order to reliably compare data from multiple microarray chips one needs to
normalize raw data by minimizing non pertinent diﬀerences that may exist. For
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this reason raw data are usually log2 transformed and then normalized. The
log2 transformation of the data is a standard step in gene expression analysis, since the usage of logarithms makes easier the analysis of expression ratios
between genes [29]. The need for data normalization, instead, arises naturally
when dealing with experiments involving multiple arrays. There are two broad
characterizations that could be used for the type of variation one might expect
to see when comparing arrays: interesting variation and obscuring variation. We
would classify biological diﬀerences, for example large diﬀerences in the expression level of particular genes between a diseased and a normal tissue source, as
interesting variation. However, observed expression levels also include variations
that are introduced during the process of carrying out the experiment, which
could be classiﬁed as obscuring variation. Examples of obscuring variations are
due to diﬀerences in sample preparation (for instance labelling diﬀerences) and
to the processing of the arrays (for instance scanner diﬀerences). The purpose
of normalization is to deal with these obscuring variations by reducing them as
much as possible.
In literature there are many algorithms for performing normalization at the
probe intensity level. Some of them are called complete data methods because they
make use of data from all arrays in an experiment to form the normalizing relation.
Here we propose to adopt a widely used algorithm based on quantile normalization [1] which makes the distribution of probe intensities for each array, in a set
of arrays, the same. Quantile normalization is both quicker and simpler than the
other complete data methods deﬁned in literature [1]. For this reason this algorithm is particularly convenient when we need to process huge amounts of data.
In order to provide reliable measurements, the chips used for microarray analysis usually contain multiple probes developed to catch the same gene. For this
reason, after having normalized the data, the number of the time series must to
be reduced in order to have only one time series for each gene analysed. Some
people choose to average all the probes for a single gene for analysis, but when
it is possible, it is better to follow a more sophisticated procedure which discard
not reliable time series. Many softwares for transcriptome analysis associate to
each gene expression a detection p-value as a measure of its reliability. We propose to discard each time series which has the average of the detection p-values
associated to its measurements greater than a threshold value. Only after this
phase, we can average the remaining time series which refer to the same gene.
4.2

Data Filtering

The genes selected in the previous section have normalized time series with reliable measurements. Now we need to ﬁnd out among them which genes exhibit an
interesting expression proﬁle. As introduced at the beginning of the section, very
often the transcriptome analysis are performed on target cells which have been
treated with some speciﬁc inhibitors or some targeted up-regulators. In these
cases, the ﬁltering procedure has the goal of selecting only those genes whose
transcription seems to be regulated by the pathway aﬀected by the inhibitors
or by the up-regulators used in the experiment. If we consider the microarray
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Fig. 4. Examples of two gene expression proﬁles which are not time regulated. The
ﬁrst one (on the left part) exhibits a dynamics which has a very low log2 fold-change,
the second one, instead, exhibits a dynamics which has a high log2 fold-change (more
than 2), but where expression level changes are not time dependent.

analysis as a “ﬁshing expeditions”, the ﬁltering procedure is the one which ﬁnally selects the “ﬁsh”, i.e. those genes involved in the pathway, which can be
potential drug targets or expression markers that can be used in a predictive or
diagnostic fashion [18].
The ﬁltering procedure usually considers the variation in time of the expression level of each gene. A rough algorithm to do this consists into calculating
the maximum log2 fold-change for each gene1 . After that, the procedure will
consider only those genes which have a log2 fold-change grater than a suitable
value of threshold (usually between 1 and 2). This procedure, however, permits
to remove time series which does not change at all in time (such as the one displayed in the left part of Figure 4), but very often does not remove time series
such as the one displayed in the right part of Figure 4. This time series has a
log2 fold-change greater than 2, but it refers to a gene which exhibits a “chaotic”
expression proﬁle. This is not desirable because genes which are regulated by the
pathway under examination ought to demonstrate expression level changes that
are time dependent during the experiment. In other words, they ought to exhibit
a consistent pattern of change measured at several time points, and not just a
large change at a single time point.
In order to examine this feature, many diﬀerent ﬁltering algorithms have
been deﬁned in literature [17] which ﬁlter gene expression proﬁles which have:
i) small variance; ii) low absolute coeﬃcient of variation (CV); iii) low absolute
expression values; or iv) low entropy. These ﬁlters, however, are not very reliable
because they permit to decrease the number of false positives, but they do not
explicitly test the fact that expression level changes should be time dependent.
In order to examine this, we introduce here the idea of a more sophisticated
procedure based on the following assumption: if some genes are regulated by the
pathway under examination, then their expression proﬁles must change in a time
1

Since our time series have been log2 transformed, the log2 fold-change of one time
series is given by the subtraction of the maximum expression value with the minimum
one.
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Fig. 5. Examples of the six expression proﬁles deﬁned in the ﬁltering analysis. Starting
from the top-left corner we have an example of a
proﬁle, a ∪ proﬁles, and a ∼ proﬁle
in the ﬁrst row; an example of a  proﬁle, a ∩ proﬁle and a  proﬁle in the second
row.

dependent way and they must exhibit a dynamics which can be approximated
by a polynomial model (see Figure 5) with degree 1 (linear & and ' expression
proﬁles), 2 (parabolic ∪ and ∩ expression proﬁles) or 3 (cubic ∼ and  expression
proﬁles). The polynomial models can be calculated by means of a standard curve
ﬁtting procedure, and then the association gene-polynomial model is carried
out by means of a suitable F-test. The ﬁltering procedure will discard all the
genes which do not ﬁt well the polynomial models. Finally, the remaining genes
are ﬁltered again by selecting those whose log2 fold change, calculated starting
from the plot of their corresponding polynomial model, is greater than a given
threshold.
Genes with linear expression proﬁles are those genes which are assumed to be
directly regulated by the inhibitors or by the up-regulators used during the experiment. The genes with parabolic and cubic expression proﬁles, instead, are those
which are considered to be regulated by a more complex pathway in which the
action of the inhibitors/up-regulators is combined with the action of other transcript products. Recalling Figure 2, the action of the transcript products is related
to some regulation loops acting on the “metabolic” and on the “protein space” (an
example of such kind of regulation is given by the action of Gene 3 and of Gene
4 on the transcription of Gene 2 in Figure 2). These regulation loops act as “side
eﬀects” on the gene regulations and need careful attention since they may cause
unexpected eﬀects. For example, during the developing a new therapy for cancer,
it should be useful to study the eﬀect on the cancerous cell transcriptome of some
particular inhibitors (for example some inhibitors of a growth factor) in order to
understand if it is possible to induce a programmed cell death of the cancerous
cells. In such kind of analysis, a side eﬀect caused by some transcript products
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may promote the transcription of genes which are inhibited by the drug causing a
dramatical lost of eﬀectiveness of the therapy (resistance). In these cases, the MP
modelling of the gene network can help the biologist to understand what is going
wrong and which countermeasures are needed.
4.3

Data Clustering

The genes selected in the previous section resulted to be 5−10% of the number of
the genes we started from. This means that sometimes the number of the genes
may be of the order of thousands, a number which is already too big if we want
to singularly analyse each gene expression proﬁle. For this reason, a clustering
phase is needed in order to divide the genes of each polynomial class in a set
of sub-classes which collect genes that have very similar expression proﬁles. In
this way the MP modelling of the phenomenon will consider only an expression
proﬁle for each cluster (called cluster proﬁle) calculated by averaging the time
series of the gene expression proﬁles which are in the same group. This approach
is called in literature guilt by association [18] and assumes that genes with similar
expression patterns are functionally related to each other.
In literature many diﬀerent cluster algorithms have been deﬁned, most of
them especially written to solve the problem of clustering gene expression time
series [6]. Since the goal of our analysis is the discovery of the mechanisms of a
gene network, here we focus our attention on the variation of the log2 expression
level of each gene from one time step to the following one in the time series. In
fact, this amount should be directly related to the perturbing factor acting on
the system during the micorarray analysis.
4.4

From Data Clustering to Gene Networks via MP Systems

The complexity of the ﬁltering procedure described in Section 4.2 allows us to
adopt a standard hierarchical clustering technique [15] which starts with only
one gene in a cluster, and then gradually merges clusters into larger ones until
the “distance” between clusters, computed by considering the time series of the
expression proﬁles associated to each gene, becomes greater than a given threshold value. The kind of distance is the average value of the point-wise diﬀerence
between the derivative time series of the gene polynomial models calculated
as in Section 4.2. The use of derivatives is motivated by the assumption that
genes having similar change rates are inﬂuenced by the same factors. Now, if we
consider clusters as nodes of an MP graph according to the representation of
Tables 1 and 2, then we can apply the LGSS algorithm providing the best MP
grammars approximating the observed cluster proﬁles. Consequently we deduce
the gene network identiﬁed by the provided grammars.
Finally, a sub-cluster division is deﬁned for supporting biologists in the determination of speciﬁc genes which are more relevant for each cluster. To this end,
the genes of each cluster are sorted according to the value of the Y intercept of
their polynomial models because those having higher log2 expression level (or
ranging in some value intervals) could be the genes on which much eﬀort must
be focused in the research of new drug targets or expression markers.
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Conclusions

In this paper we outlined a general methodology of application of the MP theory
to gene expression analysis. After having provided some concepts about transcriptome analysis, in Section 2 we introduced gene networks as a particular
type of molecular interaction network which represents the regulation relationship which can occur between genes.
In Section 3 we introduced a representation of gene networks by means of
Metabolic P systems, while in Section 4 we elaborated on a pre-processing
method of raw time series. This method is divided in three parts (normalization, ﬁltering and clustering of data) and it has been developed during a work in
progress with the Karmanos Cancer Institute, Wayne State University, Detroit,
where a speciﬁc application of the MP theory has been successfully developed. In
fact, the gene network underlying the regulations acting on the HER-2 oncogeneregulated transcriptome in human SUM-225 cells was analysed with the purpose
of suggesting new therapies for the breast cancer. We plan to develop this approach in other cases of gene expression analysis, in order to prove its general
biological validity.
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Abstract. A concept of a generalized Gandy–Păun–Rozenberg machine
for modelling various systems of multidimensional tile-like compartments
with common parts (tile faces) of compartment boundaries by graph
rewriting is introduced, where some massive parallelism of computations or evolution processes generated by these systems is respected.
The representation of Gandy–Păun–Rozenberg machines by Gandy machines in [16] is extended to the case of generalized Gandy–Păun–Rozenberg machines, where the machines represented by Gandy machines are
equivalent to Turing machines.

1

Introduction

The paper proposes an extension of membrane computing, cf. [18], towards modelling those systems whose underlying topology evolves in a more complicated
way than by membrane division and membrane creation.
We introduce a concept of a generalized Gandy–Păun–Rozenberg machine,
brieﬂy called a generalized G–P–R machine, which is aimed to be applied for
modelling various systems of multidimensional tile-like compartments (cells)
with common or overlapping parts of compartment boundaries (tile faces) by
graph rewriting.
The concept of a generalized G–P–R machine is a generalization of the notion
of a Gandy–Păun–Rozenberg machine deﬁned and discussed in [16], [17]. The
above systems of multidimensional tile-like compartments comprise the underlying tile systems of cellular automata (see anywhere for cellular automata on
multidimensional grids), of the DNA based self-assembly systems (see [20] for
references), of the general self-assembly systems for certain purposes, cf. [2], [12],
the tile systems appearing in tile logic, cf. [3], and in geometrical or topological
programming, cf. [1], [5], [8], [9], [11], [14], [15].
The concept of a generalized G–P–R machine respects some massive parallelism of computations or evolution processes generated by the above systems of
multidimensional tile-like compartments.
The main theorem of the paper shows that the representation of G–P–R machines by Gandy machines given in [16] can be extended to the case of generalized G–P–R machines, hence generalized G–P–R machines are computationally
equivalent to Turing machines.
M. Gheorghe et al. (Eds.): CMC 2011, LNCS 7184, pp. 314–332, 2012.
c Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2012
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In Section 2 of the paper we recall the notion of a G–P–R machine introduced
in [16] and then we deﬁne a generalized G–P–R machine and prove the main
theorem of the paper.
Section 3 contains an outline of a method for a description of a behaviour of
certain cellular automata in terms of graph rewriting and generalized G–P–R
machines.
In the Appendix the used notions of graph theory and category are presented
in some details.

2

Generalized Gandy-Păun-Rozenberg Machines

We recall an idea of a Gandy–Păun–Rozenberg machine, brieﬂy G–P–R machine,
introduced in [16].
The core of a G–P–R machine is a ﬁnite set of rewriting rules for certain
ﬁnite directed labelled graphs, where these graphs are instantenous descriptions
for the computation process realized by the machine.
The conﬂictless parallel (simultaneous) application of the rewriting rules of a
G–P–R machine is realized in Gandy’s machine mode (according to Local Causation Principle, cf. [6]), where (local) maximality of “causal neighbourhoods”
replaces (global) maximality of, e.g. conﬂictless set of evolution rules applied
simultaneously to a membrane structure which appears during the evolution
process generated by a P system. Therefore one can construct a Gandy’s machine from a G–P–R machine in an immediate way, see [16].
For all unexplained terms and notation of category theory and graph theory
we refer the reader to Appendix.
Deﬁnition 1. A G–P–R machine M is determined by the following data:
— a ﬁnite set ΣM of labels or symbols of M,
— a skeletal set SM of ﬁnite isomorphically perfect labelled directed graphs
over Σ, which are called instantenous descriptions of M,
— a function FM : SM → SM called the transition function of M,
— a function RM : PREMM → CONCLM from a ﬁnite skeletal set PREMM
of ﬁnite isomorphically perfect labelled directed graphs over ΣM onto a
ﬁnite skeletal set CONCLM of ﬁnite isomorphically perfect labelled directed
graphs over ΣM such that RM determines the set
6 M = {P  C | P ∈ PREMM and C = RM (P )}
R
of rewriting rules of M which are identiﬁed with ordered pairs r = (Pr , Cr ),
where the graph Pr ∈ PREMM is the premise of r and the graph Cr =
RM (Pr ) is the conclusion of r,
— a subset IM of SM which is the set of initial instantaneous descriptions
of M.
The above data are subject of the following conditions:
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1) V (G) ⊆ V (FM (G)) for every G ∈ SM ,
2) V (G) ⊆ V (RM (G)) for every G ∈ PREMM ,
3) the rewriting rules of M are applicable to SM which means that for every
G ∈ SM the set

P(G) = h | h is an embedding of labelled graphs over Σ
with dom(h) ∈ PREMM and cod(h) = G
such that for every embedding h of labelled graphs over Σ
with dom(h ) ∈ PREMM and cod(h ) = G
if im(h) is a labelled subgraph of im(h ), then h = h



of maximal applications 1 h of the rules dom(h)  RM (dom(h)) of M in
places im(h) issuch that the following conditions
hold:

(i) V (G) =
V (im(h)), E(G) =
E(im(h)),
h∈P (G)

h∈P (G)

−1
(ii) for all h1 , h2 ∈ P(G) the equation Gh1 (ḣ−1
1 (v)) = Gh2 (ḣ2 (v)) holds for
every v ∈ V (im(h1 ))∩V (im(h2 )), where Gh1 , Gh2 are the labelling functions of Gh1 = RM (dom(h1 )), Gh2 = RM (dom(h2 )), respectively, and
−1
ḣ−1
are the inverses of isomorphisms induced by the embeddings
1 , ḣ2
h1 , h2 , respectively.
(iii) FM (G) is a colimit of a gluing diagram DG constructed in the following
way (the construction of DG is provided by (ii)):
• the set I of indexes of DG is such that I = P(G) ∪ {Δ}, where
Δ∈
/ P(G) is the center of DG ,
• the family Gi (i ∈ I) of labelled graphs of DG is such that Gh =
RM (dom(h)) for every h ∈ P(G), and GΔ is such that V (GΔ ) =
V (G), E(GΔ ) = ∅, and the labelling function GΔ is such that provided by (ii)
GΔ (v) = Gh (ḣ−1 (v))

for every v ∈ V (im(h)) and every h ∈ P(G), where ḣ−1 is the inverse
of the isomorphism ḣ induced by the embedding h,
• the gluing conditions glh (h ∈ P(G)) of DG are deﬁned by


glh = (v, ḣ−1 (v)) | v ∈ V (im(h))
for every h ∈ P(G), where ḣ−1 is the inverse of the isomorphism ḣ
induced by embedding h,
(iv) the following equations hold:

V (FM (G)) =
V (im(qi ))
i∈I

and E(FM (G)) =



E(im(qi ))

i∈I
1

With respect to the relation of being a labelled subgraph which can be treated as a
natural priority relation between the applications of the rewriting rules.
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for the canonical injections qi : Gi → FM (G) (i ∈ I) forming a colimiting
cocone of the diagram DG deﬁned in (iii),
(v) the canonical injection qΔ : GΔ → FM (G) is an inclusion of labelled
graphs, where Δ is the center of DG and qΔ is Δ-th element of the
colimiting cocone in (iv).
Thus FM (G) is the result of simultaneous application of the rules dom(h) 
RM (dom(h)) in the places im(h) for h ∈ P(G), where one replaces simultaneously im(h) by im(qh$) in G for
%n h ∈ P(G), respectively.
i
A ﬁnite sequence FM
(G) i=0 is called a ﬁnite computation of M, the numn
ber n is called the time of this computation, and FM
(G) is called the ﬁnal
instantaneous description for this computation if
0
FM
(G) = G ∈ IM ,

n−1
n
FM
(G) = FM
(G),

n
n
and FM (FM
(G)) = FM
(G),
$ i−1 %
i
i
where FM
(G) is deﬁned inductively: FM
(G) = FM FM
(G) .
$ i
%n
For a computation FM (G) i=0 its space is deﬁned by
i
(G)) | 0 ≤ i ≤ n}
space(M, G) = max{the number of elements of V (FM

for G ∈ IM , where intuitively space(M, G) is understood as the size of hardware
measured by the number of indecomposable processors2 used in the computations.
Deﬁnition 2. A generalized G–P–R machine M is deﬁned by the following
data:
— the sets ΣM , SM , IM and the functions RM : PREMM → CONCLM ,
FM : SM → SM , where SM , PREMM , CONCLM are skeletal sets of ﬁnite isomorphically perfect labelled directed graphs over ΣM , the sets ΣM ,
PREMM , CONCLM are ﬁnite sets, the condition 2) holds for RM , and IM
is a subset of SM ;
— besides the function RM deﬁning rewriting rules there is enclosed a new
function RaM : PREMaM → CONCLaM , where PREMaM , CONCLaM are ﬁnite
skeletal sets of ﬁnite isomorphically perfect labelled directed graphs over ΣM
a

and RaM deﬁnes auxiliary gluing rules P  C (P ∈ PREMaM , C = RaM (P ))
for deﬁning common parts of the boundaries of new compartments appearing
in a step of an evolution process;
— the above data are subject of the following conditions:
A) for every G ∈ PREMaM we have V (G) ⊆ V (RaM (G)), the set P(G)
deﬁned as in 3) satisﬁes 3)(ii), and there exists a generalized gluing
diagram DG , called gluing pattern determined by G, such that
a1 ) the set IG of indexes of DG is a set {Δ} ∪ İG with Δ being the
center of DG , İG ⊆ P(G), and Δ ∈
/ İG ;
2

The indecomposable processors coincide with urelements appearing in those Gandy
machines which represent G–P–R machines in [16].
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a2 ) the family of graphs Gi (i ∈ IG ) of DG is such that V (GΔ ) = V (G),
E(GΔ ) = ∅, and Gh = RM (dom(h)) for h ∈ İG ;
Δ
a3 ) the gluing conditions glΔ
i (i ∈ İG ) are such that gli = gli for gli
deﬁned as in 3)(iii) for the gluing diagram DG ;
a4 ) RaM (G) is a colimit of DG with gluing conditions glij ({i, j} ⊆ İG
and i = j) such that they are unique together with İG to make
RaM (G) a colimit of DG ;
B) for every G ∈ SM the following conditions hold:
b1 ) for Pa (G) deﬁned as in 3) with PREMM replaced by PREMaM and
for every h ∈ Pa (G) and gluing pattern Ddom(h) determined by
dom(h) the set SCPh = {h ◦ h | h ∈ İdom(h) }, called the scope
of gluing pattern Ddom(h) in place h, is a subset of P(G) deﬁned
as in 3) for G and PREMM , where ◦ denotes the composition of
homomorphisms of graphs;
b2 ) the set P(G) deﬁned in 3) satisﬁes conditions 3)(i), (ii);
b3 ) the graph FM (G) is a colimit of a generalized gluing diagram DG
such that
(β1 ) the set I of indexes of DG is the same as the set of indexes of
DG given in 3)(iii), i.e. I = P(G) ∪ {Δ},
(β2 ) the family of graphs Gi (i ∈ I) of DG is the same as of DG deﬁned
in 3)(iii),
(β3 ) the gluing condition glΔ
i is gli deﬁned in 3)(iii) for every i ∈
I − {Δ},
(β4 ) for all h1 , h2 with {h1 , h2 } ⊆ I − {Δ} and h1 = h2 if there
exists h ∈ Pa (G) for which {h1 , h2 } ⊆ SCPh , then the gluing
h
condition glhh12 of DG is the gluing condition glh1 of the gluing
2
pattern determined by dom(h) for h1 , h2 such that h ◦ h1 = h1
and h ◦ h2 = h2 ,
(β5 ) if there does not exist h ∈ Pa (G) such that {h1 , h2 } ⊆ SCPh for
h1 , h2 as in (β4 ), then the gluing condition glhh12 of DG is deﬁned
to be the empty set;
b4 ) the colimiting cocone qi : Gi → FM (G) (i ∈ I) of DG is such that
(β6 ) the conditions 3)(iv) and (v) hold with DG replaced by DG ,
(β7 ) for every at least two element subset H of I − {Δ} such that

7$
V (im(qi )) − V (im(qΔ )) = ∅
i∈H

there exists h ∈ Pa (G) such that H is a subset of SCPh of gluing
pattern determined by dom(h).
The gluing conditions glij of DG deﬁned in (β4 ), (β5 ) determine common parts of
the boundaries of new compartments appearing in a step of an evolution process.
Theorem. Every generalized G–P–R machine M is represented by a Gandy
machine deﬁned as in [16] with RaM : PREMaM → CONCLaM represented by the
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additional set of stereotypes T2 and additional structural mapping G2 which are
deﬁned in the same way as for RM in [16].
Proof. The condition (β7 ) provides that the condition (3)r in Principle IV in [6]
holds for the Gandy machine representing M.


The representation in Theorem was inspired by [21].
Example. We present an example of a generalized G–P–R machine. The sets
ΣM , SM , IM and the function FM are deﬁned by
— ΣM = {0, 1} and SM is the set of ﬁnite 2D tile conﬁgurations Gnj over
{0, 1} with n > 2 and 0 ≤ j ≤ n − 2 in Lemma 6 in Appendix, where by
Lemma 5 in Appendix SM is a skeletal set of ﬁnite isomorphically perfect
labelled directed graphs over {0, 1};
— IM is the set of ﬁnite 2D tile conﬁgurations Gn0 for n > 2 in Lemma 5 of
Appendix;
— FM : SM → SM is given by
5
Gnj+1 if 0 ≤ j < n − 2,
j
FM (Gn ) =
Gnj
otherwise.
The rewriting rules are the identity rules G  G such that V (G) = {0, 1} with
E(G) = {(0, 1)} and G (i) ∈ {0, 1} for i ∈ {0, 1} or V (G) = {0} with E(G) =
{(0, 0)} and G (0) ∈ {0, 1}.
Besides the identity rules there are given the following two rewriting rules
Gpi  Gci (i ∈ {1, 2}) such that V (Gp1 ) = V (G1 ), E(Gp1 ) = E(G1 ) for G1 = (0, 0) ∪
(0, 1) ∪ (0, 2) , and Gp1 ((i, j)) = 1 for i = 0 and 0 ≤ j ≤ 3, Gp1 ((i, j)) = 0 for
i = 1 and 0 ≤ j ≤ 3; V (Gc1 ) = V (G2 ), E(Gc1 ) = E(G2 ) for G2 = G1 ∪ (1, 1) ,
and Gc1 ((i, j)) = 1 for all (i, j) ∈ V (G1 ), Gc1 ((2, 1)) = Gc1 ((2, 2)) = 0; V (Gp2 ) =
V (Gp1 ), E(Gp2 ) = E(Gp1 ), Gp2 ((i, j)) = 1 for i = 0 and 1 ≤ j ≤ 3, Gp2 ((0, 0)) =
Gp2 ((i, j)) = 0 for i = 1 and 0 ≤ j ≤ 3; V (Gc2 ) = V (G3 ), E(Gc2 ) = E(G3 ) for
G3 = G2 ∪ (1, 0) , Gc2 ((i, j)) = 1 for 0 ≤ i ≤ 1 and 1 ≤ j ≤ 3, Gc2 ((i, j)) = 0 for
i = 2 or j = 0.
a

There are given two auxiliary gluing rules Gpa,i  Gca,i (i ∈ {1, 2}) such that
V (Gpa,1 ) = V (G4 ), E(Gpa,1 ) = E(G4 ) for G4 = G1 ∪ (0, 3) , Gpa,1 ((i, j)) = 1 for
i = 0 and 0 ≤ j ≤ 4, Gpa,1 ((i, j)) = 0 for i = 1 and 0 ≤ j ≤ 4; V (Gca,1 ) = V (G5 ),
E(Gca,1 ) = E(G5 ) for G5 = G4 ∪ (1, 1) ∪ (1, 2) , Gca,1 ((i, j)) = 1 for 0 ≤ i ≤ 1
and 0 ≤ j ≤ 4, Gca,1 ((i, j)) = 0 for i = 2 and 1 ≤ j ≤ 3; V (Gpa,2 ) = V (Gpa,1 ),
E(Gpa,2 ) = E(Gpa,1 ), Gpa,2 ((i, j)) = 1 for i = 0 and 1 ≤ j ≤ 4, Gpa,2 ((0, 0)) =
Gpa,2 ((i, j)) = 0 for i = 1 and 0 ≤ j ≤ 4; V (Gca,2 ) = V (G6 ), E(Gca,2 ) = E(G6 ) for

G6 = G5 ∪ (1, 0) , Gca,2 ((i, j)) = 1 for 0 ≤ i ≤ 1 and 1 ≤ j ≤ 4, Gca,2 ((i, j)) = 0
for i = 2 or j = 0.
For Gpa,2 we have


P(Gpa,2 ) = h : Gp1 → Gpa,2 , h : Gp2 → Gpa,2
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with h ((i, j)) = (i, j + 1) and h ((i, j)) = (i, j) ((i, j) ∈ V (Gp1 ) = V (Gp2 )), hence
the gluing pattern DGpa,2  is such that its set of indexes is {Δ} ∪ {h , h } and its



gluing condition glhh is ((2, 1), (2, 2)) .
For Gnj ∈ SM with 0 ≤ j < n − 3 the embeddings h1 : Gp1 → Gnj and
2
h : Gp2 → Gnj with h1 ((i, k)) = (i + j + 1, k + 1) and h2 ((i, k)) = (i + j + 1, k)
((i, k) ∈ V (Gp1 ) = V (Gp2 )) belong to the scope of the gluing pattern DGpa,2  in
the place h : Gpa,2 → Gnj with h((i, k)) = (i + j + 1, k) ((i, k) ∈ V (Gpa,2 )). Here
h1 = h ◦ h and h2 = h ◦ h for h , h as above and hence the gluing condition


1

glhh2 of DGnj is the gluing condition glhh = ((2, 1), (2, 2)) of the gluing pattern
DGpa,2  .
Since the condition (G3 ) in Lemma 4 of Appendix holds for the generalized
diagrams DG (G ∈ SM ), we get by this lemma that (β7 ) also holds for these
DG . Thus the above data form a generalized G–P–R machine M .
Open problem. The papers [13], [20] give rise to a problem whether there
exists a generalized G–P–R machine M which generates Sierpiński triangles,
n
more precisely, for an initial simple ﬁnite 2D conﬁguration G the graph FM
(G)
is a 2D tile conﬁguration counterpart of Sierpiński triangle for some natural
number n.

3

Generalized G–P–R Machines for Cellular Automata

This section contains an outline of a method for a description of a behaviour
of certain cellular automata in terms of graph rewriting and generalized G–P–R
machines.
The method concerns cellular automata with their cells in a rectangular lattice, i.e. any cell has 8 neighbours, and with a ﬁnite number of cell states.
We propose to represent or to identify cells of these cellular automata with
directed graphs such that

loop(p,q)
G = (i, j) ∪ pathni,j ∪
(p,q)∈L

for integers i, j and n > 1 with L being a subset, maybe empty, of ordered pairs
(i + nk , j + nk ) of rational numbers for a natural number k with 1 ≤ k < n, where
the graph (i, j) is called the underlying tile of the cell represented by G, the
graphs pathni,j and loop(p,q) are given by


V (pathni,j ) = (i + nk , j + nk ) | for natural number k with 0 ≤ k ≤ n ,
$
%
k+1
E(pathni,j ) = (i + nk , j + nk ), (i + k+1
n ,j + n ) |

for natural number k with 0 ≤ k < n ,
V (loop(p,q) ) = {(p, q)},
$
%
E(loop(p,q) ) = (p, q), (p, q) .
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$
%
One can use the occurrences of loops (p, q), (p, q) in the above graphs G to
code cell states of the automaton cells represented by these graphs G, respectively.
Then one can represent or identify a (ﬁnite) conﬁguration of cells, i.e. a (ﬁnite)
instantaneous description of an automaton, by a graph being union of a (ﬁnite)
set of graphs representing automaton cells as above.
A use of the above representations for a description of spatial and temporal
automaton behaviour in terms of graph rewriting is explained in an example of
a generalized G–P–R machine which is aimed to simulate the behaviour of a
cellular automaton identiﬁed with some fragment of J. H. Conway’s Game of
Life.
We recall that a cellular automaton identiﬁed with Conway’s Game of Life,
cf. [7], is such that
— every automaton cell has 8 neighbours,
— the cell states are ‘dead’ and ‘live’,
— the automaton behaviour is determined by the following clauses:
(1) living cell with 0 or 1 living neighbours dies (from isolation),
(2) living cell with 4 or more living neighbours dies (from overcrowding),
(3) dead cell with 3 living neighbours becomes alive,
(4) in all other cases the cell state is unchanged.
We consider eastern expansion fragment of Conway’s Game of Life, where
clause (3) is restricted to 3 living neighbours approaching a dead cell from West
and we write (3)E to denote this restricted clause. This restriction of clause (3)
causes an expansion of living cells to East.
Example. We outline a construction of a generalized G–P–R machine, denoted
by MSGL , aimed to simulate spatial and temporal behaviour of a cellular automaton identiﬁed with the eastern expansion fragment of Conway’s Game of
Life.
We use the following matrix presentation of some ﬁnite conﬁgurations of cells,
graph rewriting rules, and related graphs, where this presentation has some
common features with the concepts of words and their graphical representation
in [10].
We consider matrices [αij ]m×n such that
— the indexes i, j are natural numbers with 0 ≤ i ≤ m − 1 and 0 ≤ j ≤ n − 1,
— the matrix elements αij belong to the following set
x
{∅, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6} ∪ w
| x ∈ {0, 1, 2}
and w is that non-empty, non-repetitive string of digits


in {3, 4, 5, 6} whose length is not greater than 4

where ∅ is the empty set symbol and 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 are digits somtimes
interpreted as corresponding natural numbers. The digits 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6
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are identiﬁed with adjectives and names: undeﬁned, dead, live, East, North,
x
South, West, respectively. The expressions w
are only formal fractions which
we do not interpret as rational numbers.
For a matrix [αij ]m×n we associate to it a family of graphs Gi,j with 0 ≤ i < m
and 0 ≤ j < n such that
— if αij = ∅, then Gi,j is empty graph, i.e. V (Gi,j ) = ∅, E(Gi,j ) = ∅,
— if αij = 0, then Gi,j := (i, j) ∪ path7i,j and a cell represented by Gi,j is in
an undeﬁned state,
— if αij ∈ {1, 2}, then
Gi,j := (i, j) ∪ path7i,j ∪ loop(i+ αij ,j+ αij ) ,
7

7

and a cell represented by Gi,j is in the state identiﬁed with αij , i.e. this cell
is dead for αij = 1 and this cell is live for αij = 2,
x
— if αij = w
, then
Gi,j := (i, j) ∪ path7i,j ∪ L1 ∪ L2
with L1 = loop(i+ x7 ,j+ x7 ) for x ∈ {1, 2}, L1 = ∅ for x = 0, L2 =


loop(i+ x7 ,j+ x7 ) | k occurs in w , where a cell represented by Gi,j is in
the state identiﬁed with x as in two above cases, and if this cell belongs to
a (ﬁnite)
% k occurs in w, then the occurrence of
$ conﬁguration G of cells and
loop (i + k7 , j + k7 ), (i + k7 , j + k7 ) in Gi,j is understood that this cell has
not a neighbour in G from the side identiﬁed with k, e.g. if k = 5, then this
cell has not a neighbour in G from the South side.

Gi,j for the
We say that the matrix [αij ]m×n presents a graph G if G =
0≤i<m
0≤j<n

,,
++
family of graphs Gij associated to this matrix, and we write [αij ]m×n to
denote the presented graph G.
A graph G is called a safe rectangular conﬁguration if G is presented by a
matrix [αij ]m×n such that
(S1 ) m ≥ 5, n ≥ 5, and αij ∈ {1, 2} for 0 < i < m − 1, 0 < j < n − 1,
(S2 ) αm−1,j = 13 , α0j = 16 for 0 < j < n − 1,
αi0 = 15 , αi,m−1 = 14 for 0 < i < m − 1,
1
1
1
1
, αm−1,n−1 = 34
, α0,n−1 = 46
, αm−1,0 = 35
,
α00 = 56
(S3 ) if αij = 2, then 2 ≤ i < m − 2 and 2 ≤ j < n − 2.
The set IMSGL of initial instantaneous descriptions of MSGL is the set of safe
rectangular conﬁgurations.
The set of rewriting rules of MSGL contains the following two elementary
identity rewriting rules:
$
% $
%
{0, 1}, {(0, 1)}  {0, 1}, {(0, 1)} ,
$
% $
%
{0}, {(0, 0)}  {0}, {(0, 0)} .
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The rewriting rules of MSGL diﬀerent from elementary identity rules are presented by using expressions M1++  M
,, 2 determined
++ ,, by matrices M1 , M2 such
that
the
corresponding
graphs
M
and
M2 yield graph rewriting rules
1
++ ,, ++ ,,
M1  M2 , respectively. These rules are called matrix presentable rewriting
rules.
The matrix presentable rewriting rules of MSGL are related to the clauses
(1), (2), (3)E , (4) of the considered fragment of Conway’s Game of Life in the
following way.
We begin with the rewriting rules of MSGL related to clause (3)E which are
presented by
⎡
⎤ ⎡
⎤
2 1 1
0 0 0
⎣2 1 1⎦  ⎣0 2 0⎦ ,
1/
2 1 1
0 0 0
and by the following scheme
⎡
⎤ ⎡
⎤
2 1 1 α32
0 0 1 α32
⎣2 1 1 ∅ ⎦  ⎣0 2 1 1 ⎦
2/
3
3
0 0 1 α30
2 1 1 α30
for all valuations of variables α30 , α32 in {∅, 1}.
The rewriting rules of MSGL related to clause (1) are presented by the following scheme:
⎤
⎤ ⎡
⎡
0 0 2 − max{α12 , α22 }
α02 α12 α22
⎦
⎣α01 2 α21 ⎦  ⎣0 1
2 − α21
3/
α00 α10 α20
0 0 2 − max{α10 , α20 }
for all valuations v of variables αij (with i = 1 or j = 1) in {1, 2} such that for
at most one of these variables the equation v(αij ) = 2 holds.
The rewriting rules of MSGL related to the clauses (2) and (4) are presented
by schemes similar to the above scheme.
Only rewriting rules given by scheme 2/ introduce new vertices and require
auxiliary gluing axioms presented by the following scheme
⎤ ⎡
⎤
⎡
2 1 1 α33
0 0 1 α33
⎢2 1 1 ∅ ⎥ ⎢0 2 1 1 ⎥
3
3 ⎥
⎥ ⎢
⎢
aux/
⎣2 1 1 ∅ ⎦  ⎣0 2 1 1 ⎦
3
3
2 1 1 α30
0 0 1 α30
for all valuations of variables α30 , α33 in {∅, 1}. There are no other rewriting
and auxiliary gluing rules of MSGL than those speciﬁed above.
We adopt the following notion to deﬁne the set SMSGL of instantaneous description of MSGL .
For natural numbers i, j and for a graph G being the conclusion of some of
the above deﬁned matrix presentable graph rewriting rules of MSGL we deﬁne
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translation of G into (i, j) to be a graph, denoted by G & (i, j), such that
$
% 

V G & (i, j) = (m + i, n + j) | (m, n) ∈ V (G) ,
% $
%

$
% $
E G & (i, j) = (m + i, n + j), (m + i, n + j) | (m, n), (m , n ) ∈ E(G) .
Thus the mapping h(m, n) = (m + i, n + j) ((m, n) ∈ V (G)) is an isomorphism
of graphs G and G & (i, j).
The set SMSGL of instantaneous descriptions of MSGL is the set of inductively
deﬁned graphs [G]n (n ≥ 0 and G ∈ IMSGL ) such that
[G]0 = G,

R(dom(h)) & h((0, 0)) | h ∈ P([G]n ) and dom(h)  R(dom(h))
[G]n+1 =

is a matrix presentable rewriting rule of MSGL

im(h) | h ∈ P([G]n ) and dom(h)  dom(h)
∪

is an elementary identity graph rewriting rule of MSGL ,
where P([G]n ) is the set of maximal applications h of the rules dom(h) 
R(dom(h)) of MSGL in places im(h). Hence the transition function FMSGL is
deﬁned by
FMSGL ([G]n ) = [G]n+1
for all n ≥ 0 and G ∈ IMSGL .
On proves by induction the following lemma.
Lemma. For each natural number n ≥ 0 and every safe rectangular conﬁguration G the following conditions hold :


V ((i, j) ∪ path7i,j ) | V ((i, j) ) ⊂ V ([G]n ) and E([G]n ) −
(T0 ) V ([G]n ) =


E((i, j) ∪ path7i,j ) | V ((i, j) ) ⊂ V ([G]n ) ,
{(v, v) | v ∈ E([G]n )} =
(T1 ) for every ordered pair of natural numbers k, m with V ((k, m) ) ⊂ V ([G]n )
there exists a unique d ∈ {1, 2} such that E(loop(k+ d ,m+ d ) ) ⊂ E([G]n ), we
7
7
write st(k, m) to denote this unique d,
(T2 ) hence for every pair (k, m) with V ((k, m) ) ⊂ V ([G]n ) the tile (k, m) is
$
6 G
6 k,m )
6 k,m with E loop st(k,m)
) ⊂ E(
a subgraph of that graph G
(k+
,m+ st(k,m)
)
7
7
which represents a cell in the state identiﬁed with st(k, m), i.e. the cell
6 k,m is dead if st(k, m) = 1 and this cell is live for st(k, m) =
represented by G
2, and hence [G]n represents a conﬁguration of cells represented by graphs
6 k,m (V ((k, m) ) ⊂ V ([G]n )), respectively,
G
(T3 ) the graph FMSGL ([G]n ) = [G]n+1 represents that conﬁguration of cells
which evolves from the cell conﬁguration represented by [G]n according to
the clauses (1), (2), (3)E , (4), where we assume that if a cell is a border
cell in a given conﬁguration of cells, i.e. it has not a neighbour from some
side in this conﬁguration, then that neighbour is a dead cell.
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Proof. We prove (T3 ). We say that a cell is an internal cell in a given cell
conﬁguration if its all neighbours belong to this conﬁguration. One proves by in6 k,m represents an internal cell in the cell conﬁguration
duction on n ≥ 0 that if G
n
represented by [G] , then there exists a unique matrix presentable rewriting
rule Gk,m
 Gk,m
of MSGL related to some of the clauses (1), (2), (3)E , (4)
p
c
such that there exists an embedding h ∈ P([G]n ) with dom(h) = Gk,m
and
p
h((1, 1)) = (k, m). Hence, by the equation deﬁning the graph [G]n+1 , the relationship between matrix presentable rewriting rules of MSGL and the above
6 k,m in the cell conﬁguclauses provides that the internal cell represented by G
n
ration represented by [G] evolves into that cell with the same underlying tile
(k, m) in the cell conﬁguration represented by [G]n+1 which is such that its
 Gk,m
. Every border cell in
state is determined by the clause related to Gk,m
p
c
n
the cell conﬁguration represented by [G] is a dead cell and by clause (4) and the
assumption in (T3 ) it remains a dead cell in the cell conﬁguration represented


by [G]n+1 . Therefore (T3 ) holds.
Corollary. The machine MSGL is a generalized G–P–R machine which simulates the behaviour of the cellular automaton identiﬁed with eastern expansion
fragment of Conway’s Game of Life.
Proof. The corollary is a consequence of (T3 ) in the above lemma, where (T3 )
itself deﬁnes the meaning of simulation in this corollary.



4

Conclusion

The paper proposes an extension of membrane computing, cf. [18], towards modelling those systems whose underlying topology evolves with natural massive
parallelism of local topology transformations in a more complicated way than
by membrane division and membrane creation.
The idea of a generalized G–P–R machine and its examples given in Sections
2 and 3 suggest a hypothesis that computational processes of all concurrent
spatial (discrete, topological, and multidimensional) machines, including cellular
automata, can be simulated with a polynomial delay by processes of transformations of labelled directed graphs according to graph rewriting rules which can be
applied simultaneously to the transformed graphs, where these transformations
respect common or overlapping parts of the faces of those new multidimensional
tile-like compartments (cells) which appear during a transformation of a graph.
The main theorem of the paper, given in Section 2, shows how visionary was
a concept of a Gandy machine by deﬁning it by two ordered pairs (T1 , G1 ) and
(T2 , G2 ) with sets T1 , T2 of stereotypes and G1 , G2 being structural functions
(cf. [6]), where (T1 , G1 ) may represent a ﬁnite set of graph rewriting rules such
that they respect common or overlapping parts of the faces of new tile-like compartments (cells), cf. the above hypothesis, according to a ﬁnite set of auxiliary
rules represented by (T2 , G2 ).
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Looking forward, since self-assembly is an important attribute of life, the
generalized G–P–R machines, being systems equivalent to Turing machines (via
their representation by Gandy machines) and aimed to model self-assembly systems like in [20], may serve for modelling computable approximations of life,
whenever it is not computable, cf. [4], [19], [22].

Appendix. Graph-Theoretical and Category-Theoretical
Preliminaries
A [ﬁnite] labelled directed graph over a set Σ of labels is deﬁned as an ordered
triple G = (V (G), E(G), G ), where V (G) is a [ﬁnite] set of vertices of G, E(G) is
a subset of V (G) × V (G) called the set of edges of G, and G is a function from
V (G) into Σ called the labelling function of G. We drop the adjective ‘directed’
if there is no risk of confusion.
A homomorphism of a labelled directed graph G over Σ into a labelled directed
graph G  over Σ is an ordered triple (G, h : V (G) → V (G  ), G  ) such that h is a
function from V (G) into V (G  ) which satisﬁes the following conditions:
(H1 ) (v, v  ) ∈ E(G) implies (h(v), h(v  )) ∈ E(G  ) for all v, v  ∈ V (G),
(H2 ) G  (h(v)) = G (v) for every v ∈ V (G).
If a triple h = (G, h : V (G) → V (G  ), G  ) is a homomorphism of a labelled
directed graph G over Σ into a labelled directed graph G  over Σ, we denote this
triple by h : G → G  , we write dom(h) and cod(h) for G and G  , respectively,
according to category theory convention, and we write h(v) for the value h(v).
A homomorphism h : G → G  of labelled directed graphs over Σ is an embedding of G into G  , denoted by h : G  G  , if the following condition holds:
(E) h(v) = h(v  ) implies v = v  for all v, v  ∈ V (G).
An embedding h : G  G  of labelled directed graphs G, G  over Σ is an inclusion
of G into G  , denoted by h : G → G  , if the following holds:
(I) h(v) = v for every v ∈ V (G).
We say that a labelled directed graph G over Σ is a labelled subgraph of a labelled
directed graph G  over Σ if there exists an inclusion h : G → G  of labelled
directed graphs G, G  over Σ.
For an embedding h : G  G  of labelled directed graphs G, G  over Σ we deﬁne
the image of h, denoted by im(h), to be a labelled directed graph G: over Σ such




: = h(v) | v ∈ V (G) , E(G)
: = (h(v), h(v  )) | (v, v  ) ∈ E(G) , and the
that V (G)
labelling function Ĝ of G: is the restriction of the labelling function G  of V (G  )
: i.e.,  (v) = G  (v) for every v ∈ V (G).
:
to the set V (G),
Ĝ

A homomorphism h : G → G of labelled directed graphs over Σ is an isomorphism of G into G  if there exists a homomorphism h−1 : G  → G of labelled
directed graphs over Σ, called the inverse of h, such that the following conditons
hold:
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(Iz1 ) h−1 (h(v)) = v for every v ∈ V (G),
(Iz2 ) h(h−1 (v)) = v for every v ∈ V (G  ).
We say that a labelled directed graph G over Σ is isomorphic to a labelled
directed graph G  over Σ if there exists an isomorphism h : G → G  of labelled
graphs G, G  over Σ.
For an embedding h : G  G  of labelled directed graphs G, G  over Σ we
deﬁne a homomorphism ḣ : G → im(h) by ḣ(v) = h(v) for every v ∈ V (G). This
homomorphism ḣ is an isomorphism of G into im(h), called an isomorphism
deduced by h.
For a labelled directed graph G over Σ, the identity homomorphism (or simply,
identity of G), denoted by idG , is the homomorphism h : G → G such that
h(v) = v for every v ∈ V (G).
We say that a labelled directed graph G over Σ is an isomorphically perfect
labelled directed graph over Σ if the identity homomorphism idG is a unique
isomorphism of labelled directed graph G into G.
Lemma 1. Let G be an isomorphically perfect labelled directed graph over Σ
and let h : G → G  , h : G → G  be two isomorphisms of labelled graphs G, G 
over Σ. Then h = h .
We say that a set or a class A of labelled directed graphs over Σ is skeletal if
for all labelled directed graphs G, G  in A if they are isomorphic, then G = G  .
A gluing diagram D of labelled directed graphs over Σ is deﬁned by:
— its set I of indexes with a distinguished index Δ ∈ I, called the center
of D,
— its family Gi (i ∈ I) of labelled directed graphs over Σ,
— its family gli (i ∈ I − {Δ}) of gluing conditions which are sets of ordered
pairs such that
(i) gli ⊆ V (GΔ ) × V (Gi ) for every i ∈ I − {Δ},
(ii) (v, v  ) ∈ gli implies GΔ (v) = Gi (v  ) for all v ∈ V (GΔ ), v  ∈ V (Gi ), and
for every i ∈ I − {Δ},
(iii) for every i ∈ I − {Δ} if gli is non-empty, then there exists a bijection
bi : L(gli ) → R(gli )
for L(gli ) = {v | (v, v  ) ∈ gli for some v  } andR(gli ) = {v  | (v, v  ) ∈ gli
for some v} such that (v, bi (v)) | v ∈ L(gli ) = gli .
For a gluing diagram D of labelled directed graphs over Σ we deﬁne a cocone
of D to be a family hi : Gi → G (i ∈ I) of homomorphisms of labelled directed
graphs over Σ (here cod(hi ) = G for every i ∈ I) such that
lG (hΔ (v)) = lG (hi (v  ))
for every pair (v, v  ) ∈ gli and every i ∈ I − {Δ}.
A cocone qi : Gi → G6 (i ∈ I) of D is called a colimiting cocone of D if for
every cocone hi : Gi → G (i ∈ I) of D there exists a unique homomorphism
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6 G over Σ such that h(qi (v)) = hi (v) for
h : G6 → G of labelled directed graphs G,
every v ∈ V (Gi ) and for every i ∈ I. The labelled directed graph G6 is called a
colimit of D, the homomorphisms qi (i ∈ I) are called canonical injections and
the unique homomorphism h is called the mediating morphism for hi : Gi → G
(i ∈ I).
For a gluing diagram D one constructs its colimit G6 in the following way:

6 =
(Vi × {i}), where
— V (G)
i∈I

VΔ = V (GΔ ) for the center Δ of D,
Vi = V (Gi ) − R(gli ) for every i ∈ I − {Δ},

6 =
— E(G)
Ei , where
$i∈I
%

EΔ =$ (v, Δ), (v  ,%Δ) | (v, v  ) ∈ E(GΔ ) for the center
 Δ of D,
Ei = (v, i), (v  , i) | (v, v  ) ∈ E(Gi ) and {v, v  } ⊆ Vi
$
%
∪ (v, Δ), (v  , Δ) | (v, v  ) ∈ gli , (v  , v  ) ∈ gli ,

and (v  , v  ) ∈ E(Gi ) for some v  , v 
$
%

∪ (v, Δ), (v  , i) | v  ∈ Vi , (v, v  ) ∈ gli and (v  , v  ) ∈ E(Gi ) for some v 
$

%
∪ (v, i), (v  , Δ) | v ∈ Vi , (v  , v  ) ∈ gli and (v, v  ) ∈ E(Gi ) for some v 
for every i ∈ I − {Δ},
— the labelling function G is deﬁned by G̃ ((v, i)) = Gi (v) for every (v, i) ∈
6
V (G).
The deﬁnition of a colimiting cocone of a gluing diagram D provides that any
other colimit of D is isomorphic to the colimit of D constructed above. Hence
one proves the following lemma.
Lemma 2. Let D be a gluing diagram of labelled graphs over Σ. Then for every
colimiting cocone qi : Gi → G (i ∈ I) of D if i = i , then
% $
%
$
V (im(qi )) − V (im(qΔ )) ∩ V (im(qi )) − V (im(qΔ )) = ∅
for all i , i ∈ I − {Δ}, where Δ is the center of D and the elements of nonempty
V (im(qi )) − V (im(qΔ )) with i = Δ are ‘new’ elements and the elements of
V (im(qΔ )) are ‘old’ elements.
A generalized gluing diagram D of labelled directed graphs over Σ is deﬁned
by:
— its set I of indexes with a distinguished index Δ ∈ I, called the center
of D,
— its family Gi (i ∈ I) of labelled directed graphs over Σ,
— its family glij ((i, j)) ∈ I × (I − {Δ}) and i = j) of gluing conditions which
are such that
• the set I Δ = I with families Gi (i ∈ I) and glΔ
i (i ∈ I − {Δ}) form a
gluing diagram DΔ with Δ as the center of DΔ ,
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• for every i ∈ I −{Δ} the set I i = I −{Δ} with families Gi (i ∈ I −{Δ})
and glij (j ∈ I − {i, Δ}) form a gluing diagram Di with i as the center
for Di ,
• the following conditions hold:
i
(G1 ) R(glΔ
i ) ∩ L(glj ) = ∅ for all i, j with {i, j} ⊂ I − {Δ} and i = j,
(G2 ) (glij )−1 = glji for all i, j with {i, j} ⊂ I − {Δ} and i = j, where for
Q ⊂ A×B

(Q)−1 = (x, y) ∈ B × A | (y, x) ∈ A × B}.
For a generalized gluing diagram D of labelled directed graphs over Σ we deﬁne
a cocone of D to be a family hi : Gi → G (i ∈ I) of homomorphisms of labelled
directed graphs over Σ (here cod(hi ) = G for every i ∈ I) such that for every
i ∈ I the sub-family hj : Gj → G (j ∈ I i ) is a cocone of the diagram Di .
For a generalized gluing diagram D a colimiting cocone of D, a colimit of D,
the canonical injections, and the mediating morphism are deﬁned in the same
way as for a gluing diagram, e.g. a cocone qi : Gi → G6 (i ∈ I) of D is called a
colimiting cocone of D if for every cocone hi : Gi → G (i ∈ I) of D there exists
6 G over Σ such
a unique homomorphism h : G6 → G of labelled directed graphs G,
that h(qi (v)) = hi (v) for every v ∈ V (Gi ) and for every i ∈ I.
Lemma 3. Let D be a generalized gluing diagram with ﬁnite set I of its indexes
and with center Δ, such that the following condition holds:
(G3 ) for all i, i , j ∈ I − {Δ} if i = i , then L(glji ) ∩ L(glji ) = ∅.
6 which
Then one constructs a colimit of D to be a labelled directed graph G
is determined by an arbitrary nonrepetitive sequence i1 , . . . , in0 of elements of
I − {Δ} = {i1 , . . . , in0 } and which is deﬁned in the following way:
6 =  (Vi × {i}), where VΔ = V (GΔ ), Vi = V (Gi ) − R(glΔ ), for every
— V (G)
1
1
i1
i∈I

k with 1 < k ≤ n0
Vik = V (Gik ) − R(glΔ
ik ) ∪




L(gliikm ) ,

1≤m<k

6 =
— E(G)





Ei , where EΔ = ((v, Δ), (v  , Δ)) | (v, v  ) ∈ E(GΔ ) ,

i∈I

for every i ∈ I − {Δ}
Ei = Ei1 ∪ Ei2 ∪ Ei3 ∪ Ei4 for


6 and (v, v  ) ∈ E(Gi ) ,
Ei1 = ((v, i), (v  , i)) | {(v, i), (v  , i)} ⊂ V (G)

6 i∈
/ {k, j} ⊂ I,
Ei2 = ((v, k), (v  , j)) | {(v, k), (v  , j)} ⊂ V (G),


(v, v  ) ∈ glki , (v  , v  ) ∈ glji , and (v  , v  ) ∈ E(Gi ) for some v  , v  ,

6 i = j ∈ I,
Ei3 = ((v, i), (v  , j)) | {(v, i), (v  , j)} ⊂ V (G),

(v  , v  ) ∈ glji , and (v, v  ) ∈ E(Gi ) for some v  ,

6 i = j ∈ I,
Ei4 = ((v, j), (v  , i)) | {(v, j), (v  , i)} ⊂ V (G),

(v, v  ) ∈ glji , and (v  , v  ) ∈ E(Gi ) for some v  ,
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— the labelling function G
 is deﬁned by G
 ((v, i)) = Gi (v) for every (v, i) ∈
6
V (G).
Proof. Since by (G3 ) for all i ∈ I − {Δ} and v ∈ V (Gi ) − Vi there exists a
6 such that (v ∗ , v) ∈ gli∗ , one deﬁnes the i-th
unique ordered pair (v ∗ , i∗ ) ∈ V (G)
i
6 (i ∈ I − {Δ}) of colimiting cocone by
component qi : Gi → G
5
(v, i)
if v ∈ Vi ,
qi (v) =

(v ∗ , i∗ ) otherwise.
Lemma 4. Let D be a generalized gluing diagram with ﬁnite set I of its indexes
and with center Δ, such that the condition (G3 ) holds and let qi : Gi → G (i ∈ I)
be a colimiting cocone of D. Then for every H ⊆ I − {Δ} if
7$
%
V (im(qi )) − V (im(qΔ )) = ∅,
i∈H

then H has at most two elements and if H = {i, i } with i = i , then glii is
nonempty.
Proof. The lemma is a consequence of Lemma 3 and the fact that two diﬀerent
colimits of a generalized gluing diagram are always isomorphic labelled graphs.


For two directed graphs G1 = (V (G1 ), E(G1 )), G2 = (V (G2 ), E(G2 )), we deﬁne
their union by
G1 ∪ G2 = (V (G1 ) ∪ V (G2 ), E(G1 ) ∪ E(G2 )).
For an ordered pair (i, j) of integers we deﬁne (i, j)-tile, denoted by (i, j) , to
be a directed graph whose set of edges is such that

E((i, j) ) = ((i, j), (i + 1, j)), ((i, j), (i, j + 1)), ((i, j + 1), (i + 1, j + 1)),

((i + 1, j), (i + 1, j + 1)), ((i, j + 1), (i + 1, j)) ,
V ((i, j) ) does not contain any other element than that ordered pair of integers
which determines some edge in E((i, j) ).
By a ﬁnite 2D tile conﬁguration over Σ we understand a ﬁnite labelled directed graph G over Σ such that
including (0, 0),
(Tc1 ) V (G) is a $ﬁnite
%
 set of ordered pairs of integers
(Tc2 ) E(G) = E {(i, j) | V ((i, j) ) ⊆ V (G)} ∪ {((0, 0), (0, 0))},
(Tc3 ) G is a connected graph.
Lemma 5. The set of all ﬁnite 2D tile conﬁgurations over Σ is a skeletal set
of isomorphically perfect labelled directed graphs over Σ.
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Proof. We prove that a ﬁnite 2D tile conﬁguration G is an isomorphically perfect
labelled directed graph by induction on the number of elements of {(i, j) |
V ((i, j) ) ⊆ V (G)}.


We use the following directed graphs and labelled directed graphs:
— for a natural number n ≥ 1 we deﬁne

Kn0 = {(0, i) ∪ (1, i) | i is a natural number such that 0 ≤ i ≤ n − 1},
— for natural numbers j, n with 1 ≤ j ≤ n − 2
Knj = Knj−1 ∪


{(j + 1, i) | i is a natural number
such that 0 ≤ i ≤ n − j − 1},

then for natural numbers with 0 ≤ j ≤ n − 2 we deﬁne a labelled directed
graph Gnj over Σ = {0, 1} such that
V (Gnj ) = V (Knj ), E(Gnj ) = E(Knj ) ∪ {((0, 0), (0, 0))},
and the labelling function Gnj is deﬁned by
5
Gnj ((k, l)) =

0
1

if k = j + 2 or l = 0,
otherwise.

Lemma 6. The set of labelled directed graphs Gnj over {0, 1} for natural numbers
j, n with 0 ≤ j ≤ n − 2 is a set of ﬁnite 2D tile conﬁgurations over {0, 1}.
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Abstract. In this paper we consider sequential SNP systems where the
sequentiality of the system is induced by the max-spike: the neuron with
the maximum number of spikes out of the neurons that can spike at one
step will ﬁre. This corresponds to a global view of the whole network that
makes the system sequential. We continue the study in the direction of
max-spike and show that systems with 132 neurons are universal. This
improves a recent result in the area.

1

Introduction

We continue the work in the direction of SNP systems based on max-spike. This
type of systems was introduced in [4] and considered in [3]. In the following we
give a brief motivation for the consideration of this type of devices, for more
details we refer the interested reader to the previous papers in the area.
Here we consider the spiking restriction on neurons in the following way: if at any
step there are more than one neuron that can spike (according to their pre-deﬁned
rules) then only the neuron(s) containing the maximum number of spikes (among
the currently “active” neurons) will ﬁre. This is contrasting with the maximal parallel application of the rules case, in which case all the “active” neurons will ﬁre at
that step. If there is a tie for the maximum number of spikes stored in the active
neurons, then all the neurons containing the maximum will ﬁre.
The main motivation behind this spiking strategy is the observation that
in a population of cells of the same type (neurons in this case) which have
similar types of rules (the spiking rules in our case) one can notice that the
cells containing larger numbers of a speciﬁc molecule species are more active
(spike faster/more frequently) than the cells containing less numbers of the same
molecule. Another observation is the fact that the neurons that receive a large
number of spikes are more probable to spike than the neurons that do not receive
many spikes. The same modelling path was taken also when the integrate-andﬁre models were deﬁned for neurons, which leads to the neurons that receive
more spikes to ﬁre faster than the neurons that receive lower numbers of spikes.
M. Gheorghe et al. (Eds.): CMC 2011, LNCS 7184, pp. 333–345, 2012.
c Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2012
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The restriction proposed above makes the spiking of the neurons in the system almost sequential (more than one neuron can spike only in the special case
when there is a tie in the number of spikes contained, the two or more active
neurons that contain the maximum number of spikes over all the active neurons
at that step will spike). Because of this, we will call this application strategy
pseudo-sequential with respect to maximum. One can also consider the sequential strategy which resolves the ties by choosing for the next spiking neuron
nondeterministically one of the neurons containing the maximum number of
spikes at that moment (out of the active neurons). This second strategy will be
called from now on sequential with respect to maximum.
It was already considered in [3] the diﬀerence between these devices from the
point of view of generators versus acceptors. Speciﬁcally, we observed a major
diﬀerence between systems with deterministic neurons working as generators
as opposed to acceptors. We see that the acceptors are universal whereas the
generators are only able to generate one single value (thus are non-universal).

2

Basic Description and Deﬁnitions

The spiking neural P systems (for short, SNP) were recently introduced in [6],
and then intensely investigated, we mention only a few papers that looked at
the SNP systems and are relevant for the current work: [15] and [16], thus incorporating in membrane computing [14] ideas from spiking neurons, see, e.g.,
[1], [8], [9]. One should note that the sequential SNP systems could be used to
model also the distributed architectures (or even failures rates) from other areas
of Computer Science, for example in reliability of high performance computing: [2], [11], [17], [21], [20], [22]. A connection with ﬁnite automata area is also
interesting to pursue using ideas from [13].
We now give a more detailed description of the SNP; such a system consists
of a set of neurons placed in the nodes of a graph, representing synapses. The
neurons send signals (spikes) along synapses (edges of the graph). This is done
by means of ﬁring rules, which are of the form E/ac → a; t. The system is
represented as a directed graph consisting of a set of neurons (nodes of a graph)
connected by synapses (directed edges of the graph). The neurons send signals
(spikes) along these synapses by means of ﬁring rules, which are of the form
E/ac → a; t, where E is a regular expression, c is the number of spikes consumed
by the rule that spikes a single a, and t is the delay between ﬁring the rule and
emitting the spike. A rule can only be used if the number of spikes in the neuron
are “covered” by expression E, in the sense that the current number of spikes
in the neuron, n, is such that an is contained in the set L(E) denoted by the
expression E.
In the time interval between ﬁring a rule and emitting the spike, the neuron is
closed/blocked – it does not receive other spikes and cannot ﬁre. After the time
interval, the neuron is again open and can again ﬁre and receive other spikes. There
are also rules for forgetting spikes, of the form as → λ (s spikes are just removed
from the neuron). In this paper, for convenience, we will also refer to the forgetting
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rules as ﬁring rules. Starting from a ﬁxed initial distribution of spikes in the neurons
(initial conﬁguration) and using the rules in a synchronized manner (a global clock
is assumed), the system evolves. A computation is a sequence of transitions starting
from the initial conﬁguration. A transition is maximally parallel in the sense that
all neurons that are ﬁreable must ﬁre. However, in any neuron, at most one rule is
allowed to ﬁre. Details can be found in [6].
An SNP can be used as a computing device in various ways. Here, as in
previous papers, we will use them as generators of numbers.
In this paper, we study SNPs operating in sequential and pseudo-sequential
mode as described above. Informally, this means that at every step of the computation, if there is at least one neuron with at least one rule that is ﬁreable, we
only allow to ﬁre the neuron(s) that is(are) ﬁreable and contain the maximum
number of spikes; and for each neuron ﬁring only one spiking rule (nondeterministically chosen) is to be ﬁred.
For the basic deﬁnitions and prerequisites we refer the interested reader to
[19], [14], and [25]. We will use in the following universality proofs the fact
that register machines are universal, but due to the space limitations we will
not provide the prerequisite description of the register machines, the reader is
referred to [25] as this is a common proof technique.

3

Spiking Neural P Systems

The original deﬁnition of spiking P systems was given in [6]; the interested reader
can ﬁnd in the reference above the motivation, basic results etc.. Let us recall
the basic deﬁnition in what follows.
A spiking neural membrane system (abbreviated as SNP), of degree m ≥ 1, is
a construct of the form
Π = (O, σ1 , . . . , σm , syn, i0 ), where:
1. O = {a} is the singleton alphabet (a is called spike);
2. σ1 , . . . , σm are neurons, of the form
σi = (ni , Ri ), 1 ≤ i ≤ m, where:
a) ni ≥ 0 is the initial number of spikes contained in σi ;
b) Ri is a ﬁnite set of rules of the following two forms:
(1) E/ac → a; d, where E is a regular expression over a, c ≥ 1, and
d ≥ 0;
(2) as → λ, for some s ≥ 1, with the restriction that for each rule
E/ac → a; d of type (1) from Ri , we have as ∈
/ L(E);
3. syn ⊆ {1, 2, . . . , m} × {1, 2, . . . , m} with (i, i) ∈
/ syn for 1 ≤ i ≤ m (synapses
between neurons);
4. i0 ∈ {1, 2, . . . , m} indicates the output neuron (i.e., σi0 is the output neuron).
The rules of type (1) are ﬁring (we also say spiking) rules, and they are applied
as follows. If the neuron σi contains k spikes, and ak ∈ L(E), k ≥ c, then the
rule E/ac → a; d can be applied. The application of this rule means consuming
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(removing) c spikes (thus only k − c remain in σi ), the neuron is ﬁred, and it
produces a spike after d time units (as usual in membrane computing, a global
clock is assumed, marking the time for the whole system, hence the functioning
of the system is synchronized). If d = 0, then the spike is emitted immediately,
if d = 1, then the spike is emitted at the next step, etc. If the rule is used at
the step t of the computation and d ≥ 1, then we have the following setting: at
steps t, t + 1, t + 2, . . . , t + d − 1 the neuron is closed (this corresponds to the
refractory period from neurobiology), so that it cannot receive new spikes (if a
neuron has a synapse to a closed neuron and tries to send a spike along it, then
that particular spike is lost). At the step t + d, the neuron spikes and becomes
again open, so that it can receive spikes (which can be used starting with the
step t + d + 1).
The rules of type (2) are the forgetting rules; they are applied as follows: if
the neuron σi contains exactly s spikes, then the rule as → λ from Ri can be
used, meaning that all s spikes are removed from σi .
If a rule E/ac → a; d of type (1) has E = ac , then we will write it in the
following simpliﬁed form: ac → a; d.
In each time unit, if a neuron σi can use one of its rules, then a rule from Ri
must be used. Since two ﬁring rules, E1 /ac1 → a; d1 and E2 /ac2 → a; d2 , can
have L(E1 ) ∩ L(E2 ) = ∅, it is possible that two or more rules can be applied in a
neuron, and in that case, only one of them is chosen non-deterministically. Note
however that, by deﬁnition, if a ﬁring rule is applicable, then no forgetting rule
is applicable, and vice versa.
Thus, the rules are used in the sequential manner in each neuron, but neurons
were previously considered to function in parallel with each other. It is important
to notice that the applicability of a rule is established based on the total number
of spikes contained in the neuron. Thus, e.g., if a neuron σi contains 5 spikes,
and Ri contains the rules (aa)∗ /a → a; 0, a3 → a; 0, a2 → λ, then none of these
rules can be used: a5 is not in L((aa)∗ ) and not equal to a3 or a2 . However, if the
rule a5 /a2 → a; 0 is in Ri , then it can be used: two spikes are consumed (thus
three remain in σi ), and one spike is produced and sent immediately (d = 0) to
all neurons linked by a synapse to σi , and the process continues.
One can associate a set of numbers with Π in several ways. We follow here
the idea of [6] and we consider the intervals between the very ﬁrst two consecutive spikes of the output neuron as numbers computed by a computation.
Furthermore, we will consider only halting computations.
In the following we will consider another methodology for rule application: the
neuron that contains the most spikes at one moment is the next neuron ﬁring.
This will make the system sequential, thus we will call this ”sequentiality based
on maximum”.
Deﬁnition 1. 1. SNP systems deﬁned as above are working in the max sequentiality manner if (by deﬁnition) the system is choosing as the spiking neuron at
each step only one of the neurons that can ﬁre, and furthermore, the spiking neuron chosen at each time-step has the maximum number of spikes stored among
all the other active neurons in that step.
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2. Systems can work in max pseudo-sequentiality manner if (by deﬁnition) at
each time-step ﬁre all the neurons that store the maximum number of spikes
among all the active neurons at that step.
Of course max sequentiality is forcing the system to work in a sequential manner since at most one neuron can ﬁre at each step, whereas the max pseudosequentiality allows two or more neurons to ﬁre at the same time if all those
neurons hold the exactly same number of spikes and that number is the highest
value of spikes that is stored among all the active neurons at that moment.
We pass now to give the results of the paper.

4

Max Pseudo-sequentiality Result

We will start the description of results of these systems by giving the ﬁrst theorem about systems based on max pseudo-sequentiality with delays. We will show
the universality of such extended systems using 160 neurons as opposed to the
result in [5] where the strongly sequential were shown to be not universal. In [3]
the construction needed for such systems used one neuron for each register, one
neuron for each instruction label, 4 extra neurons for the ADD instructions and
7 extra neurons for the SUBtract instructions (the previous proof contained a
bug and to solve it the number of neurons in the SUB instruction needs to be
increased). If one is using exactly that construct and follows the result from [12]
by simulating an universal machine with a small number of instructions then
(with the modiﬁcations suggested in [12] and some preprocessing) the result
would become: 9 registers, 25 instructions, 10 ADD instructions and 14 SUB
instructions thus overall it would require at least 172 neurons not considering
the initialization and halting phase that together would require another roughly
9 neurons making the number 181. We improve this result in the following by
considering an improvement in the ADD module and reaching 160 neurons in the
universal system; if we consider also the extended rules (when a neuron spikes it
can send more than one spike to the other neurons) then the number of neurons
in this case is reduced to 132.
Theorem 1. Unbounded SNP systems in the pseudo-sequential mode operating
in max sequentiality mode with delays are universal with at least 160 neurons.
Proof. We will show that Korec’s register machine [7] can be simulated by a
system working in a Max sequentiality manner, with rules using delays. As we
will see later on, we will need the delays only for the ADD rules in the register
machine. That machine has 8 registers and 23 instructions including the halt
instruction, we will add one more register that is non decreasing (and this will
be the output register) and to integrate it we will replace the old halt instruction
lh : HALT with the instructions lh : (SU B(0), l22 , lh ), l22 : (ADD(8), lh ), and
lh : HALT . Thus at the end of the program of the initial machine we will copy
the contents of the old output register (register 0) into the register 8 which will
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serve as the new output register. We do this so that no substraction rule will
be applicable to the output register and we will be able to use the same proof
technique as used before in [3].
Let us give a brief description of the construction: In the system we will
have neurons associated with each label in the program code of the register
machine, also the registers will be modeled by neurons holding 2n spikes for
the value n being stored in the register. Thus the ADD module will increase
by 2 the number of spikes stored in the neuron associated with the register
r (eﬀectively incrementing the register r in the simulation) and then choose
nondeterministically a new instruction to execute out of the two possibilities
given by the ADD instruction.
In the end we will give a module INIT that will take care of initializations,
for now let us assume that the system starts with 2n spikes in neuron 1 for the
recursive function g(x) and 2m spikes in neuron 2 codifying y, where g(x) and
y are deﬁning the partial recursive function that will be computed from the list
of a ﬁxed admissible enumeration of the partial recursive functions: φ0 , φ1 , . . ..
I.e. φx (y) is computed by the register machine M that we simulate. Actually we
compute the double of the φx (y) in register 8 and then in the HALT module we
show how to output the result.
In the following we give the neurons necessary to simulate an l1 : (ADD(r)l2 )
rule (note that we are in the acceptor case, thus the nondeterminism at the level
of the ADD rules is not needed):
The module works as follows: the neuron l1 spikes, signalling that the instruction l1 is being executed, then the neurons a1 and a2 are activated, since a1 has
at this moment two spikes and a2 only one, a1 ﬁres ﬁrst, but has a delay of size
one associated with its rule, at the next step a2 ﬁres (since at that moment it
is the only neuron ﬁreable), making the spikes from a1 and a2 to arrive at the
same time in the neuron r. We will see later that the neurons of type r can only
ﬁre when they hold an odd value, thus receiving two spikes keeps the neuron
r inactive. At the same time a2 sends a spike towards l2 . This we continue to
simulate the work of the register machine going into the instruction l2 as was
needed.
We will now give the module simulating the SU B instruction from the register
machine. We show how we are simulating all the ADD and SUB instructions in
general.
Since we will have synapses between the neurons of diﬀerent SU B modules
this module will have the neurons denoted si,k where k is the label of the current
SU B instruction and i is the “localized” label of the neuron. When the neuron
l1 ﬁres, it sends two spikes, one in the neuron r (modeling the register that is
decremented or checked for zero) and one in the neuron s1,k . We note that we
will start with two spikes in the neurons modeling the registers (we will take
care of the correct counting in the ﬁnalizing module), we also start with three
spikes in the neuron s1,k thus at the next step the neuron s1,k contains exactly
4 spikes, whereas the neuron r contains exactly 2n + 3 spikes, where n is the
contents of the register r in the counter automaton.
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Fig. 1. The addition module for l1 : (ADD r, l2 )

We have now two possible cases:
Case I: if the register r is empty, it means that the neuron r holds exactly 3
spikes. Since these are the only two neurons that can ﬁre at this moment (r and
s1,k ), then s1,k will execute ﬁrst since it has four spikes (one more than r). This
means that all four spikes in neuron s1,k are deleted through the forgetting rule,
then at the next step r spikes sending one spike back to s1,k and activating s2,k .
Since the neuron r has synapse with all the s1,l , l = k associated with the SUB
instructions working on this register that means that all s1,l receive the spike
from r, thus at the next step all the other neurons of type s1,l will forget their
contents using the forgetting rule a4 → λ. At the next step s2,k ﬁres sending one
more spike in s1,k and sending another one back to r which was empty. At the
next step all the other s2,l neurons associated with the other SUB instructions
on the same register r each hold 2 spikes (the original one and the one received
from r), thus all forget their spikes at the next stage. Then s3,k ﬁres replenishing
the two initial spikes in r and the third spike in s1,k . The neurons s2,k , s3,k and
s4,k have synapses with all the neurons s1,l for any l (including k) replenishing
them in 3 steps. Furthermore s4 has synapse with all the neurons s2,l , l = k
bringing them to one spike so the system is brought in the same condition as at
the activation of the SUB rule, and the correct instruction (l3 ) is executed next.
Let us consider the case when the register r would be non-empty: Case II:
then r would hold 2n + 3 spikes, with n ≥ 1, thus r will hold at least 5 spikes,
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Fig. 2. The subtract module for k : (SUB r, l2 , l3 )

more than the four held by s1,k . Thus r spikes sending one spike to s1,k and
another spike to s2,k . At the next step s1,k will have 5 spikes as opposed to s2,k
that holds only three, thus s1,k spikes removing two spikes. That means that at
the next step we will have s1,k holding 3 spikes and being inactive, s2,k holding 4
and s1,k holding one. The neuron r has synapse with all the neurons s1,l and s2,l
with l = k that means that the neurons s1,l will hold at this moment 4 spikes,
and s2,l will hold 2 and the current s2,k will hold 4. In the next stage all these
neurons will forget their contents through the rules a4 → λ (in s1,l or current
s2,k ) and a2 → λ in s2,l . At the next stage we have all these neurons empty

and we will replenish them with the help of neurons s1,k , s1,k , s
1,k . Next s1,k is

active, it has synapses with all the neurons s1,l where l = k, same with s1,k . The
s
1,k has synapses with all s2,l where l can also be k, replenishing them as well.
This makes the conﬁguration as before and then the simulation can continue
with l2 .
It is clear that the rules from the register machine are correctly simulated
by the modules presented above. What remains is the initial module that adds
2 ∗ g(x) in neuron 1 and 2 ∗ y in neuron 2, starts the l0 instruction and also the
ﬁnishing stage in which the output register (register 8) is read and processed in
our setting:
The INIT module functions in the following way: the input neuron (neuron
i0 ) receives exactly 3 spikes, the distance in clock cycles between the ﬁrst two is
the value g(x) that needs to be put in the register 1 and the distance between
the spike 2 and 3 is the value y that will be put in register 2. Neurons i1 and
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Fig. 3. The INIT module

i2 are both active immediately after the ﬁrst spike received from i0 and will put
at each time-step two spikes into register 1. This is because we work in pseudosequentiality mode and both i1 and i2 are having the maximum spikes thus both
spike simultaneously. When the second spike comes into i0 this neuron will spike
because it has the most spikes in the system, it will increase the number of
spikes in i1 and i2 stopping them, but it will activate the neurons i3 and i4 that
will push into register 2 the same way as the neurons i1 and i2 into register 1.
When the third spike comes in neuron i0 then also i3 and i4 will be de-activated
and now i5 will be activated making the instruction l0 active by sending a spike
there. This ﬁnishes the INIT module which will obviously perform the required
actions: put a double amount into registers 1 and 2 and activate instruction l0 .
Let us now pass to the HALT module. From the construction we know that
the output register (register 8) is never decrementing.
When we activate the halting label in the register machine we send a spike in
the output neuron (the neuron s1,HALT in the picture above). Thus at the next
step s1,HALT spikes (being the only active neuron), then both r and s1,HALT are
active. Thus the one holding the maximum number of spikes will ﬁre. One can
notice that in r we are deleting exactly 2 spikes each time, thus s1,HALT will let
r spike as long as the register r (in the register machine) is non-empty, and at
each time step two more spikes are removed (thus the register r is decremented
by one each clock cycle). Thus the second time that s1,HALT spikes would have
been exactly n clock cycles after the ﬁrst spike, making the whole system to
correctly simulate the work of the starting register machine.
It remains to count now the neurons: INIT module requires 6 neurons plus
the registers (green) and the start instruction label (grey), HALT requires 2
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Fig. 4. The halting module

neurons, we will have 9 neurons for the registers (green) and 25 neurons (grey)
for the instruction labels (the 23 instructions from the modiﬁed Korec construction plus the one ADD and one SUB instructions that deal with our new
register 8). So we will have exactly 10 ADD, 14 SUB and 1 halt instructions.
Since in the ADD module we need 2 extra neurons (a1 and a2 ) and in the
SUB module we need 7 (s1 , s2 , s3 , s4 and the s1 , s1 , s
1 ) the total becomes:
6+9+25+10*2+14*7+2=160.
This completes the proof.


If we would consider the output of the system to be a special neuron, then the
halting module will have one neuron less (neuron s1,HALT ) and the output of
the machine would be found in the rightmost neuron in the halting module. This
in that case one neuron would be saved.
If we consider the case of extended systems (where the neurons can send more
than one spike through the synapse in one clock cycle), then we can easily remove
the delay that appears in the ADD module and we can improve the result by
decreasing the number of extra neurons needed in the SUB case to 5 from 7.
Theorem 2. There are extended SN P systems with max sequentiality with 132
neurons which are universal.
Proof. We will change both the INIT and the SUB modules. INIT will be
changed in the following sense: neuron i1 will have a spike in the initial conﬁguration, and their rules will be i1 : a2 → a2 , 0 and i2 : a3 |a2 → a2 , 0. In this
way they will ﬁre alternatively until they are stopped by the next spike from i0 .
The same will happen also for the neurons i3 and i4 . Thus we will work in the
strongly sequential mode and be able to do the initializations.
We change the SU B module in the following way: change the rule in r to:
a2k+3 |a3 → a3 , in s1 the rule a5 |a2 → a will be replaced with a7 |a4 → a3 , then
the synapses (s2 , s1 ) and (s2 , r) will be deleted, s4 and s
1 will be deleted and
we will have synapse from (s3 , l3 ) and (s1 , l2 ). All these changes are depicted in
the following ﬁgure.
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Fig. 5. The subtract in extended mode module for l1 : (SUB r, l2 , l3 )

Basically we re-use the previous construction eliminating the neuron s4 that
was used to replenish s1 and r. To achieve this we have now s3 sending two
spikes to r and all s2 while s2 is sending three spikes to all neurons of type s1
that work with the register r. The other change in this construction is that the
SUB modules will send two spikes into the neuron activating the next instruction
thus from now on all the “grey” neurons will have to have the rule a2 → a rather
than a → a.
This construction reduces the number of auxiliary neurons necessary in the
SUB instruction from 7 to 5 making the total number reach: 160-28=132 neurons.
Everything else remains the same.



5

Final Remarks

We plan to continue the investigation of this special type of sequentiality; it
would be interesting if in the case of strong sequentiality we could obtain a
similar result. By intuition, we do not think so as at each time-step only one
neuron would spike, thus at most n spikes can reach a register during the n
clock-cycles that it takes the input neuron to receive the ﬁrst value, and when
the second value comes it would be a small complication to deal with that result.
Probably the input module will “grow” to deal with these issues in that case. We
are looking also at the min-spike case. Finally we need to mention the work of
Pan and collaborators in [23], [24] or [18] which devised other proof techniques
that could prove useful in improving the current results.
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Abstract. We show how existing P systems with active membranes can
be used as modules inside a larger P system; this allows us to simulate
subroutines or oracles. As an application of this construction, which is
(in principle) quite general, we provide a new, improved lower bound to
the complexity class PMCAM(−d,−n) of problems solved by polynomialtime P systems with (restricted) elementary active membranes: this class
is proved to contain PPP and hence, by Toda’s theorem, the whole polynomial hierarchy.

1

Introduction

P systems with active membranes [5] are known to be able to solve problems
beyond P in polynomial time, by trading space for time. Using membrane division rules, an exponential number of membranes is created in polynomial time,
which then compute in parallel, for instance exploring the solution space of an
NP problem.
The exact computing power of P systems with active membranes depends
on which membrane division rules are available. First of all, it can be proved
(Milano theorem [10]) that some form of division is actually necessary in order to go beyond P, otherwise the P system can be simulated sequentially in
polynomial time. When the systems are allowed to divide membranes containing further membranes (called nonelementary membranes), thus replicating the
whole structure in each copy of the dividing membrane, even PSPACE-complete
problems become solvable in polynomial time. Usually, this involves constructing
a membrane structure representing a full binary tree with exponentially many
nodes [6,1].
When only membranes not containing further membranes (called elementary)
can divide, the situation becomes more interesting: the systems are still able to
create exponentially many membranes, but they all appear as leaves of the tree,
without the possibility of creating more complicated tree structures. This is still
suﬃcient not only to solve NP-complete problems [10], but also to count the
number of “positive” candidate solutions in polynomial time; thus, the power of
the whole complexity class PP is captured [4].
In this paper we improve this lower bound by showing how P systems known to
solve some problem (in polynomial time) can be used to simulate oracle queries,
M. Gheorghe et al. (Eds.): CMC 2011, LNCS 7184, pp. 346–358, 2012.
c Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2012
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by embedding them into P systems simulating polynomial-time deterministic
Turing machines. The idea is to provide the input multiset to the embedded
P systems not as part of their initial conﬁguration, but only when the “outer”
P systems require an oracle answer to continue its computation. Whenever this
procedure can be carried out for a family of P systems deciding a language L,
then the whole class PL of languages decidable in polynomial time by Turing
machines with an oracle for L can also be decided eﬃciently by P systems. We
argue that this applies to most existing solutions described in the literature,
though the formal details may vary.
As a concrete application, we choose L to be the problem of checking whether
the number of assignments satisfying a Boolean formula is greater than a given
threshold. This problem is known to be PP-complete [4], and as a consequence
the class PPP turns out to be solvable in polynomial time by P systems, without
requiring nonelementary division or dissolution rules.

2

Definitions

P systems with active membranes are deﬁned as follows.
Definition 1. A P system with active membranes of initial degree d ≥ 1 is a
tuple Π = (Γ, Λ, μ, w1 , . . . , wd , R), where:
– Γ is an alphabet, i.e., a ﬁnite non-empty set of symbols, usually called objects;
– Λ is a ﬁnite set of labels for the membranes;
– μ is a membrane structure (i.e., a rooted unordered tree, usually represented
by nested brackets) consisting of d membranes enumerated by 1, . . . , d; furthermore, each membrane is labeled by an element of Λ, not necessarily in a
one-to-one way;
– w1 , . . . , wd are strings over Γ , describing the initial multisets of objects placed
in the d regions of μ;
– R is a ﬁnite set of rules.
Each membrane possesses, besides its label and position in μ, another attribute
called electrical charge (or polarization), which can be either neutral (0), positive
(+) or negative (−) and is always neutral before the beginning of the computation.
The rules are of the following kinds:
– Object evolution rules, of the form [a → w]α
h
They can be applied inside a membrane labeled by h, having charge α and
containing an occurrence of the object a; the object a is rewritten into the
multiset w (i.e., a is removed from the multiset in h and replaced by every
object in w).
β
– Send-in communication rules, of the form a [ ]α
h → [b]h
They can be applied to a membrane labeled by h, having charge α and such
that the external region contains an occurrence of the object a; the object
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a is sent into h becoming b and, simultaneously, the charge of h is changed
to β.
β
Send-out communication rules, of the form [a]α
h → [ ]h b
They can be applied to a membrane labeled by h, having charge α and
containing an occurrence of the object a; the object a is sent out from h to
the outside region becoming b and, simultaneously, the charge of h is changed
to β.
Dissolution rules, of the form [a]α
h →b
They can be applied to a membrane labeled by h, having charge α and
containing an occurrence of the object a; the membrane h is dissolved and
its contents are left in the surrounding region unaltered, except that an
occurrence of a becomes b.
β
γ
Elementary division rules, of the form [a]α
h → [b]h [c]h
They can be applied to a membrane labeled by h, having charge α, containing
an occurrence of the object a but having no other membrane inside (an
elementary membrane); the membrane is divided into two membranes having
label h and charge β and γ; the object a is replaced, respectively, by b and c
while the other objects in the initial multiset are copied to both membranes.
Nonelementary division rules, of the form
,
, + 
,γ
+ δ
+ +
−
− α
δ β

[ ]h1 · · · [ ]+
hk [ ]hk+1 · · · [ ]hn h → [ ]h1 · · · [ ]hk h [ ]hk+1 · · · [ ]hn h
They can be applied to a membrane labeled by h, having charge α, containing the positively charged membranes h1 , . . . , hk , the negatively charged
membranes hk+1 , . . . , hn , and possibly some neutral membranes. The membrane h is divided into two copies having charge β and γ, respectively; the
positive children are placed inside the former, their charge changed to δ,
while the negative ones are placed inside the latter, their charges changed
to . Any neutral membrane inside h is duplicated and placed inside both
copies.

Each instantaneous conﬁguration of a P system with active membranes is described by the current membrane structure, including the electrical charges, together with the multisets located in the corresponding regions. A computation
step changes the current conﬁguration according to the following set of principles:
– Each object and membrane can be subject to at most one rule per step. In
particular, this means that each rule involving a membrane (communication,
division and dissolution) will be applied at most once per each computation
step, while each evolution rule can be applied several times in parallel inside
a given membrane, if the multiplicity of objects allows to do so.
– The application of rules is maximally parallel : each object appearing on the
left-hand side of evolution, communication, dissolution or elementary division must be subject to exactly one of them (unless the current charge of
the membrane prohibits it). The same reasoning applies to each membrane
that can be involved to communication, dissolution, elementary or nonelementary division rules. In other words, the only objects and membranes that
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do not evolve are those associated with no rule, or only to rules that are not
applicable due to the electrical charges.
– When several conﬂicting rules can be applied at the same time, a nondeterministic choice is performed; this implies that, in general, multiple possible
conﬁgurations can be reached after a computation step.
– While all the chosen rules are considered to be applied simultaneously during
each computation step, they are logically applied in a bottom-up fashion:
ﬁrst, all evolution rules are applied to the elementary membranes, then all
communication, dissolution and division rules; then the application proceeds
towards the root of the membrane structure. In other words, each membrane
evolves only after its internal conﬁguration has been updated.
– The outermost membrane cannot be divided or dissolved, and any object
sent out from it cannot re-enter the system again.
The precise variant of P systems we use in this paper does not use dissolution
or nonelementary division rules.
Definition 2. A P system with restricted elementary active membranes is a
P system with active membranes where only object evolution, send-in, send-out,
and elementary division rules are used.
A halting computation of the P system Π is a ﬁnite sequence of conﬁgurations
C = (C0 , . . . , Ck ), where C0 is the initial conﬁguration, every Ci+1 is reachable
by Ci via a single computation step, and no rules can be applied anymore in
Ck . A non-halting computation C = (Ci : i ∈ N) consists of inﬁnitely many
conﬁgurations, again starting from the initial one and generated by successive
computation steps, where the applicable rules are never exhausted.
P systems can be used as recognisers by employing two distinguished objects
yes and no; exactly one of these must be sent out from the outermost membrane
during each computation, in order to signal acceptance or rejection respectively;
we also assume that all computations are halting. If all computations starting
from the same initial conﬁguration are accepting, or all are rejecting, the P system is said to be conﬂuent. If this is not necessarily the case, then we have a
non-conﬂuent P system, and the overall result is established as for nondeterministic Turing machines: it is acceptance iﬀ an accepting computation exists. All
P systems in this paper are conﬂuent.
In order to solve decision problems (i.e., decide languages), we use families
of recogniser P systems Π = {Πx : x ∈ Σ  }. Each input x is associated with
a P system Πx that decides the membership of x in the language L ⊆ Σ  by
accepting or rejecting. The mapping x → Πx must be eﬃciently computable for
each input length [2].
Definition 3. A family of P systems Π = {Πx : x ∈ Σ  } is said to be
(polynomial-time) uniform if the mapping x → Πx can be computed by two
deterministic polynomial-time Turing machines F (for “family”) and E (for “encoding”) as follows:
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– The machine F , taking as input the length n of x in unary notation, constructs a P system Πn , which is common for all inputs of length n, with a
distinguished input membrane.
– The machine E, on input x, outputs a multiset wx (an encoding of the speciﬁc
input x).
– Finally, Πx is simply Πn with wx added to the multiset placed inside its
input membrane.1
Any explicit encoding of Πx is allowed as output, as long as the number of membranes and objects represented by it does not exceed the length of the whole
description, and the rules are listed one by one. This restriction is enforced in
order to mimic a (hypothetical) realistic process of construction of the P systems, where membranes and objects are presumably placed in a constant amount
during each construction step, and require actual physical space proportional to
their number; see also [2] for further details on the encoding of P systems.
Finally, we describe how time complexity for families of recogniser P systems
is measured, and their complexity classes [3].
Definition 4. A uniform family of P systems Π = {Πx : x ∈ Σ  } is said to
decide the language L ⊆ Σ  (in symbols L(Π) = L) in time f : N → N iﬀ, for
each x ∈ Σ  ,
– the system Πx accepts if x ∈ L, and rejects if x ∈
/ L;
– each computation of Πx halts within f (|x|) computation steps.
Definition 5. The complexity class PMCAM(−d,−n) consists of all the languages L decidable in polynomial time by a uniform family of P systems with
restricted elementary active membranes.

3

Simulating Turing Machines

Let M be a deterministic Turing machine working in polynomial time p(n). We
design a uniform family of recogniser P systems Π M simulating M on inputs of
diﬀerent lengths. This construction is a variant of the one presented in [9].
A Turing machine FM , on input 1n , produces as output a P system ΠM,n
having the following initial conﬁguration:
+
,0
h [ ]00 [ ]01 [ ]02 · · · [ ]0p(n) s .
Each of the membranes having numerical label 0, 1, 2, . . . , p(n) represents one of
the tape cells of M .2 The symbol contained in that cell is encoded by the charge
1

2

Notice that this deﬁnition of uniformity is (possibly) weaker than the other one
commonly used in membrane computing [3], where the Turing machine F maps
each input x to a P system Πs(x) , where s : Σ  → N is a measure of the size of the
input; in our case, s(x) is always |x|.
Recall that M cannot visit more than p(n) + 1 tape cells on an input of length n.
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of the associated membrane: a neutral charge represents a blank, a negative
charge a 0, and a positive one a 1. In the following, we denote by lower case
Greek letters α, β both the tape symbols and the corresponding charges.
During the ﬁrst computation step, the object h is replaced by h0,q0 using the
following evolution rule:
[h → h0,q0 ]0s .
(The reason for having a diﬀerent object rather than directly h0,q0 in the initial
conﬁguration will be clariﬁed below.) The object hi,q simulates the tape head
of M : its subscripts denote the current position i on the tape, from 0 to p(n),
and the current state q of M . Their initial values are 0 and q0 , i.e., the leftmost
position on the tape and the initial state of M .
The transition function δ : Q × Σ → Q × Γ × { , } of M (where Q is the set
of states, Γ the tape alphabet and , denote movement to the left and right
respectively) is implemented by using communication rules, that are replicated
for each possible membrane corresponding to a tape cell. A transition δ(q1 , α) =
(q2 , β, ) corresponds to the following rules:
;
β
hi,q1 [ ]α
i → [hi−1,q2 ]i
for 0 < i ≤ p(n).
[hi−1,q2 ]βi → [ ]βi hi−1,q2
Notice how the ﬁrst set of rules changes the charge of membrane i (representing
the symbol in the i-th cell) and the two subscripts of hi,q1 (representing head
position and state) according to the transition function δ. The second set of rules
is only used to move back the object hi,q2 to its starting position, i.e., inside the
outermost membrane s. Transitions such as δ(q1 , α) = (q2 , β, ), that move the
head to the right, are analogous:
;
β
hi,q1 [ ]α
i → [hi+1,q2 ]i
for 0 ≤ i < p(n).
[hi+1,q2 ]βi → [ ]βi hi+1,q2
Assuming without loss of generality that the transition function δ is undeﬁned
on the accepting and rejecting states qyes and qno , two further sets of rules are
needed in order for ΠM,n to give the same result as M on its input:
;
[hi,qyes ]0s → [ ]0s yes
for 0 ≤ i ≤ p(n).
[hi,qno ]0s → [ ]0s no
The size of the membrane structure, the number of diﬀerent objects and the rules
needed to simulate M are bounded by O(p(n)). Both the membrane structure
and the rules can be computed by the machine F in polynomial time with respect
to that amount.
The input for ΠM,n , encoding the actual string x on which M is to be run, is
computed by another Turing machine EM simply by subscripting the symbols
in x by their position in the string. For instance,
EM (11001) = 10 11 02 03 14 .
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This encoding can be clearly computed in polynomial time with respect to the
length of x.
The encoding multiset EM (x) is placed inside membrane s of ΠM,n , and it
is used to initialise the charge of the ﬁrst n membranes corresponding to tape
cells, according to the following rules:
;
1i [ ]0i → [#]+
i
for 0 ≤ i < n,
0i [ ]0i → [#]−
i
where # is a “junk” object that has no role for the rest of the computation.
These rules are applied in parallel during the ﬁrst computation step, and avoiding
interference with them is the reason why the object hi,q is also introduced only
in that step, after which the real simulation begins.
The family Π M is thus constructed by FM and EM in polynomial time, and
simulates M on inputs of various lengths in linear time with respect to p(n).

4

Simulating Oracle Machines

We now show how polynomial-time Turing machines with an oracle for a language L can also be simulated, assuming that L itself can be recognised by a
uniform family of P systems Π L . While the construction we are going to describe
is, in principle, quite general, the technical details depend on the speciﬁc family
Π L and, in particular, on the encoding chosen for the instances of L. Hence, as a
concrete example, we assume that L is the problem Threshold-3SAT, deﬁned
as follows.
Problem 1 (Threshold-3SAT). Given a 3CNF Boolean formula ϕ over m
variables and a non-negative integer k < 2m , do more than k assignments (out
of 2m ) satisfy it?
This problem, which is PP-hard, has been recently proved [4] to be solvable in
polynomial time by a uniform family of P systems with restricted elementary
active membranes; as a consequence, the result PP ⊆ PMCAM(−d,−n) holds.
By selecting Threshold-3SAT as the oracle language we can prove a better
lower bound to this complexity class.
Theorem 1. PPP ⊆ PMCAM(−d,−n) .
The instances of Threshold-3SAT are Boolean formulae in ternary conjunctive
normal form, that is, conjunctions of clauses consisting of a disjunction of three
literals (i.e., optionally negated variables)
where each variable occurs at most
$ %
once$ in% each clause. There are 8 m
possible
clauses over m variables (there
3
3
ways to negate them); hence a
subsets
of
3
variables
out
of
m,
and
2
are m
3
Boolean formula $ϕ %with that number of variables can be encoded as a binary
string of length 8 m
3 , where the i-th bit is 1 if the i-th clause (under some ﬁxed
ordering) actually appears in ϕ, and 0 otherwise. Since the integer k can be
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encoded using further m$ bits,
% the total length of the encoding of an instance of
Threshold-3SAT is 8 m
3 + m.
Now let M be a polynomial-time Turing machine with access to an oracle for
Threshold-3SAT. We make a number of assumptions about the functioning of
M in order to simplify the simulation. (None of these assumptions causes a loss
of generality, since we only care about polynomial running time and not about
the precise polynomial.) First of all, we assume that M has a single tape, which
is used as input space, scratch space, and as a place to write the oracle queries.
The oracle querying procedure works as follows: ﬁrst M writes down the query
string y on the tape, then it moves the head to the ﬁrst symbol of y, and ﬁnally
enters the query state q? . In the next computation step, the state of M will be
changed, in order to reﬂect the answer of the oracle to the question “is y ∈ L?”,
to qy or qn , and the tape head will be repositioned to the ﬁrst tape cell. A further
assumption
$ % we are allowed to make is that all query strings have the same length
=8 m
3 + m, where  is the largest integer of that form to be less than or equal
to p(n); this is due to the fact that a pair (ϕ1 , k1 ), where ϕ1 is a formula over m1
variables, is a positive instance of Threshold-3SAT if and only if (ϕ2 , k2 ) is,
where ϕ2 is a formula having the same clauses of ϕ1 but over m2 ≥ m1 variables
(i.e., ϕ2 is a padded version of ϕ1 ) and k2 = 2m2 −m1 × k1 (i.e., the number
of required assignments is increased in order to reﬂect the fact that the “new”
variables xm1 +1 , . . . , xm2 do not actually appear in ϕ2 , hence their truth values
do not change the overall evaluation of the formula). By choosing an appropriate
encoding, each instance can be brought to length  just by padding ϕ1 and k1
with enough zeroes; see the original paper [4] for the details.
Let Π ∈ Π $L be
% the P system associated to the Threshold-3SAT instances
of length  = 8 m
3 + m. This P system has the following initial conﬁguration [4]:
+
,0
[i−m ]0e [ ]0k0 · · · [ ]0km−1 ot+1 not+3 in
where t = 4 − 3m + 4. The input for Π is placed inside membrane in, and it
consists of an encoding of (ϕ, k) described as follows:
$ %
EL (ϕ, k) = {ci : the i-th clause does not appear in ϕ, for 1 ≤ i ≤ 8 m
3 }∪
{ki : the i-th bit of k (counting from 0) is 1, for 0 ≤ i ≤ m − 1}.
We construct the P system ΠM,n simulating M on inputs of length n as follows:
+
,0
h [ ]00 [ ]01 [ ]02 · · · [ ]02p(n) [Π ]0q [Π ]0q . . . [Π ]0q [ ]0a s .
This initial conﬁguration contains p(n) copies of Π , each one enclosed by a further membrane having label q. The number p(n) is chosen as it is the maximum
number of queries that M can perform3 . However, the initial conﬁguration of the
3

Although, for the sake of a simpler exposition, this conﬁguration contains several
membranes having the same label, the labels can be made unique by subscripting
them and replicating the rules accordingly (this does not aﬀect the construction time
by more than a polynomial amount).
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embedded P systems Π is changed by erasing the initial objects and keeping
only the membrane structure and the rules; this is required in order for these
P systems to avoid starting their computation immediately, as their input will
be provided later during the computation of ΠM,n . Membrane a will be used to
store (in its charge) the result of an oracle query.
Notice how the number of simulated tape cells has been increased to 2p(n)+1:
this is due to the fact that we require all query strings to be of length , hence
we need to leave extra space on the tape for padding them to this length.
The simulation of M by ΠM,n works exactly as in Section 3 as long as M does
not enter its query state. We shall describe how oracle queries are simulated, ﬁrst
in an informal way, then by giving all the technical details.
4.1

Informal Description of the Simulation of Oracle Queries

This is an overview of the oracle query simulation:
1. The tape positions corresponding to the query string are inspected, and the
multiset of objects w encoding it is produced.
2. At the same time, one of unused copies of the embedded P systems Π is
chosen; it will be used to simulate the current query.
3. The objects in w are moved to their initial position inside that copy of Π .
4. The objects missing from the initial conﬁguration of Π are created and
moved to the correct membranes.
5. Now the embedded P system performs its computation as in [4], and produces
the answer to the query.
6. Finally, the answer is communicated to the object simulating the tape head
of M ; it switches to the corresponding state and resumes simulating the
Turing machine.
In more details, the procedure works as follows. When M enters the query state
q? , the object hi,q? is produced and moved to membrane s. According to the
convention described above, the query string y (necessarily of length ) is now
located on tape cells i, . . . , i +  − 1.
First, the object hi,q? is rewritten into the following multiset:
hi,q? c1,i c2,i+1 · · · c−m,i+−m−1 k0,i+−m k1,i+−m+1 · · · km−1,i+−1
The objects cj,i and kj,i represent potential input objects cj and kj for an
instance of Π , which will be actually produced depending on the particular
query string y. The procedure is the following one: each object cj,i and kj,i enters
the corresponding membrane j, and is either rewritten into a “junk” object #,
or sent out as cj or kj depending on the symbol contained in the tape cell (thus
simulating the encoding machine EL described above).
In the mean time, the object hi,q? nondeterministically selects one of the
neutral membranes having label q and “opens” it by setting its charge to positive.
The P system Π contained inside that membrane will be used to answer the
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current query. The object is moved back as w to membrane s, where it “waits”
for  steps by decreasing its subscript.
While the object w waits, the objects cj and kj that were actually produced
(there are at most  of them) move through the positive membrane q and inside
the membrane s of the selected copy of Π , thus reaching their initial position.
At that point, the subscript of w will have reached 0. The object w0 then enters
the active instance of Π , and inside membrane s it produces by evolution the
objects i−m+1 , ot+2 , and not+4 , and is itself rewritten into w0 . Notice how
the subscripts of i, o, and no are incremented by one: this is done in order to
give the opportunity to i−m+1 to move (as i−m ) to its initial position inside
membrane e, and also to w0 to exit Π and move back to membrane q.
While w0 moves to membrane s, the chosen embedded P system Π ﬁnally
starts computing as if it were in stand-alone form, as in [4]. This computation
requires a polynomial amount of time, after which either the object yes or no
will be sent out to the surrounding membrane q. That result object then exits
q, setting its charge to negative (thus signalling that the enclosed P system Π
has been used, and cannot be reused again) and moving to membrane a. When
entering it, the charge is set to positive (if the result object is yes) or negative
(if it is no); the result object is simultaneously rewritten into #.
When membrane a is non-neutral, the object w0 can enter it, and be sent out
as h0,qy or h0,qn depending on the result; the charge of a is also reset to neutral
to allow further queries. The simulation now proceeds again as in Section 3, until
another oracle query is made or until the computation of M ﬁnally terminates.
4.2

Technical Details

When the simulated Turing machine enters the query state, an object hi,q? appears inside the outermost membrane s of ΠM,n . It is immediately subject to
the following evolution rule, which is replicated for 0 ≤ i ≤ 2p(n):
[hi,q? → hi,q? c1,i · · · c−m,i+−m−1 k0,i+−m · · · km−1,i+−1 ]0s
During the next step, the objects cj,i enter the corresponding membrane labelled
by i, where they are either deleted (if that membrane represents a tape cell
containing 1, i.e., if the j-th clause occurs in the input formula ϕ), or sent back
out as cj (if the tape cell contains 0).
 α
cj,i [ ]α
i → [cj,i ]i

[cj,i → #]+
i
[cj,i ]−
i

→[

]−
i

cj

⎫
⎪
⎬
⎪
⎭

for 0 ≤ i ≤ 2p(n) and 1 ≤ j ≤  − m and α ∈ {+, −}

The same occurs to the objects kj,i , except that they are deleted when the
corresponding tape cell contains a 0, according to the encoding performed by
the machine EL .
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 α
kj,i [ ]α
i → [kj,i ]i

[kj,i → #]−
i
[kj,i ]+
i

→[

]+
i

kj

⎫
⎪
⎬
⎪
⎭

for 0 ≤ i ≤ 2p(n) and 0 ≤ j ≤ m − 1 and α ∈ {+, −}

While the objects encoding the Threshold-3SAT instance are produced, the
object hi,q? changes the charge of one of the neutral membranes labelled by q
to positive, and moves back to s as w .
;
hi,q? [ ]0q → [hi,q? ]+
q
for 0 ≤ i ≤ 2p(n)
+
[hi,q? ]+
q → [ ]q w
The objects cj and kj (which are at most  in number) are then sequentially
moved to the system Π corresponding to the positive membrane q.
;
+
cj [ ]+
q → [cj ]q
for 1 ≤ j ≤  − m
cj [ ]0in → [cj ]0in
;
+
kj [ ]+
q → [kj ]q
for 0 ≤ j ≤ m − 1
kj [ ]0in → [kj ]0in
The object w “waits” until the last object has entered membrane q by decreasing
its subscript
[wi → wi−1 ]0s

for 1 ≤ i ≤ 

then it also enters the selected embedded P system Π in order to initialise its
conﬁguration:
+
w0 [ ]+
q → [w0 ]q

w0 [ ]0in → [w0 ]0in
[w0 → w0 i−m+1 ot+2 not+4 ]0in
The object w0 is sent back to membrane s, while the newly created objects reach
their actual position and/or subscript inside Π , allowing the actual computation
of the embedded P system to start.
[w0 ]0in → [ ]0in w0
+

[w0 ]+
q → [ ]q w0

i−m+1 [ ]0e → [i−m ]0e
[ot+2 → ot+1 ]0in
[not+4 → not+3 ]0in
When the computation of the active instance of Π terminates, a result object is
sent out to membrane q, and it is moved in order to set the charge of membrane
a appropriately.
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−
[yes]+
q → [ ]q yes
−
[no]+
q → [ ]q no

yes [ ]0a → [#]+
a
no [ ]0a → [#]−
a
Now the object w0 can “read” the answer from the charge of a, reset it to neutral
and be rewritten into the corresponding object encoding the new state of the
simulated machine M .
α
w0 [ ]α
a → [w0 ]a

[w0 ]+
a
[w0 ]−
a

→[
→[

]0a
]0a

for α ∈ {+, −}

h0,qy
h0,qn

Now the simulation of M continues as in Section 3.
4.3

Main Result

We are ﬁnally able to prove the result anticipated at the beginning of this section.
Proof (Theorem 1). The previous discussion shows how any polynomial-time
Turing machine equipped with an oracle for Threshold-3SAT can be simulated
with a polynomial slowdown. Since Threshold-3SAT is PP-hard, any other
problem in PP can be eﬃciently reduced to it by the simulated Turing machine
before performing the query. As a consequence, the whole class PPP is included
in PMCAM(−d,−n) .


By Toda’s theorem (PH ⊆ PPP ) [8], this result implies that the whole polynomial hierarchy PH is contained in PMCAM(−d,−n) , bringing this class closer to
the known PSPACE upper bound [7].

5

Conclusions

We showed how the P systems of an existing uniform family Π with active membranes, deciding a language L, can be embedded into other P systems simulating
Turing machines in order to answer oracle queries for L. Although the technical
details of the construction depend on the speciﬁc family Π and on the encoding
of the instances of the problem, we are conﬁdent that it can be adapted to most
families of P systems with active membranes already described in the literature,
and possibly to other variants of P systems. However, from a formal standpoint,
this result is still to be proved.
By using this construction, we also improved the previously known lower
bound to the complexity class PMCAM(−d,−n) from PP to PPP ; this also
means that the polynomial hierarchy is contained in this class. Giving a more
precise characterisation remains an open question; while at this point the equality
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PMCAM(−d,−n) = PSPACE seems to be the most plausible outcome (that
would imply that nonelementary membrane division rules are redundant), we
think it is also worth investigating the possibility that the reverse inclusion
PMCAM(−d,−n) ⊆ PPP also holds; this result would be much more interesting,
as it doesn’t equate a complexity class for P systems with P or PSPACE as it
usually happens.
Being able to generalise the oracle query simulation to arbitrary families would
imply that whenever L ∈ PMCAM(−d,−n) , automatically the inclusion PL ⊆
PMCAM(−d,−n) also holds. Furthermore, if the P systems implementing the
oracle could be modiﬁed in order to reset to their initial conﬁguration after
their computation terminates (a condition we conjecture to be true in the case
of the family solving Threshold-3SAT [4]), a more elegant solution could be
provided, where only a single embedded P system is needed, as it could be reused
for subsequent queries.
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Abstract. In this paper we introduce a new model of P systems that
uses vectors of rules to describe a causal dependence relation between
the executions of the rules. We also study their computational power by
considering several restrictions on the types of the rules.

1

Introduction

Living organisms involve huge numbers of interacting substances that are the
subjects of some chemical reactions. These organisms are usually divided into
physically separated compartments which in general have some particular functional purposes. Bio-chemical reactions take place at the level of such compartments not only by creating, transforming, eliminating, transporting substances,
but also by acting on the compartments themselves (creating and/or destroying
compartments). Traditionally, while modeling such systems, the involved formal
models usually have a big descriptional complexity because they aim to capture
the execution of each process that might occur. One common feature of the proposed formal models was the fulﬁlling of the principle of causality: every event
has a cause (for instance, the execution of some bio-chemical reaction triggers
the execution of others). Often, this principle was “implemented” in the formal
models by specifying that the resulted compounds which are produced by the
execution of a rule, will trigger the execution of other rule(s). In this respect,
the principle of causality exhibits a certain temporal order by which any later
event is determined by the earlier one (see [1] and [2] for other work regarding
the principle of causality in the membrane computing ﬁeld).
In a more general framework, one can establish a precise temporal order of the
execution of the rules but not necessarily based on the resulted compounds of the
execution of each individual rule. This might be the case when for instance one
knows that two rules are executed in sequence (at two diﬀerent moments) but do
not know (or do not want to model) the underlying intermediate steps; hence,
although the “output” of the execution of the ﬁrst rule seems not to trigger the
execution of the second rule, these rules are dependent.
In the present paper we propose a new computing model inspired by the above
arguments and we investigate its computational power under some restrictions.
M. Gheorghe et al. (Eds.): CMC 2011, LNCS 7184, pp. 359–370, 2012.
c Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2012
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Preliminaries

In this section we brieﬂy recall the basic notions and notations from the formal
language theory that we will use along the present paper.
Given an alphabet V = {a1 , . . . , an }, the set of all strings over V is denoted
by V ∗ . The empty string is denoted by λ. A language L is a subset of V ∗ . The
length of a string x is denoted by |x|. If x ∈ V ∗ and a ∈ V then |x|a represents
the number of occurrences of a in x. The length set of L is {|x| | x ∈ L}. If FL is
a family of languages, then NFL denotes the family of length sets of languages
in FL. We denote by REG, CF , and RE the family of regular, context-free,
and recursively enumerable languages, respectively. It is known (see [8]) that
N REG = N CF ⊂ N RE.
A multiset over V is a mapping G : V → IN , hence one can represent it
as {(a1 , M (a1 )), . . . , (an , M (an ))}. For our convenience, such multisets will be
represented in our formalism by strings of symbols; for these strings the order of
symbols does not matter, however the number of copies of an object in a given
multiset equals the number of occurrences of the corresponding symbol in the
associated string.
2.1

Lindenmayer Systems

A 0L system is a tuple H = (V, P, ω), where V is a ﬁnite alphabet, P is a ﬁnite
and complete set of productions P ⊆ V × V ∗ , and ω ∈ V ∗ is the axiom. In a
OL
0L system H = (V, P, ω), x ∈ V ∗ directly derives y ∈ V ∗ (written as x =⇒H y)
∗
if x = x1 x2 . . . xn , y = y1 y2 . . . yn , where xi ∈ V , yi ∈ V , and xi → yi ∈ P ,
1 ≤ i ≤ n.
An ET0L system is a tuple H = (V, T, ω, Δ), where T = {T1 , . . . , Tk } is a nonempty ﬁnite set of ﬁnite substitutions (tables) and Hi = (V, Ti , ω), 1 ≤ i ≤ k,
is an 0L system; Δ ⊆ V , Δ = ∅ is the terminal alphabet. In an ET0L system
OL
H = (V, T, ω, Δ), x directly derives y, with x, y ∈ V ∗ (written as x =⇒H y) if
OL
ET 0L
x =⇒Ti y for some 1 ≤ i ≤ k. The transitive and reﬂexive closure of =⇒ H is
ET 0L

denoted by =⇒∗ H . The language generated by an ET0L system H is L(H) =
ET 0L

{w ∈ Δ∗ | ω =⇒∗ H w}.
It is known (see [8]) that ET0L systems using two tables generate the same
family of languages as the one generated by arbitrary ET0L systems.
In addition, if we denote by N ET 0L the family of length sets of languages
generated by ET0L systems, then it is known (see [7]) that N CF ⊂ N ET 0L ⊂
N RE. For instance the set {2n | n ≥ 0} ∈ N ET 0L \ N CF .
2.2

Register Machines

A register machine is a tuple M = (n, P, l0 , lh ), where n is the number of registers, P is a ﬁnite set of uniquely labeled instructions (the program), l0 is the
initial label, lh is the ﬁnal label. The instructions are of the following types:
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• l1 : (add(r), l2 , l3 ) – increment the contents of the register r and proceed nondeterministically to the instruction labeled with l2 or l3 ;
• l1 : (sub(r), l2 , l3 ) – if r is not empty then decrement the contents of the
register r and proceed to the instruction labeled with l2 ; otherwise proceed to
instruction labeled with l3 ;
• lh : halt – halts the machine.
A conﬁguration of M is a tuple C = (l, r1 , . . . , rn ) where l is a label of an
instruction and ri ∈ IN , 1 ≤ i ≤ n, is the content of register i. The initial
conﬁguration is C0 = (l0 , 0, . . . , 0). A computation of M is a (ﬁnite or inﬁnite)
sequence of conﬁgurations C0 , C1 , C2 , . . . where C0 is the initial conﬁguration
and each C = (l, r1 , . . . , rn ) in the sequence determines the next conﬁguration
in the sequence (if any) by applying the instruction labelled l over the current
contents of registers.
A register machine generates a set of natural numbers if it starts with all
registers being empty and, after executing instructions from P (starting from
instruction labeled with l0 ), it halts (M executes the instruction labeled with
lh ); the result of such a halting computation is collected from register 1.
It is known (see [4]) that any recursively enumerable set of natural numbers
can be generated by a register machine with at most 3 registers.

3

P Systems with Chained Rules

The reader is assumed to be aware of the basic models of P systems; we especially
refer to [5] and [6] for more details regarding this topic.
A P system with chained rules (a PCR system, for short) of degree m ≥ 1 is
a construct
Π = (O, C, μ, w1 , . . . , wm , R1 , . . . , Rm , i0 )
where
• O is an alphabet of objects;
• C ⊆ O is the set of catalysts;
• μ is a tree structure of m ≥ 1 uniquely labelled membranes (which delimit
the regions of Π); usually, the set of labels is {1, . . . , m};
• wi ∈ O∗ , for 1 ≤ i ≤ m, are multisets of objects which are initially present
in the regions of μ (as indicated by the index);
• Ri , 1 ≤ i ≤ m, are ﬁnite sets of vectors of evolution rules. A vector of
evolution rules is denoted as (r1 , . . . , rk ) and each ri , 1 ≤ i ≤ k, is a noncooperative rule a → v or a catalytic rule ca → cv, where a ∈ O \ C, v ∈
((O \ C) × {here, out, in})∗, and c ∈ C;
• i0 ∈ {1, . . . , m} is the label of the output region of Π.
A conﬁguration of Π is a vector (α1 , . . . , αm ), where αi ∈ O∗ , 1 ≤ i ≤ m, is
the multiset of objects present in the region i of Π. The initial conﬁguration of
Π is the vector C0 = (w1 , . . . , wm ).
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Let Ri = {v(i,1) , . . . , v(i,si ) } where 1 ≤ i ≤ m and such that si ≥ 1; in
addition, let v(i,j) = (r(i,j,1) , r(i,j,2) , . . . , r(i,j,tj ) ), 1 ≤ j ≤ si and such that tj ≥ 1.
In other words, the ﬁrst index of a rule indicates the region where it belongs,
the second index indicates the vector from which it belongs, and ﬁnally the last
index indicates the position in the vector.
A computation of Π is a recursively deﬁned sequence of conﬁgurations (possibly inﬁnite)
C0 , C1 , . . . , Ck , Ck+1 , . . .
having the following properties:
– C0 is the initial conﬁguration;
– Ck+1 = (w(k+1,1) , . . . , w(k+1,m) ) is obtained from Ck = (w(k,1) , . . . , w(k,m) )
by applying in a nondeterministic manner on each multiset w(k,i) , 1 ≤ i ≤ m,
a maximal multiset of rules (with competition on objects) of the following
form (the multiset is expressed as a string indicating a union of multisets
of rules belonging to v(i,j) , 1 ≤ j ≤ si ; also, the multiplicities of some rules
might be 0):
a multiset of rules from v(i,si )
a multiset of rules from v(i,1)






p(i,si ,ts )
p(i,si ,1) p(i,si ,2)
p(i,1,t1 )
p(i,1,1) p(i,1,2)
i
r(i,1,1) r(i,1,2) . . . r(i,1,t1 )
. . . . . . r(i,si ,1) r(i,si ,2) . . . r(i,si ,ts ) .
i

In addition, this multiset of rules has to obey the following conditions: if
p(i,s,t) ≥ 1, 1 ≤ s ≤ si , 1 ≤ t ≤ tsi (i.e., the corresponding rule r(i,s,t) will
be applied) then it is obligatory that the rule r(i,s,t−f ) for 1 ≤ f ≤ t − 1 was
applied to the conﬁguration Ck−f (providing that k −f ≥ 0). In other words,
given the multiset w(k,i) of the conﬁguration Ck , if a vector of chained rules
v starts its application (that is, the ﬁrst rule in the vector is applied), then in
the next subsequent conﬁgurations the rest of the rules from v will be applied
in order in consecutive steps (one rule by each subsequent conﬁguration but
such that every such rule can be applied several times). However, if a rule
from a given position f in an already started vector of chained rules v cannot
be applied (although it was supposed to be executed1 ), then the execution
of v is dropped (that is, for the current application of v, the remaining rules
are not executed anymore).
A computation of Π is a halting one if no rule can be applied (as described
above) in the last conﬁguration (the halting conﬁguration). The result of a halting computation is the number of objects from O contained in the output region
i0 , in the halting conﬁguration. A non-halting computation yields no result. By
collecting the results of all possible halting computations of a given P system
Π, one gets N (Π) – the set of all natural numbers generated by Π.

1

This happens when either in the current multiset there is no object that triggers the
execution of the rule, or it was a competition on the objects and this rule lost it.
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The family of all sets of numbers computed by P systems with chained
rules with at most m membranes and with a list of features f is denoted by
N OP CRPm (f ). The features considered in this paper are ncoo (P systems using vectors composed only by non-cooperative rules) and catk (P systems using
vectors composed by non-cooperative rules and catalytic rules with at most k
catalysts).
The above deﬁnition can be relaxed such that in a halting conﬁguration one
counts only the symbols from a given alphabet Σ ⊆ O.
Example 1. The following P system with chained rules
Π = (O, C, μ, w1 , R1 , i0 )
where
O = {a, b} ;
C=∅;
μ = [ ]1 ;
w1 = ba ;
R1 = {v(1,1) : (b → b, a → aa), v(1,2) : (b → λ)} ;
i0 = 1.
generates the set {2n | n ≥ 0} (the well known non-semilinear set of natural
numbers).
In the ﬁrst step of computation, because of the nondeterminism, either the
vector v(1,1) or v(1,2) (but not both) can be selected for application; this is because
in the initial multiset there is only one object b. Consequently, either the rule
b → b from v(1,1) is applied (which will further permit the generation of more
objects a) or b → λ from v(1,2) is applied (which stops the generation of objects
a and halts the computation).
Next, if in the current conﬁguration there exists the object b then, due to the
nondeterministic selection of the rules to be applied, two computational branches
can be followed:
– the rules a → aa from v(1,1) and b → b from v(1,1) are executed (hence the
number of objects a is doubled and the computation continues);
– the rules a → aa from v(1,1) and b → λ from v(1,2) are executed (hence the
number of objects a is doubled but the next conﬁguration will be a halting
n
one; in this case the output region contains a2 objects, hence Π generates
n
the set {2 | n ≥ 0}).
The computation of Π is described with more details in Table 1.
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Table 1. The computation of Π. Because of the nondeterminism diﬀerent vectors/rules
can be applied to a given conﬁguration yielding diﬀerent next conﬁgurations. In order
to distinguish them we placed at each such conﬁguration a superscript index (moreover,
the subscript index indicates the computational step). In addition, the rules selected
for execution are emphasized.
Step Current Config.

Applied vectors/rules
Nondeterministic choice
(b → b, a → aa)
0 C0 = ([ ]1 , ba)
Nondeterministic choice
(b → λ)
Nondeterministic choice
(b → b, a → aa)
(b → b, a → aa)
1
C1 = ([ ]1 , ba)
1
Nondeterministic choice
(b → b, a → aa)
(b → λ)
0
C12 = ([ ]1 , a2 ) = ([ ]1 , a) ..
.
Nondeterministic choice
(b → b, a → aa)
(b → b, a → aa)
1
2k−1
)
k Ck = ([ ]1 , ba
Nondeterministic choice
(b → b, a → aa)
(b → λ)
k−1
Ck2 = ([ ]1 , a2
)
Nondeterministic choice
(b → b, a → aa)
(b → b, a → aa)
1
2k
k+1 Ck+1 = ([ ]1 , ba )
Nondeterministic choice
(b → b, a → aa)
(b → λ)
k
Ck2 = ([ ]1 , a2 )
..
.

Next Config.
1:

C11

2:

C12

1:

2:

C21
C22
-

1:

2:

1
Ck+1

2
Ck+1

1:

2:

1
Ck+2

2
Ck+2

-

It is known (see [6]) that for a large class of variants of P systems with symbol
objects and multiset rewriting rules the number of membranes does not count
in what concerns the computational power. In fact, via a simple encoding of
the regions labels into objects (for example, the index associated to an object
indicates the region where the corresponding object belongs) one can prove that
any such variant of a P system with m > 1 membranes can be simulated by one
having only one membrane (or two for catalytic P systems because the catalyst
cannot be deleted, hence it always counts in the output multiset). Using a similar
approach one can easily prove the following result.
Theorem 1. N OP CRPm (ncoo) = N OP CRP1 (ncoo), for m ≥ 2.
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Here we will prove that P systems with chained rules using vectors composed
only by non-cooperative rules can generate at least the same family of sets of
numbers as N ET 0L.
Theorem 2. N OP CRP1 (ncoo) ⊇ N ET 0L.
Proof. In order to prove that N OP CRP1 (ncoo) ⊇ N ET 0L, we will simulate
the computation of an arbitrary ET0L system H = (V, T, ω, Δ) with two tables
(T = {T1 , T2 }) using a P system with chained rules Π = (O, C, μ, w1 , R1 , i0 ).
Before deﬁning each component of Π let us assume that V = {a1 , . . . , an }, Δ =
{a1 , . . . , am }, 1 ≤ m ≤ n, and T1 = {r(1,1) , . . . , r(1,s1 ) }, T2 = {r(2,1) , . . . , r(2,s2 ) }.
In addition, let V = {a | a ∈ V } and the morphism h : V → V such that
h(ai ) = ai . Also, if r(i,j) = a → α ∈ Ti , i ∈ {1, 2}, 1 ≤ j ≤ si , denote by
r(i,j) = a → h(α). Then, one can construct Π as follows:
O = V ∪ V ∪ {t, X, Y, v, #} ∪ {t(i,j) | i ∈ {1, 2}, 1 ≤ j ≤ 2n + 2}
∪{vi | 0 ≤ i ≤ m − 1} ;
C =∅;
μ = [ ]1 ;
w1 = ωt ;
card(T1 )

R1 = {(t → t(1,0)

card(T2 )

X), (t → t(2,0)

X)}

∪ {(t(i,0) → t(i,1) , r(i,j) ) | i ∈ {1, 2}, 1 ≤ j ≤ si }
∪ {(t(1,1) → t(1,2) ), (t(2,1) → t(2,2) )}
∪ {(t(i,j) → t(i,j+1) , a(j−1) → #) | i ∈ {1, 2}, 2 ≤ j ≤ n + 1}
∪ {(# → #)}
∪ {(t(i,j) → t(i,j+1) , h(aj−n−1 ) → aj−n−1 ) | i ∈ {1, 2}, n + 2 ≤ j ≤ 2n + 1}
∪ {(t(1,2n+2) → λ, X → Y ), (t(2,2n+2) → λ, X → Y )}
∪ {(Y → t), (Y → v0 )}
∪ {(vi → vi+1 , ai+1 → #) | 0 ≤ i ≤ m − 2} ∪ {(vm−1 → λ, am → #)} ;
i0 = 1.
The object t represents a “selector” – it will be used to nondeterministically
choose which table of the ET0L system will be simulated. Because at the beginning of simulation the multiset w1 contains exactly one object t, then only
card(T )
card(T )
one of the rules t → t(1,0) 1 X or t → t(2,0) 2 X is executed. In both cases,
the object X will be used later (after the simulation of a table) to nondeterministically decide if a new application of a table has to be simulated, or if the
current multiset corresponds to a word in L(H). For an object of type t(i,j) ,
the index i ∈ {1, 2} denotes the table that is currently simulated and the index
1 ≤ j ≤ 2n + 2 signiﬁes a change of state.
card(T )
Let us assume that the rule t → t(1,0) 1 X is executed, hence the application
card(T1 )

of the T1 is simulated by Π. There are generated t(1,0)

objects which in the
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next computational step will trigger the execution of some (at least one and
possibly all) of the ﬁrst rules in the vectors {(t(1,0) → t(1,1) , r(1,j) ) | 1 ≤ j ≤ s1 }.
Hence, in the third step, some of the objects from V will be rewritten into their
corresponding counterpart from V (there are executed some rules of type r(1,j) ,
1 ≤ j ≤ s1 – these rules are associated with the rules from table T1 ). In addition
the rule (t(1,1) → t(1,2) ) is executed. Two possible situations may occur:
– the current multiset contains objects from V , at least one object from V ,
the objects X and (several copies of) t(1,2) .
– the current multiset contains only objects from V , the objects X and (several
copies of) t(1,2) ;
The ﬁrst case illustrates the situation when not all the objects from V were
rewritten, hence it represents a “wrong” simulation of an application of table 1. If
this is the case, then those objects will be rewritten into # (by the corresponding
rules from the vectors (t(1,j) → t(1,j+1) , a(j−1) → #), 2 ≤ j ≤ n + 1). If the
symbol # is generated then the computation will never stop because the rule
# → # will always be applied (no matter what objects will be produced); the
computation yields no result.
The second case corresponds to a “correct” simulation of the maximal parallel
use of productions in an ET0L system. In this case the rules of type a(j−1) → #
from the vectors (t(1,j) → t(1,j+1) , a(j−1) → #), 2 ≤ j ≤ n + 1, will never be
executed, hence the multiset produced in the step n+ 3 will contain objects from
V and the objects t1,n+2 (in several copies) and X. Next, in consecutive steps, the
objects from V will be rewritten back in their counterparts from V (by the rules
from the vectors (t(1,j) → t(1,j+1) , h(aj−n−1 ) → aj−n−1 ), n + 2 ≤ j ≤ 2n + 1).
After that all the resulting objects t(1,2n+2) are deleted at once (by the rule
t(1,2n+2) → λ from the vector (t(1,2n+2) → λ, X → Y ) and this gives further
the possibility for the rule X → Y to be executed. At this point, the multiset
contains objects from V and the object Y . If Y will be rewritten into t (by the
rule Y → t), then the entire simulation is restarted. Otherwise, if Y will be
rewritten into v (by the rule Y → v), then Π veriﬁes that all the objects from
V from the current multiset are also belonging to Δ. In case there exists an
object that belongs to V \ Δ, then the trap symbol # is generated again and
the computation cycles forever, yielding no result.
Consequently, because we successfully simulated the computation of an arbitrary ET0L system with two tables, we proved that N OP CRP1 (ncoo) ⊇
N ET 0L.
The opposite inclusion can be proved by using the equality (in terms of
generated sets of numbers) between P systems with symbol objects and noncooperative promoted rules and ET0L systems. More precisely, given an arbitrary PCR system Π with vectors using only non-cooperative rules one can
construct an equivalent P system with non-cooperative promoted rules Π  as
follows (hence one can further prove that N OP CRP1 (ncoo) ⊆ N ET 0L). Without any loss of generality let us assume that Π has only one region and let
Π = (O, ∅, [ ]1 , w1 , R1 , 1), R1 = {v1 , . . . , vs }, and each vi , 1 ≤ i ≤ s, represents
a vector of uniquely labeled rules
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vi = (r(i,1) : a1 → α1 , . . . , r(i,ti ) : ati → αti ).
Assume in addition that the labels of the rules are symbols and denote the set
of labels by L = {r(i,j) | 1 ≤ i ≤ s, 1 ≤ j ≤ ti }.
Then, one can construct an equivalent P system with non-cooperative rules
and promoters Π  = (O , ∅, [ ]1 , w1 , R1 , 1) as follows:
O = O ∪ L;
w1 = w1 ;
and R1 is deﬁned in this manner: for each vector vi = (r(i,1) : a1 → α1 , . . . , r(i,ti ) :
ati → αti ) ∈ R1 the following rules are added to R1 :
a1 → α1 r(i,2) ;
aj → αj r(i,j+1) |r(i,j) , 2 ≤ j ≤ ti − 1;
ati → αti |r(i,ti ) ;
r(i,j) → λ, 2 ≤ j ≤ ti .
While simulating the application of the rules of a vector vi in consecutive steps,
Π  employs the promoters; they allow the execution of the corresponding rules
in the same order. More precisely, if the vector vi is started by Π then its
ﬁrst rule r(i,1) : a1 → α1 is executed. Correspondingly, Π  executes the rule
a1 → α1 r(i,2) and the promoter r(i,2) is generated; this promoter will allow the
execution of the rule a2 → α1 r(i,3) |r(i,2) – rule that corresponds to the second
rule from vi . At each step, the generated promoters activate the corresponding
rules and simultaneously they are deleted (preventing in this way the executions
of the corresponding rules in other steps). The simulation continues in the same
manner for all the rules from vi . Finally, if Π stops then Π  stops as well,
accepting the same set of numbers.
The above construction proves that, given an arbitrary PCR system with one
region, one can construct an equivalent P system with non-cooperative rules and
promoters. Consequently, we have proved that N OP CRP1 (ncoo) ⊆ N ET 0L.
The following result shows the equality between the class of sets of numbers
generated by P systems with chained rules when all the vectors contain either
non-cooperative rules or catalytic rules (with only one catalyst) and the class of
all recursively enumerable sets of natural numbers.
Theorem 3. N OP CRP2 (cat1 ) = N RE.
Proof. By invoking the Church-Turing thesis one can assume the inclusion
N OP CRP2 (cat1 ) ⊆ N RE is true. The opposite inclusion can be proved by
simulating an n-register machine M = (n, P, l0 , lh ) with a PCR system we construct. During the simulation of M , the current contents of register 1 ≤ i ≤ n,
will be represented by the multiplicity of object ai .
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Let Π = (V, C, μ, w1 , w2 , R1 , R2 , i0 ) a PCR system such that:
V = {ai | 1 ≤ i ≤ n}
∪ {l1 | l1 : (add(r), l2 , l3 ) ∈ P}
∪ {l1 , l1 , l2 , Rl1 , Rl1 | l1 : (sub(r), l2 , l3 ) ∈ P}
∪ {c};
C = {c};
μ = [ [ ]2 ]1 ;
w1 = ∅;
w2 = cl0 ;
R1 = ∅;
i0 = 1;
and R2 is deﬁned as follows:
• for each instruction l1 : (add(r), l2 , l3 ) ∈ P we add to R2 the rules:
(l1 → ar l2 )
(l1 → ar l3 )
• for each instruction l1 : (sub(r), l2 , l3 ) ∈ P we add to R2 the rules:
(l1 → l1 Rl1 , car → c, l1 → l2 , l2 → l2 ),
(Rl1 → Rl1 , Rl1 → λ, l1 → l3 ).
• for each instruction lh : (halt) ∈ P we add to R2 the rules:
(lh → λ, a1 → a1 out )
The system Π works as follows. Initially Π starts its computation having in
region 2 the multiset cl0 (this corresponds to the starting conﬁguration of M
when all its registers are empty and the label of the rule to be executed is l0 ). Π
performs its computation by simulating the execution of instructions from the
P.
Now, let us assume that, at a certain moment during the computation of
M , the current conﬁguration of M is (l1 , r1 , . . . , r, . . . , rn ), where ri ∈ IN ,
1 ≤ i ≤ n; in addition, let us suppose the instruction to be executed by M
is l1 : (add(r), l2 , l3 ) ∈ P. Correspondingly, Π will have in region 2 the multiset ar11 . . . arr . . . arnn cl1 . Since there is only one object l1 , the rule that can be
executed by Π is either (l1 → ar l2 ) or (l1 → ar l3 ); nondeterministically only
. . . arnn cl2
one of them will be actually executed yielding the multiset ar11 . . . ar+1
r
r1
r+1
rn
or a1 . . . ar . . . an cl3 , respectively. These multisets correspond to one of the
next possible conﬁgurations of M , i.e., (l2 , r1 , . . . , r + 1, . . . , rn ) or (l3 , r1 , . . . , r +
1, . . . , rn ). Consequently, the incrementing instruction of M was successfully simulated by Π.
In case the instruction to be executed by M is l1 : (sub(r), l2 , l3 ) ∈ P then Π
will proceed with the simulation as follows. The rule l1 → l1 Rl1 will be executed
in the ﬁrst step of simulation. In the second step of simulation we distinguish
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two possible cases: either r = 0 (that is, object ar is missing from region 2) or
r > 0.
If r = 0 the only rule that can be executed is Rl1 → Rl1 . In addition,
the execution of the vector (l1 → l1 Rl1 , car → c, l1 → l2 , l2 → l2 ) is interrupted because there is no object ar . Hence in the subsequent steps the rules
Rl1 → λ and l1 → l3 will be executed (in order, in consecutive conﬁgurations). Consequently, in the fourth step of the simulation the multiset in region 2 of Π will be ar11 , . . . , a0r , . . . arnn cl3 which corresponds to the conﬁguration
(l3 , r1 , . . . , r = 0, . . . , rn ) of M .
If r > 0 the rules that will be simultaneously executed are car → c and
Rl1 → Rl1 . In the next computational step there will be simultaneously executed
the rules l1 → l2 and Rl1 → λ. Finally, in the fourth step of the simulation
the only rule that will be executed is l2 → l2 , hence the multiset in region
2 of Π will be ar11 , . . . , ar−1
, . . . arnn cl2 which corresponds to the conﬁguration
r
(l2 , r1 , . . . , r − 1, . . . , rn ) of M .
In case lh is generated, then all the objects a1 are sent out the output region
1 (by the rule a1 → a1out ) and the computation stops. It follows that the entire
program P can be successfully simulated by Π, hence Π generates the same set
of numbers as M .
In conclusion, we have shown that N RE ⊆ N OP CRP2 (cat1 ). Consequently,
we have proved that N OP CRP2 (cat1 ) = N RE.

4

Conclusions

A necessary condition (but not suﬃcient) in the principle of causality is the delay
of one event relatively to another. The suﬃcient condition imposes the precise
deﬁnition of what event is the cause and what event is the eﬀect. Traditionally,
the principle of causality was implicitly modeled (and/or understood) in the P
system framework by specifying that the objects resulted after applying a rule
constitute the cause that might trigger the application(s) of other rules. Starting
from this general feature several variants of P systems were proposed in order
to reﬁne the original deﬁnition and to better express the control ﬂow imposed
by this principle. In this respect were proposed P systems with weak/strong
priorities, P systems with promoters/inhibitors, and so on. In this paper we
introduced a new computational model by specifying a certain causal dependence
relation between the execution of the rules.
There are several diﬀerences between the presented model and P systems with
promoters. According with their deﬁnition promoters act globally and even one
promoter might trigger several rules. For example, if one considers the multiset
am bn p with m, n ≥ 1 and the rules
r1 : a → α|p
r2 : b → β|p
then both rules will be applied.
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In the proposed model, it might seem that in a vector (p → p, a → α) the
execution of the rule p → p might “activate” in the next computation step the
rule a → α (hence it seems that the promoted rule r1 : a → α|p can be easily
simulated). However, this is not the case when one has to simulate the execution
of a couple of rules (as r1 and r2 ), because simply considering in addition the
vector (p → p, b → β) will not solve the problem (recall that there is only one
object p, hence either the rule a → α or b → β will be executed in the second
step). Similar situations can be imagined while comparing the proposed model
with P systems with weak/strong priorities.
Several open problems and research lines can be formulated for the model
we introduced. For example, one may study the existence of a normal form for
the proposed model. In addition, one can consider diﬀerent types of appearance
checking mechanisms and study the computational power of the systems.
A novel research line also aim to use a more general structure to describe the
order by which the rules are applied.
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